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A WORD ABOUT BONA FID6S 

this is such an odd book that a word ul explanation is required. 

It’s written, in collaboration, by two authors who, between rhem, have man¬ 

aged (much to their own amazement) to collect more than a century of experi¬ 

ence in the occult arts. Since it’s no harm to know your mentors, here’s who they 

are and how they got together: 

Dolores Ashcroft-Nowicki was born on Jersey, one of the Channel islands 

that lie between the southwest coast of Britain and the coast of France. She was 

ten years old when "World "War II broke our and the Nazis invaded, necessitating 

her evacuation onto mainland Britain. There she endured the Blitz on Liverpool 

night after night, cooped up in air raid shelters listening ro the drone or German 

warplanes overhead, the nek-nek fire and the terrifying explosions as sticks of 

bombs reduced the city to rubble. 

Kven as a child, Dolores showed signs of what was then called “being fey,” an 

expression that has no real modem counterpan but carries the fed of someone 

who is a little otherworldly, a little psychic, a little imaginative, a little eccentric. 

It was no surprise. She came from a fey family. Both her parents were Third 

Degree Initiates of the Western Mysteries. Household conversation tended to 

center on spiritualism, ghosts. Theosophy, and other esoteric matters. But the 

emotional pressures of war were to change the feyness into something else, 

something much more rich and strange. 

One night, listening to the crump-crump of the approaching bombs, Dolores 

found herself. . . elsewhere. 
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Behind the house where the family had been billeted b> the War Office, stood 

«i hastily built and rorallv inadequate bomb shelter. It consisted of a concrete base 

and a square structure, two bricks in thickness, with another layer of concrete lor 

a roof. Inside were wooden benches and nothing else. 

In this flimsy building the family passed night alter night as the raids contin¬ 

ued. The noise, fear, and daily death of school friends had taken its toll on the 

young mind, and brought it close to breaking point. During one particularly bad 

raid, Dolores was sirring with her head in her mother's lap, fingers in her ears, 

when something happened that was to change her life. 

The noise died away, the tear began to lessen, and she could no longer feel the 

pressure of her mother’s arms around her. Lifting: her head, she found herself in 

an entirely different place. She stood on a plateau set amid high .snow-covered 

mountains. Sparse, stunted bushes grew here and there and although she did not 

feel it, she knew it was normally extremely cold here. Before her was a tire that 

offered her a sense of warmth and welcome. Seated around it in a silent circle 

was a group nl orange-robed figures. One raised his head. It was a young face, 

bin with eyes that were centuries old. He smiled and indicated that she should 

take her place in the circle, which she did. 

It seemed to the child that she stayed for many hours soaking in the silence, 

the peace, and. above all, the companionship of those around her. Nothing was 

said during that visit, or the subsequent visits that occurred as the Battle of 

Britain continued. She learned rhar she was taken only when the danger was 

greatest, when it seemed that her mind must give way under the weight of tear. 

The bombing finally eased as Hitler realized that it accomplished nothing and 

drained his resources. On the final visit to her snowbound plateau, Dolores was 

silently directed to observe the mountainous background, as it to fix tt in her 

mind. She knew then it would be her last time here, and it was at this time that 

information was put into her mind that all this had been for a purpose. She was 

also informed rhar these people had once been part of her life and she was 

among friends who could he called upon when the need was great. 

Over rhirtv years later, she recounted this story to her teacher, the late W. L. 

Butler, describing the strange outline o! the mountains. Without a word he got 

up and fetched a book from his library. He opened it at a picture of high, snow- 

covered mountains. They were instantly recognizable. Butler explained that in 

this area there had been for centimes a lamasery of a special kind, and that it 

snll existed. She had, he told her. been given protection to safeguard her imma- 
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Hire mind from excessive trauma and that she was by no means rhe only one 

under such protection. 

She hadn't understood it at rhe rime, of course, hur clearly something had 

wanted to make contact. It was a presage of things to come. 

While all this was going on. across the water in Ireland Herbie Brennan was 

also beginning m chart his earliest esoteric experience—albeit of a very different 

sort. He was a precocious child, addicted to reading from an early age. Bur his 

choice of reading was bizarre. In place of Enid Blyton and Rupert Bear, he began 

to devour books on yoga, oriental mysticism, and, above all. hypnosis. He hyp¬ 

notized his first subject, a school friend, when he was only nine. 

In his teens he began a study of mesmerism, which many believe to be an early 

form of hypnosis, bur isn’t. Mesmerism involves the manipulation of subtle cncr 

gics, with results quite different from hypnotic trance. The interest in subtle 

energies drew him toward magic, but books on the subject were at a premium in 

Ireland at die time. 

Then one day while searching on a market stall, he came across a little work 

titled Magic, Its Ritual Power and Purpose, which purported to contain infor¬ 

mation about the mysterious “Kings of Edom” briefly mentioned in the Bible. 

The author was somebody called W. K_ Butler. Herbie bought the book. Days 

later, he began hunting for rhe author’s other works and eventually obtained a 

copy of The Magician. His training ami Work, which described training tech¬ 

niques used in the Western Esoteric Tradition. 

There was a 1 ondem conracr address at the back of Butlers books, recom¬ 

mended by Butler for those who wished to go further in their esoteric studies—it 

was the address of the Society of the Inner I ighr. 

Fhe Society of the Inner Light was founded by the psychic and occultist Dion 

forrune (Violet Penrv-Evans, nee Violet Firth), who was herself trained by the 

Hermetic Srudcnts of the Golden Dawn, a magical Order that initiated die Irish 

pner William Rutler Years and his nemesis, A leister Crowley. It offered training 

based on the Qabalah, a notenr system of ancient mysticism and magic that 

forms the foundation of the Western Esoteric Tradition. 

Dolores survived the war and trained as an actress at R.A.D.A. (the Royal 

Academy for the Dramatic Art), but alongside her career ambitions was a grow¬ 

ing interest in magic. One day while on a visit to London, she went to the old 

Aquarian Press store to pick up a tarot deck for her mother. There were some 

secondhand books un the shelves, and among them she discovered a medieval 
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grimoire, one of the notorious “black books" of magical practice. She was leaf¬ 

ing through if avidly when a hand fell on her shoulder. 

“You don't need that," said an ominous voice. “You need this." 

•she turned, and the shop’s proprietor handed her a copy of a little book titled 

Magic, It's Ritual Power and Purpose. 

Herbie Brennan took nearly two weeks to apply for training with rhe Society 

ot the Inner Lighr. Dolores—and her husband, Michael—had their applications 

in the post within three days. 

Their training involved four years of daily meditations and visualizations 

along with theoretical study of the ancient tradition. Detailed records were kept 

and submitted, with membership of the Society open only to those who com¬ 

pleted rhe course. Few did. Magical training was (and still is) very hard work. 

Herbie was initialed into the Society of the Inner Light on his twenty-fourth 

birthday, the absolute minimum age the Society would accept a full member at 

the time. Dolores and her husband sverc initiated in 1%8. Herbie and Dolores 

managed to miss one another completely. 

Herbie’s initial training was at the hands ol Margaret l .umley-Brown, a p^v- 

chic of the highest reputation even among that company of magicians. She was 

the Society’s own cosmic mediator and an expert, from first hand experience, on 

rhe world of faery. Dolores’ official mentor in the Inner l ight was C. C. Chich¬ 

ester, its warden, but her most abiding influence was the man whose little hook 

had set her on the path four years before—W. Ernest Butler. 

Both Dolores and Herbie eventually left rhe Inner Light in good standing, still 

without meeting one another. Herbie began to cast around for ways to extend his 

esoteric experience and stumbled on a five-year training program called rhe Helios 

Course, written by Gareth Knight and run by W. Ernest Buder. He promptly signed 

up. Dolores, meanwhile, was training personally as a Cosmic Mediator with Ernest 

Butler. (Butler himself had been trained directly by Bishop Robert King and Dion 

Fortune, who founded the Inner Light.) 

It’s almost a relief to learn that while it took several more years, Dolores and 

Herbie got together eventually. By then Dolores had become Director oi Studies 

for the Servants of the Light, the international Mystery School that developed out 

ot Ernest Butler’s Helios Course. Herbie, a loner by inclination, had a lengthy 

period of esoteric practice under his belt, including reincarnation research and a 

specialization in rhe Astral Plane. There wasn't much stopping them belore they 

met, but there was no stopping them afterward. 
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Over a period of years, Dolores Ashcroft-No wick i and Herbie Brennan embarked 

on a program of magical experimentation designed to advance the frontiers of eso¬ 

teric knowledge, a program that included work on: 

• evocation to visible appearance; 

• the creation of ghosts by ceremonial means; 

• contact with spirit enrities; 

• revival of ancient oracular systems; 

• gross psychokmetic effects; 

■ astral projection; 

• deep trance phenomena; 

■ past life investigation, and much, much more. 

A great deal of their work involved the direct, or indirect use of thought forms. 

Much of it was concerned with the Astra! Plane. The personal experience they 

obtained forms the foundation of rhe book you are reading now. 

ft’s a hook that contains information published nowhere else, rhe fruits of 

many years of investigation. Some of if results from research, some from experi¬ 

mentation, and some from data supplied by inner Plane sources in contact with 

the authors. You will learn abour: 

• the Triangle of Causation: desire, emotion, and imagination; 

• the three-point location of occult power tn rhe physical brain; 

• the triune persona of a human being; 

• the Occult xArt of Observation. 

Within rhe hook are detailed instructions on collecting mental and physical 

images, information abour dealing with perspective on rhe Astral Plane, instruc¬ 

tions on storing and recalling nonvisual memories of emotions, and building up 

desire as fuel for a potent astral engine. 

The use of advanced astral structures is dealt with in key segments covering: 

• the creation of an astral homunculus; 

• tgvptiaii tomb guardians; 
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• astral landscapes; 

• controlling what you create. 

But before you begin the practical work, you have a treat in store. For the book 

opens with some of the most fascinating and instructive case studies you will 

ever read. Studies that will literally change rhe way you think about reality and 

lay rhe theoretical foundation for the work ahead. 

Knjoy. 
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“The real voyage of discovery consists not m seeing neu/ landscapes, 

but in having neu* eyes. ” 

MARCEL PROUST 





Part One 

TH<E NATURE OF REALITY 





WOLF mAN 

Herbie on: the 

innocent 

girl and the 

traveling 

salesman: 

Romasanta takes 

more women 

to the city; 

Romasanta flees; 

the arrest of 

Romasanta; A 

weird confession; 

Romasanta 

condemned; 

strange aspects 

of the 

Romasanta 

case; the 

persistence 

of werewolf 

belief. 

manuela GARCIA mad a bad marriage. Nobody gor 

divorced m northern Spam in 1849. bur Manuela man¬ 

aged a separation, taking her daughter Petronila with 

her. She was living without her husband in the remote 

village of Rebordechao when a handsome young ped¬ 

dler came calling at her door. 

The peddler was thirty-year-old Manuel Blanco Romas¬ 

anta, a native of Riguiero, another village some distance 

away. He traveled the area selling various items from his 

pack, and captured Manuela’s attention with one of his 

specialities, a lace veil from Portugal. It was a delightful, 

delicately worked article, and while she couldn’t afford 

it, her beaut)' captivated the peddler as much as the veil 

captivated her. Romasanta soon became a regular caller 

at Manucla’s home. 

Although this story is true, it has distinct fairy-tale 

elements—the beautiful and innocent girl, the isolated 

village, the handsome peddler. Anyone familiar with 

fairy tales will spot the danger signs at once. Handsome 

peddlers tend to be trouble for innocent girls. But per¬ 

haps Manuela Garcia hadn’t read enough fairy tales, or 

perhaps she was just flattered by the attention. Whatever 
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rhe reason, she allowed the relationship to flourish. Romasanta seemed like such 

a nice man. He was attentive to her, attentive to her daughter, and very concerned 

about rheir financial difficulties. 

One day Romasanta presented them with a solution to the money problems. 

He had, he said, arranged jobs for both of them as house servants to a kindly 

priest in the port city of Santander, the capital of Cantabria province, situated 

on a southern mlet of the Hay of Biscay. The priest was a good man, he said. 

I hey would be treated like family. A delighted Manuel a and her daughter set 

i>ft with Romasanta for Santander. Ir was the last anyone ever saw of them. 

Mamiela had relatives in Rebordechao, including a sister named Benita. 

Weeks after rheir departure. Romasanta returned to rhe village carrying letters 

from Mnnucla saying how happy she was in her new post. Benita was so 

impressed rhai she too agreed ro go to Santander, where Romasanta promised to 

find her a position with a wealthy family. She rook her young son with her. 

Once again Romasanta returned ro Rebordechao with letters, this rime irom 

Benita and her son. A woman named Antonia Rua read them and, like rhe oth¬ 

ers, departed with Romasanta for a new life in the great city. With them went 

her daughter, Peregrins. When Romasanta returned to the village, he took it 

upon himself to look alter Antonia's older daughter. Maruja. Nearly a year and 

a half later, Antonia wrote to Maruja asking that she join her in Santander. 

When Maruja accepted, Romasanta offered to accompany her on the trip, as a 

chaperone. 

This was rhe beginning of a flourishing business for Romasanta. On his vil¬ 

lage sales route he told of the money to be made in tile big city, w'hcre loyal, 

hard-working servants were at a premium. He was, he claimed, very well con¬ 

nected and could arrange work for virtually anybody who wanted it. And lots of 

people did. Romasanta escorted them from their homes and took them away. He 

accepted no money for his services. He did ir all from the goodness of his heart. 

But rhe country folk of Northern Spain were far from stupid. Many of them 

thought Romasanta was too sweet to be wholesome. Rumors started that he 

wasn’t taking people to Santander at all. hut killing them in the mountains for 

rheir body fat. (In a superstitious age, it was widely believed that Portuguese 

witches used human fat in rheir potions and were prepared to pay large sums of 

money for it.) 

Romasanta denied it all, hut eventually the rumors grew so persistent that he 

left Rebordechao fur good and took up residence in Castile, There he changed 
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his name to Antonio Gomez, ceased peddling, and took up a trade as a nail- 

maker. Later he moved to the village of Verin, where he worked as a farm hand. 

One day in 1852, three Rebordechao villagers happened to visit Verin. They 

recognized Romasanta and reported his real identity to the mayor. This worthy 

promptly had him arrested and jailed in the nearby town of Allariz. 

Ar this point, Romasanta surprised them all—he announced he was a werewolf. 

The werewolf legend, based on the idea that some people have the ability to 

turn themselves into wolves, is one of humanity’s oldest and most widespread 

myths. Danish, Gothic, Old Norman, Serbian, Slovakian, Russian, Greek, 

Romanian, French, German, Slavic, indeed even' Indo-European language with¬ 

out exception had its own word for, and myth of. the werewolf. As long ago as 

the fifth century B.C., the Greek historian Heroditus recorded that an entire 

Scythian tribe called the Neuri changed into wolves once a year, stayed that way 

for several days, then changed back again. (Heroditus no more believed this 

story than you do, but the poinr is that the myth of the werewolf was a living 

tradition more than two thousand years ago.) 

France has had more than its fair share of werewolf lore, possibly because 

natural wolves were once abundant in that country. In 1574, for example, a her¬ 

mit named Gilles Gamier was burned alive after he confessed to killing and ear¬ 

ing two children while in the form of a wolf. Jacques Roulet, a French beggar, 

was a little more lucky. When he admitted to being a werewolf at Angers in 

1598, the court simply ordered him to be committed ro an insane asylum. All the 

same, Roulet was discovered when hunters tracked rwo wolves that had tom a 

young boy apart. 

In the same year at St. Claud, a woman named Gandillon was arrested after 

attacking rwo children in an orchard. One of them, who later died, described his 

assailant as a wolf equipped with human hands. Gandillon’s entire family was 

arrested and all members were subsequently observed to spend a great deal of time 

on all fours in their cells. Her brother Pierre eventually confessed to the practice of 

witchcraft and to being a werewolf, with the result that they all went to the stake. 

In neighboring Germany, another country that once harbored a large wolf 

population. Peter Stumf admitted to a twenty-five-year reign of terror as a were¬ 

wolf, during which he killed and ate numerous woman and children, including 

his own son. He made the change with the aid of a magical wolfskin belt (an 

item that frequently features m werewolf lore). A Cologne court sentenced him 

in 1589. He was broken on the wheel, beheaded, and his body burned. 
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I here is .1 strong suspicion that the confessions in some of these early cases 

and main others like them—were obtained by torture, bur the Romasanta affair 

was different. Although no one pur pressure on him ami any hard evidence gath¬ 

ered at that point was slim, he voluntarily confessed to many murders, including 

four of which nobody had accused him. I le explained to the jury at his trial that 

when the urge gripped him, he would strip himself naked and roll on the 

ground, arising minutes later as a wolf. 

In wolf form, he felt energized and invulnerable. He could run for miles with¬ 

out tiring, felt fear of nothing, and was intoxicated by a sense of freedom. Typi¬ 

cally, he would rip out the throat and lungs of his victims, then eat the bodies, 

leaving only their gnawed hones. It was only when he returned to human form 

that he felt rhe slightest guilt. 

According to Ins own testimony, Romasanta had been a werewolf for a long 

time—since the age of thirteen, m tact. He believed that a relative, possibly one 

of his own parents, had placed a curse on him, causing him to feel the blood 

urges. I le fought them for a rime, but after m\ months or so, gave in. He went 

up into the mountains at Couso. where, accidentally or otherwise, he happened 

on two men from Valencia who were also werewolves. I hey all changed 

together and ran as a pack for several days before changing back into human 

torni. From then on, Romasanta s fate was sealed. 

While Mill in custody, Romasanta suddenly announced he had lost his blood 

lust (on a saint’s day) and the curse had been lifted. He became cooperative and 

rook the judge to remote locations where he dug up the bones of his victims. 

Despite the convenient lifting of rhe “curse,’1 Romasanta was condemned to 

death in April ISvT In Spanish law, a death sentence had to be continued by a 

special eourr. A new defense lawyer denounced the “medieval superstition of 

werewolves and argued strongly that Romasanta was insane a man so mad he 

would admit to anything. A medical expert from Britain forwarded testimony 

suggesting Romasanta miglu have been hypnotized into believing he was a were¬ 

wolf. In any case, it was obvious he did not really change into a wolf but was 

suffering from a specific form of lunacy known as “lycanthropy” that made him 

believe he became a wolf. Clearly he was not responsible for his actions. 

The court accepted these arguments and commuted the dcarh sentence to life 

imprisonment. In a bizarre development, this was changed back to a death sen¬ 

tence (bv strangulation) following newspaper pressure, then commuted again ro 

perpetual imprisonment by a special order of the queen. Romasanta died in jail 

some years later. 
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It is tempting to accept the defense arguments in this case, especially ns the 

theory' that certain people can imagine themselves as wolves is borne out by the 

experience of the American travel writer W. B. Sea brook. 

Some time in the 1930s, Seabrook was in a flat overlooking New York's Times 

Square with a small group of friends that included a career diplomat and .1 Russ¬ 

ian emigre Ire called Magda. They were consulting an oracle known as the ! 

( hing. 

The I (.hing, as the name implies, is of Chinese origin and is sometimes claimed 

to he the oldest hook in the world.1 It is consulted by means of six-lined figures 

known as hexagrams. There are sixty four in all, each with a different meaning. 

Because rhe lines themselves have different meanings, too, the oracle is capable of 

delivering more than four thousand answers and is generally used as a system of 

divination. Seabrook’s party was, however, using ir as an aid to a special medita¬ 

tive state. 

The technique they used was to create a hexagram, then visualize it on a 

closed wooden door. Tins picture was held in the mind until the door opened of 

its own accord, at which point the practitioner “stepped through" by an act of 

imagination, into a visionary scene beyond. 

In the flat above Times Square, it was rhe Russian emigre Magda who got into 

trouble using the I Thing this way. 1 he hexagram she drew has rhe Chinese name 

Kn, which is usually translated as “Revolution." In its original sense, however, it 

means an animal's pelt, which changes over the course of a year by molting. 

After concentrating on the mental picture for some rime. Magda claimed she 

was lying naked “except fora fur coat" in rhe snow, then it was moonlight and 

she was running through rhe woods at great speed. Her face took on a feral 

appearance and she became aggressive. Suddenly she howled like a wolf. When 

rhe men attempted to wake her. she snarled, snapped, and hit them fiercely. It 

was quire a time before they could overpower her and get her out of trance. 

Magda, fortunately, was no worse for her experience (although her compan¬ 

ions went searching for the Band-Aids). But it is a short step to suppose someone 

like Romasanta might, through madness (or even hypnosis as the expert witness 

suggested), periodically imagine himself to he a wolf and carry his delusion as 
tar as murder. 

I. Bor a hill exposition of this fascinating work, see Tho Magical I Clang', by Herbie Brennan 
(St. Paul. Minn.: Llewellyn Publications. 2000). 
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All the same, there are problems with this explanation. 

The first is that it occurred to the original jury that Romasanta might be mad, 

and the court ordered a medical examination. He was found to be suffering from 

no physical illness, was of sound mind, and highly intelligent. The most the doc¬ 

tors could discover was that he sometimes lost his temper under stress. 

His actions were not those of a periodic madman, either. Again and again he 

lured women and children away from their villages, sometimes patiently taking 

a year or more to gain their confidence. He did nor simply run amok when 

seized by some violent lunacy. 

But the most curious factor of all was the distances Romasanta had to travel. 

Hum Rebordechao, where he found his first victim, to Santander, where he took 

her before she was killed, is a distance of four hundred miles. Another victim 

came from Viana, on the Portuguese border, which is even farther. It was rugged, 

desolate terrain and the most common way to cross it was on foot. Romasanta 

owned neither horse, donkey, nor any other form of transport, yet he crossed 

and recrossed this vast area with ease and in far less time than he should have. 

Furthermore, he seemed wholly immune from attack by an indigenous wolf pop¬ 

ulation so ferocious that the animals often besieged whole villages, particularly 

in winter, in search of food. 

The belief in werewolves did not die with Romasanta. As late as 1930, a 

French farmer was accused of changing into a wolf at night. H,ven more recently, 

in 1946, a Navajo Indian reservation m America was attacked by a vicious crea¬ 

ture widely believed to be a werewolf. 

Today, of course, the legend of rhe werewolf is more widespread than ever 

thanks to books anti movies like The Howling and An American Werewolf in 

London. Audiences are well accustomed ro the realistic metamorphosis of man 

into wolf through the magic of special effects. 

But is it even remotely possible for people to actually change into wolves? 
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Herbie on: 

shamanic spirits: 

from vrykolka 

to vampire: 

bilocation. 

levitation, and 

table-tapping: 

creating a ghost: 

astral projectitm, 

firestarting, and 

poltergeist 

activity; 

telepathic pets; 

mystery 

choppers, the 

flying man, 

strange rains, 

and missing men. 

werewolves are not the only unlikely creatures with a 

widespread provenance. From the wercfnx.es and were- 

hares of China to the wereeats of tropical Africa, there is 

a whole menagerie of animals into which certain humans 

are reputed to change. 

In The Way of the Shaman,' Professor Michael Hamer 

Writes: 

The connectedness between humans and the am 

mal world is very basic m shamanism, with the 

shaman utilizing his knowledge and methods to 

participate in the power of that world. Through 

his guardian spirit or power animal, the shaman 

connects' with the power of the animal world, 

the mammals, birds, fish, and other beings. The 

shaman lias to have a particular guardian in 

order to do his work, and his guardian helps him 

in certain special ways. 

The choice of spirit was never arbitrary, for it was believed 

that a link with a particular animal was already there. 

I. Michael Hamer. The Wax uf the Shaman (New York: Ban ram 
Books. 
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''rg nby th,C na,UrC of the shama"’ vvcn r|H*ugh the shaman might nor be aware 
£ ,t. I hus the spirit would often make itself known, in visions or dreams, before 

the shaman praenced those techniques that called it to him. This calling had 
man) benehtis. Says Hamer: 

A power animal or guardian spmt. as I first learned among the 

Jivaro. not only increases one’s physical energy and ability to resist 

contagious disease, but also increases one’s mental alertness and self- 
confidence.* 

When the shaman entered nonordinary reality in search of the animal, she would 

often become temporary possessed by it. This naturally led to the concept of 

were animals, the belief-which to many tribes was a matter of simple expen- 

thar certain individuals could literally shape-shift and become the anLl 
concerned. 

Bur were animals arc only one example of a whole range of curious phenom¬ 

ena that we all know to be impossible, yet have for centuries been supported by 

tounrless legends, myths, and even eyewitness accounts. 

When Irish author Bran. Stoker crafted his legendary vampire Dracula, the 

character was based on a fifteenth-century Balkar, noble named Vlad the Impale,- 

and named alter Jnta.l, the Rumanian word lor devil. Bur Stoker did nor create 

Me vampire legend, although he added immeasurably to it. There is a mention of 

b'ood-drmkmg ghost!< ^ysscy. In Hebrew mythology, Adam’s firs, 
wife Lilith ,s described as a vampinc character, preying on babies. The same 

theme ,s taken up in Arab, Celtic, and Roman mythology, all of which contain 

rc etc,ices to blood-drmkmg demons of one son or another. Bur the vampire leg¬ 

end familiar today derives directly from an outbreak of vrykoifca activity 

throughout the Balkans and Greece in the seventeenth century. According to 

popular belief and what purported to be widespread eyewitness reports 

vrykolkas were resurrected corpses that fed on the blood of the living. In Hun¬ 

gary, the Magyar term for them was vampir, a word that, with only a slight 

c nge. earned the legend into the English-Speaking world. Bv 1746, the first 

scholarly work on the creatures had appeared, written by Dom Augustine Cal- 
met, a French monk. 

2. The Way of the Shaman. 
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Bilocation—rhe appearance of flit- same person in two different places at 

once—is another impossibility, bur one apparently achieved by several C hrist- 

ian monks and saints. The list of hilncators includes St. Anthony of Pndun, Sr. 

Ambrose of Milan, St. Sever us of Ravenna, and. in modern times. Padre Pin, 

an Italian monk. Some of the appearances have beer) well attested. When Pope 

Clement XIV was on his deathbed, he had a visit from Sr. Alphonses Maria Je 

Ligouri, who was seen by several members of the Papal Court at rhe pope’s 

bedside. Bur Alphonsus was confined to his ceil at rhe rime—four-days journey 

away. 

Another ability frequently attributed to saints is levitation. St. Joseph of 

Cupertino and St. Theresa of Avila were both reputed to do it frequently. One 

eyewitness swore Theresa remained airborne, eighteen inches off the ground, tor 

about half an hour. The great Tibetan yogi Milarepa went one better: according 

to contemporary accounts, he was able to walk and even sleep while levicaring. 

In the nineteenth century, the spiritualist medium Daniel Dungias Home sur¬ 

prised several witnesses by floating out of a third story window arid into 

another. The Italian medium Amedee Zuccarini was photographed levitating 

with his feet some rwenrv inches above rhe nearest support. 

In a somewhat similar category is the experience of a British psychologist 

named Kenneth Bacheldor, who became interested in the w idespread reports of 

table-turning during the Victorian craze lor spiritualism. Bacheldor set up 

groups to investigate, and, alter several months of experimentation, developed a 

system that allowed tables to move by themselves under tightly controlled test 

conditions. His work culminated with infrared video of a table levitated several 

inches off the floor with no one touching it. 

Levitating tables also featured in an experiment carried our by Dr. George 

Owens and his wife. Iris, two members of the Canadian Society for Psychical 

Research, who decided they would try to make an artificial ghost. To this end, 

they and fellow members ot their group created a fictional character named 

Philip who lived during Cromwellian times {mid-seventeenth century ) at a place 

called Diddiiigton Manor in England. Philip had an affair with a gvpss girl 

named Magda: Ins wile found out and denounced .Vlagda as a witch. When she 

was burned at the stake, Philip commuted suicide by throwing himself from the 

battlements of his ancestral home. 

The romantic talc was entirely fictional, except for the detail of Diddiiigton 

Manor, w hich actually does exist. The Owens group pinned photos of the manor 
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around the walls of their room and sat regularly in a classical spiritualist seance 

to make contact with the character they had created. After several months, they 

were rewarded by a paranormal rapping. A code was soon established to allow 

ihem to communicate with the entiry behind the rapping . . . the entity turned 

out to be Philip, and gave its history in the terms of the fictional life story 

already agreed. 

But Philip added so many accurate historical details to the account that the 

sitters began to wonder if they might have accidentally hit on a real person. 

Research showed they had not, yet Philip exhibited a far greater familiarity with 

the ( roniwcllian period than any member of the group, hirthenuore, he proved 

able to levitate tables and once “walked1’ one up a short flight of steps. 

A variation on the Philip experiment was conducted by Dolores and myself in 

Britain using techniques of ritual evocation ro speed up the process. As a result, 

a member of our group was temporarily possessed by the “spirit” ot an entirely 

tictirious Saxon priesress. 

Astral projection is another wcll-atresred impossibility. My first experience of 

the phenomenon occurred when I rose in the middle of die night ro visit rhe 

bathroom and discovered I could not open the bedroom door. After a puzzling 

moment, I discovered my hand had passed through the doorknob and my (phys¬ 

ical) body was still lying in bed beside my wife. It took me six attempts to per 

suade the body to get up. During one of them I strolled through a solid wall. 

This (strict!) temporary) ability seems almost humdrum when set beside 

what happened to Benedetto Supino in 1982. A schoolboy at the tunc, he was 

reading a comic in a dentist’s wailing room when the paper went on fire. Since 

that time, anything he touches scorches and he has proved capable of setting 

things alight just hv looking at them. Examined by doctors at the Tivoli Med¬ 

ical Center, he was pronounced “entirely normal"—a diagnosis both he and his 

family might question. 

In 1967, another teenager, Anne-Marie Schabcrl, exhibited even stranger pow¬ 

ers—although ar first no one realized they were emanating from her. 1’he trouble 

started m a lawyer’s office in Rosenheim, Germany, when the lighting system 

became faulty. The lawyer, Sigmund Adam, had a special meter installed that 

showed unusual electrical surges. In an attempt ro solve rhe problem, he exchanged 

his strip lighting for ordinary' bulbs and had a direct cable installed. When neither 

worked, he pur in his own generator ... which made no difference cither. 
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Then, while still grappling with the electrical problem, Adam received a gigan¬ 

tic phone bill—far in excess of what was normal. When outgoing calls were 

monitored, it was discovered that somebody in the building was calling the 

speaking clock several times a minute, and managing to do so faster than the 

normal connection time would allow. 

In desperation, one of Europe’s leading parapsychologists. Professor Hans 

Bender of breiburg, was called in. He discovered widespread poltergeist activity 

associated with Schaberl, who could cause overhead lights to start swinging just 

by walking down a corridor. 

The generation of poltergeist effects is just one of a number of "wild talents,"1 

like telepathy and distant viewing, that have been put to the test in recent years 

and found to be genuine, if sometimes erratic. Nor are iliese talents confined to 

humans. The British scientist Rupert Sheldrake decided to investigate the com¬ 

mon belief among dog and cat owners that their pets could read their minds. In 

a televised version of one of his experiments, an owner was taken from her 

house and driven around lor some hours before being told she could return. At 

the precise second she turned back tor home, a synchronized camera showed her 

dog moving to his spot at the window where he normally waited tor her. (If dogs 

can read minds, cars seem capable of seeing the future. Mrs. B. N. Harris of 

Harrowgare, England, reported that while living in Tiverton Road, Exeter, dur¬ 

ing World War II, she watched a steady stream of felines padding out of the city 

inward 1 iverton . .. just ahead of a devastating air raid.) 

Sheldrake is the scientist who developed Hie theory of “morphic resonance”— 

the idea that once a critical number of people have learned something, it 

becomes easier for the population as a whole ro learn it. Through experiments, 

he showed that rhi> was true of schoolchildren learning poetry, and noted that 

simple skills can sometimes become available to an entire animal or bird popu¬ 

lation without having ro be learned at all. 

Most of the oddities so far mentioned might be categorized as unusual abili¬ 

ties, bur there is a whole other category of phenomena that seem ro be of a com¬ 

pletely different type. 

What, for example, are we to make of the fact that worldwide reports of 

black helicopter sightings were filed in I93B? The first helicopter flight was 

made by a frenchman in 1907, but the machine was capable only of a brief ver¬ 

tical ascent. In 1930, a prototype chopper managed forward as well as vertical 
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movement, bur ir was not until 1939—a year after the worldwide sightings— 

that Igor Sikorsky built the first practical machine. 

In 1X87 and 1888, a manlike creature with wings was reported performing 

aerial maneuvers over New York and New Jersey. The reports were never taken 

seriously, yet the creature—or something like it—reappeared in the Ohio River 

Valley during 1966 and 1967. It was described as winged, gray, man-sized, man¬ 

shaped, with red eyes—and was seen by more than a hundred witnesses. 

A rain of pink frogs fell on Stroud, in Gloucestershire, Kngland, on October 

24. 1987. Naturalist Ian Darling confirmed that the frogs were albmos (the pink 

color came from the blood flowing beneath their pale skin), but could give no 

explanation about where they came from. Presumably it was the same place that 

caused a similar ram of pink Irogs on nearby Cirencester two weeks earlier. 

Strange rains are far from unusual. Downpours of frogs have been reported 

from Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Indiana, and Massachusetts—to name just a few 

locations in die United States. There was a rainfall of herring at Argvlshire in 

Scotland in 1817. 

The conventional explanation ol this phenomenon is that whirlwinds have 

scooped up the Unfortunate creatures, carried them a distance, then deposited 

them as rain. II so, the whirlwinds are curiously selective, managing to scoop 

only frogs from their ponds and carefully segregating herring from the myriad of 

fish available in the sea. Besides which, the rainfalls have never been confined to 

amphibians and fish. 

There was a fall of large yellow mice on Bergen, Norway, iri 1578. A year 

later it rained lemmings. Burning sulphur fell on Magdenburg, Germany, in 

1642. Black eggs pelted down on Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in 1786. Animal feed fell 

in Iran in 1828. San Francisco had a rain of beef-—yes, beef—in 1851. Cinders 

have fallen in Illinois; lizards on Sacramento; snakes on Memphis, Tennessee; 

worms in Wesr Virginia; silver coins in Russia; banknotes in France and Ger¬ 

many; peaches in Louisiana; mud, wood, glass, and pottery in Cuba. Black 

“snowflakes" as large as table tops fell on the east coast of the Baltic Sea in 

1687. They were found to be rafrs of black algae and infusoria. 

In I 17 a.d.. four thousand men of Roman Army’s Ninth Legion marched 

northward out of Dunblane, Scotland, and disappeared. There were no dis¬ 

patches, no reports of any battle, no bodies, or any other sign of a disaster. The 

men simply vanished. 
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The British consul in Vienna. Benjamin Bathurst, was examining a team of 

horses on November 25, 1809, in the German town of Perleberg, when he van¬ 

ished. His valet and secretary saw him walk around to the other side of rhe 

horses, at which point he disappeared. People have been disappearing just as 

mysteriously ever since, including the Toronto businessman who walked into his 

office and never came out and several individuals who vanished while people 

were actually looking at them. 

The few case studies quoted represent the barest skimming on rhe surface of a 

vast literature of anomalies. Such reports have profound implications. If people 

can be in two places at once or disappear into thin air, it dogs can read minds 

and cats can tell the future, if a girl can generate a poltergeist and Komasanta 

really could change into a wolf, then we need to revise our ideas about rhe 

nature of reality. 
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Herbie on: the 

stun• nf Pemi 

lense: j spiritual 

quest: Pema 

meets his guru: 

enter the Yidam: 

the construction 

of j kylkhor; 

Pema evokes his 

Yidam; the 

Yidam speaks: 

Pen id blessed; 

The Yidam leave* 

the kylkhor; 

doubt: the 

enlightenment 

of Peru a. 

I'i ma n nsi was nine years did in 1^3** when he became 

a monk ar rhe Drepung Monastery, near Lhasa in Tibet. 

Neither Ins vocation nor Ins age was unusual. At that 

time one (male) Tibetan in four took to the religious life, 

and most of them began training when they were only 

children. 

Pema learned to read rhe Buddlust scriptures, memo¬ 

rizing long passages In heart. His teachers discovered a 

musical talent, so he was trained in rhe curious deep- 

throated overtone chanting that can ruin the vocal 

cords it indulged in for too long. He are a frugal, satis- 

tying diet, vegetarian more by necessity than choice 

most monks would eat meat when rhey could ger ir. He 

drank copious quantities of cool, oily, salted rea: cool 

because water boils ar low temperatures in rhe high alti¬ 

tudes of Tiber, oily because Tibetans add butter; creat¬ 

ing a high energy concocrion that helps them withstand 

rhe weather, salted because they like rhe taste. 

The outbreak of World War l( did not impinge on 

Pema Tense. Since rhe Anglo Tibetan Convention imposed 

by force of arms in l<}0-L Tibet had been an isolated 

country. The number of resident foreigners could be 
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counted on the fingers ot one hand and even transient visitors were few and far 

between. Only Nazi Germany sent small parties into the country ar regular inter¬ 

vals between 1937 and 1945, and even they had no military agenda—they were 

in search of occult knowledge that could aid the Third Reich. 

Pema, too, was in search of occult knowledge. A great many Tibetans 

entered the monasteries because it was the accepted thing to do. The life, while 

hard, was often less hard than the life outside. Monks—called lamas in Tibet— 

were respected and enjoyed unprecedented security. (At least until the Chinese 

invasion of 1950.) But Pema had other motivations. From earliest childhood he 

had shown a profound interest in spiritual and religious matters. Ilis family pri¬ 

vately considered him the reincarnation ot a high lama. Pema himsel! made no 

such claims, perhaps wisely. hut he certainly aspired toward esoteric wisdom. 

He found little enough of it in Drepung. The great monastery was a sprawling 

structure very similar to a medieval town with a population running into tens of 

thousands. There was much ceremonial and religious observance, but ns Pema 

grew older he began to suspect rhnr observance was all there was—actual under¬ 

standing seemed to be lacking. He consulted his superiors, who were in no way 

dismayed by his questions. One ol them suggested he needed a personal guru. 

The guru-chela relationship is a very ancient convention in rhe Orient. The 

chela (pupil) binds himself utterly to the guru (teacher), often acting as an 

unpaid servant in return for reaching. Pema was quite prepared to do anything 

needed of him, but where to find the guru? 

There is a belief in rhe Western Esoteric Tradition that when the pupil is 

ready, the teacher will appear. This belief is shared in rhe East. Pema. by rhen a 

teenager, curbed his natural impatience and set to wait. While he did, he contin¬ 

ued the monastic disciplines of Drepung. The repetitive practice was something 

that was to stand him in good stead. 

I he mosr elevated and revered spiritual teachers in Tibet are known as Rin- 

poche, a title that means “Precious One.” Usually the title is appended to the 

individual's given name, as in Lungdep Rinpoche or l.handen Rinpoche. But 

when word reached Pema of a particularly holy guru, his name was given as 

Kang Rinpoche, perhaps best rendered as “Jewel of rhe Snows,” and not so much 

a name and a rirlc as a title in its own right. The Kang Rinpoche, sometimes 

known as Kailas (“The Crystal”), is the sacred mountain, navel of rhe earth. In 

Tibetan, Hindu, and Jain myth, this mountain is believed to be located partly in a 

metaphysical dimension and partly in the remote fastness ot the Himalayas some 
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where between China and India. Ir appeared die guru was named for the mythic 

mountain. 

When Pema sought him out, he quickly discovered why. Kang Rinpoche lived 

ar a distance that would have been a day's walk from the monastery, bui higher 

up in the mountains m such an inaccessible little hut that it rook Pema two lull 

days to reach him. When he did, Kang Rinpoche refused to take him as a chela. 

This sorr of rejection would have been shattering tor a Westerner (especially 

alter the hard climb), but for Pema ir was more or less expected. Cums tended 

to pla\ hard to get; and good gurus hardest of all. Pema sell led down to wait, 

fortunately he had anticipated die development and brought some rations with 

him. After a week, Kang Rinpoche relented. 

Thus a cold and, by then, very hungry Pema began his training. Prior to the 

Chinese invasion, Tibet's esoteric tradition was a unique blend o{ shamanism and 

Buddhism ihai greatly encouraged rhe practice of meditation and the personal 

examination of psychic contents. With centuries of practice behind ir. rhe tradi¬ 

tion was obviously the repository of much spiritual wisdom. Bur it also embod¬ 

ied a rich store of information about the nature aud srrucrure of rhe human 

mind, more so perhaps than the scientifically oriented psychology schools of the 

West. This was something Pema was destined to discover for himself. 

Although now prepared to permit his new chela into the hut—and even share 

a little food—rhe reluctant guru explained to Pema that the most valuable 

lessons were learned not from fallible mortals, but from the gods. To chat end, 

he advised Pema to familiarize himself with a mystic creature called a Yidam, 

one ot the country's most powerful tutelary deities. As a start, he suggested that 

the young man spend several months reading about the Yidam in sacred scrip¬ 

tures and studying us many representations. 

So Pema found himself back where he started, among his old friends at 

Drepung Monastery, engaged on a boring study program that held none of rhe 

attraction and glamour of his esoteric ambitions. All the same, he stuck at ir. 

One of the first things he found was that the Yidam had a fearful, almost 

demonic, aspect—something nor uncommon in Tibetan deities. Ir also had a 

fearsome reputation. Kvocation of a Yidam was looked on as extraordinarily 

dangerous. Many scriptures warned against it. 

Nonetheless, when Pema returned ro rhe hut of Kang Rinpoche, this was pre¬ 

cisely what his guru instructed him to do. As preparation he showed rhe boy 

how to construct a kylkhor. 
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In Western esoteric practice, spirit evocation to visible appearance involves the 

use of a "circle of art," usually protected by divine names, in which the magician 

stands. The spirit form (hopefully) appears in a triangle* similarly fortified, 

drawn outside rhe circle. In Tibet, by contrast, the spirit is evoked inside the cir¬ 

cle while rhe magician stays outside, hut the principle is much the same: it’s the 

circle that protects rhe magician. In the West, the magic circle can be drawn or 

painted, or sometimes set out using tape or rope. The Tibetan circle, the kylkhor, 

is a more elaborate affair, made sometimes from colored chalks, bur more often 

from colored sands. 

The technique of building a kylkhor is fascinating. The magician is equipped 

with several pots of multicolored tine, dry sands, a metal funnel open at both 

ends, and a short srick. When the funnel is filled with sand from a pot, rubbing 

it rhythmically with the stick produces a controlled trickle of sand from the nar¬ 

row end, which can be used to draw shapes. With practice, lines no wider than a 

single grain of sand can be produced. The rubbing motion also produces a 

sound, the pitch and rhythm of which is trance-inducing.1 As the magician con¬ 

centrates on producing rhe elaborate designs involved in the kylkhor, he sinks 

into a trance state that enables his intent to fortify rhe circle. 

Although easy enough to describe, die correct construction of a kylkhor is a 

skilled operation, and it took Pema Tense several months to learn the procedure 

properly. But eventually his guru was satisfied. Pema was instructed to tramp oil 

into the Tibcran wilderness in search of a high altitude cave "suited to rhe 

Yidam’s manifestation.” 

What sort of cave is suited lo rhe manifestation of a deiry? First, it had to be 

large enough tor Pema ro draw a full-size kylkhor* on the floor, with room left 

over for him to watch the manifestation in comfort. Next, it had to be remote so 

there w'as no chance of casual passersby disturbing rhe operation. Finally, it was 

required to have an ambiance suited to a deity, which means it had to be dimly- 

lit, but not gloomy, with pleasing proportions and a high ceiling—a fitting place, 

in other words, for a god to find himself. The instruction that the cavern should 

be at a high altitude was particularly interesting. The entire Tibetan plateau has 

an average elevation of fifteen thousand feet. In the higher, mountainous regions, 

rhe oxygen content of the air is so low that Westerners can hardly survive and 

even native Tibetans find exertion difficult. Such an environment. Western scien- 

I. r.vacriy the same technique is used ro construct Tiber's famous “sum! mandaias," elaborate 

and complex pictures that arc destroyed after completion as an object lesson in impermanence. 
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risrs insist, is conducive to hallucinatory experience. The Tibetans take a differ¬ 

ent view: They believe it facilitates psychical ability'. 

Pema got lucky. He found his cavern inside three days—something his guru 

took as a sign that the Yidam liked him. Kang Rinpoche inspected the cave— 

making the climb without difficulty, despite his age—and pronounced ir suitable, 

lie supplied Pema with minimal rations, and told him to make his home in the 

cavern and draw a kylkhor on the floor as he had been instructed. He was then 

to embark on a routine of daily meditation during which he. was to visualize the 

Yidam within the kylkhor. 

As a guide to his visualizations, Pema had his memories of the various pic¬ 

tures of the Yidam he had studied at Drepung. Kang Rinpoche instructed him to 

make his visualization fully detailed, so he could “see” individual items of the 

Yidam s clothing right down to the individual colors of the symbols it displayed. 

Then came the bad news: he was ro remain in the cave engaging in this routine 

throughout the daylight hours without a break until he was able to see the 

Yidam as if it were physically present. 

Here was another of those intriguing parallels with Western esoteric training. 

Magicians following the Qabalistic tradition are often urged to practice their 

visualization skills until the visualized element appears objectively real to them. 

They are not normally required to visualize a deity or spirit, however, but rather 

some small practice object like a rose or a gcomernca] symbol drawn on a piece 

ol paper. Indeed, most beginners are specifically instructed not to visualize an 

entity or a living person, since ihis might lead to unwelcome complications, 

besides, as anyone who has tried the technique can arrest, even visualizing a sim¬ 

ple flower as if it were physically real can take weeks, months, or sometimes 

even years of hard, mind-numbing practice. 

Pema did not find it easy, either. Although a diligent chela with nothing else 

to do, he discovered his food was running out before he achieved his objective. 

He began ro ration Inmself to a single, frugal meal a day, a difficult and dan¬ 

gerous practice in the freezing cold of his cavern. Fven then, it seemed as if he 

must soon be tom between the risk of starvation and his vow to obey his guru 

in all things, including the details ol the present operation. Bui before the situ¬ 

ation became completely critical, he awoke one morning to find some food had 

been left near rhe mouth of the cave. He assumed it came from Kang Rinpoche. 

Thereafter, small portions of food were left at irregular intervals. Most of the 

rime Pema was hungry, bur he never actually starved. 
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It took him several months in that lonely, freezing cavern, but the day came 

when, ior just the briefest moment, Pema thought he actually saw the towering 

figure of the Yidam flicker inside the kylkhor. Days later it happened again. The 

creature was there for no more than an instant each time, but in the coming 

week, it happened more and more often. Pema redoubled his efforts and cventu 

ally the Yidam came and stayed for several seconds, then half a minute, then a 

minute. At first ir was hazy, like smoke, but gradually more and more details 

emerged. As they did, Pema became frightened, for, true to the scriptural descrip¬ 

tions, the Yidam was a fearsome-looking creature. But frightened or not, he never 

once wavered, continuing his visualizations and trusting that the kylkhor would 

restrain anything that manifested. I he day arrived when the Yidam squatted in 

the kylkhor, glaring our at him with glowing eyes, as real as a monastic statue or 

a mountain bear. Pema decided his task had been achieved. I le ate the last of his 

food, then started down the mountain to report to Kang Rinpoche. 

His guru was delighted. He told Pema very few pupils reached the stage of 

calling the Yidam to visible appearance. Bur at the same rime, the job was lar 

from finished. Being able to see the Yidam was a great thing, but a teaching deity 

was useless if you couldn’t hear what it wished to say to you. ( onsequently, 

Pema was instructed to return to his cave, continue with his visualizations, but 

now concentrate on the task of hearing the Yidam’s voice. Kang Rinpoche told 

him he should not cease his efforts until the Y idani spoke to him. 

This proved even more difficult than calling the deity to visible appearance. 

After weeks of effort. Pema found lie could imagine the Yidam’s voice quite 

vividly and sometimes u “’said” things inside his head apparently of its own 

accord, but Kang Rinpoche had anticipated such a development and warned 

that ir was not enough. The voice of the Yidam had to be heard objectively, just 

as its form was seen objectively. 

Two more months went by before it happened. Pema awoke one morning 

from A deep exhausted sleep to find the Yidam already present within the 

kylkhor. As he prepared himself for his early meditations, the creature, quite dis¬ 

tinctly, spoke his name. 

Although overjoyed by the development, Pema knew instinctively ir would 

not be enough and waited several more weeks before reporting back to his guru. 

By that stage the Yidam spoke to him regularly and even gave him w hat seemed 

like excellent advice on his spiritual development. Once again, Pema started 

down the mountain. 
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As before, Kang Rinpoche was pleased wirh his pupil. Rut again he warned 

that the task was nor vet over. Pema had to seek the blessing of’ the Yidam. He 

had ro persuade it to come to the edge of the circle and lay hands upon his head. 

Most important, he had to feel the Yulani’s hands. In other words, he had to 

work ro give the creature solidity. 

This proved the most difficult aspect of the entire operation. It took Pema six 

months of intensive effort before he was successful in solidifying the deity to 

such an extent that he could feel its roach. Bur when he reached this stage, some¬ 

thing quire extraordinary happened. When the Yidam laid its hands upon his 

head in blessing, a flow of energy entered Pema s spine and he felt as if his body 

lit up from within like a lamp. For the moment and for many hours afterward, 

he felt strong, energized, invulnerable. I le knew he was at last making real 

progress without need of reassurance from his guru. 

Nonetheless, he did return to his guru to report the news. Kang Rinpoche 

must have sensed something of importance had occurred, for he left his hut to 

meet the boy. When Pema rold him what had transpired. Kang smiled delight¬ 

edly and replied that the boy’s task was almost over. He had to do only one more 

thing, and that was to persuade the Yidam to leave the magic circle of the 

kvlkhor. When it did so, if all went well, u would take its place behind Pema’s 

left shoulder and walk with him all the days of his life. 

So Pema climbed back to his cave ro complete this astounding operation of eso¬ 

teric practice. The Yidam appeared on his mental command, solid, vocal, power¬ 

ful. Although fearsome in appearance, it was now familiar and Pema was no 

longer afraid of it. His guru had made it clear rhar the fact the deity had deigned to 

manifest ro the degree n had was an indication that it favored him and would do 

him no harm. I'his was the reason he could safely require it to leave the circle. 

For once, something went easily—or at least comparatively easily. Although 

the creature was reluctant at first, it took Pema only three days to persuade it to 

step outside the circle. Sure enough, it took up a position behind his left shoulder 

exactly as rhe guru had predicted. Overjoyed, Pema went back dnvvn the moun¬ 

tain at once. I he towering figure of the Yidam lumbered after him. 

Kang Rinpoche met them both on the rocky apron that fronred his little hut. 

He did nor have to wait for Pema s report—it was obvious the hoy had suc¬ 

ceeded. “You .are released from your vows to me,” he said gravely. “Chi on your 

way. You have now equipped yourself with a teacher far more powerful than I 

could ever be.” 
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So Pema thanked his old master and left, with the Vidam at his shoulder. For 

the next tew weeks, he wandered the Tibetan wilderness, talking with the deity 

and receiving the wisdom of its words. But then, for no good reason, doubt 

began to set in. Although the Yidam knew many things Pcntn did nor and could 

do many things Petna could not do, Pema was still haunted by the idea that he 

had somehow constructed the entity rather than calling it up. l-vcntually the 

doubts became so strong that he returned to Kang Rinpoche. 

Kang Rinpoche was furious, l ie ordered Pema to return to his mountain cav¬ 

ern and embark on a rigorous routine of meditation until he had rooted out the 

blasphemous doubts. He was appalled that the young man should he so disre¬ 

spect lul ol the deity that had consented not only to manifest, bur to talk to him 
and lirlp him, 

Pema lluJ as was ordered, hut although he meditated on rhe problem daily 

tor several weeks, he could not resolve his doubts. If anything, they grew 

stronger. Eventually In* decided his only course was to apologize and throw him- 

srll on rhe mercy of his guru. I his he did. Returning down the mountain he 

actually knelt before Kang to confess that he still could not shake the feeling the 
\ idam was somehow unreal. 

“But can you not see it?” asked Kaug. 

Pema nodded miserably. "Yes, Master.” 

“Gan you not hear if?” 

“Yes, Master.” 

“Do you nor fed its hands Upon your head and sense the power of its bless¬ 
ing?” 

“Yes, Master.” 

"Is It not as solid and real and present as the Himalayas themselves?" 
demanded Kang. 

•It is, Master, and yef I am convinced it is no more than rhe creation of my 
mind.** 

Kang Rinpoche smiled unexpectedly. “You have learned vour lesson well, 
Pema,” he said. 

Pema suddenly knew what Kang Rinpoche was trying to teach him. The 

whole experience was actually a test of the pupil. If he succeeded in creating a 

'I idam that would walk and talk with him. his guru would tell him his studies 

were ended since he now had the wisest and most powerful teacher possible. The 

pupil who accepted this was deemed a failure—and sent off to spend the rest of 
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his life in an uncomfortable hallucination. The pupil who expressed doubts had 

learned the lesson that even the most powerful deities were no more chan cre¬ 

ations of the human mind. 

Rut Pema went further. No sooner had he understood Kang’s words than he 

was struck by the realization that the world around him. the world he had 

always believed so real, was no more than a thought form, a waking dream 

manufactured inside his own head and projected outward, exactly as he had 

done with the Yidam. 

In this way; Pema achieved enlightenment. 
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as long ago as rhc nineteenth century. Western science 

began ro suspect there might he something to the Bud¬ 

dhist doctrine that the world was rnaya (illusion). The 

suspicion arose from, of all things, the study of optics. 

Mosr of us assume the external world is something 

absolute and objective, that exists outside ourselves and 

is the same for everyone. Nineteenth-century scientists 

held the same opinion. They believed there really was 

something out there and it was their job ro weigh, mea¬ 

sure, and dissect it. Bui optics raised the first small 

question mark. 

You are aware of external reality through the action 

of your senses. They are your windows to the world. 

For a majority of people, the most important of these 

windows is sight. Most of us experience ourselves as 

living just behind the eyes and "looking our" into our 

immediate environment. Its like using a literal window. 

However it feels, rhc science of optics was the first of 

the sciences ro reach that this widespread perception ts 

just plain wrong. Our eyes are not windows through 

which we observe a common reality. They are part of a 

system that functions in a different way entirely. 
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What wc arc pleased to call the objective world is visible only in die presence 

of light. A study of optics indicates that rays of lighr (as they were thought of in 

the nineteenth century) bounce off objects around us and stimulate our eyes to 

form an upside-down image of the object. That word “image" is important, for 

it is our first hint that we do not perceive reality directly. Whar we actually per¬ 

ceive is a semblance of reality created by the interaction of light rays, our eyes, 

the oh|ect itself, and our brain, which turns the image the right way up. 

This doesn’t sound too far removed from direct perception, but it was 

enough to create a tiny worm of doubt in the minds of some scientists. And, 

like Pema Tense after he got his Yidam, that small worm was destined to grow 

and grow. In the early days, however, the realization had less to do with objec¬ 

tive reality than with the fact that we all perceive objective reality somewhat 

differently. 

1 experienced this phenomenon personally many years ago when I worked 

closely with a professional photographer. He was a talkative individual with a 

habit of commenting, m derail, on the scenery visible through the window when 

we traveled anywhere by car. It rook me only a short time to realize that what he 

saw through the window was different from what I saw—in some cases very dif¬ 

ferent. He was aware ol textures. 1 was not. Our color vision differed. And there 

was a considerable variation in emphasis. 

I was prepared to accept these differences as subjective, but nincrccnth-century 

scientists were more subtle. They noted that color, for example, was not some¬ 

thing that existed “out there,” hut was a phenomenon arising out of the interac¬ 

tion of specific parts of the light spectrum on the retina of the human eye. This 

interaction was then interpreted by the human brain as a particular experience. 

Thus, while you and I might agree to call the experience “red,” there is no way of 

telling whether we are actually undergoing the same experience. All we can say 

was that the color experience given by certain objects is consistent. We cannot say 

ir is the same. 

This is easy enough to understand when we’re talking about color—and 

frankly, nor rerriblv important. But some scientists—and indeed philosophers— 

went further. Was it, they suggested, nor valid to say that all the visual charac¬ 

teristics of an object (and not just its color) were the result of rhe way individual 

brains interpreted lighr striking the retina? 

If this was so—and it certainly seemed to he—then visual reality, as we expe¬ 

rience it, was not so much something out there as it was an analogue of some- 
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thing out rhcre created by our brains. So we were never perceiving reality 

directly, but raiher examining a mental model of reality. 

This was an uncomfortable thought, but one that has proved amenable to 

experimental verification. It is possible to make eyeglasses that have the effect of 

turning everything you see upside down. But li you wear them consistently for 

more than a few days, everything suddenly turns the right way up again. Your 

brain compensates by “flipping" your perception of reality. Reality itself (pre¬ 

sumably) remains as it has always been. 

Once the optical scientists realized what was happening with our visual per¬ 

ception, it quickly became clear that the basic insight applied equally ro other 

senses. Although taste and smell involve the transfer of chemicals from “our 

there," the experience of both is just as much a construction of rhe brain as 

sight. The same goes for sound, which is the brain's interpretation of rhe action 

of atmospheric vibrations on a membrane in the inner ear. A Zen koan asks if a 

tree falling in the forest makes a sound when there is nobody there to hear it. 

Science has long answered char it does not. 

All rhe same, nineteenth-centurv science was a million miles away (mm 

accepting the Buddhist conclusion that neither the tree, the forest, nor the lis¬ 

tener actually existed. There was, after all, still rhe sense of touch, which might 

give a distorted idea of reality (like the fable of the three blind men examining an 

elephant ), hut at least showed there must he something out there. If seeing 

wasn't always believing, feeling remained (Iod?s honest truth. 

In the Twentieth century, all that was to change. 

I he first indication of the change came in 1905 when Albert Einstein (then 

just twenty six years old) published his Special Theory of Relativity. This was 

extended eleven years later into the much more comprehensive General Theory 

of Relativity. Between them, the theories revolutionized physics. As a side-effect, 

they began a massive change in rhe way science understands reality. 

The two aspects of relativity theory that triggered the change were Einstein's 

insights into the nature of time and Ins prediction of the existence of Black I loles. 

Time, like rhe external world, was something everybody experienced. Philoso¬ 

phers likened it to a river, carrying us inevitably from the past into rhe future. It 

was the ultimate one-way trip, and its nature was something of a mystery. Ein¬ 

stein discovered it didn't exist. 

Or rather, he discovered it didn’t exist in its own right as something distinct 

and separate. Instead, his mathematics told him that rime was just an aspect of 
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what we’d always thought of as space. With this realization he began using the 

term “spacetime* (or spacetime continuum) to indicate that space and time 

could no longer he considered different things. They were actually parrs of a 

greater unit. 

I he implications of this discovery were as disturbing in their own way as rhe 

earlier realization that we do not experience reality* directly. They meant rhar one 

parr ot our experience—time—was not only indirect but incorrect. Everything 

we had always believed about time, everything we positively knew about time, 

was quite wrong. 

The business with the Black Holes showed it wasn’t the only thing we'd got 

wrong. 

Einstein's General Theory of Relativity wasn’t allied “The General Theory' of 

Relativity. ” It was ruled (in translation) something like Field Equations Pertain¬ 

ing to the Nature of Gravity. As that title implies, most of the thrust of the paper 

was concerned with whatever ir is that keeps you from floating off the planet 

into miter space. 

Since the days of Isaac Newton, gravity had been associated wirh matter. 

Wherever you had a lump of matter anywhere in the universe, you had gravin’ 

as well. The bigger the lump, the more the gravity. 

What Einstein’s investigations showed was that when you had a really big 

lump of matter—more than three times bigger rhan our sun, ro he exact—the 

gravity associated with it would be so strong that the matter would begin to col¬ 

lapse in oil itself. 

Ir is our familiar experience that when things collapse under their own weight, 

they end up as smaller things—their constituent parts are pressed closer together. 

But Einstein’s calculations showed that if the original lump of matter was big 

enough, die collapse was open-ended. Ehe lump didn't end up as a smaller, more 

compact lump—ir disappeared altogether. In its place you had a sort of gravity 

well, an area of space where gravity was so powerful it sucked everything m 

from its immediate surroundings ... even light. I his cosmic vacuum cleaner was 

quickly dubbed a Black Hole. 

Einstein's calculations indicated that if you could pass through a Black Hole, 

you would enter a completely new spacetime continuum—a parallel universe. 

Although the discovery totally annihilated our commonsense view of reality— 

how is It possible to understand a reality ‘‘outside” the only reality we can expe¬ 

rience?—rhe impact was a lot less than you might imagine, even within rhe sci 
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cntific community. There was a number of reasons for this. One was that Ein¬ 

stein's Black Holes were a mathemarical construction. Nobody knew whether 

they existed in the real world. Another was that if they did exist, there was no 

way you could move through one.1 

By the rime astronomers confirmed that Black Holes were a physical reality 

and fresh calculations showed most opened into not just one parallel universe 

bur a multitude, science had become accustomed to dealing with the new rcaii 

ties as a theoretical construct. Since the Black Holes discovered were very, very 

far away, parallel universes didn’t have much to do with the price of beans. We 

all began slowly to slide back into the old habit of thinking of reality as the 

objective world (the single ‘Teal” objective world) that existed, as the world any¬ 

body could see out there. 

But more problems were on the way. 

In 1926, two fine physicists, Walter Heisenberg and Erwin Schrodinger, man¬ 

aged to come up quite independently with the principles of a whole new theory 

of physics—quantum mechanics. It turned out to be the best way of looking at 

reality that humanity has ever devised. It solved problem after problem that had 

defeated physicists for years. It indicated time after rime, w-ith pinpoint accuracy, 

exactly how things worked. 

In the early 1920s, an experiment in quantum physics showed—yet again!— 

that the world was not what it seemed. There were two ways of interpreting the 

results of this experiment (which revolved around the paths taken by subatomic 

particles). One suggested that the parallel realities predicted by relativity theory 

were nor far away beyond a Black Hole in some distant galaxy, but right beside 

us as we speak. In fact, according to this explanation, we weave in and out of 

parallel universes all the rime, depending on which of a whole series of possibil¬ 

ities we realize. 

The other explanation was a lot more far-fetched. Ir postulated that an act of 

observation could cause the universe to split in two, allowing for the emergence 

ol two conflicting possibilities. The split universe would reform into a single unit 

once a “decision” was made about which of the possibilities became actual. 

I. The frequent jaunts through Black Holes in shows like Star Trek are pure fiction. In a Black 

Hole, even the slight difference in gravitational action between your head and your teet 

would be enough to tear you into atoms. 
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The* .second, more far-fetched rheorv is accepted by a majority of physicists 

today, a measure of how far the findings of quantum mechanics differ from 

common sense. 

But if experiments like rhis have shown that reality works very differently to 

the way we perceive it, they srill do not dismiss reality' as iltusional. Thar had to 

wait for new ways of examining rhe subaromic world. 

Since the days of rhe ancient Greeks, philosophers and later scientists believed 

marrer to consist ol atoms—tiny buildmg-block particles that were as small a 

lump of reality as it was possible to get. Consequendy, by definition, you 
couldn't split an atom. 

But it turned our this wasn't so. Although atoms certainly were rhe building 

blocks of matter, they could be—and eventually were—split. What scientists 

thought they found inside was even smaller bits of matter. These were labeled 

subatomic particles: little bits of stuff that are smaller than an atom. 

Figuring out subatomic particles was a tricky business. Many of them were 

invisible not just to the naked eve, not just to optical microscopes, bur invisible 

by definition. 

Normally you see something because light bounces off it. But it turned out that 

light is not rays, as the early pioneers believed. We now know light itself is com 

posed of subatomic particles (called photons). And light is just too grainy for 

some of the things scientists are interested in looking at. A light particle, instead 

of bouncing off, will knock any particle smaller than itself our of the way. 

Technicians eventually developed something called an electron microscope, 

which didtvr use light at all. but recorded the result of bouncing electrons— 

which are smaller than photons—off die tiling they wauled to look at. This 

worked very well, but only up to a point. Physicists insisted on finding sub¬ 

atomic particles that were even smaller than electrons. 

In physics, when you can’t see a thing directly, you have to make a model of 

what you think it looks like, based on the way it interacts with other things. The 

earliest model of the inside of an atom was a miniature solar system. In rhe mid¬ 

dle was a nucleus, equivalent to the sun, while orbiting ir were particles, equiva 

lent to planets. Lots of people—although not lots of scientists—still think the 

inside of an atom is like that. But quantum mechanics has taught us that it isn’t. 

Lhe problem, as quantum mechanics discovered, is that particles aren’t actu¬ 

ally particles. A particle is a tiny, little lump of something, like a miniature can¬ 

nonball. But subaromic particles don’t always behave like little cannonballs. 
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They sometimes behave like waves. And ir seems that subatomic particles aren't 

either waves or cannonballs—they’re both ar rhe same rime. 

As techniques improved and physicists started finding smaller and smaller 

particles, the hunt went on for the ultimate particle, the twentieth-century equiv¬ 

alent of rhe Greek atom, the hit of something (wave-ctim-cannnnhall) that was 

absolutely as small as you could get. This ultimate particle would, of course, be 

the building block of all other particles, jusr as rhe atom was the building block 

of matter. 

They didn’t find it. There was no ultimate particle. If you went down deep 

enough into an atom, there was nothing at all! 

This is so bizarre most people still find it hard ro believe, bur according to the 

very best investigations of the very best theory that physicists have ever devel¬ 

oped, the world of matter is made out of absolutely nothing. 

That’s not another way of saying it's made out of energy (which it is), because 

energy is made out ol absolutely nothing, too. In their most fundamental form, 

energy (the wave) and matter (the particle) arise out of a void. They appear as 

mysteriously as the rabbit from a conjurer’s hat—more mysteriously, in fact, since 

we at least know there’s some trick involved with the rabbit. 

It’s bad enough to be told that if you look deeply enough into the world 

there’s nothing there. It’s even worse to learn that its apparent stability is purely 

statistical. Assuming you exist right now, there’s a very good chance you will 

connnue ro exisr in a second from now. Bur it’s only a chance. There are small, 

bur very real, odds that you will stop existing altogether. If it’s any consolation, 

this doesn’t |usr apply to you—it applies to your house, your town, your coun¬ 

try, your world ... even die entire universe. 

Ar any given moment, it's odds-on that the universe will exist, but it is not a 

certainty. 

While scientists were still reding from those discoveries, quantum mechanics 

produced another surprise from up its sleeve. I bis was the Heisenberg nricer 

tainty principle, based on the discovery dial you could measure rhe speed of a 

particle or you could measure its position, bur you couldn’t measure both. The 

reason turned out to be as bizarre as anything Lewis ( arrol! ever wrote. It was 

the act ol observation that screwed things up. Just looking at the particle influ¬ 

enced its behavior. Therefore, a mental interaction can, at bedrock level, change 

the nature of reality. The conclusion is inescapable. Science has demonstrated 

what Buddhism has always taught: we inhabit a world of maya or illusion. 
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Specifically, we inhabit a thought form. 

What lies underneath the thought form? Over the centuries, mystics and psy¬ 

chics have left intriguing reports ot an energy structure henearh the familiar 

appearance ol matter, and while this is no more the ultimate reality than our 

illusion of matter itscll, it does seem to represent a deeper perception ot the way 

things actually are. With a little effort and a lot of practice, you can experience 

this depth perception lor yourself. 

1 tnd yourself a quiet space and a lighted candle. Sit comfortably and stare into 

the candle flame. Now slowly close your eyes until they are little more than slits. 

At some point in the process, you will find you are looking at narrow ravs of light 

radiating outward from the candle flame. If you open your eves a little, they will 

disappear. Close rhem to a slir and the ravs are hack again. 

There is nothing psychic or mystic a hour the perception so far. What you are 

experiencing is an optical reflex that will always arise if you stare at a light 

source through slirtcd eyes. Pla> with the rays lor a few minutes, opening and 

closing your eyes to watch them appearand disappear. Then, when you are thor¬ 

oughly familiar with them, close your eyes completely and take a moment to 

imagine what you have just seen. I lold the rays in vour mind’s eye, then slit vnur 

eyes again to check your visualization against irs source. 

Now go outside and find yourself some growing plants—trees, shrubs, 

hushes, flowers. As you examine them, strongly visualize the strands of light you 

saw in the candle as emanating from the plants. If vou do dus correctly, you will 

find you arc imagining a network of light energy linking all the growing srruc 

cures. You may even become aware that the network extends to animals as 

well—sheep, cattle, domestic pets, even humans (including yourself). 

1'his is a simple, easy exercise that repays frequent repetition. What it does is 

begin to retrain your mmd. Wirh practice and perseverance, a mental “click- 

over' will eventually occur so you are no longer imagining the energy struc¬ 

tures, hut actually seeing them. You have, m other words, permitted vourseli a 

personal experience of a deeper level of reality. 

But one ot the great disappointments of esoteric practice is that discovering 

reality is your own creation does nor give you the power to change it perma¬ 

nently. However much physics you read, however many mystical writings you 

study, the world remains stubbornly solid. In theory, you should he able to build 

your next home by thinking it into existence. In practice, you still have to lay the 

bricks like anybody else. 
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What creates such an enduring semblance of solidity? The answer seems to he 

consensus. The world is what a majority of its inhabitants agree tt to be. The 

consensus view is taught from earliest childhood—babies are literally trained to 

see their environment in a particular way. It is reinforced throughout the remain¬ 

der nf your life. The mechanics of maintaining the illusion quickly become 

unconscious, before you know it, you are trapped in a dream that will last until 

the day you die. 

All the same, the insight that the world is a dream stare can be useful. It indi¬ 

cates that, at its most fundamental, the universe doesn’t obey the rules of ratio¬ 

nal physics—as rhe physicists themselves have now discovered. 

It obeys the laws of psychology. 
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i-'OR centuries, the most consistent and powerful scicn- 

rific tool for the exploration of reality has been mathe¬ 

matics. l ew scientists—and even fewer occultists—realize 

it was once a closely guarded esoreric art. 

Up to the sixth century B.C.. mathematics (as far as we 

know) was used only to count and calculate. Although 

many of the calculations were quite complex—the Egyp¬ 

tians and Babylonians in particular had sophisticated 

accounting systems and could perform impressive engi¬ 

neering compulations—the whole vast edifice of mathe¬ 

matics as it is understood today simply did not exist. 

Pythagoras of Samos changed all that. 

The name Pythagoras is known to every schoolchild 

through his famous geometric theorem stating that the 

square on the hyporenuse of a right-angled triangle is 

equal to the sum of the squares on rhe orher two sides. 

But few are caught that the historical Pythagoras was an 

occult philosopher whose researches brought him a pro¬ 

found understanding of the nature of reality. 

As a young man, Pythagoras spent twenty years trav¬ 

eling rhe world in search of occult knowledge. Although 

legend has it he voyaged as far afield as India and 
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Britain, he was particularly attracted to the mathematical techniques and tools of 

ancient Egypt, which formed part of -an initiate wisdom believed to have origi¬ 

nated in antediluvian times. The practical application of this wisdom was both 

obvious and impressive. The temples and pyramids nl Egypt were the envy ot the 

ancient world, hut the work was done with the aid of formulae handed down 

Irom remote antiquity and not really understood.1 2 These old techniques were used 

like recipes. They were followed. They got results. Bur nobody knew why. There 

was no understanding ot the relationships between numbers or the patterns they 

ft Mined. 

Pythagoras collected all the information lu* could, then set sail for home, the 

Aegean island of Samos, with the intention of founding a Mystery School 

devoted to researching the formulae he had collected. But he arrived on Samos 

ro discover that the new ruler. Polycrates, had turned irs liberal culture inro an 

intolerant tyranny. 

Polycrates actually invited Pythagoras, who had already made a name for him¬ 

self as a philosopher, to join the imperial court, but Pythagoras declined and went 

off to live in a cave instead. 1 le took on a pupil and eventually established the 

Semicircle of Pythagoras, the school he had long dreamed of. but was foolish 

enough to preach social reform. The tyrant Polycrates reacted predictably, and 

Pythagoras was forced to flee to the city of ( roron, in what is now southern Italy 

but was then parr of tirccce. I'here he attracted the patronage of Milo, the city’s 

wealthiest man. With his support, Pythagoras founded the Pythagorean Brother¬ 

hood, a six-hundred strong esoteric school that took mathematics so seriously one 

ot its members was sentenced to death for the discovery of Irrational numbers. 

The Pythagorean Brotherhood believed that the study of numbers was the key 

to spiritual secrets and would bring them closer to the gods. They were particu¬ 

larly intrigued by perfect numbers, which could be discovered by adding up a 

number’s divisors.JThe number 6 is perfect because its divisors—l, 2 and 3— 

add up to itself. The number 28 is perfect for the same reason: here the divisors 

are !, 2, 4, 7, and 14. 

1. The existence oi these lormulac anti the mystery ol how day were originally developed ts a 

fnscin.iring study in irs own righr, hut one beyond the scope ot rhe present book. Interested 

readers are reterred to Herbie BrennanV trilogy Martian Genesis. I he Atlantis hnignta. and 

The Secret History of Ancient Egxpt (T.ondon: Pmrkiis Books, and New York: Dell Books l. 

2. It a number can be divided by a second number without leaving a remainder, the second 

number is known as a divisor. 
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Pythagoras himself came ro realize there was a relationship between numbers 

and nature. Natural phenomena is governed by laws that can be described using 

mathematical formulae. One of the most striking examples is the way in which 

harmony in numbers is reflected by harmony in music. 

lamblichus records how Pythagoras was walking past a blacksmith’s forge when 

he noticed that while several of the hammers striking the anvil produced harmo¬ 

nious sounds, one did not. He rushed inside and examined the hammers, eventu¬ 

ally weighing each one. This led to the discovery that harmonious hammers had 

simple weight ratios to each other—half, two-thirds, three-quarters, and so on. 

There was no such weight ratio in the hammer that produced the discord. 

Following this insight, Pythagoras went on to examine the relationship 

between the length of the strings in a Greek lyre and the notes it produced. Once 

again he found that number governed harmony. It was this discovery char laid 

the foundation of mathematics as the basis ol modern science. Today, its calcu¬ 

lations and formulae underpin physics, chemistry, much of biology, and a whole 

host of other things. Without it. engineering would be impossible, the world we 

live in a very different place. 

Yet, apart from relatively simplistic systems like numerology and Qabalistie 

gematria, mathematics has largely been abandoned by the occult community. 

This is a pity, for there arc indications that math may be used to underpin cer¬ 

tain occult doctrines |usr as securely as it supports scientific discovery. Ironically, 

the discovery has been made by a young physicist with an interest in the esoteric. 

To understand his reasoning requires some basic mathematical knowledge, but 

hopefully this can be acquired without eirher the herculean effort or grinding 

boredom you were forced to endure at school. 

We need to begin with the simplest of all mathematical forms—natural num¬ 

bers. Natural numbers might well be (and often are) called counting numbers, 

since rhar is their basic function. They were developed at the dawn of history, 

almost certainly for the purposes of trade. They enable you to discover the many 

things you have after your circumstances change. 

Imagine you are an impoverished shepherd in Palestine somewhere around 

1.500 b.c. Your flock contains only ten sheep. Lulled by the drone of insects and 

the summer heat, you doze off in the noonday sun and four of your sheep wan¬ 

der off. When you awaken, you realize at once that some have gone—but how 

many? Fortunately, your knowledge of natural numbers can help you. All you 

need to do is count the sheep you have left (six), and simple subtraction tells you 

that you need to look for four. 
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Natural numbers arc also extremely useful to you at the marker. When things 

go well and you buy two more sheep for your flock, addition tells you that you 

now have twelve. Sell five and you are left with seven . . . hut now you have five 

silver coins in your purse as well. 

Natural numbers begin at one and march off over the horizon: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6 . . . there is no theoretical end to the natural numbers vntt might have* since 

however great the sum they represent, von can always add one more. They 

srrcrch rn infinity. 

But what happens it you sell all your sheep? 

Even in the Babylon of the third millennium R.<it was appreciated that a 

symbol represenring the state of having no sheep could be useful in mathematics. 

Thus the number zero was born. It showed there was nothing there at nil. It dis¬ 

played an absence of sheep—or anything else for rhat matter. It represented an 

empty space. 

That empty space comes in very useful in certain mathematical systems (like 

our ow n) in which the position of a number changes its value. Take a look at the 

following brief table: 

51 

51 I 

5,1 I l 

Each number has a 5 in it, but the value of the 5 changes lint* by line. In the sec¬ 

ond line it is ten times more valuable than in rhe first. By the time you reach the 

hist line, it is j thousand rimes more valuable. Bur what would happen it the 

numbers you were counting contained no Is or any other natural number? How 

would you tell that the values of the 5s were different then? The answer is to 

insert zero as a placeholder: 

5 

50 

500 

5,000 

In tins context, zero isn't a number at all, but rather the absence of a number. Sev¬ 

eral philosophers in ancient Greece wanted it to stay this way. Aristotle even 
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argued rhar it should be outlawed altogether. Me noted that if you treated zero as a 

number (rather than the absence of a number), it disrupted the whole natural 

order. Try dividing something by zero and y ou get an incomprehensible result. 

But zero survived this prestigious assault, and by the sixth century a.d., 

Hindu mathematicians had accepted it as a number in its own right and hang the 

consequences. A hundred years later, the sage Brahmagupta remarked that divi¬ 

sion by zero was rather a neat definition of infinity. Thus, natural numbers no 

longer started at 1 as in the old days, but at zero. The progression toward infin¬ 

ity began: (j„ 1,2, 3, 4, 5 .. . and so on. 

In ihe ancient world it seemed bizarre and unnatural to try ro subtract six 

apples from four apples—any fool could see it couldn't be done. But rhe mer¬ 

chants of the Middle Ages had a very healthy respect for debt. They knew what 

it meant when a customer said, in effect. Sell me six bolts of fine silk. I will pay 

you for four of them now and owe you for two. It was deals like that which 

developed rhe concept of negative numbers. You could record rhe transaction as 

4 6= 2. The final figure showed how much you were owed. 

Negative numbers might have no physical analogue in the way positive num¬ 

bers had. but they still had an obvious connection with the real world. Today, 

most schoolchildren instinctively recognize that if you subtract five from three, 

rhe result is two less rhan zero, or -2. Therefore, they have little trouble with a 

natural number array that runs: 

... 4, -3, 2,-1,0, 1,2, 3, 4... 

Even ihe briefest glance is enough to show rhe matrix extends ro infinity both 

ways. 

Negative numbers introduced a degree of abstraction into mathematics, but 

only a degree. Whar happened next was the step of such importance both to sci¬ 

ence and, as we shall shortly see, to rhe occult. 

All natural numbers, negative and positive, can be mulriphed in accordance 

with certain strict mathematical rules. These rules, as you probably learned at 

school, are as follows: 

1. A positive number multiplied by another positive number will always 

give a positive result. 

2. A positive number multiplied bv a negative number will always give a 

negative result. 
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>. \ negative number multiplied by a negative number will always give a 

positive result. 

The rules work, but they also lead you inro some weird territory. The first step is 

straightforward enough. Ask yourself which mimher. multiplied by itself, will 

give you rhe number *4. liven it you arc a bigger duffer at mathematics than I am, 

the answer (2) will probably occur to you at once. Since the question you asked 

is absolutely equivalent to finding the square root of 4, you tan say the square 

root of 4 is 2. 

So far. so good. Rut it you look at rule 3 above, you will quickly discover the 

square root of 4 can also be -2. Li you multiply -2 by -2, the result again equals 

4. Because a minus multiplied by a minus will always result in a positive, rhe 

minus signs cancel each other out. 

Still, no harm in that. There's nothing to say you can't have two perfectly 

accurate answers to the same question. Mathematicians take account of the pos¬ 

itive and minus aspects of square roots by writing V 4 = ± 2, another way of sav¬ 

ing the square root of 4 equals +2 or 2. 

Where things start to go bananas is when you ask yourself what the square 

root of -4 might be. 

Clearly rhe answer isn’t 2. We’ve already seen that 2 is one of the square roots 

of +4. Rut it isn’t -2 either, since -2 multiplied by itself will, like any other minus 

number, give you a positive result. Now you might be tempted to say that -2 mul¬ 

tiplied by +2 will give you -4 (which it will), but that still doesn't solve the prob¬ 

lem of the square root. To find a square root, you must discover a number that, 

multiplied by itself, will result in vour target number. Minus 2 is nor the same 

number as +2 (otherwise I could pay off all my debts simply by owing them). 

So how Jo you calculate rhe square root of -4? The answer seems to come 

straight from Alice in Wonderland. You simply imagine a number that, when 

multiplied In itself, will give you -4. And so people won’t confuse it with a real 

number, you pur rhe letter “i" (for imaginary) after it. 

I his sounds so much like something the Red Queen might have told Alice that 

I need to reassure you ir has become a perfectly valid mathematical Tool. The 

most fundamental of all imaginary numbers is rhe square root of I, which was 

first written simply as V’ itself: V - I = i, which means the square root of - I is an 

imaginary number I am going to represent by the letter “i" for imaginary. But 

then mathematicians quickly realized that even an imaginary number might be 
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negative or positive, so they rewrote the little equation more accurately as V -1 = 

± i, which means the square root of -1 is the positive or negative form of the num¬ 

ber 1 am going to imagine is the square root of -1 and represent by the letter “i”. 

Although put this way, it might not seem mathematicians had gotten very far, 

but experience was to show' they had actually taken a giant step. If the square 

root of - J was ± i, then obviously the square root of -4 was ± 2i. From there you 

could develop a whole series of imaginary numbers that had valid mathematical 

relationships with one another. In fact, you could exactly match every natural 

number with its imaginary equivalent. Instead of the familiar linear expression 

of natural numbers: 

...4, 3,-2, 1,0, 1,2, 3, 4... 

you developed this sort ot diagram: 

-4i 

-3i 

-2i 

-li 

.. .-4,-3,-2,-l,0,+I,+2, +3, +4 . . . 

+ li 

+2i 

+3i 

+4i 

Diagrams notwithstanding, it seems obvious that imaginary numbers have no 

equivalent in the real world. The number 2i does not represent a pair of sheep, a 

brace of pheasant, or anything else we would recognize on a woodland walk. 

Nor does it represent the sheep that are, so to speak, missing if we rook four 

away from rhe original pair. Even -2i would not represent those missing sheep. 

Imaginary numbers do not stand for anything recognizable. They simply exist as 

a construct of the human mind that arose from a manipulation of certain math¬ 

ematics that did relate to the real world. 

And yet-—which is w'here reality once again disappears down a rabbit hole— 

you can use imaginary numbers ro make calculations that predict the outcome of 
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physical events. Worse still, you can combine them with natural numbers almost 

any way you please and your calculations srill give physical results. 

Why this should be is a complete mystery wirhin the current scientific para¬ 

digm. Mathematicians, scientists, and, more importantly, engineers, know that 

imaginary numbers reallv do work, but have no idea how. 

Physics student James Bechrakis of Winnipeg, Canada, points out there is an 

aspect of esoteric theory that nearly bridges the gap. I Ie relates imaginary num¬ 

bers to astral magic. 

Astral magic is a collection of techniques originating in deep prehistory that 

involve manipulation of the human imagination in an attempr to generate phys¬ 

ical plane results. There is a much fuller examination of astral energies later in 

this book, but for the moment it is enough to say that magicians from primitive 

shamans to modern practitioners of the Western Fsotenc Tradition have noted 

empirically that lmagmal techniques, properly applied, really do seem to work. 

In his study of phy sics. Bechrakis was exposed to imaginary numbers. I lc first 

noted that they did not exist in reality—that is. in three dimensions—hut, when 

applied properly, at least in quantum mechanics and other regions of physics, the 

“imaginary" components reduced rn zero and the answer became “real." Imagi¬ 

nary numbers are, for example, used in quantum mechanics to produce the 

Lorentz Iranslormatiuns, which translate position, velocity; time, momentum, 

and energy values between reference frames. Bechrakis’ parallel study of esoteric 

practice led him to ask a novel question: Dot’s this not resemble how astral 

magic works? 

The more he thought about it. the more obvious the parallels became. In 

magic, the wanted outcome is visualized in relevant symbolism to produce 

observable results. In complex algebra, the mathematician was presented with a 

problem that defied regular math. In order to solve it he defined an imaginary 

system of numbers. Armed with this imaginary (astral?) number system, he 

could now tackle the problem and come up with a result that agreed with exper¬ 

imental values. But if the numbers used technically don't exist except in the back 

of the human mind somewhere, then was this not a magical process? 

.Magicians would be hard-pressed to disagree. It seems |amcs Bechrakis has 

discovered a magical operation hidden in the core system relied upon by all ana¬ 

lytical science. Mis first published paper on the topic is included as appendix B of 

this book. 
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Herbie on: the 

problem with 
thought forms; 

an ancient art; 

dowsing for 

water: what does 

dowsing detect?; 

dowsing for 

ghosts: how to 

make your rods 

and pendulum: 

the Swedish 

experiment: psi 

tracking and its 

implications. 

for -many of us, the findings of physics and the insights 

of the mystics seem very far away. We may accept in the¬ 

ory that the world is a thought form, but the knowledge 

hardly impinges when we’re running for a bus. 

Part of the trouble is that we’re all too familiar with 

thought forms—you make rhem in your head all the 

time, don’t you?—and they share none of the character¬ 

istics of the ‘‘externa!” world. Where the world is sub¬ 

stantial, our thought forms are nebulous. Where the 

world is vivid, our thought forms arc vague. Where the 

world is stable, our thought forms arc fleering. It seems 

almost impossible to believe (in the gut where it counts) 

that the two are essentially the same thing. 

It only there was a way of showing that a thought 

form—the sort you make in your head—had some sort 

of actuality outside your head. If only you could show 

the thought form in your head really did have some¬ 

thing in common with what we still believe to be the 

real world. 

Interestingly enough, there is a way to do just that. 

In 1556, a treatise on mining—De re metallica, by 

Georgius Agricola—contained the first recorded reference 
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to a inrgula dirimi, a device used to find silver ore. It transpires that the virgula was 

a forked hazel stick. What was being described was a dowsing rod. 

Dowsing has an ancient lineage. There arc some indications it may have been 

used in ancient (irercr and Rome, but it came into real prominence during tile 

Middle Ages in Hurope. From there it seems to have spread into Africa and 

America through the process of colonization. Today it is a worldwide practice. 

In its most fundamental form, dowsing is a technique rhat employs a forked 

stick in an attempt to find underground water sources. I he dowser holds the 

fork—-usually hazel, rowan, or willow—by its two prongs, pulling them outward 

so the stick is in a state of delicate equilibrium. As the instrument passes over a 

water source, something causes it to tremble, dip. or raise distinctly. 

What the ^something** might be is an open question. In the past, dowsers have 

claimed they are dctccring a specific radiation. Crirics meet this with the rational, 

if somewhat dismissive, idea that the dowser unconsciously seeks natural geolog¬ 

ical indicators of the presence of water and causes the stick to react accordingly. 

Neither explanation is particular!) satisfactory. It is. of course, within the 

hounds of possibility that warcr gives oil a hitherto unsuspected radiation. But 

dowsing seems perfectly capable of detecting metals, minerals, buried treasures, 

archaeological remains, and even dead bodies. It is difficult to believe rhat all 

these things produce unknown radiations. And what are the “narural geological 

indicators" for the presence of a corpse.' 

The problem is compounded by the fact rhat not all dowsers use a forked 

suck. Some use 1 -shaped rods, others use a pendulum, and a few can even man¬ 

age it by holding out rheir empty hands. More mysterious still, there is substan¬ 

tial evidence that dowsing may he as successfully carried our over a map as over 

the terrain itself—a development that suggests dowsing may be a psychic skill. 

But however nebulous the theory, the fact remains that dowsing works. 

Several years ago, I bought a very old anJ somewhat isolated Irish cottage— 

so isolated, in fact, rhat it had no running water. Because of this, it was necessary 

to drill a well. 
Well drilling in Ireland—and presumably elsewhere—is carried out by a con¬ 

tractor who arrives with boring gear on the back of a monstrously large truck. 

But before work starts, there’s an obvious problem: where do you drill.- Machin¬ 

ery tins size costs a lor of money and the longer you use it, the higher the bill. 

Run it too long and you price yourself out ol the market. So the trick is to drill 

ar precisely the spot where there’s water—and drill there the first time. 
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This is not an easy trick to pull off. Even Highly paid geologists can get it 

wrong. Bur my well-drilling contractor didn't show up with a geologist. He 

arrived with a dowser who cut a forked stick from the hedge, walked around the 

overgrown garden, and said, “Drill here." He’d stopped at a spot where the stick 

suddenly dipped in his hands. He seemed absolutely sure of his conclusion. His 

whole job was done in less than five minutes. 

Between the time the rig moved in and the drilling actually started, I had a 

visit from another water diviner, a young Englishman who had noticed the Well 

Drilling In Progress sign. He used metal rods rather than a forked stick, but con¬ 

firmed that water was available at the spot where the first diviner indicated. He 

added the interesting information that it would be found at about twenty feet, 

but suggested continuing to drill to seventy feet, where there was “a good source 

of clean water that will never run dry.” Drilling started the next day and the rig 

struck water at eighteen feet, only two feet short of the depth predicted. l"he 

contractor advised continuing, and at seventy feet he felt satisfied he’d located a 

permanent source. "You’ve got a lake down there,” he told me. 

1 was so intrigued by rhe whole experience that I questioned the contractor 

about his use of dowsers. He was a down-to-earth man with little interest 

beyond getting the job done. He told me that in his experience in Ireland and 

abroad, most well-drilling contractors hired dowsers in preference to geologists 

“although some of them don’t admit it.” 

But dowsing is capable oJ finding mure than water—or even the metals, min¬ 

erals, archaeological remains, anJ bodies already mentioned. Some of the things 

it can detect are weird indeed. 

In the days when I was still socially acceptable,! received an invitation to din¬ 

ner at the home of a Guinness heiress. During rhe course of the evening, the talk 

turned to ghosts and our hostess remarked that her castle was reputed to be 

haunted by a Gray Lady. There were two ghost-hunters in rhe party, and one of 

them offered to try to track the apparition with rhe aid of a pendulum. 

A summoned butler appeared with rhe necessary materials on a silver rray, 

and a pendulum was made up on rhe spot, f he ghost-hunter strolled off into the 

castle corridors, rhe pendulum swinging freely from her hand. The rest of us 

trailed after her like a line of ducks. 

Eventually she halted in a small room. “This is where the ghost was seen,” she 

said with confidence. And a startled hostess confirmed that she was right. 
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As a longtime member of the Society for Psychical Research, I know the evi¬ 

dence for ghostly apparitions is close to overwhelming. (Allhough whether 

ghosts arc actually spirits of the dead is a very different matter.) Some of them 

seem to leave traces after their appearance. A good number of people can sense 

these traces as cold spots or areas in which they feel "spooky," “creepy," or oth¬ 

erwise uncomfortable. With dowsing rods or a pendulum, even very faint traces, 

which would otherwise go unnoticed, may he picked up. I was so intrigued by 

the results of the Guinness ghost hunt that I began to wonder i! il might be pos¬ 

sible to detect even more subtle traces. 

Around that time, a British television documentary was broadcast, based on 

an experiment carried out in the English countryside. The experiment itself was 

in rwo pans. In the first, an assistant was asked to walk across an open meadow 

shining an electric torch on the ground behind him. (The experiment was carried 

out in davlight.) All traces of his passage were then carefully obliterated, and a 

dowser challenged to discover the route the man had taken. The dowser did so 

with ease. 

The second part of rhe experiment was a repeat of the first, but with one 

important difference. 1 he torch, still switched on, was carried inside a lightproof 

box. Once again the dowser was able to determine the path taken. The commen¬ 

tator assured viewers that rhe experiment had been repeated several times with the 

same result. There followed a lengthy discussion about whether light left traces 

and some comment about rhe possibility that dowsers reacted to stray photons. 

Hie whole thing struck me as an interesting example of the way unconscious 

assumptions can sometimes rum experimental procedure. In this case, the assump¬ 

tion was that since the assistant carried a torch, rhe dowser had to be picking up 

traces of light. This assumption survived the second half of rhe experiment, which 

(to me ar least) showed conclusively that it was not light he was detecting. Vet 

clearly he was detecting something. The only question was what. 

Among several possibilities, it occurred to me that a man who believes himself 

r«> he laying down a light track has to be concentrating on what he is doing. It 

so. could rhe dowser have picked up not the light track, but the thought form? 

This idea begged another question: Wits it even possible for a dowser to detect a 

thought form in rhe first place? I decided to conduct an experiment—one I hope 

you will rake rhe trouble to repeat. To do so, you may need to know a little more 

about dowsing equipment. 
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Figure 6-1: L-shaped Rod 

Although the forked stick is traditional, L-shaped rods or j pendulum are far 

easier to use. If you can't buy rods locally, you can make a pair quite easily 

from two wire coat hangers (the hangers that came hack with the last of your 

dry-cleaning will work welt). Untwist them* bend the wire until it forms an L, 

then use wire-cutters to trim the ends. Hold one rod loosely in each hand so 

they are parallel to each other, as shown in figure 6-1, then walk slowly over 

the area you want to dowse. When you pass over water, the rods will move of 

their own accord to cross. (Or sometimes separate outward.) To dowse for a 

specific metal, keep a small sample in one hand or in your pocket while you 

dowse. Using your pendulum rakes a little more preparation. While the rods are 

an all-purpose instrument, the pendulum is more specific. For rhis reason, it 

needs ro he “tuned in.” 

Ir was a British archaeologist named Tom Lethbridge who discovered how to 

nine a pendulum. At rhe time he moved to Devon in 1957, most pendulum 

dowsers used a heavy weight and a short string so their instruments would not 

blow about in the wind. Lethbridge had the idea that it might he interesting to 

find Out whether pendulums ol different lengths would react to different things. 

To test his theory, he made a long pendulum and wrapped the string around a 

pencil so the length could easily be varied. 

You use a dowsing pendulum by swinging it in a shallow arc, as shown in fig¬ 

ure 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2: Dowsing Pendulum 

Once ir starts, it will continue to swing to and fro almost indefinitely as you 

walk from place ro place. You know you have gotten a dowsing reaction (like 

the forked stick bending or rhe rods crossing) when, at a given spot, the pendu¬ 

lum stops swinging two anti Iro and starts to describe a circle. (Figure 6-3.) 

Figure 6-3: Pendulum Swinging in a Circle 

Again, Like the rods, this is not something you do to the pendulum. As far ns the 

dowser is concerned, rhe pendulum reacts oi its own accord. 

1 cthbridge put a silver dish on the floor and swung his pendulum over it. 

Carefully, he varied the length ol the string unril rhe pendulum suddenly started 

to circle, lie measured the length ol rhe string (twenty-two inches) and con- 
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eluded that a twenty-two-inch-long pendulum was ‘'tuned” to the “wavelength” 

of silver. Over a long series of experiments, he discovered lengths for a wide vari¬ 

ety of different things: copper was thirty inches, grass sixteen inches, apples cigh 

teen inches, and so on. He even discovered it was possible to tune the pendulum 

io abstract emotions (like anger) simply by visualizing them clearly. He and his 

wife Mina picked up stones and threw them against a wall. The pendulum could 

be tuned to detect which stone was thrown by the man and which was thrown 

by the woman. 

By the time his experiments were finished, Tom Lethbridge was convinced he 

had made a fundamental discovery about pendulum dowsing. He wrote a num¬ 

ber ot books in which he gave the precise pendulum lengths for various sub¬ 

stances. But those lengths aren't listed here. Lethbridge’s discovery wasn't quite 

what he rhoughr. It turns out that while certain pendulum lengths help you 

dowse for different things, these lengths are not the same for everybody. So while 

a twenty-two-inch pendulum would detect silver for Tom Lethbridge, it would 

not necessarily detect silver for you. What you have to do is find the particular 

lengths thar work for you. 

In ocher words, you have to rune your own pendulum. 

When everything’s ready, practice with your rods and/or your pendulum until 

you're confident that you can detect a particular item like a coin or a howl of 

water. Once that's accomplished, you're ready to try the experiment I did. Have 

a friend or, better still, a small group of friends, visualize the item you wish to 

detect at a specific location. (Keep the acrual item well Out of the way.) Then 

dowse as before. 

You will find, as l did, that when you pass over the spot where your friends 

imagine the item to be. you will get a dowsing reaction ... to the thought form 

they have created. 

The experiment as I've described it isn’t very scientific. It’s open to the objec¬ 

tion that since you know where your friends are visualizing the object, you may 

be unconsciously influencing the equipment. You may, of course, lighten up your 

procedure by having your friends visualize the object without telling you exactly 

where, bur it might be even more interesting to try a different experiment. 

This one originates in Sweden and was first carried out—with dramatic suc¬ 

cess—by a small group of psychical researchers. The results were later duplicated 

in Ireland by a similar group. The procedure is as follows: 

si 
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1. Dowse outside until you find a nine-by-mne four (approximately) open 

area that generates no reactions at all. The experiment can’t be carried 

out successfully indoors, as electrical wiring—which surrounds most 

buildings—interferes with results. 

1. Mark a spot close ro the center of the space you’ve dowsed. 

3. Pick a small object such as an ornament or figurine to act as a target. 

4. Select two people to conduct the first part of the experiment. These two 

go outside alone and our of sight of anyone else. One srands on rhe 

marked spot and watches, while the other conceals the target object 

somewhere in rhe vicinity. 

3. Once this is done, both individuals should alert their colleagues, then 

leave rhe scene. 

b. A dowser from the group, working alone and without an audience, then 

goes out and walks in a small circle around rhe marked spot where rhe 

watcher stood. 

7. When he gets a dowsing reaction (as he will), rhe point at which rhe 

reaction occurred should also be marked. 

8. The dowser should then repeat the process walking in a second, larger 

circle. 

9. A line drawn, joining the three marks, will point ro the hidden object. 

This is a description of rhe experiment in its most basic form, but it has several 

exciting variations. The Swedish group discovered that you don’t have to hide 

an actual object. A single ‘'watcher" standing on rhe marked spot could select 

an arbitrary target—like a church spire on the horizon—concentrate on it for a 

momcnr, then leave, [‘he dowser could *n!l pick up the “psi track” leading to 

the target. 

Even more peculiar, it transpired rhar where an object was used, the watcher 

did not have to know where it was hidden. Ir was enough tor rhe watcher to 

form a clear picture of rhe object in his mind before leaving his marked spot. If 

two marked spots were used and the watcher v isited each of them, then visual¬ 

ized the target object, the actual location of the target could be obtained by tri- 

angulation—where the two psi tracks crossed was where the target was hidden. 
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The group cook his process to its ultimate on one occasion when they used it 

in an attempt to trace a murderer. In Sweden at the time, police were searching 

for a serial killer and had issued an Identikit picture of a suspect. Using the pic¬ 

ture as their target;, the group carried out three large-scale rriangularions and 

transferred the psi tracks to a map. I hey crossed at a village where the suspect 

was subsequently arrested. 

It was quickly discovered that the psi track was not any form of electromag¬ 

netic trace. Hiding the object in a metal box made no difference, nor did hiding 

it under water. The experience with the Identikit pi crime indicated you did not 

even have to visualize the actual target—a reasonable representation was 

enough. Careful examination showed that the “track'1 was nor laid along the 

ground, but hung in the air a few feet above it. 

The conclusion is inescapable. Psi tracks are thought forms, but thought 

forms you can detect and measure under rigid scientific conditions. They are, in 

other words, parr of what we think of as the objective world. 

Just how much a part is underlined by the work of the United Stares psychia¬ 

trist Dr. Morton Schatzman, who carried out extensive psychological tests on a 

subject he named “Ruth.” According to his paper in the New Scientist,l Ruth 

had a natural ability ro create thought forms of such intensity that they appeared 

objectively real ro her. 

When a reversing checkerboard partem is displayed on, for example, a televi¬ 

sion set, the flashing image triggers what is known as a visual evoked response, 

clearly discernable on an electroencephalogram (FEG) taken of the subject’s 

brain waves. Dr. Schatzman had Ruth watch such a pattern and found her brain 

produced the normal response. He then instructed her to visualize her daughter 

standing between her and the television set. 

Ruth did so, and her FEG returned to normal, exactly as if something was 

blocking her view of the flashing checkerboard. 

I. New Scientist 87 (1980): 935. 
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Herhie on: 

magicians and 

the Astral Plane; 

why there is no 

mention of the 

astral in the 

gritncir.es; Astral 

Plane and the 

Qabalah; the 

Big Bang; 

parallels between 

physics and the 

ancient doctrines; 

imagination as 

the foundation of 

the universe. 

virtually every rook on magic published in the last 

150 years deals extensively with the Astral Plane. 

Eliphas Levi talks about it in his book History of Magic, 

Aleister Crowley talks about it in Magick in Theory and 

Practice. It is discussed by Dion Fortune, Israel Regardie, 

Madame Blavatsky, Franz Bardon. Bill Gray, Gareth 

Knight, and F.rnest Butler, among a host of other 

authors.1 

According to all these people, the Astra) Plane is the 

prime key ro magical results. It is the secret behind virtu¬ 

ally every worthwhile magical enterprise. Those trained 

in modern Qabalah—the system of Jewish mysticism 

that underpins so much magical doctrine—claim it is rhe 

very foundation ol the physical universe, the immediate 

supporr of manifestation. 

Bur if you examine rhe older works, the early gri- 

moires that might, .11 least in theory, be considered the 

foundation of modern magical practice, there is no 

1. The AsTr.il Plane is also discussed by Herbie Brennan arid 

Dolores Ashcroft Ninwicki; m fact, Brennan s firsi published 

work was about the Astral Plane. 
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mention of the Astral Plane at all. It is absent from the Lemegeton and the 

Clavicula Salortionis. There is no him of ir in the Grimnire Veriint, the Picatrix, 

the Black Pullet, or the Grintoire of Honnriu5. F.vcn Francis Barrett fails to 

mention it in his comprehensive masterpiece. The Magus nr Celestial Intelli¬ 

gencer. These works contain detailed instructions for all the common magical 

operations—the evocations, invocations, and conjurations, the exorcisms, rhe 

creation of talismans, contact and conversation with spirits and angels, scrying, 

and the rest—but it is as if these things could be carried out without the slight¬ 

est knowledge of rhe Astral Plane . . . something hotly denied by practicing 

magicians in the present day. 

Worse still, if you consult the Sepher Yetzirah, the ultimate sourcebook of 

Qabalistic doctrine that underlies much of modem magical practice, there is nor 

a single appearance of the term “astral** anywhere within its pages. 

What is happening here? Have all the present-day magicians got it wrong? 

Phe key to the conundrum may be terminology. Although there is no mention 

of the astral in the early grimoires, there are frequenr references to images. The 

foundation of manifestation in the Sepher Yetzirah is the sphere of Yesod, which 

is associated with emotion and visionary experience. And in rhe Archidoxes of 

Magic, written by Paracelsus, the foremost magician of the early sixteenth cen¬ 

tury, there appears this curious statement: 

What powerful operation the Imagination hath, and how rhe Jnme 

comelh to its lught and exaltation, may be Jcen by an example taken 

from experience in the time of pejtilencc, wherein the Imagination 

poyfoneth more than any infected Aire; and againjt which, no Anti¬ 

dote, neither of Mithridare nor Treacle, nor any Juch prejervare, can 

exhibit any helpe; unlejj that Juch an Imagination do pajj away and he 

forgotten, nothing el/e will helpe. So quick and jwift .1 Runner and 

Mcffengcr is rhe Imagination, lhai ii doth not onely fly out ol one 

houjc into another, our of one Jtreete into another, bur aljo mojt 

jwiftly pa/Jcth from one City and Country into another; Jo that by the 

imagination onely of one pcr/011. the Pejtilencc may come into jonie 

whole City orCountry, and kill many rhoujandf of men. 

It is difficult to believe this passage means what it says. Does Paracelsus seriously 

expect us to believe that a single individual could visit a plague on a city simply 

2. Paracelsus, The Archidoxes of Magic I London; Askm, and New York; Wciscr, 1975). 
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by an act of imagination? Apparently he does, for he devotes an entire chapter of 

his Archidoxes to the power of imagination. Another (unattributed) sixteenth- 

century manuscript, the Regnum Piscatnris entirely devoted to the training and 

use of the imagination for magical ends. These sources credit the same impor¬ 

tance to the imagination as more recent writers ascribe to the Astral Plane. 

Could there be some connection between the two? 

I (Herbie Brennan)3 4 certainly thought so in 1971, when I published my first 

book. Astral Doorways;5 In that work I reported how, as an occult student, I 

had been told that “Astral Plane" was an old term for the world of the visual 

imagination. As 1 write today, three decades later, I still feel my initial sense of 

disbelief. 1 was brought up in an era—or possibly just a culture-—that devalued 

imagination. Children like myself who engaged in daydreaming were accused of 

“woolgathering'' and advised, often with the help ot a clip around the ear, to 

concentrate on the real world. Daydreaming was seen as the tilrimare rime- 

wasrer. As an adult, it was difficult to accept imagination had any value at all. 

Yet, when I trained in Qabalah, l began to see things differently. 

Jewish tradition holds that the essence of Qabalah was taught to Adam by the 

archangel Gabriel. A more likely provenance is that it was rooted in the 

Merkava mysticism that flourished in Palestine during the first century A.D. and 

drew its own inspiration from the famous vision of Ezekiel in >92 R.c. Ezekiel 

saw whaL he believed to be the throne-chariot ol God, arid the goal of the 

Merkava mystics was to do rhe same. They attempted to achieve this by means 

of a dangerous visionary journey through a series of “heavenly spheres" manned 

by hostile angels. 

Although the Talmud warns that of four men who engaged in Merkava, one 

aposrari/.cd, one went mad, one died, and only one (Rabbi Akiba ben Joseph) 

had a valid visionary experience, the tradition survived and eventually produced 

the earliest known Qabalistic text, the Sephir Yetzirah or “Book of the Cre¬ 

ation,” which may date back as far as the third century A.D. and was certainly 

nor written hirer than the sixth century. 

3. Unpublished 

A. Herbie Brennan will hereaiter be referred to as 11. B. 

5. This book is siill in print and is now published by Thorh Publications, located m Loughbor 
nugh, England. 
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The Sepbir Yetzirah is one of the most fascinating hooks ever written, and 

forms the basis of Qabalistic study up to the present day. It describes the cre¬ 

ation of reality in terms that would draw sympathetic attention from a modern 

physicist ... if modern physicists ever found themselves moved to study Jew¬ 

ish mysticism. 

Today the creation of reality—or at least that portion of reality we experience 

as our universe—is generally described in terms of the Big Bang theory. This the¬ 

ory holds that sometime earlier than ten billion years ago, there emerged at a 

point in space, approximately four billion light years from where you’re sitting 

now, a sort of primal atom of such high temperature and density that it contained 

everything—every speck of matter, every erg of energy—in the universe today. 

Where did this primal atom come from? It emerged, say the physicists without 

a ghost of a smile, from nowhere. What were things like before it emerged? 

There was no “before.” Just as the atom contained all rhe energy and matter of 

the universe, it also contained all the time of the universe as well. Before the 

atom rhere was no time, so questions abour “before” cannot sensibly be asked. 

Kven my statement that it emerged four billion light years from where you're sit¬ 

ting is only relatively accurate. It emerged there only from your present view¬ 

point. What wc experience as space was contained in rhe atom, so it had no 

absolute location. 

Bui if the origins of the primal atom are difficult to comprehend, what hap¬ 

pened afterward is easy. Sober physics texts maintain that ir expanded rapidly 

within a fraction of a second—a polite way of saving it exploded. Scientists 

think they now know; more or less accurately, what happened during that explo¬ 

sion. Examined in slow morion, this is the picture: 

During the first instant of rhe explosion, temperatures were too high to sus 

tain anything as coarse and solid as an atom. Instead, what you had was a uni¬ 

verse, tiny in volume, dense in essence, composed of matter and antimatter par¬ 

ticles. Matter and antimatter arc antagonistic mirror reflections of one another. 

If a particle of (me meets a particle of the other, both are instantly converted into 

pure energy, resulting in mutual annihilation. Had matter and antimatter been 

evenly balanced in rhe Big Bang, our universe would never have come into being. 

Bur rhey weren't. In the first few microseconds, matter achieved a dominance 

over antimatter that allowed things to develop the way they actually did. The 

two conflicting states generated a third that was unlike either. Physicists suspect 

a great many other elementary panicles were formed at this time. 
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Alter a few seconds of expansion, the brand-new universe cooled enough to 

allow nuclei of hydrogen, helium, and lithium to be formed. In about a million 

years, the cooling process was far enough advanced to convert these into atoms. 

By this stage, both space and rime had been generated. Space was filled with the 

microwave radiation, discovered in 1965 by the German-American astrophysi¬ 

cist Amo \. Penzias and die American radio astronomer Robert W. Wilson. 

Bur the universe was dark. 

In rhis dark universe there came a rime when a cloud of hydrogen and dust 

grains collapsed inward under its own gravity. As it condensed, its density and 

temperature increased until it reached incandescence. A Mar was born, and, for 

the first time in the history of the universe, there was light. 

Stars proved to be the mighty furnaces in which more atoms of various types 

were forged. Those atoms migrated to form themselves into things we would 

recognize today—a speck of pollen on the stamen of a flower, a vein of gold, a 

deep, dear lake. As you read these Words, ir is surprising and perhaps a little 

reassuring —to realize that you are entirely composed of star stuff. 

That, in all its poetic appeal, is the scientific picture. The Scphir Yetzirab. sur¬ 

prisingly. mirrors ir closely. According ro this central Qabalisric doctrine, the 

background to all and everything is the Great l Inmanifcst. a state of “negative 

existence,* the nature of which is utterly incomprehensible. From our present 

viewpoint, the Great Unmanifest is so far beyond speculation that it might as 

well be nothing. We cannot detect it. We can gam no insight whatsoever into its 

essential nature. 

Out of this “’no-thing* there emerged an “emanation.'' In Qabalah, this pri¬ 

mal emanation is called Ret her. It contained within itself the totality of the uni¬ 

verse and is thus associated with the idea of unity, li is also clearly associated 

with the primal atom of the physicists. 

Having arrived out of nowhere, keuher gave rise to two further emanations— 

C'hokmah and Btnah. As in the maiierVantimatcer annihilations of the Big Bang 

theory, the interaction between these two created the potential for further ema¬ 

nations. Thus, m a series ol clearly defined stages, the physical universe came 

into being. 

It is tempting to suggest that the Scphir Yetzirab anticipated the findings of 

modern physics by anything up to two millennia. Bur while there arc eerie paral¬ 

lels between the cosmologies, it would be inaccurate ro say they are identical, 

even allowing for differences in terminology. 1 he Scphir Yetzirab describes the 
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principles behind the emergence of the universe, not the process. It is process 

rhat is reflected in the Big Bang theory, not correlations. 

Once we understand that the doctrines of the Sefihir Yetzirah refer to princi 

pies rather than events, it becomes clear that what is being described is a plan for 

manifestation. The early Qabaiists, like their predecessors of the Merkava. had 

no problem at all with considering it a plan in the mind of Cod. 

The viewpoint has some benefits. Ir allows us to see, for example, that God 

must manifest first and foremost as a Unity; that the Unity always did and 

always will contain the totality of everything; that the process of manifestation is 

capable ol being understood (albeit with difficulty), while the nature of that 

which manifests is not. Ir also shows that we. tor all our faults, are a parr of, not 

apart from, a totality ihar is itself a manifestation of divinity. 

But beyond all rhis, the Sefibir Yetzirah makes it clear that the process of man¬ 

ifestation (as distinct Irom the plan itself) is also an aspect of mind. It has pur¬ 

pose and meaning. What is being described is not God s creation of the world as 

a craftsman might create an artifact, hut rather the world emerging out of an 

idea as God’s dream. This dream is not given form. The dream is the form. 

We have come full circle to the Buddhist idea of the world as maya created by 

mind. From one viewpoint, it is your mind that creates your world. From 

another, it is God’s mind. Bur at root, both are the same thing, since von are part 

of God s manifestation and your mind is an aspect elf God s mind. 

In the Scjthir Yetzirah. the details of this divine plan are embodied in a glyph 

known as the Tree of Life, where the various emanations are shown as spheres 

and the relationship between them as paths. The Sephir Yetzirah becomes so 

very helpful because the Tree symbolizes the (divine) psychological process of 

manifestation, allowing us lo see what mindset is necessary to make changes in 

the world around us. 1 he final sphere on the Tree of I ife is called Malkuth. the 

Kingdom, and symbolizes the physical universe. The second last is called \esod, 

t he Foundation, which symbolizes die state immediately preceding physical man¬ 

ifestation, the state dial gives rise to physical manifestation, die platform and 

pattern on which physical manifestation rests. 

According to Qabalistic doctrine, Yesod is the sphere of God's imagination. 

Hie idea thar there is some sort ot universal imagination is mirrored in the 

work of Carl lung, whose observations as a psychiatrist led him to postulate the 

concept of a Collective Unconscious—an area of mind common to the whole 

human race. An eruption of academic interest in shamanism some years after 
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Jung's death led to the insight that sha manic visions gave conscious access to this 

level of reality, and that such an access often seemed to produce results on thc 

physical level. 

Two things arc at work here—thc objective, but nonmaterial srare of rhe Col¬ 

lective Unconscious, and the personal, consciously accessible state of rhe shaman’s 

own imagination. While remaining self-aware and conscious, rhe shaman—who 

was, after all. thc world’s earliest magician—can function within the Collective 

Unconscious* manipulate its energies, and, in so doing, influence physical reality. 

Here, finally, we have the key to the mystery of the Astral Plane. It is not quite 

an old-fashioned name for the world of thc (personalj imagination, no matter 

what mv early mentor had to say. The Astral Plane is the imagination of the uni¬ 

verse, that vast substrata of mind-stuff underpinning the dream we think of as 

physical reality. But human imagination is part of the universal imagination, 

seamlessly integrated, sharing in its nature, and separate only in that we perceive 

it as separate. 

Thus, mv early mentor was nor mistaken in his definition. Your imagination 

and mine are both pan of rhe Asrral Plane, an entry point to a greater whole, thc 

tool with which we may control rhe astral light. In practical terms, an act of astral 

magic is an act ot the trained imagination, and the first step ot an astral journey 

is an imaginary trip. 

In other words, work on rhe Asrral Plane involves rhe manipulation of thought 

forms. 
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/or you to try. 

in 1964, tiil hand corporation in Santa Monica, 

California, published a report few magicians have read, 

bur one that is already having profound implications for 

anyone with esoteric interests. The report was written 

by a Rand employee named Raul Karan, and sought to 

answer some hard questions posed by the United States 

military. 

Ar the height of the Cold War, the Pentagon was 

deeply concerned about what might happen to Amer¬ 

ica's communications networks in the event of a nuclear 

attack. Since I 960 the generals had come to realize that 

not only would existing networks be rendered useless, 

but Lhey could not even imagine a network that would 

survive. They passed the problem over to Rand—a cor¬ 

poration that specializes in problem-solving—in the 

form of two broad questions: (1) how could the Ameri¬ 

cans prevent the destruction of its control headquarters 

during a nuclear attack? and (1) how could the Ameri¬ 

can authorities cope with a communications network 

that had just been blown to bits? 

Paul Karan answered both questions in a most sur¬ 

prising way: 
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How do you Slop rhe destruction of your control headquarters in a nuclear 

anack? You get rid of your control headquarters before the fighting starts. 

I low can you cope with a communications network that’s just been blown to 

bits? You build yourself a network that’s designed to function when ir s blown 

to bits. 

It sounded bizarre, but Baran made some technical suggestions involving nodes 

that he hoped would translate his outlandish answers into practical solutions. 

A node is a junction where several lines of a communication system come 

together. Baran’s first idea was to make every node of the system do the same 

basic job as the old control headquarters. In other words, make every node capa¬ 

ble of sending messages, receiving messages, and passing on messages. 

His next bright idea was to abandon the familiar stream of data used in exist¬ 

ing systems and replace it with separate “packets” of information. Each elec- 

rronii. packet would have a target address, exactly like a postal packet, hut—and 

this was the critical point—it did not have to go directly to its destination. If 

there was a disruption in the network, such as might happen in a nuclear war, 

the packet could go around the devastated area and get there by another route. 

Since the packets would be moving at the speed of an electrical pulse, they 

would not even be noticeably slowed down. 

Four years later, the National Physical Laboratory in Great Britain experi¬ 

mented to see it Baran's ideas would work in practice. Although they could only 

rest them on a small scale, results were positive. The American military, which 

had watched this development with enormous interest, decided to fund a more 

ambitious program. By Christmas, they had linked four supercomputers 

using the principles Baran had worked out. 

Nobody knew it ar the time, but they'd just invented the Internet. 

By 1971, the four original computers had grown to fifteen. A year later, that 

number more than doubled to thirty-seven. ARPAnet, as the system was called 

then, was still funded by the military, bur was already carrying tar more acade¬ 

mic and scientific traffic. The pioneers of the system had assumed its greatest 

value would be distant computing—making use of the capacity of one computer 

while sitting at the keyboard of another. Instead, the tight little network seemed 

to be mainly used fur the transfer of information. 

Because of the way ARPAnet was designed, it could accommodate any make 

or type of computer. All you needed was the right software, and there was noth¬ 

ing to stop you from joining in. So many people joined in that rhe military (who 
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theoretically still controlled ARPAnet) surrendered to them and set up a sepa¬ 

rate, dedicated network called MILNET, which they linked into ARPAnet. Inde 

pendent networks like BITNET, USENET, and UUC'P raced to connect in. So did 

NASA. So did the United States Department of Energy. So did the various Amer¬ 

ican Health Authorities. 

By 19X9, the original ARPAnet had been so thoroughly digested by this swiftly 

growing monster that it formally ceased to exist. The last remnant of military 

control disappeared. The Internet, as wc now know ir, had come into being. 

As you will have gathered from the ported history, the Internet is really no 

more than a number of computers linked together to exchange information over 

phone lines. Bur by now it’s a very large number. Just two years after rhe demise 

of ARPAnet, the new Internet had seven hundred thousand host computers and 

something like tour million linked PCs from thirty-six countries. Between 1991 

and 1994, rhe host computers themselves were approaching the four million 

mark, and the number ol countries involved was more than eighty. By 1996, 

there were thirty-seven million people with Internet access in North America 

alone. By the time you read this, even those figures will seem laughably small. As 

I write, rhe Internet is attracting ten million new clients every thirty days. 

Among the many consequences of the Internet was the creation of cyberspace. 

I yberspace is rhe great abstract world of computer information, accessible 

Through whatever interface you're using when you log onto the Internet. Bur 

rhark a little like saying your spouse is rhree-and-a-balf pounds of assorted 

chemicals and a lot of water. It may be true, hut it gives y ou very little indication 

of the real try. 

The way most people experience the reality of cyberspace is through rhe 

World Wide Web, which isn’t so much a part of the Internet as a wfay of com¬ 

municating wirh the Internet as a whole. The Web presents itself as a senes of 

interlinked electronic pages stretching right across the Internet. Many of the 

pages arc packed with pictures and color. Virtually all of them have at least 

some text. In many ways they are like the pages of your favorite glossy maga¬ 

zine. But the Web differs from print magazines in that its pages can include 

moving images or sounds, and always do include rhe porential lor interaction. 

Interaction, more than anything else, is what makes the difference. 

What all this has to do with the Astral Plane is best illustrated by one of tile 

most intriguing examples of simultaneous interaction on rhe Internet—the MUD 

games. MUD stands for Multi User Dungeon and is a computerized version of 
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the old hmt;is\ role-playing games in which a fictional character ran in a lantasy 

world. In a MUD, you do just that across the Internet, as—simultaneously—do 

scores, perhaps hundreds, of others. 

The rcsulr is that many, perhaps hundreds, ol minds arc concentrating on the 

creation of a particular universe. They are picturing its scenery and living in its 

environment. 

MUDs are not the only areas of the Internet where this is raking place. In 

recent years, internet ^cities" have sprung up across the World Wide Web. The 

physical rcaliry of these cities is nothing more than magnetic traces on computer 

disks, but rhat is not rhe way they present themselves. Surfers on the Web arc 

encouraged to think of them as actual places. They have streets and districts, 

houses you can live in.' businesses you can set up. Fortune Cut)', currently pro¬ 

moting itself as the fastest growing cybcrcity in Hu rope, elects a mayor and spon¬ 

sors municipal entertainments. 

Since no one ever experienced anything of this sort before the development of 

rhe Internet, a new word was coined to describe it. I he world of rhe MUD or 

rhe skyscrapers of the cybercities are said to exist in "cyberspace.” 

In my book The InternetI defined cyberspace (rather neatly I thought) as 

"human imagination driven by the data stream of a computer system/ But 

human imagination is inextricably linked with the Astral Plane. What influences 

the collective imagination influences the astral. Thai s why magicians have been 

warned through rhe ages to he careful with their visualizations. 

In Lodge work, initiate groups often come together to create structures on the 

Astral Plane in order to generate magical effects. The system they use is easily 

described. The group will engage in prolonged concentration on a single image 

vividly visualized, interacting with the resultant astral structure by means ol rit¬ 

ual. This type of group work has long been held to be rhe most potent possible 

use of human imagination. 

Several inventions have influenced human imagination. The printing press 

(which allowed widespread distribution of literature}, cinema, radio, and televi¬ 

sion all come to mind. But the influence of a specific television program, radio 

I I moved into one myself—184 Barney Hill, in rhe Roswell district ot honour C.ity—am! ded¬ 

icated if to a particularly interesting text channeled from the Inner Planes: the Way of Laugh 

mg. You can check u out for yourself ar hrrpr/Avww.fortiinecrty.comk/niswell/hameyhill/184/. 

1. London: Scholastic. 1^8. 
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play, hook, nr movie is almost always fleering. It is only in rhe structures of 

cyberspace that wc have rhe truly magical prerequisites of prolonged concentra¬ 

tion, vivid visualization (permanently underpinned by the data srrearn), and con¬ 

stant interaction. 

While rhe physical realm will always affect the astral, it is also true that a 

feedback loop exists by which the astral affects rhe physical. This effect can be 

subtle and sometimes delayed—particularly when intent is lacking—but it is very 

real. Consequently, any structures built in cyberspace will, if left in place for 

long, evenrually reverberate to some degree on the physical world. 

When dealing with MUDs and the cybercitics, such reverberations are likely 

to be minimal, since magical intent is lacking. But u is only a matter of time 

before magicians themselves wake up to the potential offered by cyberspace. The 

situation is particularly interesting since cyberspace seems to offer something of 

a shortcut 10 magical effects. 

In this computer age, magical abilities are potentially open to all. 

Setting up the esoteric equivalent of a MUD would allow for the creation of 

cyberspace rituals with a multitude of participants and consequent generation of 

substantial astral energy. Unfortunately, at this time, anything of this sort 

requires access to a dedicated server and fairly substantial programming ability. 

Bur as rhe cosr of computers drops and server software grows more sophisti¬ 

cated, hence easier to use. rhe day may not be too tar off when experiments of 

this type are attempted.1 

Meanwhile, those of you who run your own websites can get the faintest hint 

of cyberspace potential by setting up rhe ten interlinked pages coded in appendix 

A. The hmrl code is simplistic in rhe extreme, in the hope of encouraging as 

many readers as possible to participate. It is built around a particularly interest 

mg pathworking created by Dolores and tilled the Starborn. 

For the links to work properly, the pages must be titled “starI .html” (lower¬ 

case without rhe quotes) through "‘star 10.html.” The sequence of pages given 

are meant to he no more than a skeleton you can customize using your own 

magical knowledge and creative skills. A lew notes have been included suggest¬ 

ing possible approaches, but these, like the pages themselves, have been pur¬ 

posely kept simple. 

3. If you're attempting one at the time you read this, he >ure to lei me know. You can Write to 

me at Llewellyn Publications. 
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THC TRIANCjLC 

OF CAUSATION 

Dolores on: the 

Triangle 

i >f ('ansatit>n ami 

Its role in 

the art of 

thought fanning: 

de$m\ emotion, 

and imagination: 

the three point 

location of occult 

power in the 

physical brain. 

mi ki is a it s < >1.1111 i.v nothing rliiii can hi* done with- 

our using a thought form .is its basis. Doing something 

“without thinking'7 still requires a split moment in 

rime as the thought manifests before the action. We 

live, act, create, and exist by rhe power of thought. We 

feel hungry, we think of food. We look at a golf ball 

and think about the kind of shot we need to get it off 

the tee. Reading a document or a book, looking at a 

knitting pattern or a recipe for a cake, purchasing a 

new car or a birthday gift, deciding where to put a 

vase ol I lowers 10 its best advantage or what color to 

pami a wall . . . all require that we think, which in 

turn means building a mental picture. This creative 

thought power is rcadiU available to all of us, and we 

waste it everv day of our lives. 

The teachers of the ancient mystery schools knew all 

about the power of thought and trained their pupils 

accordingly. A few modem schools teach it as an 

adjunct to visualization and guided meditations, or 

more seriowsh as a hidden teaching given to a few. Bur 

there is lirrle point in hiding something we all use every 

day. What is needed is instruction on how to build 
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effective thought forms, and how to apply them m our daily and our spiritual 

lives. The moment you see the changes you can create around you and within 

you is the moment life takes on new meaning and purpose. 

Once you understand and have acquired the technique and visual data, you 

can use the power of thought consciously, willing it into a chosen form and 

molding it to your desire and need. All successful men and women have this 

power, but most use it unknowingly, ignorant of its origins in the ancient past. 

They only know it works. 

Can you build a thought form and hold it clear and true? Can you send it out 

into rhe cosmos to broadcast its message and gather about itself the building 

blocks of your desire? t an you reverse the power and cut out of your life those 

things you no longer need? 1'he above sounds like an advertisement for every 

self-help book ever written. There is a difference. This book will, if used cor¬ 

rectly and m sequence, show you how to build a thought form that will (l ) be 

specific in every detail, (2) give you the background of how and why thought 

forms work, and (3) teach you how to make them persist. 

Nothing is achieved without effort, and effort is what you will certainly 

need. There are too many books on the market offering “short cuts1' to your 

heart's desire. Believe me when I tell you rhere is no such thing as a short cut. If 

you want to do something well, be prepared co work, and work hard. (See Her¬ 

bie's tale of Pern a rhe chela.) The fust thing you have ro do is understand what 

makes a thought form effective. My Lire teacher, W. E. Butter, taught that w ith¬ 

out understanding, all the knowledge in the world can never become wisdom. 

To be successful, occult work must have a strong foundation. The art of 

thought-forming is no exception. The foundation is known as the Iriangle of 

Causation and comprises (1) desire, (2) visualization, and (3) imagination. I he 

triangle is known in occult work as one of the first and strongest geometric fig¬ 

ures. It is associated with Binah. the Ciiver of Form, and is well adapted for our 

purposes. But most foundations need a fourth point. For Qabahstically minded 

readers, the four square figure belongs to C'hesed, the sphere immediately fol¬ 

lowing that of Binah and known as the sphere of organization. If you look at rhe 

Triangle of Causation (figure 9-1) on the following page, you will see how this 

symbology works in accordance with occult lore and law. 
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Figure 9-1: The Triangle of Causation 

The Triangle of Causation is shown h> the solid black line. It indicates that 

which is needed at the astral Level to begin the creation of a thought form. To 

complete the foundation and bring that thought form down into the physical 

level, you need one more “point'’—yourself, as both recipient and originator. 

The Triangle of Causation obeys rhe law of "‘as above so below” and reflects 

itself on the lower level, as shown by rhe dotted lines. You become the fourth 

point and the whole thing becomes a squared foundation. 

Before we leave this intriguing game of geometry, let me point out that once 

you have this square, you can, by finding the exact center of the square and ele¬ 

vating it, create a pyramid with all that this ancient form symbolizes. 

DCSIR6 

The dictionary defines the verb “desire” as “to long for the possession or enjoy- 

menr of a particular object.” Usually, though not exclusively* it is used to 
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describe an overpowering sexual need. But as human beings we have many 

desires and the urge to gratify them. We desire possessions, jewelry, money, 

houses, cars, beautiful clothes, and so on. We also desire tilings such as revenge 

or power—political, personal, religious, and geographical. It is no use denying 

this—wc have all, at one rime or another, desired such things. In fact, wc arc well 

acquainted with this feeling of desire, an overwhelming need to have or obtain 

what wc want, no matter what the cost. For good or ill, it can bring about a sin¬ 

gle-mindedness that can and docs roll over .ill obstacles, like the ancient Jugger¬ 

naut god of India. 

It is this single-mindedness of will, this need, this desire, that is the main 

thrusting-block of the magical thought form—to desire so deeply in mind, heart, 

and gut that it causes ripples of anticipation strong enough to disturb the placid 

surface of the astral matter. It also causes (or should cause) warning bells to ring 

in one’s mind. Sometimes we desire things we cannot, should not, or must not 

have, either at a specific point in our lives or in this lifetime. There are things we 

arc not destined to have, and nothing, no amount of magical expertise, training, 

emotion, visualization, or desire will bring them to us. Ar such times we gener¬ 

ally blame God, by whatever name we use to designate the One. But we should 

blame ourselves, for within each of us there is a guardian, an aspect of the Pri¬ 

mal Spark, whose cask it is to keep us from committing spiritual hara-kiri. We 

can override it, but do so at our peril. 

To deliberately build up desire of ibis intensity takes practice and common 

sense, an ingredient sadly lacking in many modem occult circles. First and fore¬ 

most, ask yourself why you want this particular rhing. Is it good fur you.** Will it 

cause problems elsewhere in your life or rhe lives of others? Cultivate self-honesty 

in your magical work, it will act as a defense against rhe most prevalent disease in 

magic—uncontrolled egotism. Ancient Egyptians called it “working with Ma at. 

If you are sure of what you want, and knowing what you want is the hardest 

part of all this preparation, you can begin to build up the desire within you. Use 

a magical mirror to talk to yourself about your desire. This will double the input 

of power because it will reflect the idea, the power; and the impact back and 

forth. Repeating spells into your mirror makes them work twice as quickly, but 

only spells you intend to benefit yourself. Remember, you arc talking to yourself, 

after all. 

Concentrate on building the desire aspect and leave everything else alone. Do 

not, at this point, bring in the imagination or visualization. Just “need ” it. It 
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will rake rhrcc days minimum ro build up rhe pressure. Don’t stint on rime: 

there is too much of the “hurry, hurry, hurry'* syndrome in occult practice 

today. Concentrate on feelitig, not seeing. Think of something you own char is 

important to you, examine the “feelings'* you have about that object, and com¬ 

pare them with your feelings toward the desired object. There is a sense of own¬ 

ership; it belongs to you in a very personal vvay; without it you would feel 

bereft. This is rhe feeling you must try to reproduce. You must feel as if you 

already have what you want. 

There is an example of desire and its role in the building of thought forms 

that can be very destructive, both to the one who desires and the object of that 

desire. 

The phenomenon of fan worship of stage, him. and television personalities is 

something that has been with us since the early days id the silent screen. I lie 

hysteria over the likes of Rudolph Valentino, Mary Pick ford, and Douglas Fair¬ 

banks gave way to the same kind of thing over Clark Gable. Jean Harlow, and 

Gary Cooper. Then came Marilyn Monroe, Rock Hudson, Frank Sinatra, and 

James Dean. With the arrival of television, things have gone far beyond the wor 

ship of actors; now it is the characters in soaps and sitcoms that become rhe 

object of affections. These imaginary “people" are rhe focus of sexual desires for 

those who watch the dreamworld in which then idols exist. 

This is thought formation of immense power. So much power that the screen 

world has become intensely real to fans. The characters (and not just the actors) 

get fanmail, receive gifts, love tokens, and proposals of marriage. Immature 

youngsters battling with puberty and hormonal unbalances I inti their dreams 

personified in such idols. They cannot see the difference between the actor and 

the character. They create in their own inner worlds a situation in which they are 

the recipients of the love and affection enacted on the screen. If rhe actor marries 

in real life, there may be scenes of violent hysteria, tears, threats of suicide, and, 

m some cases, actual self-destruction. Reality and rhe world of the thought form 

has become entwined, and with the advent of virtual reality' it may soon become 

a threat to rhe sanity of susceptible types. 

With rhe arrival of pop groups and solo rock stars, things have gone from 

bad to worse. Of course, not all fans go to extremes, but for many the oh jeer of 

their -affections becomes a reason for living. Desire is a powerful emotion, bur 

just as powerful is its opposite—jealousy. When the perceived lover takes a wife 

or husband in real life, some fans may feel betrayed. They project on to rhe 
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interloper a third emotion: hatred, and the desire ro hurt, remove, or eliminate 

rhat which seemingly stands between them and their desired object. They day¬ 

dream of Lhe pair being parted and the loved one returning to them. 

Tliis can create actual disharmony between the unsuspecting couple. The 

spouse hegins ro feci there is someone else . . . and there is: the neglected, 

despondent, vengeful fan. As die thought form is ted with these potent emotions, 

its power grows and the inevitable happens, the couple split up, and the Ian once 

more feels there is a chance for her ro become the beloved. 

This is one reason for the checkered love lives of people in the public eye. Their 

inner world is continually invaded by the thought forms of unseen and unknown 

admirers seeking satislaction of theix desires. To he in the public favor is a two- 

edged sword. The admiration is, at first, very satisfying to the ego, bur it soon 

becomes a burden. One must be careful not to upset rhe fickle affections of the 

fans. They can destroy as quickly as they create. Once out of favor, the support¬ 

ive power of the desire image fades, and with it, the popularity of rhe fallen idol. 

IfTlACjlNATlON 

Imagination and visualization always work together, hut don't forger that at the 

same time, the building ol desire should continue to he practiced. Use your imag¬ 

ination lo create a scenario using symbols, locations, events, and effects, weav¬ 

ing them around the desired object. It's like writing a book; you need a begin¬ 

ning, a middle or climax, and a successful ending. 

It’s not rhe spectacular areas of magic rhat bring success. In real life, the 

objects, people, jobs, and opportunities that come into your life are often brought 

about by a succession of small magical events, rhe seeming coincidences that 

dovetail into one another. A lot of little things working together can bring about 

one very big thing. Never do anything of this nature in a hurry—it is all too easy 

to gloss over a mistake or use the wrong symbol. It a lot oi little things can make 

one big one, a lor of little mistakes can do exactly the same thing, wirh very dif¬ 

ferent results. A real magician takes rime over detail—that’s what makes the dif¬ 

ference between a magician and an adept! 

To widen the horizons of your imagination, read books that offer excursions 

to such horizons. There are authors whose ability to create images in the mind 

makes their books ideal training grounds: Joseph Conrad, H. Rider Haggard, 

Ernest Hemingway. Jules Verne. Michael Moorcock, C»ene Wolfe, Isaac Asimov, 
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Arthur Clarke, Andre Norton, among many, many others. They have rhe. skill to 

feed the imagination to such depths that one ceases to re.ul, and instead 

“watches” the action. Reading is another aspect of observation, an art like any 

other. Those who read only the words miss our on the true enjoyment of read 

ing, which rs actually to see, feel, anti experience the images presented to you. Id 

read words and to transmute them into scenes, actions, and events ts to savor the 

ultimate skill of an author’s talenr. 

Poetry can also be a useful teacher, as can short stories. Both forms need ro 

create a whole concept, from start to finish, in a small space of time. Ir requires 

a special skill to do tins successfully. Try writing short scenarios yourself or even 

a poem. Write about your “desire,” and weave a story around it. You are not 

aiming lor the Pulitzer Pri/.e, this is just for your own satisfaction. Soon you will 

find that writing stimulates the imagination like nothing else. 

VISUALIZATION 

Visualization is a talent in and of itself. I have only come across a lew, a very 

few, people who cannot visualize. Most of those who say they can’t build ari 

internal picture are mistakenly trying to see it externally with the physical eye, or 

they do visualize bur so quickly ir doesn’t register as a picture. You only have to 

hold it for a moment for it ro register on the astral. Of course, it helps if you can 

hold it for long periods of time, bur try for seconds, work up to minurcs, and 

hours will happen in time. Some nonvisualizcrs simply do nor have a pattern on 

which to base the picture. 1 will elaborate on this in rhe next chapter. Mean¬ 

while, remember, the more detail you add. the stronger the visualization will 

become, and the more exact a replica will be formed on the astral. 

Tlie ability to create or recreate images in rhe mind's eye and retain them can 

he classed as one of the most important, if not the most important areas of the 

magical art. Without it, rhe practice of magic is nearly impossible, though with 

even a small ability to “see,” a lair aiiiqimi can he attempted. Therefore, it is 

vital lo train the inner sight lo the fulle-st extent. 

h»r that rarity, a person who really and truly cannot visualize, it would he 

wiser to turn to rhe practice of mysticism, where it is rhe art of “feeling” that 

becomes rhe most important of the senses. But, for both rhe expert and the 

inexpert, the three points of rhe Triangle of ( ausation will become the driving 

forces behind rhe operations described in this hook. 
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Dolores on: the 

limbic system; 

the many brains 

of man: the 

Third lye; 

left and right 

b ra tried 

individuals; 

the triangle— 

physical. astral, 

and mental, 

and how to 

work with 

these as fleets. 

we now come to the three areas in the physical brain 

where we can expect to find attributes, often long disre¬ 

garded, bur pertinent to the use and focus of what are 

referred to as ’‘wild talents.* To see a diagram of the 

brain, look at figure 10-1 on the following page. 

LimBic sysTem 

Speaking personally, I feel we need look no further for 

wild talents than the mysterious and to some extent still 

unknown area of the brain referred to as the midbrain 

or limbic system. Situated in the center and under the 

brain, this relatively small piece of our thinking mecha¬ 

nism wields a disproportionately large influence over 

our everyday life and that part we keep hidden away. 

Here wc find the thalamus and the hypothalamus, 

the pituitary and the amygdala. Together they form 

what is virtually a brain in its own right. Human beings 

outgrow their brains very rapidly, and we have had sev¬ 

eral of them. Tile primal brain that we share with all 

animals is the reptilian or medulla, often referred to as 

the pons or bridge. This is the stem where the spine 



Medulla 

memory, the storage and retrieval of information, the mixing and ma 

brain chemicals designed to bring ahout puberty in both sexes, the trig 

labor at the culmination of pregnancy, and the onset of menopause 

physical body could no longer safely cope with pregnancy. The Fgypri 

of this area and saw it as a collection of “1 lalls,” where the various f 

attributes ot certain gods might be contacted. They called rhe pituitary 

Chamber of Isis.” and spoke of u as "having walls of silver that shone 

own light.” The floor of rhe chamber was spread with ‘The silt ot t 

Nile.” Thousands of years later we rediscovered that the pituitary g 
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slight phosphorescence, and that in about 15 percent of people there is a siltlike 

residue at the bottom of the gland, roughly the same percentage of psychics in 

the population (see Colin Wilson’s Tire Outsider.)' 

The thalamus was sacred to Ibis-headed Thuth, lord of books and magic. As 

it holds memories and learned knowledge, this was a good guess for an ancient 

people with no modern equipment to help them. Which brings us to rhe amyg¬ 

dala that controls much of our sexuality and hormonal urges. This was seen as 

rhe temple of Hathor, goddess of love, hcaury, and music. 

It is in this area that the all-important sense of smell connects with the outside 

world. This sense was. at one time in our history, the mosi important of all our 

five senses. Humans relied on it for hunting, recognition, sexual stimulation ( we 

still do), and direction. It is the only sense that connects directly with rhe brain, 

there is no junction point, and is still one of rhe mosi important senses, despite 

the fact that at this point in our evolution we only use a minurc parr of it. We 

know that smell and memory react to and with one another, and memory itself 
is found in rhe midhram. 

PINEAL qLAND 

The second point ol the three is the pineal gland. This sits higher up in the mod¬ 

ern brain, between the right and left lobes, lucked away and hidden deep in the 

soft tissues, it has become synonymous with the third eye, the organ of inner 

sigh, and seership. It is said that total darkness stimulates rhe powers of this 

gland. Although it was once thought to be inferior to the pituitary, u is now seen 

to be just as important to our mental and psychological health. 

Because this hook is concerned mainly with rhe sense of sight on the subtle 

levels, the pineal will he an important area on which to concentrate and to 

develop. Seership, clairvoyance, and second sight has always been rhe most cov¬ 

eted ui the higher senses, the rarest in a pure form and the most difficult to train. 

Often, those horn with it need little basic training: they seem to bring into life a 

knowledge of the main do's and don’is. What is not always understood is that 

one must accept the good and rhe bad. By this I mean that it is not always 

angels, faeries, and bright spirits that one sees. The subtle realms are full of 

'• I'"'"1 WilSou- alirh,,r nf The < tutinfer and a noted presenter of new ideas, luo said. 
Humanity m the next two hundred years will take a new anil exciting leap forward m the 

evolutionary sense. Thar leap may well be I lie awakening of a new pan of the brain." 
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shells, shades, and shards of things far less wholesome. The pineal is also the 

point where the internal images that were never meant to “come forward’ are 

sometimes met up with. It is here that the deepest of visions, both religious and 

secular, can be encountered. This is the mystic sighr of rhe saints. It enables them 

to see rhe images that underlie rhe great healing centers of Lourdes, Chartres, 

and Monscrrar, and inspires the pilgrimages that still wend their way to Com¬ 

postela, Rocamadour, Canterbury, and Walsingham. It can also he the giver of 

such visions as tormented Sr. Jerome m the desert and those we see divulged in 

the paintings of Hieronymous Bosch. 

CORPUS CALLOSUm 

The last point to consider is one that has yet to fully manifest its powers. Several 

years ago, when science discovered the differences between rhe righr and left 

brains, a plethora of books came out. These ranged from advice on how ro stim¬ 

ulate each in turn, to ways in which one might be encouraged to develop at the 

expense of the other. Much was made of “purely right brained” people and 

“purely left brained” people. We need both, which is why we have the two of 

them. Between rhe lobes runs a deep cleft, filled with closely entwined fibers that 

acr like telephone links between the left and right. This is the corpus callosum, 

the third point. 
It is true that most of us favor one side above rhe other. Herbie is left brained. 

He is mainly interested m and conversant with the scientific world. I le likes to 

know the why, how, and where, but he is also, often to his own surprise, a com¬ 

petent psychic, f am right brained, the “fey" one. I go by insrincr most of the 

time, but occasionally I can be quite logical. Together we comprise a pretty good 

“whole" brain! but, and it is the crux of this matter of rhe corpus callosum, it 

appears this bundle of fibers may be an embryonic brain destined to “open up" 

the as yet unusable percentage of our brain. At this moment, at least a quarter of 

the human race is beginning to experience this awakening. 

The links between the two halves are still fragile. They work, but only on a 

fairly physical level. Their higher function will entail the complete union of the 

two halves, enabling humans to see and interact with the subtle levels in a way 

rhat seems impossible at this rime, but so did fiber optics when they were 

invented. In each age. what was impossible before quickly becomes common¬ 

place. In the past hundred years we have evolved faster than at any other time in 
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human history. Based on that fact alone, the next hundred years should prove 

very interesting. 

TH€ PHYSICAL 

While on the subject of the triangle, let’s consider briefly the nature of our own 

triangle, that of the physical, the astral, and the menral/spiritual. When it comes 

to the physical, many people think a psychic is likely to be tall, slim, and fragile, 

languid in character, and rather woolly-headed. In fact, most psychics tend to he 

under medium height, stocky in build, forceful by nature, and anything but frag¬ 

ile. Psychism takes a great deal of strength, and the stronger the frame the better 

the chances of survival! 

Dealing with mediumisric talents or magical seersbip makes demands on one’s 

energy levels rhar can, if allowed to do so, cause a dangerous lowering of the 

immune system. Having said rhar, if the training has been well based, within a few 

months there should be a strengthening of the physical body that will extend to the 

immune system, particularly if a personal contact with the subtle levels is made. 

Magical work, when conducted properly, can he of great benefit both to mind 

and body. If there are problems, then 80 percent of rhe time they will be based 

on a physical cause alone. Only when the psychic pushes to the limit can a deple¬ 

tion of energy cause problems. 

TH6 ASTRAL 

Most people think of rhe astral body as something that is ihere permanently. 

What they arc actually thinking of is the ctheric. The real astral body is called 

out of astral matter as it is needed. It is natural for it to return to its own level 

when not in use. 

Later in this book you will be taught how to create a much more effective 

astral body than ever before. You can even amalgamate the ctheric and the astral 

and create a more solid vehicle, or combine ctheric, astral, and spiritual marter 

ro form the kind of simulacrum used by rhe great masters of the past. 

TH€ m€NTAL/SP! RITUAL 

Each level is composed of material inimical ro its own state of being. As the pri¬ 

mal spark descends the levels on its journey ro rhe physical, it collects a casing 
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of matter from each level. This remains with us for a while after birth, but 

gradually the layers thin out, utUil only the erheric and a parricle of the astral 

remain active—the orhers are latent. But because wc have known them in our 

beginnings, they can he reactivated quickly when the right techniques are 

applied. 

You have been given a lot of theory to think about. Believe us when we tell 

you that it has all been necessary if you are to get the best possible effect from 

the practical work that follows, 

Now, take a deep breath, you arc about ro enter another dimension. 
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storing memories 
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world a round 
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as a source. 

i ni (iiiT 01 sicums precious, yet few of us give it much 

thought. Ir is nor enough ro see what is in from of you, 

you should observe everything rherc is to see. If you 

intend ro control and manipulate the proro matter of the 

astral level, then the word *Lshould” will have to be 

changed to “must.” Observation is a vital, basic ingredi¬ 

ent for detailed and successful visualization. 

We all earn’m our personal memory banks pictures 

and memories of everything we have seen, done, and 

heard since birth. Nine-tenths of it is locked away and 

can only l)e accessed by deep level hypnosis or by sudden, 

often accidental, stimuli. The sense of smell is an impor¬ 

tant trigger to memory, as we have already seen, and we 

often associate people with certain scents. For instance, a 

perfume or alrersliave may bring a particular person to 

mind because you associate that person with the scent. 

We recognize places and people by comparing what 

we see with the memory images we carry of them. If 

you see someone you know in the street, vour memory 

banks instantly supply you with all the data you need: 

name, age, relationship, address, work, family, and so 

on. Without these stored images we would not be able 
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to recognize anyone, even ourselves, in a mirror. To be able to recall an image, ii 

is important ro have seen ir in the lirst place, and not just to have seen ir, but to 

have observed it, understood it. and retained the image. 

lake the familiar exercise of guided meditation. Usually students are instructed 

to imagine an entry point to an alternative state of consciousness, such as a door, 

a pylon gate, or a landscape of some kind. But imagining a casrle with a draw 

bridge let down, or an oaken door, hundreds of years old, set into a wail of moss 

covered stones, with rusty iron hinges and locks can be intimidating. Unless you 

have seen such things (or at least a picture of them) you would have little idea 

how to visualize them. Photos arc better than nothing, but better still is to have 

walked across a drawbridge or touched the stones, the wood, and the door. 

In Durham Cathedral in England, there is an ancient flight of stone steps that 

sweeps upward in a half-circle (see figure 11-1 for an example). Because of its 

width, most people climb on the left side, holding the iron rail for support. Over 

the centuries this has resulted in the steps being worn to a fraction of rheir orig¬ 

inal thickness at that point. To see them, to climb those steps, is to fed the 

weight of centuries. One can imagine the pilgrims climbing them on weary feet. 

Such an experience arouses emotional links with the past rhar can make an astral 

image seem breathtakmgly real. But to be able to use such images and memories, 

one must observe and retain details, seek out the inner feel ol the place, and link 

it to the images—then it can be used to its I idlest extent. 

It is not only images of objects that arc important, but of abstractions also. 

C an you conjure in your mind the feel ol rain on your face or rhe hire of snow 

and ice? Can you mentally create the exhilaration that is found when standing 

on a hilltop in a high wind? Such things count as magical tools, on an equal par 

w ith a wand or a sword. 

You need to store emotions as well, f low does it feel to hold a very young 

baby in your arms, or walk through the woods alone, at midnight, on All Souls 

Night? Is there something you led passionately about, some cause, some object, 

some ideal, someone? Remember that feeling, recall its intensity, use that inten¬ 

sity as a guide line when thought-forming. 

Can you recall in your mind the scent of freshly cut grass, or rhe cool, almost 

liquid smell of mimosa? What does velvet feel like, or fur, or well-used leather? 

As an exercise, describe these feelings. Write them down. C an you, if asked, ere 

arc in your mind a knight in armor, correct in every* detail? Or, for that matter, 

can you make it fourteenth-century armor as opposed to seventeenth century? 
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Figure 11-1: Stone Steps 

What did a court lady wear under her outer garments in 1300? How did a 

knight fasten his sword heir before the invention of the tang in a buckle? 

You may ask, “Does all this really matter?'1 Yes, if you want to build exact 

replicas in astral material, it matters a great deal. Why so exact? Because this 

was how such tilings were made and worn in that time. It is how the World 

Memory remembers them, how they were patterned into the astral matter at that 

time. If you can’t recall them as they were, the pattern won't match and you 

won’t get the full power behind the image. If you can do it, you wall not just 

imagine it, you will recreate it, or rather, you will remember it. Think about the 

following sentence and write it in your magical diary, because understanding its 

meaning is another of those special differences between the would-be magician 

and the adept. 

“Whenever possible, recreate rather than imagine or visualize.” Make this 

your motto in thought form work. 
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Train your memory to rerain images by building scrapbooks of pictures. Once 

you start, vou will find it so useful you will want to amass a library of visual 

adjuncts. You need several large scrapbooks to start with. Libel each one clearly, 

begin with buildings ot all kinds and from all ages—castles, palaces, churches, 

cathedrals, cottages and manor houses, rowers and museums, opera houses, tem¬ 

ples, ruins, and so on. Make one just tor doors, steps and stairways, windows 

and stained glass, another for landscapes both ancient and modern, especially 

examples showing “then and now*' ot rlie same place. Now srart on historical 

and ethnic costumes. Don’t forget animals: How can you shapeshift into a 

jaguar unless you know the difference between it and a cougar? Don't forger the 

elements—scenes of water, tire, and storms arc needed as well, as are caves and 

subterranean passages. 

Don't neglect color. Collect shades of every kind, and especially the many 

shades of sky, earth, and stone. The pale blue of an early spring day is quire dif¬ 

ferent from the deep blue of high summer. The dramatic thunder clouds that 

presage a storm or the steel-gray sky that tells of snow are each distinctive in 

their own way. Search magazines, books, and advertisements tor examples. 

Above all, read and look. Read books that use descriptive language and use 

them lo help you build images. Read the description, then put the book down 

and build it in your mind. Later, build ir again from proto matter. Sec the differ¬ 

ence it makes. 
Wherever you are, look, and remember what you see. lake photos, make 

notes, sketch, or paint. It will all help ro store images in the mind. As a catch 

exercise, whenever you are walking down a familiar street, try to find ten items 

you have never noticed before—*thc pot plant in a window, the decoration on a 

dormer window, the patterns on lace curtains. This will tram your eye to find the 

unusual alongside the commonplace. 

I like to walk along a beach in the very early morning after a storm. I look for 

shells, bones ot seabirds, and unusual stones to use when making and decorating 

staffs, wands, and objects lor spdlcraft. 1 fix my mind on what I need as I walk 

the length ot the beach, seeing them in niv mind's eye. Then I turn and walk 

hack, visually sweeping the beach before me with intent. Within minutes the 

shells and other things will show themselves plainly. Having patterned my desire 

in astral matter. I simply allow them to reveal themselves. 

Try linking the images you already have with those you can see around you. 

Pair them, change them, or shift them around. Look at one of the pictures you 
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have of a castle, and picture ir as being on your street or road. Now enter the 

picture in your imagination and explore the castle. 

Imagine you are decorating a film set, a room set in rhe mid-1950s. How will 

you “dress” ir? What will you use tor floor covering? What kind of ornaments, 

china, pictures, or furniture would be suitable? What about the actors—how 

should they be dressed and what do they actually look like? If you look at por¬ 

traits painted in rhe last three or four hundred years, you will find that human 

features, and our whole idea of what constitutes beauty, have changed consider¬ 

ably. Very few could walk around in our time without looking out of place. 

After a while, one of the oldest of magical rules will begin to take over. Your 

visualizations will become second nature and appear at will. When you take 

the trouble to do something time and again, doing your best each time, sud¬ 

denly you no longer need to make an effort. It is there. But you have to go 

through all the hard preparatory work in order to he able to tap the World 

Memory within you. The same thing happens with temples, tools, and rituals. 

One day, after years of work, you will no longer need all the usual trappings: 

they have internalized and you have them at your command. That is the day 

you become an adept. 

If you want to give form to your thoughts rather than just visualize, it is up to 

you to decide if it is worth working tor. lb build with power needs hard, con¬ 

centrated effort. It is not my job to coax and cajole, only to show you how ro do 

ir. The rest is up ro you. But. visualization is just one part of thought-forming. 

You have rn have something ro form them with, like astral matter. But what is 

astral matter? 
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Dolores on: 

astral mailer; an 

explanation of its 

formation power 

and purpose; 

entrance to the 

astral world: 

how to mew 

and understand 

it; rats ini’ 

basic images, 

forms, and 

human shapes; 

the “stay" 

command; 

texture, color, 

perspective, and 

weight; using 

senses as tools; 

using a central 

image as a 

focal point. 

EXACTLY WHAT IS astral matter? The answer is so simple 

that very few people understand its importance. It is 

sentient proto matter, primal building material, the 

molding clay of the F.lohmv ... the mysterious beings 

who made man in rheir own image (see Gen. 26). The 

fact that it is sentient material enables it to reproduce 

the mental patterns we imprint on it. Calling it astral 

matter, while basically true, docs not go anywhere near 

explaining what it really is. 

What we know as physical life, in all its myriad 

forms, is really a manifestation of imprinted sentient 

proto matter—in simpler rerms, a thought made into 

reality. But imprinted by what? Or, more to the point, 

by whom? Again, the answer is simple: by a mind or 

mmds infinitely more powerful than our own.’ 

In order to get a firm hold on this idea we must 

return ro basics;—the beginning of our universe, in 

facr—and offer .1 hypothesis, lake a look at figure 12-1. 

1. The opinion expressed is rhar nf Dolores. 1 Icrbic* believes that 
while the action of minds “more powerful than our own” may 
well be involved m the universe as a whole, our immediate envi¬ 
ronment results from an imprinting of astral matter by our own 
minds, usually at an unconscious level. 
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It depicts an area of unmanitested nothingness, a space of inert and nonsentient 

matter. Bearing in mind the axiom of “As above, so below, but after another 

fashion," look at at figure 12-2. 

I his shows a familiar symbol approaching an area of uninhabited space. The 

newcomer is an Intelligent Entity. We have no way of knowing what it is or 

where ir conics from, but we may surmise that it is looking for a place in which 

it can become itself. (Asher Eheieh Asher.) It enters the proscribed space, and 

realizes, to coin a phrase, that the space fits and takes it over. 

Through untold eons, it broods and delves mto itself and its reasons for being. 

Finally, realizing that true fulfillment cannot be achieved alone, it acts, and thus 

causes a reaction. This “act 1 is the sending out, or sloughing off, of pan of it's 

own substance, and the reaction it causes is rhe first wave oi creation. 

It has no other image on which ro draw for inspiration but its own. Therefore, 

what has now come into existence is, like itself, capable of self-realization and the 

creation of other forms. But they are like children in school, and are without the 

knowledge of the precosmic existence ui rhe Parent. They are the Klohirn, rhe 

First Children of whar is now and forever will be, rhe One (figure 12-3). 

figure 12-3 
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Figure 12-4: 4 he Four Holy Creatures 

But this is not all. The One Iras a grand plan for its universe. Now comes a sec¬ 

ond sloughing of primal substance. I ilcc the first, ii has the capability to under¬ 

stand and reason, but experience has changed it. I his second wave produces 

beings with a specific task: to channel the will of the One—the Chaoith Ha 

Kadesh. the Four Holy Creatures. (See figure 12-4: the Winged I ion, the Winged 

Bull, the Eagle, and the Winged Human Being.) 

A third and fourth birthing brings about the archangels and the lesser angelic 

groups. Now, successive waves of Primal Matter are thrown off, and each one, as 

it moves further away from its Primal Source, is less in power (see figure 12-5). 

Now comes a pause while thoughts, ideas, and plans are prepared, adapted, 

and refined. In light of what has been learned, the final plan of rhe universe is 

determined. And what a plan. I he One desires to know, understand, and experi¬ 

ence reality, hut its substance is too ratified to become that dense, so another 

way has been found. Still using its own substance, the One sends out a succes 

sion 4it increasingly dense layers of matter. Bur it can only provide the substance. 

It is unable to follow its progress. This is left to rhe beings it has already created. 

Each level takes it down as far as ir can. These are the dimensions, and they 

grow denser as they are separated from rhe influence of the One. But, because 

this matter comes from the body of the Primal Parent, it inherits a sense of self 

and the ability to create, though much diminished. In fact, it can create only if 

provided with a pattern. (See figures 12-5, 12 6, and 12 7.) 
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Figure 12-5 

The last level of all lias three basic instincts—to survive, to keep close together, 

and to reproduce. Although separated from the Primal Parent, it obeys the law 

and creates its kind time and again. It is this level that the One intends to use as 

a vehicle for its plan. Thar plan is intelligent life, through which it can experience 

its own universe at the densest level. To bring this about, the matter particles of 

the last level have each been provided with a particle of pure mind, the greatest 

gift of all, lor it includes tree will, given for rhe first rime. Remember, the beings 

created in rhe first waves are not human, although they live in the sense that we 

know and understand life. Great in power thev may be, but they do noi have 

free will. 

The word of rhe One goes out to those created to channel irs will; uGive me 

life forms to inhabit. Give these forms the gift of sound. Let them feel desire, joy, 

hope, and anger. Let them live, grow, and die. They will return again and again 

until all has been experienced, then they will return to me” 
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So the Elohim and the Holy Creatures came together and consulted long and 

hard. “Let us make man in our own image,” said the Elohim. And they did, 

using the proto matter of the existence level just above the physical. The thought 

forms thus created descended through the astral into the physical level. How 

many times have you read that early humans were more ethereal in form than 

those of later models? Perhaps it was because the pattern needed long eons of 

time to gather the layers of astral and etheric substance about itself to protect the 

divine thought form at its core. Because of our divine descent, we possess the 

same capability to create forms, borh physically and asrrally. 

All dimensions are capable of being imprinted by the combined power of 

desire and imagery, but the higher dimensions are difficult to reach, and more 

difficult to hold onto long enough ro imprint. However, the asrral is dose ro our 

own level, and responds well to strong and sustained thought from the physical 

level, and from the higher mental and spiritual levels once ihe mind is trained. 

Anyone can build an astral thought form, but without training it will disap¬ 

pear as soon as the form is no longer held in the mind. When it is held by many 

nnnds and over long periods oj time, j semipermanent form is achieved. This is 

how Ciod forms are built, how the ancient Egyptians built tomb guardians, and 

it is the reason why images that catch the publics eye, mind, and heart become 

real on this level. Examples .ire King Arthur, Mickey Mouse, Star Treky Star 

Wars, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Power Rangers, and rheir spinoffs, along 

with other television, litcrarv. and movie images. However* once they cease to 

enthrall the human rnind and are lorgorrcn, they revert back ro astral matter. It 

is as well that few people have the mental strength to build and sustain such 

images. This is >70/ a game to amuse or ritiHate ones senses. Building thought 

forms at high levels can he very dangerous, a warning we will repeat throughout 

this book. On the other hand, you will probably only need to make a mistake 

once (well . . . maybe twice) before realizing the truth of this statement. 

Having learned the basic structure of the material with which you will be work¬ 

ing, we can now proceed. You have already learned the value of collecting photo¬ 

graphic images as patterns for your v isualizations. Now we take it a step further. 

As I have already explained, the astral world has no natural landscape of its own. 

It is simply an all white or smoky-gray expanse of unstructured proto matter. To 

enable you to experience this, procure a cardboard box about ten inches deep, 

twelve ro sixteen inches long, and ten inches wide. Cut away one side, and paint 

the inside with brilliant white matte paint, as shown in figure 12-8. 
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Figure 12-8: Cardboard Box 

When the paint is dry, hold the box close to your face and imagine this as an 

entry point into the astral level. I he effect will give you an idea of what an all 

white world would be like and help you to visualize it with the inner eye. 

Silly? Yes. But it works. Until von can “see and leel” the effect of a totally 

white terrain, vou cannot really imagine it. Think of ir as an Arctic wasteland 

without the cold. Take some time (one or two days) to fully experience the effect 

and internalize it, because this is w-har rhe astral plane is like in its natural state. 

The total “whiteout" can be a little disorienting in the beginning, like being lost 

in a blizzard. When walking on the surface, it gives slightly and feels a litrle rub¬ 

bery to the touch. 
Approach the astral world with care, and at first just take in the Hat whiteness 

and enjoy the effects without even trying. You will find that every passing 

thought will cause a form of some kind to materialize out of rlns basic matrer, 

usually without much color, symmetry, or detail. Then it will flow back just as 

quickly as you let go of the mental image. Some oi the shapes may be distorted 

or unfinished; this is because the thought form was nor specific enough to be 

reproduced exactly. 
Once you can build this white world clearly in your mind, you can rake the 

next step, which is understanding rhe structure and purpose of the astral level. 

What surrounds you is living--mutter one step away from manifestation a kind 

ol solid fluid! A paradox? Yes, but the world of magic is full of them. 

Proto matter obeys thought, any thougbr, detailed or not. It needs to manifest, 

and will take any and every opportunity to do so. It is constantly in motion, 

chough so slightly it can scarcely be felt. In us natural state, it will manifest 

whatever you think of in exactly the way you think ot it, including faults and 

flaws. The latter are not what you want or need when working magically. 
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THE MAGICIAN 

Most visualizations don't work very well because rhe thought matrix is faulty. 

The clearer and more accurate the thought pattern, rhe stronger and more effec¬ 

tive rhe form on the physical plane. This is why von need to observe things in 

detail, collect examples to help you visualize, and have precise data in your men¬ 

tal filing system. Slap-dash images will be reproduced as slap-dash manifesta¬ 

tions. Never rush into a visualization—map it out so you know what you need 

and how you need it to look, work, and behave. 

If you aim to control proto matter, you must first learn to control your 

thought images. This is one of the inner, hidden meanings of rhe tarot card 

named the Magician. (See figure 12-9.) 

He is oblivious to everything but the task in hand. Before him on rhe altar lie 

the building blocks of manifestation, the symbols of rhe four elements (the Four 

Holy Creatures). The upraised hand symbolizes the will {working in accordance 

with die will of the One), directing the future shape and form these elements will 

take. The other hand indicates the earth, where the manifestation will take place. 

The Hebrew letter associated with the card is tteth, meaning house, a symbol of 

solidity, form, and protection. The Magician is in total control. 
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When a pebble is dropped intn a bowl of milk, or a drop of water falls from a 

height onto a hard surface* the slow motion result shows the liquid erupting 

upward into a coroner formation. In the same way, a trained and controlled mind 

can “pull up ' from astral proto matter a shape that can then be refined into other 

shapes. The only “magical” tool needed is thought. 

This is how all thought forms are manipulated. There is no quick way to learn 

it—you must go through the whole sequence while in the early stages. Neither is 

there a way in which the actual “mental pull” can be conveyed in words—you 

must try it, hit or miss, for yourself. 

expose 0N€ 

Hor this exercise, you will need the following supplies: 

1. A sheet of white polystyrene b-inch rhick. 

2. A block of material thick enough to make a 2 inch cube, a pyramid 

shape with a 2-iuch base, a sphere 2 inches in diameter lor use a table ten¬ 

nis ball), and a 2-by I by-4-inch rectangle. 

L A sharp knife or hot wire cutter. 

Cut a hole in the sheet just large enough to allow the cube to he pushed up 

ihrough the polystyrene, as shown in figure 12-10. Do the same for the other 

three shapes. 

Retain the pieces you have removed to cover the holes; you wall need them 

later. Take a good long look at the sheet of white material; this represents the 

astral world. 

Remove the square cover and fit the cube into the hole from below. Gently 

push it upward until it begins to show, as shown m figure 12-11. 

Stop and look at it. This is how you pull up astral matter from its matrix. 

Look at it closely tor a few minutes and caret nily memorize it. Push the cube up 

farther, then stop and look at the result. Do this until the cube is fully exposed. 

Do the same with the other shapes, each in rum. As the form rises out of the 

base, it will give you a clear idea of how to make a shape from astral matter. 

When you have done this with all the shapes, you are ready for the next part of 

the exercise. 

Remove the shapes and replace the covers over the holes. Place the cube on 

rhe base and observe it lor a few minutes. Next, insert a long pin or needle into 
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Figure 12-11: Asrral Matter Pulled Up From Its Matrix 
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Figure 12-12: Shapes Standing on Point 

one of the corners, and stick flu* other end into the hast. 'Your cube should now 

be standing on its point. (See figure 12-12.) 

This is how you separate vour form from the matrix. Turn it slowly so you 

can observe it front all angles. Do the same with the other shapes. With the aid 

of sharp needles, you can make each shape display itself in many ways. Now, 

make each suit* of the cube a different color and turn it around again. Observe 

the colors along with the angles. If you have the patience and the determination, 

you can actually make a second set oi shapes and color them. 

If you wish, make shapes out of other materials and observe the difference 

between them anti the matrix. Try using all the shapes displayed at different dis¬ 

tances from each other and from you as the observer. Note how perspective is 

needed even on the astral level. Place another shape in the center and put the 

others around it ro give a focal point. This is a trick you will find useful when 

working on the astral that will give a depth of perception to your visualization. 

All this will take time and effort, but the reward will be a razor-sharp image and 

a high degree of control over your astral work. 

While on the subject, something students «*1 magic who train and study out¬ 

side the higher levels of a contacted school arc seldom taught is that each plane 

or dimension possesses an oversold that is a sentient being in irs own light. In 

our world (this planet), we know the oversold as Gaia. The astral world that 

we call, in Qabalistic terms. Ycrsirah, would be conscious of itself by the name 

of L.cvanah. 
In medieval rimes, alchemists and magicians found and used ways to trap 

and imprison portions of astral matter. Because irs nature was designed to cre- 
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.lit* forms when stimulated by thought, the superstitious and fearful ideas pre¬ 

sent in the human psyche at that rime gave rise ro horrific forms that were mim¬ 

icked by the entrapped proto matter. The hapless form was then cursed, threat¬ 

ened, and damned for displaying the form it had been given to copy. The 

nightmare figures painted by Hieronymous Bosch are a prime example of such 

folly. It all goes to prove thar if you find monsters in your astral world, you’ve 

brought them with you! 

So much for playing with shapes on the physical. Now for rhe real test. 

€X€RC1S€ TWO 

Prepare yourself as you would for a guided meditation. Build up the white land¬ 

scape and contemplate u as background lor ai leasi three to five minutes. You 

should begin every building session with this preparation time. Why? Because 

(1) it gets the inner eye attuned to the shill, both in perspective and dimension, 

in the same way a physical eve takes time to adapt from light to darkness, and 

(2) it allows the astral world to recognize and adjust ro you. Remember, this is 

living matter; it reacts not only to vour thoughts, hut to rhe signature of your 

personality. 

Standing in your white astral world, fix your inner eye on a point about five 

feet in tront ol you. and form in your thoughts the shape ol a cube, but much 

bigger than your polystyrene one. (Make it about four feet square.) After a few 

seconds, you should begin to see the edges of your cube emerging from the 

astral matter. Concentrate on pulling the cube up and out of its surrounding 

matter until it is complete. Now add the derail. Sharpen the edges and corners 

and separate the whole cube from its matrix. Now walk up to it, walk around 

it, examine it from all angles, and strive to make ii as perfect as you can. To 

give more substance, add shadow. Now lift it away from its matrix and hold it 

suspended; there is no weight to ii as yet. Turn it. srand it on end, color each 

lace differently, then place ii lo one side and order ii to ^stay” as you would 

when training a puppy. 

Try it with oilier shapes. Draw them up slowly, making them much bigger than 

th osc in iIn* firs! exercise. Separate rheni from the main base. Lift them, color 

them, twirl ihem around, fry other letters, numbers, symbols, whatever you like. 

This is a game you can play on long journeys, while waiting in airport lounges, 

walking the dog, or lying in the sun while on vacation. Just a few minutes each 
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day will make a M)0 percent improvement in your ability to visualize—and that’s 

a promise. Always give the command to “stay” it you warn your shape to persist. 

Try even more shapes—diamonds, hexagons, isosceles triangles, or cylinders. 

These are the easiest forms with which to begin your training and gain entry ro 

the fascinating world of the astral. Once you have mastered the an of creating 

simple forms, go on to try double shapes, a sphere within the cube, a pyramid 

atop an inverted pyramid, a series of interconnected shapes, one inside the other, 

twisted columns, or stairs and steps that meander in all directions, until you can 

achieve an Esher-type landscape on the astral level. 

While working on shapes, try changing textures and materials: striated mar¬ 

bles, granites, porphyry, lapis, or alabaster, for example. C olor must also be a 

part of this exercise, which should be practiced daily until you can create any 

shape or form, in any texture, material, or color you wish. Once you have 

reached this point, you can begin ro add “weight” to your program. Hold a 

pound of sugar in your hand for a few minutes, then try to emulate that weight 

on the astral. 
There will be a temptation to hurry through these exercises, especially if 

you’ve already had some magical training. However, repeating something you 

already know never does any harm; it reminds you that skills lose their sharp 

ness when familiarity turns to smugness. A month spent on daily practice of just 

five minutes will prove invaluable. 1 know this is not what you want to hear. 1 !1 

bet you are already telling yourself you don’r need to do it, that you are compe¬ 

tent enough to skip this chapter. I am also willing ro bet you are wrong. Nobody 

is so good that a refresher course of hard practice cannot make them better. It 

can and will. 
During the month’s work you must involve all your senses in the routine. It is 

not enough to see, you must also listen. Tap the cubes, rectangles, and so on, 

and listen to the sound they make. If you can’t hear it, repeat the action on the 

physical level until you can remember it on the astral. Experiment with sound. 

When tapped, a hollow cube makes a different sound than a solid cube. 

Associate color with scent when you change your shapes from white into col¬ 

ors. Recall in memory the smell of .1 red rose and apply it to a red sphere. Asso¬ 

ciate a golden cube to the cool scent of mimosa. A green rectangle might rake on 

the smell of freshly cut grass. 

Touch can be lined up with the smoothness of polished wood, or the rough¬ 

ness of granite, the cool feel of glass and the warmer leel of leather. Remember, 
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your senses rise on rhe planes with you and become more sensitive until, ar a 

stage somewhere between the higher mental and rhe lower spiritual, they will 

amalgamate and become a single sense. When this occurs (rarely) on the physi¬ 

cal level, it is referred to as synesthesia, a condition where the senses become 

scrambled and begin to intrude upon each other. It can be a debilitating and 

depressing, even dangerous, affliction. On the astral, however, especially on the 

higher levels, ii has rhe effect of expanding the consciousness. 

Next comes taste; you might ask how one can taste a shape. With reference to 

the syndrome of synesthesia mentioned previously, try reading Richard Czy- 

towic’s book The Mart Who Could Taste Shapes. Remember, you are not work¬ 

ing wirh rhe limitations of the physical world here. Your red sphere can become 

a large tomato combining shape, color, smell, and taste, plus weight when you 

pick it up. Your shapes do nor have to remain large—you can make them small 

enough to be held in the hand. 

Then there is the sixth sense. It is this sense you use when you are recalling 

shape, form, color, and so on. This extra sense has a connection with time and 

memory, for memory takes you hack in time to past events. You have to recall 

from your memory what a sphere or a triangle looks like, what blue or green 

looks like, what a certain Mower smells like, or the difference between the feel of 

velvet and glass. It is this sense that can warn you of events to come, or enables 

you to perceive events that have happened fn rhe past. You can see there’s a lot 

of work to be done with this exercise. 

Something 1 found helpful in training was to build a row of shelves out of 

astral matter and stock them with my attempt,s at shape-forming. This helped me 

to retain them when 1 returned ar a larer time. The subconscious mind is your 

greatest ally here. It recognizes symbols and accepts them as real. A shell stores 

things; thus, it is a storage symbol. My shapes remained in situ because my sub¬ 

conscious mind believed that a shelf is a place where things are kept until needed. 

Another tool, or, to be more accurate, a prop, lor this stage of your work is 

the "central point.” This is invaluable as a means of focusing on the various 

images and shapes. I use a Doric column, building it some eight feet high with a 

solid ten-inch pediment to give the effect ot strength. This became my focal point 

immediately upon entry into the astral level. I could orientate myself right from 

the start, something that can he difficult to do when in a one-color environment. 

2. See Herbie's chapters on rhe Memory Palace larer in rhis book. 
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Shapes and forms can he grouped around the central point according to height, 

or color, or using identical shapes in different colors and materials. The column 

gives perspective and adds a lot to die overall effect. Give it a srrong color that 

will sraml out against the background. 1 used black for the first one, then as I 

progressed I added anorher in moss green some distance away. 

If doesn’t have to he a column. Try a pyramid, or a wide curving stairway on 

which your shapes can he set. The latter can be attractive and good practice. Sar 

isfy your taste for beauty and take pleasure in what you build. Follow this rule 

m all astral thought-forming, no matter how expert you become in the future. 

All ynur work should he the best you can do. Dion Fortune taught that “only 

the best is good enough for the gods.” 

Remember, you are still using the plain white background, but you will soon 

change that for a more interesting and colorful landscape. Bur there are still a few 

things to try before we move on. Have you thought to look up? Yes, the same 

whiteness! On the physical level, such a color might mean snow. So, till your 

mind with the idea of falling snow, and . . . here it comes. You have been pulling 

thought forms up from under your feet, but in the astral, the matter with which 

you work is everywhere: below, above, and on all sides. You're surrounded by 

dreamstuff, not just for your use in magical work, but also for your pleasure. 

The snowflakes have stopped because you stopped thinking about them. 

Begin again, and enjoy a real snowfall without cold hands and feet. Pile it up 

against the shapes you have built, or build a snowman. You don't even need a 

shovel. Think it into being. Had enough? Shut off the snow and try for ram. 

Remember ram on the physical level, the feeling of wet clothes and wet feet. 

Make this rain soft and warm, as it is in the tropics during the rainy season. 

Revel in ir. Rain is just as wet on the astral as it is on the physical. Make both 

worlds real ro you, let them reflect each other, and, above all, learn to create on 

the inner w'har pleases you on the physical, 

(EXGRCISe THR€£ 

Create a stone circle based on a picture from a book or photo. Do it slowly, 

making one stone at a time. If you have a clear photo, try for an exact replica of 

each one. Pull it up from the matter matrix as you’ve been taught, in an approx¬ 

imation of die original. Refine it, altering texture, color, size, and so on, until it 

is as near as you can get it. 
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Do the same with the next one. Work on one or two stones a day until the cir¬ 

cle is complete. Now work on the ground creating grass, turf, or shale. When 

tins is done, you’ll find that the rest of rhe landscape appears with little effort on 

your part. Remember, creating things on both the physical and subtle levels is 

something you were programmed to do. You arc a living part of the One Cre¬ 

ator; with the same powers, albeit on a much lower level. 

With tins exercise, you have completed the present part of the training. 





THE ART OF 

OBSERVATION (II) 

Dolores on: 

static. single, 

and multifile 

images; recalling 

images from the 

past; astral 

architecture, 

astral theater, 

arid astral actors; 

the animation 

of images; 

differentiation of 

characters and 

figures; audtal 

images; selective 

sounds; voice 

prints: imagery 

in music. 

you now have all the basics. You know whar astral 

matter is and what it docs. You can pull it out of its 

matrix to create shapes and geometric templates. You 

have learned to observe, retain, and store images both 

mentally and actually in the form of phoros and pic¬ 

tures. You have explored rhe depths of your desires and 

learned to use feelings like the magical tools they ready 

are. Now is the time to start stretching your talents 

even tan her. 

Ler’s begin with static images. Look for a picture of a 

statue among your reference scrapbooks. Choose one 

that is simple and uncomplicated. An F.gyprian statue is 

ideal; its lines are simple, strong, well defined, and 

unfussy. Move into the astral landscape and pull up an 

undefined column of proto matter, center it and adjust 

for preferred height, ihen give it the l‘sray** command. 

Recall from niemon the chosen statue and hold ir still, 

mentally. Standing before the pillar of the undefined 

matter, recall the memory image. Begin to build up a 

desire 10 see that image created from the astral matter. 

Allow yourself to become curious about ynur ability to 
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do this. Let the curiosity become stronger until it rums into a real need to prove 

that you can do this. 

Imprint the mental image of the statue onto the matter. Don’t try to keep it 

steady; allow it to flicker on and off. Oradually exert vour will to control the 

flicker, and in a few minutes the column will begin to reshape itself into a replica 

of the statue. As soon as it is complete, order it to stay. At this point it will nor 

be exact. You need to refine and define it from here according to your mental 

image. At this point you can make it larger or smaller. Iry to recall the kind of 

stone, its color and grain, and imprint the image over the figure. Mentally push 

it into the matter. It will dissolve into it and within seconds the aspect will 

change, adding the new instructions. 

To your “stay" command, you can now add others, such as prepare to 

change,” “back as before,” and '‘completion achieved, stay and save.” The 

statue can now be allowed to go back into its natural form. Henceforth, you will 

only have to recall it from your memory by saying: “Reform statue of Amen* 

hotep III,” and ir will rise our of the matrix just as you patterned it before. 

Try several different types of Egyptian statues, and “save' them for future use. 

Why bother to save them? Because your brain works like a computer, enabling 

you to file, save, format, and edit. These commands have become a living part of 

our language. The brain insrantly comprehends what they mean and proceeds 

accordingly. It saves the partem and files it without the need for you to go through 

complicated thought processes. The proto matter is able to do this because, like 

us, it is living matter, it has a memory, it can think and act as you do, but m a dif¬ 

ferent way. It also stores the memories of every “pattern it has been asked to 

reproduce since the first imaginative thought woke it up like some sleeping beauty. 

When you work for long periods of time with the astral level, you begin to under¬ 

stand that it is an “ir” and should be accorded courtesy and appreciation. In tact, 

each level has a sense of itself, something not often taught to modem students of 

the occult, but known to the alchemists of old. Dr. Dee may have used Kelly as a 

medium to delve into the secrets ol the subtle levels, but he also contacted the 

thought processes of the Astral Plane itself, and from it retrieved the prediluvian 

knowledge of the Nephilim, which we now call F.noehian. 

One of the worst things a would-be magician can do is to think of himself as 

being above the rest of creation. All is one and one is all—never forget that. 

Make a friend of Levan ah, the oversold ol the Astral Plane, and you will find 

magic a lot easier to cope with. 
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Now rry your skill with the more precise, flowing lines of Greek statuary. 

Here the emphasis is on a true copy of rhe human form. Nowhere is this skill 

seen to better advantage than in rhe superb form of Praxiteles* Hermes in rhe 

museum at Olympia. Set in a small room on its own, it seems to float just above 

the floor; such is the skill of its maker. Blue walls and a white ceiling give rhe 

impression of a spacious sky from which vastness the larger-than-life figure has 

just touched down. 

Originally, Hermes held in his left arm rhe child Dionysius, while the uplifted 

right arm held a hunch of grapes just out of the child's reach. The gentle smile on 

Hermes’s face and rhe caring expression tor his little half-brother speaks well of 

him. Every movement is beautifully defined, and the balanced grace of the whole 

body crearcs rhe lightness of a winged being. Bur the *.kil! of the artist docs not 

end there. One can see beneath the marble '‘skin’* the faint outline of deeper 

musculature. The figure is nude and has been carved with such delicate skill that 

the slight pull of the skin emanating from the upraised arm and flowing down 

the whole side of the body can be clearly seen. Along with MichaelangekPs 

David and the Verms de Milo, it is one of the greatest representations of the 

human form ever made. Making one of these is your next task. Proceed in the 

same way as before, taking ii slowly and trying 10 reproduce rhe figure as 

exactly as you can. When you have achieved this—and it may take you several 

tries—save it in the usual way. 

You may think all this practice is very tedious and unnecessary, bur each rime, 

you are perfecting your technique and ability to observe and recreate an original 

piece. Remember that it was on the astral level that Praxiteles first grasped the 

linal concept of his work, long before he rook chisel and hammer to a block of 

marble, boon you won’t need to pur in as much effort, because observing 

minutely what you wish to create will become second nature to you. 

Now try for a muiriple image. Again, begin by choosing a simple Egyptian 

image. I’he one I have chosen is of Ra Hotep and his wife. The uncomplicated 

lines will be easier to construct. Pay attention to the outline and the edges of the 

picrure you choose^ for they are the areas most likely to ‘Made out” and become 

distorted. The brilliant colors of the original should be let! until last. Begin the 

whole thing in white stone. Pull up a rectangular block of proto matter and make 

it solid, adjusting the height and width if needed. Give rhe block rhe stay com¬ 

mand, then begin to impress a mental image of the original onto rhe block. You 

will see it slowly begin to reform, shifting and moving almost like a liquid until 
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the outline becomes dear. Now you can retine it. Give the stay command and 

rest for a while. When you return, bring back your work ]usi as you left ir, using 

the “open file1* command. Ir should rise up out of the basic matter as if appearing 

out of a sea of white. Now add the colors and final detail. If you have done your 

work well, what you now see should he three-dimensional ami in vivid color. 

You can now attempt a more ambitious project. Try The Three Graces, 

sculpted by Antonio Canova. I his is a very complex piece ol art, and may take 

you a while to achieve. I lowevcr, you may. if you have been practicing and have 

a natural flair for visualization, get a surprise. There comes a point in this type 

of work when the oversoul of the astral begins to anticipate your desire, having 

already connected with your thoughts On the matter. 

As you move into the astral, the white surface ripples and churns, and out of 

it rises the original concept of the piece in question. Allow it to do so until fully 

revealed. When this happens, you can congratulate yourself: You have made a 

definite and lasring contact with the oversoul. From now* on, unless you are cre¬ 

ating something entirely new, you can contact the oversoul with an image of 

what you want and it will do the work for you. It may noi happen every time, 

but ir will happen most of the time. 

Why couldn’t you have done ir like this before? For the simple reason you 

didn’t know you could. You have to make the contact by doing things the hard 

way. You arc beginning to reuse ancient techniques that few human beings have 

used for centuries. It rakes rime for the oversoul to realize that it is being con¬ 

tacted again. Anything that has ever been made, built, constructed, put together, 

painted, sculpted, written, or designed remains here, locked into the memory of 

the oversoul of the astral. Why else do you think it is called The Treasure 

House of Images?” This is ‘The Place of the Hall of Records,” "The Machinery’ 

of the Universe," “The Cosmic Library of Creation. 

Bur don’t let it go to your head! You still have a lot of work to do and tech¬ 

niques to master. 
Architecture is next on the list. What you do wirh statues you can do with the 

Parthenon, St. Marks in Venice, Windsor Castle, the Prado in Madrid, the Hang¬ 

ing Gardens of Babylon, or the original Troy. 1 lowever, before you try rebuilding 

Nincvah, take a look ar pictures of the other buildings. The complexity of design 

will be your greatest challenge yet. To hold such images in your mind takes 

intense concentration. So, take it in small pieces and build slowly, saving fre¬ 

quently, as you would if writing a hook on a computer. 
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Anything no longer extant in our world must he retrieved from the oversold s 

memory. You may not have the slightest idea w hat building material was used in 

Babylon, Persepolis, or Ur of the Chaldees, so you need to research such things 

lie fore your visualization can provide true images. Only then will the oversoul be 

able lo show you what you want to see in a way you can understand. Unless you 

know what you are looking for, the oversoul cannot locate it. Where architecture 

is concerned, the best way to go about it is by using rhe theater scenery idea. 

Many ot you have likely seen the miniature theaters that were popular toys 

many years ago. Only scale really separates them from full-size theaters and, 

indeed, from huge film sets. So the next exercise is to create your own scenery 

on rhe astral. Go ro the local library and get some books on theatrical scenery. 

These “sets*' are the product ol a fertile and creative mind, and rhey can create 

a “magical” world out of wood, paper, canvas, and paint. Set designers for 

both rhe stage and films must have an eye tor detail in addition to a well- 

trained imagination. You can use rheir expertise to extend your power ro create 

thought forms. 

All sets begin as drawings, then progress ro small-scale models, some of which 

are very elaborate and pay meticulous attention to detail. Ghoose an illustrated 

set and study it, then draw it. (You don’t have to be good, just make it recogniz¬ 

able). hirst, build it in your mind’s eye to get its design fixed, then move onto the 

astral and build it from proto matter. Take your rime, and build it like a theater 

set at first, flat with nothing behind it. Then scrap it and do ir again and again, 

until you can raise it with no effort in a few minutes. When you get ir down to 

sixty seconds you can go on to rhe next set. Remember, you can ‘'set” these 

scenes to stay until you return; but it is better to rebuild them each time for the 

first seven ro ten days so you can get used to doing ir from scratch. 

When you feel you have the hang ot it. stop making u two-dimensional and 

go for three dimensional. You do this by stepping into the “scene” and exploring 

what is behind the facade. At first try not to anticipate, but allow your imagina¬ 

tion to provide whatever it wants to create. Do you remember Obi-Wan 

Kenobis advice to Luke Sky walker? “Let the Force do the work, allow it ro con¬ 

trol your actions.” That was damn good advice—follow 11. 

Now you have the scenery. Add the actors one by one. A word ol advice here: 

never, ever, build an image of a living person. I cannot stress this too forcefully. 

If you have built a Star Trek scene, the ending of Casablanca, or even the Yellow 

Brick Road sequence from The Wizard of Oz, don't simulate the original actors. 
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Why? Because the power being fed through the simulacrum can affect the living 

person. It might cause an accident on the freeway, a heart attack, or a momentary 

lapse of attention that could be fatal. II the actor has passed on, there should be at 

least two to three years before the persona is used. This allows the spirit to assim¬ 

ilate its life lessons, evaluate them, and set that life* aside and begin ro prepare for 

a new one. without being hauled back lor a rerun. 

Build the figures as you have done before, pulling up the astral matter and 

molding them. Build them one at a time and in the place you want them to be. 

and, of course, make them life-size. Preferably, the placing should he part of the 

action of the scene. Try for some real differentiation among vour characters. 

Combine features to make each one a type of person. Use racial types, coloring, 

gender, voice patterns, heights, shapes, and ages to make your figures as diverse 

as possible. Animation of the figures can be done by using some ol your body 

hear ro jump-start them. But first let’s look at what von have created out of the 

astral matter. You have a scene illustrating a momcnr from a chosen play, film, 

or book. 1 he landscape around you matches the action, season, time, and place, 

hi a very minor way you are playing at being a god. ^lou have created all rhis 

and now you are going to bring it to pseudo-life. Like wind up toys, the figures 

will slow down, stop, and have to he reenergized. 

Why do you want to go to all this trouble? Because it is all part of learning to 

control, create, animate, and build using the sentient proto matter that makes up 

the “body” of Levanah, rhe astral world. 

I have no illusions that every one who reads this book will (a) take it seriously, 

t)r (b) do the exercises as they have been set out. Twenty in one hundred will 

read it and pick out what they want ro use, and disregard the rest. Most will 

think they know enough already. Fifteen in one hundred will begin to work 

rhrough it with enthusiasm, then give up when it gets boring. Ten in one hun¬ 

dred will stick at it and make it halfway through. Five in one hundred will slow 

down and amble to the cnJ in fits and starts. One in one hundred will see the 

core of it. understand it. and use it as a stepping stone toward their aJepthoud. 

All the work is worth ir for that one person. 

Standing amid your creations, begin to call up heat in your physical body. 

Concentrate on the solar plexus until you can feel the heat. Feed thar heat into 

the astral self at the same point. Pul! it up to the shoulders and down rhe arms 

into the hands. C. up them ro create a ball of white heat. Lift this ro Fifteen or 

twenty feet above the '‘scene” and spin it. Tendrils of light and heat snake down 
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to coni act each figure and cause a burst of electrical power. Try ro make it simul¬ 

taneous and your scene will come to life. Because of the effort and detail put into 

it, it will become a virtual reality and, with you to guide and direct the action, 

will continue to work while the charge lasts. 

You will find at first that if you have too many figures, some will slow down 

and freeze. This is because your arrenrion has been tightly focused on another 

figure. It is difficult to control more than two or three at a rime. As an exercise 

in control of proto matter, concentration, and visualization, this is without peer 

and can, if practiced on a regular basis, bring startling results. 

IIS 
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Dolores on: the 

trouble 

with television 

the old 

storytellers: 

the ancient 

legends: the 

training of 

a Bard: 

Skalds and 

Seanachies; the 

Courts of Love; 

astral sound; 

recommended 

listening; 

environmental 

st mnd. 

wi• are so used ro television, films, videos, radio, and 

computer games vve forget these entertainments have 

only been part oi our lives for a very short time. Before 

that there were rhearers and, earlier still, scrolling play¬ 

ers, mummers and street performers, jugglers, singers 

and dancers. But il vve go back to when there was little 

in the way of amusement, when the day’s work was 

done we could find the professional storyteller, the 

street singer, the wandering musician, and rhe trouba¬ 

dour—all highly Trained users of rhe imagination and all 

with the ability to weave picrur.es and images through 

the medium of rhe voice and project them into rhe 

minds of their listeners. 

In the Middle Ages, each village, hamlet, or small 

rowri had an overlord or thane—someone who owned 

rhe land and/or a rirlc. He would have lived m a large 

hall or manor, which would have held sleeping quarters 

and communal dining and living quarters. Once a 

year—twice if they were lucky—a Bard, Skald, or Sean- 

nachic (they are all storytellers in one way or another) 

would arrive. Often he would be accompanied by a 

young boy, an apprentice who would carry the harp 
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and the few belongings they owned. Their arrival would cause great excitement, 

and within minutes everyone would know -about it. 

Such a visitor would expect to be housed in the great hall. First he would be 

offered die best food and wine to be had, then water to wash his hands and feet 

free of the dust of travel. He might then, wishing to prolong the anticipation, 

sleep until the evening meal. The owner of the hall would invite friends, neigh¬ 

bors, and family to dinner and feast them while the poorer tolk would crowd 

into the stilling liall and sir wherever they could find room. 

Finally rhe great moment would arrive. I he Bard would rise to his feet and 

ask his host what he would like to hear: an epic hero story, a tale of battle and 

glory, perhaps a story of a magician with powers over life and death. Maybe one 

of the old legends of the area, or, to please the ladies, a romantic tale of unre¬ 

quited love, Deirdre of the Sorrows, Tristan and Isolde, Gawain and the Green 

Knight. Any of these would do, or he might offer a new tale of scandal and 

intrigue set in London or Gaerdyffyd or Dubh-Iinn. 

When the choice had been made, he would take bis harp (or il the apprentice 

was advanced enough he might accompany his master); silence would tall on the 

crowded room. As the story began, the heat and smoke ot the central fire, the 

stale smell of human swear along with dogs, ferrets, beer, and whatever was 

lying under the wcek-okl floor rushes would be forgotten. The walls fell away, 

the wind and weather outside were ignored, rhe aches and pains ot the elderly 

would be forgotten as the trained voice of the Bard began to weave its spell. 

More than likely, the Bard was the only person in that gathering who could 

read and write. F.ven if they could, the only books would no doubt be locked in 

the library of the local priory. This was a time when, it a monastery could boast 

of a library of ten or twelve books, its fame would travel the length and breadth 

of the land. 

Few, if any, of the listeners would have traveled more than twenty-five miles 

from their birthplace. The lord and lady of rhe manor may have made the long 

and dangerous journey to Winchester. Salisbury, Canterbury, or maybe even 

London just once in their lives. The Crusades were still a hundred years away, so 

the Fa stem lands were virtually unknown. The noise, bustle, sights, sounds, and 

smells of a city were things of which they had no concept. But through the magic 

of the Bard they could catch a rare glimpse of another world. The magical voice, 

the mastery of words, anti the hypnotic power ol the harp combined to lift the 

listeners to another level of being. 1 be names of the great Bards, troubadours. 
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and Skalds such as Taliesin, Amergin, l.Iewarch Hen of Wales, Senchan, Coipre 

and Aithime of Eire, Snorri Srursluson, the master of the Skaldskaparmal, c»r 

poetic diction ot the Norse kingdoms arc still available to those who wish to 

research them. 

It took many years to train as a Bard, lor they were more than simply tellers of 

tales. They were the guardians of the history of their time and place; they were 

also illusionists and magicians, weavers oi spells and enchantments. Prodigious 

memories and quickness of wit gave them an enormous advantage over their fel¬ 

low men. Most of what we know about these distant times has come down to us 

in their epic poems. As apprentices, they studied Clasarch by way of the harp. 

He1!! shew, and Balt&cb. which comprised many different kinds of music. They 

could make you laugh or cry, sing and dance, or fire up your spirit for battle. 

Twelve long years it rook to make a Bard, and then he had to win his fame, or 

not, as the case might be. For those who wish to follow this fascinating subject 

further, you can do not better than to read The Bardic Source Book, edited and 

compiled by John Matthews, published by Blandford Press. I cannot praise this 

book too highly. In the introduction we are told; ~|lt is| rhe two poles of verse 

and vision that define r|ie Bardic .Mysteries. Indeed the rwo are inseparable since 

verse without vision is dead and vision itself is best expressed in verse. In fact, 

the poets are shamans of a kind, entering rhe other world through trance and 

returning with the fruit of their vision." 

Skalds of Scandinavia and Seanachics of Ireland were, like rhe Bards, wander¬ 

ers and purveyors of rhe mysteries of the aforesaid verse and vision. The Rddat 

Bcoiculf ami Grendel, and the Kaleuala are the great epic poems of Scandinavia; 

I he Mahinogiun. The Buttle of the Trees. The Gododdin Poems, The Black Book 

of Carmarthen, and The Red Book of llargest can all bring ancient Wales to light, 

even read in translation. 

We first hear of the early ’‘tales of chivalry ” in France. I'hcv were rhe chan¬ 

sons dc geste composed by the minstrels to flatter their patrons. Often the rale of 

a great battle was eked out over many nights, leaving rhe audience in suspense 

until the next episode. They were not songs in the sense we understand, but were 

more like rhythmic chants to specific meters that lulled the listeners into a state 

of near-hvpnosis so visions might arise in their minds. Bur it was not only battles 

and deeds of daring that interested those in the great hall—the ladies had to be 

catered to as well. The courts of love provided a way for them to have their cake 

and eat it. too. The minstrels and rrou vires were in demand to compose poems 
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and songs that praised the current lady’s beaut)7 of form and face. The ideal was 

to uworship frciin afar.” To court her in secret, in the mind, but never to con¬ 

summate that love, lo do so w ould destroy its purity. Ln effect, this was a way o! 

siphoning off the excess energy w hen there was no war going on! 

All rhis notwithstanding, there was a serious side to the troubadours. They 

held contests that were fiercely fought for the best song or poem. You can see 

and hear what this would have been like by listening to the opera I he 

tersinger. But, like the Bards and the Skalds and rhe Seanachics, their skill lie in 

the ability to raise pictures and images in rhe minds of their listeners, to lift them 

ill to the world of astral imagery. Now let’s try a little astral imagery ourselves. 

We are back in a little Saxon manor house in 783 A.i). l it only by 

rush lights and the firepit. the usually noisy room is now hushed and 

still with all eyes upon the tall, spare, white-bearded Bard as he 

slowly makes his way to rhe center ol the hall. He turns and looks at 

rhose present, deep-set eves taking in every face and committing it to 

memory. He has already taken note of the quality of sound in rhe 

building and has adjusted his breathing rhythm to compensate tor rhe 

extra resonance he will need. He lilts Ins elaborately carved staff and 

every eye follows it, as he intends rhem ro do. The tiny shards ol crys¬ 

tal set into its surface reflect the flames of the fire and senes to focus 

rheir minds. With the skill his years have given him he begins to fill 

rhose minds with images, images that he has painstakingly created 

over many years and which now maintain their own realm in the 

realms of faery. I'hcy will see what he wishes them ro see. listen with 

rapt attention to his voice, get lost in a world he is creating specially 

for rhem with no other thought hut rhe imagery wrought by die 

voice, rone, and music of a rrue Bard. 

There are still Bards, but alas, nor like those of ancient times. The nearest we 

have is Robin Williamson, who almost single-handedly has kept the ancient way 

of harp and voice alive. Look for his tapes, anil listen ro his magical sound. 

All of which brings us to the use of astral sound. Is there sound oil the Astral 

Plane? Yes, but it i> an astral sound and can only be heard on the inner levels. 

You may have heard the term “cl^iraudient,” meaning a psychic who hears 

rather than sees. What they are hearing is astral sound. We all hear on the inner 

level, but do not realize its significance. 

We’ve all experienced those irritating times when a rune gets stuck in our 

heads and we cannot seem to get rid of it. That is an astral sound loop. When 
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you lift your head suddenly, convinced that you have heard your wife, husband, 

or mother call your name, that is astral sound. Many students record having 

heard the sound of a bell. This phenomenon is often referred to as the Bell of 

Isis. It usually indicates that your attention is being called to an Inner Plane 

message. 

With practice, sound imagery can be developed to the point where it is possi¬ 

ble to replay on the inner levels any piece of music. listen to any favorite singer 

or song, bird song, or environmental sounds from the howl of a wolf to the roar 

of Niagara Falls. As with visual images, the data must be acquired first. I earn to 

listen to voices of the people around you; close your eyes and try ro catch the 

cadence, timbre, accent, and pitch of the voice. When atone, sir quietly and try 

to recall the voice of someone you know well. Hold a conversation w'ith that 

person in your head, and try to get an exact replica of the voice as you do so. 

Take a favorite piece of music and play it several times, continuously, l isten 

to the words, if any, and to the phrasing and intonation. Listen for the way in 

which even a modern song, tunc, or orchestral piece is divided into several dif¬ 

ferent areas. In the case of a classical piece, this may mean three, four, or more 

quite distinct sections. When you think you can do it, sir quietly and begin the 

piece m your head. Listen to it intently, following each part, listening to the 

words, voice, and the instruments. 

To my mind there arc three important, informative, and pleasurable areas to 

musical imagery. The first is the ability to identify each instrument as it makes its 

appearance, and ro be able 10 tune out others and listen to each one in turn as it 

makes its musical statement. 

The second is to listen and allow the music to induce a mood or emotion, and 

to follow that mood or emotion through the piece as it changes. At the end you 

will find you have made a journey through n veritable landscape of sound via 

emotions and feelings. You can also do this with color in exactly the same way 

that Disney’s hmtasui did many years ago. 

The third area of audial imagery is exactly that—imagery. Many classical and 

semiclassical pieces otter a scries of pictures- rhar arise in the mind as it is played. 

Some are geographically evocative. Rodengos “Aranjuefc Concerto” and De 

Falla’s “LI Amor Brujo” could be nothing bur Spam. The brooding overture ro 

Bizet's Carmen heralds tragedy even if one had never heard it before. Greig’s 

“Piano Concerto” and “Peer Gynt” suite, and one of the most magnificent, 

Mendelsson’s “Hebridean Overture,” are further examples of evocative pieces. 

1?.! 
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With audial imagery, you can either replay if inside your head if you have 

memorized it thoroughly, or listen to it physically bur allow the sound to offer 

images, colors, or emotions. 

Kxcrcises for this part of your training should include playing several vocal 

tracks of singers whose techniques and quality of timbre and phrasing are very 

different, then replaying those tracks on rhe inner level. Three voices will give 

you a good range. One might choose Frank Sinatra. Jams Joplin, and Loreena 

McKennitt—an almost frightening mix! Another trio might comprise Nar King 

Cole, Jim Reeves, and rhe late John Denver—very different voices and styles, hut 

all instantly recognizable. 

Holst’s “Planet Suite" is ideal because each piece is so very different. Look for 

any music described as a “Tone Poem," because it is just that—a poem set to 

music. Respighi's “Fountains of Rome,* " lintagel by Clifford Bax, and “Till 

Euienspiegcl” by Richard Strauss are perhaps the best known. For individual 

instruments, you cannot hear Benjamin Britten’s “ A Young Person’s Guide to the 

Orchestra.’’ which introduces each instrument and allows you to listen to its 

tonal qualities. Saint Sacns' “Carnival of Animals," Mussorgsky’s “Pictures 

From an Exhibition." Ravels “Bolero,” and Debussy’s “La Mer" will show you 

pictures, colors, and images as you listen. Even modern music will do it— 

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s “Memories" from Gits, “With One Look," from Sun¬ 

set Boulevard, or “Bring Flint Home," from les Xiiserahles. “America" and 

“ Tonight” from West Side Story, or even rhe amazingly evocative “The Strip¬ 

per!" 

Whar I am asking you to do is listen lo music! 

Try environmental tapes of sounds such as thunderstorms, rain, ocean sounds, 

water sounds, whale music, wolf song, and bird song. In the thirties, a composer 

named Kerelby wrote a series of very evocative musical pieces: “Bells Across rhe 

Meadow,” “In a Monastery Garden.” and “In a Persian Marker"; although they 

will draw gasps of horror from the purists and the rappers, lor the purpose of 

this experiment they deliver the goods. All have recently been rereleased. They 

evoke the images of the ritle very easily. Play them a few rimes, then listen to 

them in your head, and see how close you can get ro the original. 
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Dolores on: 

building 

God forms and 

angels: prayer 

a$ positive 

thought forming: 

prayer and 

ecstacy; the 

adoration of 

saints and 

icons: the 

exercises of St. 

John of the ( ross 

and St. Teresa 

of Avila; visions; 

the revelation 

of St. John 

the Divine. 

by now you should have acquired fairly good control 

over astral matter, so we can look at other aspects of irs 

use in various areas of magic. One of the most impor¬ 

tant, both in guided meditations and ritual, is the build¬ 

ing nf God forms. 

The rule of knowing what you need to build applies 

here .is much as collecting pictures of places, doors, 

stairs, and the like. You need to “know your gods and 

goddesses.” You must also know mythology as well— 

the tales, legends, attributes, symbols, and appearance 

of the gods you want to thought-form. Hack to the 

scrapbooks! Start collecting pictures and list them by 

pantheon. You don't need to have a lot of pictures—one 

or two will be enough—but they must be acceptable to 

you. In other words, they must suggest the God form to 

you in a pleasurable way. 

Look Through books on mythology, colored plates, 

and paintings to find what appeals to you. fry to get or 

make a copy or a color print and use it as a basis for 

vour thought form of that particular god or goddess. 

Learn about the places, powers, and symbols that belong 

to them. In my book The Ritual Magic Workbook 
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(Dolores Ashcroft-Novvicki)^ I wrote that those who study magic must have an 

adequate grasp and knowledge of at least two pantheons of gods. Gods have 

always been humanity’s way of externalizing its own inner powers. Look at a god 

and you look at your rrue, divine sell. It is important, therefore, that you build 

GoJ forms that arc pleasing to you as a person. 

This kind of thought-forming is different trom any other because you have two 

options open to you: You can build them and then observe rhem as they interact 

with both the astral and physical at your command, or you can build them, then 

assume the form you've built and, for a short space ot time, become what you 

have built. We call ibis second procedure rhe “Assumption of God forms.” 

Angelic forms are created from proto matter in rhe same way, although it is 

nor advisable to assume them as you might a God form. Why? Because in the 

mind of human beings, angels have become synonymous with religion, God, the 

afterlife, and variations on die symbols of rhe Christian tairh. You may or may 

nor profess to believe in them, hut at some level of the subconscious mind there 

will bean uneasy feeling that this is a no-no. Such forms are extremely power¬ 

ful on their own level, and it is best to admit that there arc some rhmgs it is 

wise to leave alone. (This will not deter some of you, bur it will certainly he an 

interesting experience!) 

Gods and angelics have their own level oi beingness that belongs to a level 

that came into existence long before that of the astral and the physical. They had 

and have a reality' beyond our understanding that has nothing to do with actual 

form. They do not need forms. They just arc, and have been since the first waves 

ot creative effort made by the One. The forms we. as humans, give to both gods 

and angels are only how we think they should look. In their own reality they arc 

abstractions, and the closest we can get to this is to “see" them as geometric 

forms, equations, concepts. 

We can build a God form or an angelic form from astral matter according to 

how we think they might look. God forms, because they are lower on the scale 

of power than angels, can be assumed for short periods of time during ritual or 

guided meditations. Angelics are a different thing altogether. As soon as you 

build an angelic form, there is a tendency for an angelic power essence to indwell 

it. This is another reason for not assuming them: it can get overcrowded and 

overpowered! The same can be said of elemental*, elemental Kings, and other 

I. Wc'isor, 1^98. Dolores Ashcroft-Nowicki will hereafter In* iclerrcd to asD. A. N. 
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assorted denizens of the subtle levels. The rule of rhumb is: If you don’t know 

what it is, or what it does, don't assume it. 

Lets backtrack now and look at rhe building of a God form 

Hrsr decide what god or goddess you are going to form. I am assuming you 

will have looked at different pictures and decided on one as a pattern. Hope¬ 

fully you Will also be conversant with their attributes, symbols, and powers, 

and, above all, because you know what those powers are. you will he prepared 

tor any phenomena that may or may nor occur. For the sake of argument, we 

will use the God form of Hermes, since lie was used ro illustrate an example in 

chapter la. 

BACKGROUND 

Hermes was the son of Zeus, the ruler of gods and men in Greek mythology, and 

Main. a nymph. He was a precocious child, walking and talking only hours after 

his birrb. He showed an early talent for thievery. ( He is the god of thieves and 

pickpockets') Ar rhe age of two he stole, killed, and ate his half-brother Apollo’s 

cattle. Understandably, the sun god was upset and complained to Zeus, their 

mutual father. Hermes' silver tongue placated his lather and soothed Apollo's 

u*e. especially when he made him a gift of a turtle shell fashioned into the first 

lyre. Dus later became one of Apollo's best-known symbols, for he is rhe god of 

music as well as healing and prophesy. 

To keep him out of mischtel, Zeus made Hermes the messenger of Olympus 

and gave him a pair of winged sandals, a winged hat, plus the baton of author¬ 

ity known ns the cnduceus. The new appointment didn't make a lot of difference 

to Ins disposition. Hermes remained a mischievous, cunning, and light-fingered 

rogue, but everyone loved him anyway. 

In appearance he is a tall, slender, but well muscled young man seemingly 

ahout twenty live years old. His has rhe classical Greek face—straight nose, 

large eves, lair curling hair (the early Greeks were fair ot skin and hair; modem 

Greek* are of mixed Scythian and Turkish descent). Hermes is often portrayed 

mule or semmude, with a light cloak thrown over his shoulder. Ilis winged san¬ 

dals have a lire of their own; they are sentient and are magical symbols in their 

own right, as is his winged hat. which represents thought. 

Use the same technique you used to create figures in a landscape. On entering 

the astral level, set up your focal point, a pillar of some sort. This gives you a 
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SCnse of size and perspective. Now draw up from the astral material a column nl 

matter. Make it taller than life, since most accounts of rhe Greek gods speak of 

them as being larger than humans. Holding rhe picture of Hermes in your mind, 

mentally throw it onto the shapeless matter and allow it to reform into the 

image you have given it. Slowly it will take shape. Don t try to hurry it; let it go 

at its own pace. 

Ar first it will look like a statue, white and lifeless. To give it more substance 

you must will it to assume a skin tone, giving ir a slightly golden hue. The hair 

is a light honey-blonde, rhe eyes are gray and full of humor. Think of the head 

turning toward you, and watch as it does so. Because you have a mental link 

with it, ir will obey your thoughts. You now have a choice: You can either will 

your consciousness into the form and animate it in that way. or you can invoke 

the abstract essence of the original concept that was the beginning of "Hcr- 

mesv’ to indwelJ it. This is done when you wish to make a contact with rhe 

Hermes energy for ritual purposes. You can then direct it to a temple or sacred 

space of your choice and invite it to participate in the ritual. Or again you can 

infuse the form with a small amount of yotir energy and us*e it for a guided 

mediration or as a companion, guide, or informant. The same format is used 

with any god or goddess. 

We have already discussed the inadvisability ol assuming angelic forms, hut 

they can certainly he built and used in magical work. I heir main use is as focal 

or quarter points in ritual, as guardians for temples, sacred spaces, children, ear¬ 

ners of prayer thought forms, or simply as companions for those who have need 

of their particular energy, each angel or archangel having a different attribute or 

power. When you feel alone, hopeless, have been bereaved, injured. or are facing 

the more serious tests of life, an angelic companion can be of great comfort. In 

such cases, one should build the form with extra care and then invoke the 

essence of the angelic being itself to indwell the form. From that point you need 

to build a rapport with rhe inner essence of the being and seek strength, love, 

support, healing, or companionship directly from that essence. Ibis has been rhe 

way of mystics and saints down the ages. 

As I have said elsewhere, the rrue form of angelics bears no resemblance to rhe 

Victorian idea of robes, curls, and feathers. I hey are closet to primal geometry 

than anything human. Even geometric shapes are merely signatures of what they 

really are. This goes double for rhe highest levels such as the Four Holy Crea¬ 

tures. Having said that, it should not deter you from creating thought forms for 
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the powers to indwell. After all. human beings having been doing it since rhc 

Bible was written, and long before. 

In Judaic belief, each loner of the Hebrew alphabet is an entity in irs own 

right, with a built-in knowledge of its own inner power and meaning. Not an 

angelic being, but one that is of a high level of creation. This means the Hebrew 

letters can also be recreated via astral matter and a mental link established that 

will enable the magician to draw on that particular letter’s internal store of wis¬ 

dom. A thorough knowledge of the correct shape and meaning of each letter is 

essential for this. The idea can he taken much further. Kach letter is also an 

image (and a number), and with these images a whole scenario can be brought 

into being on the astral. 

Take the letter BETH. meaning house, building, edifice, or shelter of any 

kind. It can be broken down into images like this: B - House, T - Tau/Cross, 

H = Hch/Window/Source of Light. By asrrally building a stable (shelter) with a 

tau cross inside it and adding a small window through which a light from 

wirhin shines outward, you will get a symbolic Christian link with Christmas, 

the Light of the World shining through the small window of a stable to the 

world outside, and Easter, w ith the symbol of Christ’s birth (the stable) and his 

death (cross), and the Light of Sacrifice. Both will connect the mind with the 

town of Bethlehem, the meaning of which is 'The House of Bread,” which 

again takes the mind and thought forms on to the sacramental wafer. 

Every letter oi the Hebrew alphabet can be extended in this way, astrally man¬ 

ifested and used as a method ol study. The above example is nor, of course, 

purely Christian symbolism since it has Judaic beginnings, bur for those whose 

preference lies in Esoteric Christianity it can be a very powerful path of mystic 

imagery that leads to the visions of people like Sr. Teresa of Avila and St. John of 

the Cross, among others. Equally, one can find images from other faiths running 

parallel to that of the Christian# that will apply and serve the same purpose. 

Mithras, for example, born of a virgin mother and an unknown father on 

December 25 in a cave surrounded by animals, tits into the same scenario 

It is important that the magician in training realizes the sheer scale, usage, 

and importance of thought-forming in all areas of magical work. Without suf¬ 

ficient expertise in the manipulation of sentient prom matter on the astral 

level, the way forward will be almost impossible, and only the lower levels of 

magic will be open ro you. 
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pRAY€R 

**\ly prayers fly upward, my thoughts remain below. Prayers without thoughts 

never to heaven go." So speaks the king in Shakespeare's Hamlet, praying tor 

forgiveness and watched by the brooding Hamlet himself. Certainly the play¬ 

wright's words hold the truth. How often I have heard people say, WT prayed so 

hard, hut nothing happened. God cannot be real, for some people prayer is a 

way of life, a living part of their faith; for others it is something to fall back on 

when all else fails. Hut do we pray m the right way? What is a prayer anyway? 

When we pray, we petition a power much higher than ourselves for help, 

something we need, something we desire, something outside our own ability to 

manifest. Occasionally, bur far too seldom, we offer a prayer of thanks, gratitude 

for what has been received. Another kind of prayer, offered usually by those 

whose lifestyle and spiritual dedication requires it, is rhe prayer of pure worship 

and praise. Where the layman is concerned, a prayer is often interspersed with 

promises to do things, go without things, or to stop doing things as a kind of 

bribe, hoping that God will listen and act accordingly. 

Bur God is beyond bribes. 

So. what if we looked at prayer as a thought form communication between 

rhe One and humanity? What if we stopped using words and returned to rhe 

ancient ways of using symbols, shapes, forms, and mini path work mgs instead? 

Thought came long before words both spoken and written. It was there in the 

very beginning. In fact, thought was the beginning. 

It has been said thar if you want to pray, put yourself in rhe attitude of prayer 

and it will happen. It has been done in this way for hundreds of years, but now. 

with the new millennium upon us. it is time to affect a change. 

In fairy rales, the gift of three wishes usually brings about disaster because 

lhe recipient cannot decide what r<> wish for. Prayer often has a similar effect. 

You may know what you want, but not how to express it. So don t try, simply 

picture it. 

Q<AmpL€ 0N6: TH€TOW€R 

Arc vou asking for forgiveness tor something you’ve done? First ol all. recall 

what it i> you have done. Go over the incident in your mind and look specifically 

at your parr in it. Were you the only person responsible? Did you do it deliber¬ 

ately? Are you really sorry and want to make amends? ( an you make amends to 
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the pcrson(s) affected by your act? Is this a cosmetic act or do you truly want to 

he forgiven? 

If you truly want to be forgiven, then proceed to the astral plane. Tills is a loca¬ 

tion now familiar to you so you know I low to go about things. Don't think you are 

going to be let off lightly! From the astral floor, draw up a tall column of proto 

matter and imprint ir with the pattern of a tower of gray stone. If \ very high and 

looks forbidding. It has a door at the bottom and at the top you can see a small 

window. Open the door and enter. Right before von is a staircase that obviously 

twists iis way to the top. Every- now and then a narrow window slii lets in some 

light- Each step is roughly four inches high, and there are ^65 steps, which, if one 

adds the tower room at the top step, makes the tower about one hundred feet 

high. Visualize this clearly and in detail. When you have done so, start climbing. 

Not the kind ol prayer you are used to, I imagine! Hundreds of steps, and you 

will climb each anti every one of them asrrally. As the sreps turn, you will catch 

glimpses of a landscape from the slit windows. But mainly you will concentrate 

on why you are doing this. You are going through an expiation—you must expe¬ 

rience every one of those steps. Don't run, just climb, and as von do think about 

why you arc asking for forgiveness. Go through ir over and over again until 

every part of it is burned into your consciousness. 

Done correctly, you will arrive at the top in a stare of astral exhaustion. 

There is a door here that leads to the tow-cr room. Open it, cross to the win¬ 

dow, and look out. Look at the landscape and into the distance where you will 

see a line of blue-gray hills. Without words, open your heart center and send 

out a request for forgiveness, keep looking toward the lulls, and soon you will 

see a bird winging its way toward you. Watch it as it comes nearer, and now, 

hold out your hand. I he bird alights mi it, and you see in its beak a small rwig 

of olive leaves. Phis is your symbol, your proof of forgiveness. Now comes the 

hard part: Can you accept this symbol and allow yourself to be forgiven? 

Because you have worked with images and symbols, vour inner self has com¬ 

muned with the most anc ient parr of yourself, a part that is extremely powerful 

and capable of altering your perspective on life and your place in it. 

There is nothing to sav that a prayer must be couched in words. A prayer may 

be danced, or sung, while standing and watching the sun come up over a moun¬ 

tain. A garden can be a prayer. It you want to ask a favor or for help, support, or 

whatever, learn ro build a prayer into a scenario similar to the theater scenery 

you were taught ro build earlier in the book. 
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6XAmpi.€ TWO: TH€ PRAYER CJARD6N 

This is something voti can set up and “keep on file to use in similar circum¬ 

stances in the future. 
C reate .1 walled garden on the astral level using the techniques you have been 

taught. Look at examples of such gardens and select ideas, plants, trees, and col¬ 

ors, accordingly. Remember, you arc building from the inside to the outside. 

Arrange a covered arbor of something like vines, roses, wisteria, or similar 

climbing plants. Within, there should be a wooden bench. 
Arrange pathways leading through scented flower beds and aromatic herb 

bushes. Place seats here and there, a fountain or even a small stream to freshen 

and cool you in the heat of the day, fruit trees that peek over the walls, willows 

that sweep the ground and hide secret places of rest. You now require two doors. 

One will be for you ro enter the garden, the other will be the entrance from 

another level and will be the door used by those who will help von when you 

need them. 
Your door is narrow, arched, and made ol plain beech wood. lr is unlocked 

and has an old-fashioned larch closure. On both sides at cvc level is a carved 

wooden symbol that you miisr devise tor yourself. Before lifting the larch, either 

going in or returning, you must touch this symbol. 

The other door is wider, made of solid oak and always locked. 

You can use this garden for relaxation, lor peaceful moments when you feel 

rushed or stressed in the real world, and for prayer and help from the higher 

realms. If you like, you can make the touching of the symbol also a signal for 

you to become dressed in a Minplc robe ot light wool or comm with leather san¬ 

dals. Now you need to create a form for a being from a higher level ro indwell. 

It may be a man ora woman, a religious recluse or an ordinary human being, 

t reate the form as you have done belore, adjust it to what you will feel com¬ 

fortable with, maybe someone older than yourself, or the same age. It is your 

choice. Build it with care and •attention to detail, then offer it ro rhe higher pow¬ 

ers for their indwelling and use. 
Suppose you have a problem that has been worrying you. or something you 

have been proving for. It is important to you and you would like to ralk to some¬ 

one about it, and you decide to go to the prayer garden and discuss it with the 

guardian, friend, companion .. - whatever name feels right. 
After passing through the door, you walk along the scented paths, breathing 

rhe air and relaxing in the peaceful atmosphere. You reach the arbor, and there 
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you find your friend. Sir down and say what is in your heart. Hold nothing 

hack—you know it will never go farther rhan rhis garden. Ask for advice, but 

don't expect cut-and-dried answers ro everything. They may ask you to return 

after they have given thought ro your problem. They may tell you what you do 

not want to hear. They might even remain silent, or fell you that this rime you 

must make the choice. They may lay hands upon you and give you healing, or 

pray with you. You can ask them to rake your personal prayer with them when 

they leave and to send it “on” to the One who should receive it. You can send 

this by a token, a small bouquet of garden flowers or a single bloom, a fruit, or 

a bird's feather found on the path. 

You will never be banned from this garden. Your friend will never refuse to 

meet you. You will never leave without an infusion of strength to face the phys¬ 

ical world. Oh yes. you might find it useful to talk to the gardener occasionally. 

The gardener changes from time to time. He may wear the green turban of a 

IIaj, or the yamulka of a Jew, the beard and turban of a Sikh, the habit of a Poor 

Clare, or the saffron robe of a lama. He may wear the cotton schenii of an 

Egyptian, or the chiton of a Greek. Sometimes he is just a gardener, until you see 

the scars on his hands and feet. The saviors have been many and there will be 

many more. 

What if you are in church and cannot build such claborare locations? Fold 

your hands in prayer and ask yourself what or who you want to pray for. Don’t 

think in your head, hut try to create feelings in your heart center. Imagine what 

you want or need as an object and surround ir with emotion. If it is for a loved 

one, you might visualize rheir face within the heart of a rose. For a child, you 

could use the form of a dove. Whatever ir is, try to link the subject of the prayer 

with something of this nature and hold u in your heart. Build up the emotion 

until you cannot contain it within you anymore. Then release it and allow it to 

be drawn upward into the light. 

Words can lead to confusion when praying because they do not accurately 

convey the thoughts and feelings surrounding the object of the prayer. So don't 

try'; fill the heart center with love and gratitude for the possibility of success. 

Always add the corollary “and it he thy will,** because sometimes we ask for 

something we cannot have; perhaps it is nor rime, not allowable, or nor right for 

us to have it, often because the reaction to it might cause damage ro others. 

Remember the Universal Law of cause and effect, for everything is both the 

cause of, and the result of, an effect. Words are seldom needed; just open the 
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heart and allow those beings whose work it is to carry communications between 

levels to sort out what is needed and take it where it needs to go. 

Prayer is a beautiful thing no matter what faith is involved or by what name 

the One to whom it is addressed may be called, lake time to ofler a prayer of 

thanks and gratitude for what you have and what has been given to you. 

Prolonged and concentrated prayer occasionally results in a state of ecsracy. 

This is linked with chemical changes in the brain, bur whether the ecstatic stare 

causes the changes or vice versa is a matter for conjecture. When it happens, it 

brings abour a heightened state of mind that opens the senses rn a finer, more 

subtle level. This usually involves the visual and audial centers resulting in 

visions and voices reaching farther into our physical world than is normal. 

Atmosphere is also a part of this. The quiet, enclosed, and highly spiritual ambi¬ 

ence of a monastery' or convent, especially in earlier times, would have been very 

conducive to such events. Sr. Ieresa of Avila, St. John of the Cross, Bernadette ol 

Lourdes, Therese of Lisieux, Francis of Assissi, and Joan ol Arc all have left 

records of what they have seen and heard when in such states. Levitation and 

physical stigmata are often another aspect of such states of mind. 

Bur as 1 have pointed out in the earlier pages of this book, the mind has to have 

some cache of images on which to draw. In the case of saints and religious vision¬ 

aries, they can draw on paintings, statues, records, and descriptions of those who 

have gone down the same road, as well as symbols and icons. Once the precur 

sory state of mind is approached, the “image file" in the mind opens up and the 

relevant images and symbols are released, along with a flood of emotions and 

often long-repressed sexual feelings. One only has to see the Bellini statue of St. 

Teresa of Avila with the angelic arrow embedded in her heart, or read the spiritu¬ 

ally erotic poetry of St. John of the Cross to understand the symbology buried 

within their visions. The eroticism does not detract from their spiritual message, 

hut enhances it, for it underlines the power of love both sacred and secular. 

Icons, religious paintings, and statuary all have their beginnings in a thought 

form. If you want to sec the birth of astral creations emerging into the physical, 

look at the notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci. 1 hese scribbles, doodles, sketches, 

and detailed line drawings are clear examples of someone whose mind is existing 

on a plane higher than his body. His thought forms of a primitive helicopter and 

submarine were so vividly imaged that they persisted on the astral and eventu¬ 

ally. hundreds of years later, became fact. (The same thing happened with Jules 

Verne's books, 20.000 Leagues Under the Sea and journey to the Moon, as with 
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rhe Stones in the early science-fiction magazines. The ideas, regarded as ridicu¬ 

lous nonsense by scientists then, have come true in the last fifty years with amaz¬ 

ing speed.) 

Painters more than most have been responsible for giving us thought imagery". 

From the incredible cave paintings with their vivid colors and amazing ability to 

convey movement, to the majesty of the Sistine Chapel, we have a legacy of 

images so rich in its variety" and complexity it boggles the imagination. 

Many of these paintings have become focal points for concentrated thought 

and prayer, but none more so than rhe religious icon. Stemming mostly from 

Eastern Europe and the Orthodox Churches, these highly specialized representa¬ 

tions of saints, Jesus Christ, and the Virgin Mary have become the “household 

idols” of their time in much the same way that Terah, father of Abraham, valued 

his household gods so much he took them with him on the journey from Ur of 

the Chaldees. 

Some icons are extremely old and valuable, and have become rhe center of pil¬ 

grimages and cults. One of the most famous is the black Madonna of Cheszro- 

howa, located in the small Polish town of the same name. Slashed by the swords 

of invading Turks, the image is said to have bled profusely. The defilers fled, leav¬ 

ing behind them a legend that persists to this day. Thousands flock to see the 

miraculous picture and to pray ar her shrine. I he picture is protected by a steel, 

silver-embossed shield that is raised only when the pilgrims are in place. 

Montserrat, outside Barcelona in Spain, is rhe mountain monastery' of the 

Black Virgin visited by over a million people every year. Her statue is rhe focal 

point of veneration and prayer. We see die same thing at Chartres in France, and 

there are many others throughout the world. All are places where a specific statue 

or painting has caught the imagination ot humankind and woken us to such an 

extent that irs primal astral form has become a reality in our physical world 

It is nor just the Christian world. Islam has its sacred symbols, usually 

expressed in its flowing calligraphy and mosaic. The- Buddhists have statues, 

relics, and sacred edifices; and the same goes for all faiths. These objects, 

whether paintings, statues, books, abstract symbols, or locations are all repre¬ 

sentations ol sacred thought forms and form pan of rhe worship ami religious 

fervor of humanity. Concentration and focused prayer on them will release rhe 

power and imagery built up, over hundreds of years in many cases, by rhe 

thoughts, hopes, and dreams of those who have gone before. Never underesti¬ 

mate the power of prayer. 
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For those of you who think guided meditations arc something new, try read 

ing the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius de Loyola. They arc not exactly the 

kind of pathworkings you will he used to, hut they are proof this kind of train¬ 

ing has been in existence for a long tune. Jesuit priests still use visualization and 

thought-forming today, which may he the secret of their success in many areas, 

for they are the “magical mystics" of the Roman Catholic Church. 

TH€ R6V€LATION OF ST. JOHN 

I he hi hie, especially the Old Testament, is incredibly rich thought-forming mate¬ 

rial. It needs a book to itself, and 1 have already begun work on such a book. 

I he visions of the prophets show clearly that their inner level experiences 

were taken seriously and acted upun when it concerned the welfare and guidance 

of the people. From the ecstatic and mind-blowing visions of Ezekiel, Elijah, and 

Samuel to the divinely inspired spiritual contact we know as Revelation, the 

ancient world was full of thought forms so powerful that they could he seen, 

walked with, anti spoken to. Humanity was not so skeptical then, and accepted 

that angels and their like walked among them. 

This seems to be the right moment to explain that so far we have been look¬ 

ing only at the ability of human beings to create thought forms from astral mat¬ 

ter. It is not usually explained that the hemgs who inhabit the higher levels of 

existence have the same ability. I hey use them to encapsulate minute portions ol 

their superior mental energies. I he resulting forms can then descend to the phys 

ical level for short periods of time, something such beings cannot do in their nat¬ 

ural st ate of existence. 

These are the forms we see, mostly with the inner eye hut sometimes with the 

physical sight, and tend to refer to as angels or, in the ancient world, as gods. 

The oft-reported ability of Tibetan lamas of high degree to send simulacrums of 

themselves to visit other lamaseries is well known. Such “temporary” beings 

appear to he solid, can hold conversations, and can teach disciples. This would 

explain a great deal of tlte phenomena reported in both the Old and the New 

2. A British schoolteacher told me (H. B.l of a personal experience ui die phenomenon She 

derided rehicTsinrlv not to go on a school trip into the mountains because she had .i class, to 

attend. During the event, she spent rhr rime regretting her decision and daydreaming about 

the mountains. I he following day, one of her colleagues insisted she had been cm the rrip ... 

because he spent the afternoon talking with her. 
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Testamen ts—-events such as the encounter of Tobias and the angel, the visitation 

or Lot In the three "angels of the Lord," the annunciation, and even, though no 

doubt there will be a howl of disagreement and denunciation, the transfiguration 

and the appearance of Jesus to his disciples after his death. Remember, Jesus 

said, "Touch me nor, for 1 am not yet come to the Father.” 

II the "body" he was using was made pi proto matter, it may well have been 

unstable carrying such a pure energy. To touch it might have destabilized the 

whole thought form and released an energy wave that could have killed them all. 

By warning them, he could hold the body of astral matter together long enough 

to pass on final instructions. Then and only then could that interim body he dis¬ 

carded and the pure energy that was the Christ ascend to its proper level. 

There is much more that could be discussed and considered along these lines, 

but that is for another hook. I or now we must remni to one of the most spec¬ 

tacular visions in recorded history, the Revelation of St. John the Divine. Setting 

aside the modern argument that ii could not have been written by St.John him¬ 

self. let's look at the text purely and simply as a visionary experience. 

What does the word "revelation” mean? 

It means "some knowledge or information that has been hidden up to this 

moment is now made clear and explained ro all.” 

Who is doing the revealing? 

Well it wasn’t John—he was only acting as a postman. It was his job to 

deliver the message to others. We are told this is the Revelation of Jesus who 

got it straight from God. Jesus “sent and signified [signed] it” via an angelic 

being ro John. 

To whom is the new knowledge to be revealed? 

John addresses it to the "seven churches in Asia.” He tells them it is from he 

who is. was. and is to come (the t.reaiorj, and also from the "seven spirits 

before the throne” (the Elohim?). Only then does he add, "and from Jesus 

Christ.” John then tells us that "I was in the spirit on the Lord’s day and heard 

behind me a great voice as ot a trumpet.” 

"In the spirit” dearly tells us he was in an alternative mental state, and under¬ 

lines ii by saving that he not only saw clflirvoyantly, he heard clairaudiently. He 

is msirucied to write what he hears and sees in a book and send it ro the seven 

churches in Asia, churches actually named. Now comes a flood of visions, one 

afier the other. 
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It is nor my intention ro interpret these. Better scholars than I can ever hope to 

be have spent years of their lives doing just that. What I want to do is to show 

just a little ot the immense scale of the vision and irs diversity of imagery and to 

prove rhar what yon have read and learned in this book is not just waffle: it is an 

inherent ralenr tor between-the-worlds communication rhar lies in all of us to a 

greater or lesser extent. Thought-forming is not new. ir is an ability we share 

with all beings. Indeed. I would go so far as to say that all life in this universe, 

not just rhis galaxy. hut m the universe as a whole, share this ability, no matter 

what form ii inhabits. It is life's birrh-gtft from the One. the Creator, the Matrix 

of all universal matter. We have tended to reject and ridicule it for hundreds of 

years, and now is the rime ro reclaim it and use it, or perhaps lose it tor good. 

One of the things that all visionaries have in common ts their tendency to see 

living forms anti symbols as a mixture. For instance, a writer in the Bible describes 

an angel as having legs like pillars, a cloud lor a body, and a face like rhe sun. 

Albrecht Diirer made an engraving of this; he followed the description exactly and 

ir looks weird. But remember that in the days when those words were written, 

they had, overall, perhaps one thousand working words tn their vocabulary. This 

makes it difficult to describe things that arc beyond your understanding. 

Perspective was unknown in that time, so it the vision was much taller than 

the observer, those long legs may well have looked like pill.irs. I lie only thing 

the observer knew ro be that long or tall were the pillars in the temple. It the 

visitation Imd been created from astral matter, its body may well have had a 

pale, cloudy appearance, and the blazing intelligence inhabiting the insubstan¬ 

tial astral form would stream from the eyes and dazzle rhe unfortunate receiver 

of this unearthly visitor. 

So when we read of John seeing seven golden candlesticks (not. notice, a tneuo- 

rah or a seven-branched candlestick), we can assume they were seven beings radi¬ 

ating golden light. Wc may also assume these were the seven spirits before the 

throne mentioned earlier. This is underlined by the following sentence: In the 

midst of the seven candlesticks was one like unto the Sun of man. 

From the center of the universe come rhe seven before the throne and Jesus in 

glory. In his right hand he holds seven stars, another reference to the seven; this 

time they are stars, however, not candlesticks, but they are still described in 

terms of 1 iglit. The reference to the right hand tells us these are important, 

highly placed beings. I lis “right-hand advisors” are, without doubt, rhe Elohim. 

The explanation given in the text is that they are the angels of the churches 
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and rhc star*; the churches themselves. 1 offer .1 different viewpoint. The seven 

churches are the seven levels of existence and one of the Flohirn is set over each 

level. There is little reason for the churches of Asia ro be picked our as the only 

receivers of this knowledge—there were mail) other churches as well. All this is 

taking place on a much higher level than the physical. Knowing the divine seer- 

ship of John, we might hazard that ir is takes place in Ar/ihirh. which might he 

why John fell down, as if he were dead, for the pressure would have been 

unbearable at rhat level. 

Hold in your mind the fact that when interpreting ancient symbology* not 

every word is original and much must be discounted. 

Each “church” is addressed and praised or admonished, but in the middle, this 

God of Love says, “But this thou hast, that thou barest the deeds of the Nicholai- 

tanes, which 1 also hate.” Hardly the gentle forgiving Lord of Love we expect. 

The visions now come thick and fast. In Rev. 4:2-6, John sees the One upon 

rhe rhronc at the center of the universe, surrounded by the twenty-four Elders, or 

hours of the day and night, and attended by the seven lamps that are the seven 

spirits/archangeis/Elohim before the throne. He also sees Ezekiel’s winged Beasts: 

the Lion, the Bull, the Eagle, and ihc Man. In descending order we now have the 

four, the seven, and the iwenrv-four. 

Please remember that these are my own interpretations and are not to be 

taken as “gospel.” As an exercise, try to unravel the symbology of Revelation for 

your own satisfaction; this will extend your ability to observe and sec beyond 

the immediate landscape. Ir is very tempting to go on and delve fttrrher into 

something that has occupied rhe minds of scholars tor almost twro Thousand 

years, hut this book is a finite thing m a finite universe, and there arc interesting 

things to investigate still before us. 

Bur before we leave this area, let me say this: lr is not just saints and highly 

spiritual human beings that see visions and experience ecstasy. Think of rhe chil¬ 

dren and rhe vision of Fatima. One could hardly be more down to earth than 

Bernadette of Lourdes. Modern mystics abound, and you should certainly read 

the books ot Teilhard de Chardin, and at the other scale of things, those of 

Arthur C. Clarke. Both are visionaries in their own way. Both have changed the 

way we look ar what we believe in. Abstract paintings may look like a heap of 

dislocated and meaningless shapes to rhe untutored eye, hut it is what the 

painter saw. That was his vision, and we cannot see what he saw unless we tr\ 

very hard, and maybe not even then. 
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TH6 memoRy palace 

oni or- ini 011 > Li s j API' Li cat ions of drought forms in 

rhe formal practice of magic was the creation of the 

Renaissance Memory Palace. This structure, built 

entirely of mind-stuff, nonetheless aided generations of 

occultists who were convinced that a single slip in the 

ponderous litany of their rituals could lead to their 

being carried off h> demons. These men (and the few 

women who practiced magic in fifteenth-century 

Europe) needed an excellent memory, and the Memory 

Palace gave it to them, it can deliver rhe same benefit 

today, but metre recent developments indicate it can also 

be used as a potent tool tor self-development and spiri¬ 

tual progress. 

1 he foundations of the Memory Palace long predate 

the Renaissance. I he technique on which the palace is 

built seems first to have been discovered by the lyric 

pOCt Simonides in rhe sixth century B.c. Simonides 

studied music and poetrv on the Aegean island of Ceos, 

bur left as a young man to live in Athens. Noted for 

such epigrams as “painting is silent poetry and poetry 

painting that speaks,* he was a popular guest of the 

aristocracy and his name is associated with rhe tyrant 
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ruWr> of Athens, and l raiment ,mJ 1 ,amsa in Thessaly. On one occasion he was 

invited t<» a victory banquet that ended m tragedy when the floor of the hall 

collapsed, plunging guests to their death m the chamber below. 

Simonides missed the disaster by .1 stroke o! luck—he was called awav just 

before it happened. He returned to .1 scene ol horror With hundreds dead and so 

disfigured they were unrecognizable. Simonides was asked to help identify the 

corpses. At first it seemed an impossible raxk, 1 lien' he discovered that he could 

remember the names of the guests by visualizing where they had been sitting. 

The experience got him thinking. He began to wonder if he might be able to 

turn his discovers into a lull-scale memory system. His basic idea was that if he 

could visualize a place in detail—as he had with the banqueting hull—lie might 

be able to remember items that he ser around the place in Ins imagination, 

exactly as he had remembered the guests. He begun to experiment. At first, tor 

convenience, he visualized locations around his own home, placing objeers in 

imaginary versions of his cupboards or on imaginary versions ol his tables. 

1 hen, when he wanted to remember, he would visualize thi particular (imagi¬ 

nary! location and examine what he found there. 

by trial and error, he discovered that the system worked. He lound lie really 

could remember more effectively, f rom visualizing just a few specific containers, 

he progressed to visualizing locations as a whole, starting naturally enough with 

his own home, but soon advancing to other I a miliar buildings. Fvenri rails he 

shared his discovery with some colleagues, who found it just as effective as he 

did. Soon the Simonides technique had spread through the intellectual elite of 

Greece. Not all of them used it. of course, bur a great many educated people nr 

least knew about it. 

From Greece, the method spread to Kome. where it became popular with 

orators, who discovered that if they visualized the main points of their speeches 

(symbolized by concrete objects) in imaginary locations, they could mentally 

move from one t«» the other as a powerful aid to their oration. The practice 

became so widespread that it gave rise to the habit, still used by many public 

speakers, of prefacing their remarks with such phrases as Ho the first place” 

and ’"In the second placeT In Roman times, the "places were literal, if imagi¬ 

nary, locations. 

■With the tail of Rome and the advent ol the Dark Ages, much of the knowl¬ 

edge of classical times was lost. Rut the Simonides technique seems simply to have 

gone underground, preserved by occultists who appreciated its practical value. 
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Simonides was not, so far as 1 can discover, a magician, so it is unlikely that he 

knew anything of the Astral Plane. Nonetheless, he was engaged in an astral 

operation, whether he realized it or not. As Dolores has already pointed out, the 

astral reflects the physical. Although any aspect of the physical requires an astral 

“idea5* before it can manifest, the idea itself requires physical manifestation for 

stability. 1'his sets up something akin to a feedback loop. Anything that exists on 

the physical plane has its astral counterpart. The longer the physical item has 

existed, the more stable its astral image. This means that by using an image of 

his own home, Simonides chose something that was already reflected on the 

astral and wras consequently that much easier to visualize. (You can put the 

characteristic to the test by contrasting the ease with which you can visualize the 

Great Pyramid at Giza—which has existed by orthodox dating from more than 

four thousand years—as compared to the problems you might have in visualiz 

mg, say, the Empire State Building, erected m IVM.) 

In some cases, the “objects’* Simonides placed in his locus—as the imaginary 

house came to be called—had their physical plane counterpart as well, which 

gave them an additional astral stability. Small wonder they became easier to 

remember. They really did rake on an existence at another level. 

You can begin your own experiments in the technique exactly as Simonides 

did by using your own home as the basis tor an astral locus. Building on rhe fun¬ 

damental techniques lor creating astral imagery already given in this book, try to 

see ir as dcarlv as possible in vour mind’s eye. Visualize yourself standing outside 

rhe front door, rhen imagine yourself entering the building and entering each 

interior room in a particular sequence. Repeat the process several rimes, making 

sure to keep to the same sequence, until you are very familiar with rhe technique. 

Then try the following practical experiment. 

First, read through the li>t on the following page. C oncentrate as you do so, 

because I'll be asking you how many items you can remember when you’ve 

finished. 
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Cat Television set 

Door Crescent moon 

Light bulb Blackbird 

Rose Sailing ship 

Bottle Newspaper 

Table Saucepan 

Lion Broomstick 

Star Beach ball 

Buddha statue Plate 

Parcel Mirror 

Telephone Handbag 

Suitcase Chair 

Spectacles Cocktail shaker 

Standard lamp Bird’s nest 

Cardigan Laptop computer 

Fried egg Deck of cards 

Tree Paperclip 

Baby’s rattle Paint brush 

B< >c >k Stetson hat 

Cushion Pair of trousers 

Window 

It’s a long list—more chan tarty items—hut I’d like you to nirn the hook over 

now and write down as many items as you can remember. And while you re at 

it, try to remember them in the order they appeared in the list. 

When you've finished, don’t get too depressed by the gaps, because however 

poor your natural memory is, you’ll find it will improve through the use of 

thought forms. Try the experiment again, but this rime instead of just concen¬ 

trating, visualize vour locus, your home, and visualize yourself walking through 

it as before. Bur this time, set down the various items on the list as you go. 

Unless you live in a bigger house than l do, chances are you don I have forty- 

one rooms, so you can’t leave an object in each. What you can do is leave several 

objects in each of the rooms you do have—one |ust inside the door, one by the 

window’, one in the middle of the floor, one on a table, one in a cupboard, one 

on a mantle, and so on. If, again, you tallow a set sequence in placing the 

objects, it will allow you to recall them in the order of the list. 
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There is no need for you ro try to remember the various items as you place 

them. Your concentration should be on visualizing them as vividly as possible. 

Once you have done this and set an item down, simply continue to the next item 

on the list. 

When you have finished placing all the items, it might be fun to make life a 

little difficult for yourself by taking a coffee break. Then, when you have fin¬ 

ished your coffee, you can test yourself by using the locus to remember the list. 

Here again there is no need for heavy-duty concentration. Simply walk men¬ 

tally through vour home, taking the same route you did before, and note the 

items you find there. Chances are you won’t be able to recall every object on the 

list since this is the first time you’ve used (be technique. But I can promise that 

you will recall far more than you did before—and almost all those you do recall 

will be in their correct order. 

As you become more accustomed to using your locus, you will find your score 

improves until perfect recall becomes commonplace. You might also entertain 

yourself by "‘memorizing" your lists backward—a feat accomplished simply by 

reversing the order in which you walk through your imaginary rooms. 

Many occultists—and quire a few' people with no esoteric knowledge whatso¬ 

ever—have used the locus purely as a memory aid. But its initiate use goes well 

beyond this. 

Curiously, the clearest description of locus potential so far published appears 

in Thomas I Iarriss thriller novel Hannibal, which topped the best-seller lists in 

1999. In an earlier book. Red Dragon, Harris introduced his most disturbing fic¬ 

tional crearion, Dr. Hannibal Lecter, a psychopathic cannibal who achieved even 

grearc-r prominence in a second novel, Silence of the Lambs, w hich was subse¬ 

quently filmed and stars Anthony Hopkins and |ndi Foster. 

In both of these novels, L.ecter was a monstrous figure w ho hovered on the 

edge of the action like some hideous bogeyman hiding in the shadows. In Han 

nibal, by contrast, Harris set him center stage and allowed readers insights 

into the character's background, personality, and psychosis. At least one critic 

(writing in Britain’s Sunday Iinws) thought this was a mistake, on the grounds 

that the most frightening monsters are those that remain hidden. But regard 

less, rhe approach taken by Harris introduced the concept of a locus to the 

general public at a remarkably sophisticated level. For in creating Hannibal. 

Harris decided bis character had survived his own madness through the use of 

a Memory Palace. 
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The Memory Palace (as distinct from a simple locus) seems to have been 

developed by a select group of fourteenth-century initiates, almost certainly 

working in leak. In place of their humble homes, they began to familiarize them¬ 

selves with public buildings as their loci, rhen trained their minds to build imag- 

inal equivalents of the greatest, most elaborate mansions in the land. Thus the 

true Memory Palace was born, a complex astral structure of labyrinthine corri¬ 

dors and hundreds, sometimes even thousands, of apartments. 

The given reason for dus monumental creation was that some magicians had 

a lot to remember. The real truth lay deeper, and Thomas Harris came so close 

to it in his novel that one has to admire the extent oi His research. In Hditntbal, 

he explains how Hr. Lecter controls his most destructive memories by locking 

them away in an imaginal oubliette—a secret dungeon in his Memory Palace 

accessible only by a single trapdoor. The novel also showed how the not-so-good 

doctor lightened his moods by ureplaying” memories of pleasant experiences 

stored m his palace. At rimes Lecter escaped into his astral creation in order to 

endure torture. It*s all a far cry from remembering lists. 

I he book I-Iannihal is. of course, fiction, and Lesters Memory Palace is used 

by a murderer certified insane, so emphasis is placed on control and criminality. 

Nonetheless, Harris’s description of a Memory Palace and its initiate use is accu¬ 

rate, at least as far as it goes. 

Used to its full magical extent, the Memory Palace shares its essential nature with 

another astral structure sometimes created by magicians as pan of their fundamen¬ 

tal training—the Inner Castle. The Castle, in turn, appears in the writings of the 

mystics—notably the sixteenth-century St. Teresa of Avila —where it is described as 

a visionary building that the individual can explore in his search for God. 

Jungian psychology, with its emphasis on deep mind states, maintains that 

where a building of any son appears in dreams, it may be interpreted as a con¬ 

tainer of the psyche. Examine the building and you have clues to what is cur¬ 

rently happening with your inner processes. A small, cramped cottage suggests 

limits to mental activity, while a university might indicate a more expansive out 

look with lessons currently being learned. 

Magical philosophy, which stands somewhere between the psychological and 

the mystical, secs the Liner Castle as an astral analogue of the body, the mind, 

and even, properly constructed, the spirit. Typically, a spiral staircase winds 

around the central pillar of the spine, and glyphs in certain upper chambers may 

be used as a control center for the generation of certain desirable results. 
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Unlike rhe mystics and the Jungians, who tend to seek out an Inner Castle that 

has arisen spontaneously our of natural psychological stares or been generated in 

rhe course of a religious life, magicians like rn build rheir own. Ir is frequently 

patterned on a mythic structure, such as king Arthur's castle at Camel or, thus 

allowing it to draw energy from the associated myth. 

I he Memory Palace combines elements of a simple locus with an extended 

Inner Castle, and in so doing creates a magical tool rhat supercedes them both. 

To create and make use of your own Palace, this is what you have to do: First, 

select a physical building to use as the template for your Memory Palace. This 

should not be your own home. This building should be much larger than your 

home, and one that you have never actually entered. An old, well-established 

structure is better than something recently constructed. You may be lucky 

enough ro have a suitable building in your locality. If so, pay it a visit and famil¬ 

iarize yourself with the exterior (but only the exterior—you should not enter the 

building). Walk around ii to get an impression ol the overall size. Take pha- 

tographs or make a sketch of the major features, particularly the main entrance. 

If there is no suitable building near you, it is perfectly acceptable to use an 

architectural reference or even tourist hoard photographs. The world is full of 

wonderful buildings, from the Porala in Lhasa 10 the Doge's Palace in Venice. 

Now set aside some time each day to visualize rhe outside of your chosen 

building until you can see it clearly and in derail in your mind’s eye. Don’t try ro 

“enter" your new Memory Palace ar this stage, ir is only at rhe stage of con¬ 

struction and it is quire important that you do nor have any preconceived ideas 

about whar is inside—the reason why you’re using a building you have never 

actually entered. 

Once you have a clear picture in your mind of die outside—which should not 

rake long—you can begin to create the kernel of the interior, but before you do, 

I want to explain the theory. 

Your use of an actual building as a template creates the initial linkage between 

the astral and the physical worlds. I lie building already exisis on rhe physical, 

and thus lias an astral reflection. Your visualization of rhe exterior connects you 

with this reflection, allowing you to easily construct a second, similar astral 

building of your own. This point is important. You will not be tiding the actual 

astral reflection of rhe ph\sical building you selected, but rather your own astral 

counterpart of that reflection, lls as if you saw a house you liked and decided to 

build something similar lor yourself. 
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But the external appearance of your Memory Palace is its least important 

aspect. In the next parr of this exercise you need to make the structure personal 

to you. This you will do by placing an analogue of vour physical body inside the 

Palace. (HI tell von how in a moment.) 

The body analogue automatically generates a second analogue inside the 

Palace. This is an analogue of your psyche, which includes such areas as your 

deep unconscious, your higher self, and, even though it can he difficult to find, 

your personal point of contact with the Collective Unconscious. 

l he second analogue arises out of the fact that your body and psyche are not 

separate. Your body is something generated hv your psyche in order to function 

in the physical realm. By creating an analogue of one, you automatically create 

an analogue of the other. And since you are almost certainly more familiar with 

your body than your psyche, it makes sense to create the analogue that way 

around. 

The simplest way to create the body/mind analogues is to tape-record the fol¬ 

lowing short script and play it to yoursell while in a state of relaxation. If you 

don't have access to a recorder, ask a friend to read the script aloud to you. 

Either way, you will need to repeat the process until the structures described 

become so completely familiar to you thar you can mentally visit them with case. 

Here is the script: 

You are now stepping through the main entrance of your Memory' 

Palace. As you pass across the threshold, you find yourself in a large, 

wood-paneled hallway with marble tiling on the floor and marble 

statues ranged around the wails. You can examine this hallway in 

more detail at a later mage, hut for the moment, walk directly across 

to the door in the opposite wall. 

When you open this door, you will find yourself m a second hall, this 

one with a polished wooden floor. There are doors leading off rhe 

hall, but once again you should ignore all but one of these for rhe 

moment and walk directly to the opposite door. 

On opening this door, you will find yourself in a third hall, substan¬ 

tially larger than the other two. In rhe exact center of this hall is a spi¬ 

ral staircase in stone, leading, as tar as you can determine, upward 

into a turret and downward into some lower chambers of tile Palace. 

Once again you should ignore rhe doorways for rhe moment and con¬ 

centrate your attention on the spiral staircase. 
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Cross ro this staircase arul begin your clockwise climb upward so 

you can explore the higher reaches of the Turret. As you climb, you 

will notice two doors set in alcoves leading off the staircase at an 

upper level. You will soon explore wliai is beyond these doors, but 

tor now continue ro climb until the staircase leads you into the high¬ 

est chamber in the rurrer, a library room with two large windows 

allowing you to look our across rhe rolling countryside in which 

your Palace stands. 

Through these windows you can sec the neatly cultivated and familiar 

gardens that surround rhe Palace, beyond them are the woods and 

fields of your estate, and beyond these wilder, less familiar countryside. 

II you turn your attention to the hooks on the library shelves, you will 

quickly discover rhat pride of place goes ro rhe multiple volumes of 

your personal biography, numbered one for every year of vour life. 

Take one down and examine it and you will discover it contains 

information—pictures and text—pertaining to youi life at that spe¬ 

cific age. But there arc gaps and blanks in its pages, as if some infor¬ 

mation has been lost. You wall notice these gaps increase in the earlier 

volumes and decrease in those that deal with your more recent life. 

But all volumes, including the most recent, have at least a few gaps. 

Should you examine the most recent volume, the one marked w ith the 

age you are now, you will note that the text is unfinished. Bui you 

will see, too, thar there is an ornate quill pen and a plentiful supply of 

ink on the writing desk beside the shelves, so you can continue the 

record at your leisure. for it is clear by now that each book of your 

biography is in the form of a diary record kept by yourself. 

I cave rhe muItivolume biography now and examine the other books 

on these shelves. You will quickly discover they arc all works on sub¬ 

jects that interest you greatly, l ater you may enjoy examining some of 

these books in greater detail, although you will discover they seldom 

contain anything you do not already know. 

Now rhat you have familiarized yourself with the upper room, return 

to the spiral staircase anti begin ro descend until you reach rhe two 

recessed doorways you passed on the way up. As you enter the first of 

these, you find yourself in a large chamber almost filled by a pair of 

mighty leather bellows driven by massive machinery so that they 

inflate and deflate in a steady rhythm. 
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Through the second recessed door off die spiral staircase, you enter a 

very similar chamber, but m this one the machinery drives a giant 

pump attached to a series of pipes' containing a red fluid. Like the bel¬ 

lows in the other chamber, this pump maintains a steady rhythm, li 

you pay close attention, you will discover that the pump follows the 

rhythm of your heartbeat, while die bellows follow the rhythm of 

your breathing. 

If you now follow rhe staircase downward, you will return to the hall¬ 

way from which you started, but continue farther into rhe basement 

area of rhe Palace where you will find a furnace room. The furnace 

itself is well stoked, but controlled so thar rhe heat it generates is care¬ 

fully contained. 

Now return to die room in which you started, and leave the Palace 

by the same route you entered, then open your eyes and end your 

visualization, 

You will need to return to this exercise several times, striving to add reality, tone, 

and detail each rime you do so, unril you find you can visualize the areas 

described without strain or effort. When this is achieved, try the exercise entirely 

from memory and continue to practice until rhe trip into your Memory Palace 

becomes second nature ro you. When this point is reached, you can safely 

assume you have constructed the astral analogue of your physical body—which 

means that an astral analogue of your psyche is now in place as well and your 

Palace has become a tool for some serious psychospirittial work. 
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Herbie on: the 

bouse that Jung 

found: what 

Freud thought: a 

model of the 

mind: active 

imagination and 

the astral: the 

essential you: 

head cleaning: 

exploring your 

Fa luce: using 

your Palace: the 

Inner Temple: 

your Inner 

(a tide. 

in 1909, when i.Aiu. juno wns thirty four years old, he 

went on a rrip to die United States with his mentor, the 

founding father of modern psychiatry, Sigmund Freud. 

Over a period of seven weeks, they were in each other’s 

company every day and fell into rhe habit of discussing 

their dreams. 

In one ol the dreams he shared with Freud, Jung 

found himself in the upper story of a rwo-story house, 

which, though unfamiliar, he somehow knew was his 

own. This le\cl of the house consisted entirely of a 

salon furnished in rococo style and with a number of 

precious old paintings hanging on the walls. Ir was all 

very much to Jungs personal taste and he was pleased 

he owned the house, bur suddenlv realized he did not 

know what the lower floor looked like. 

Jung went downstairs to discover rhar the ground 

floor was much older than the upper story. I he floor 

was ol red brick, the whole place dark and gloomy, the 

furnishings medieval. He felt this parr of the house must 

date to the fifteenth or sixteenth century. 

As he walked from one room to the other, Jung felt a 

growing conviction that he had to explore the whole of 
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rhc house. He* arrived at a heavy door that opened onto a stone stairway leading 

down into a cellar. Jung descended the stairs to find himself in a beautiful 

vaulted room that looked very ancient indeed. When he examined the walls, he 

concluded that they dated back to Roman times. 

Fxdred now, he looked more closely at the floor, which was paved in stone 

slabs. One of them had a metal ring in it and when he pulled, the slab lilted to 

reveal a flight of narrow stone steps leading down into dark depths. Again lung 

descended, and this rime found himself m a low cave cut into rhc bedrock 

beneath the house. I here was dust on the floor, scattered with bones and pieces 

of broken pottery, like the remnants of some primitive culture. He found two 

skulls, very old and half crumbled away. At ibis point he awoke. 

Freud seized on those skulls when he heard the dream, suspecting that they 

represented hidden death wishes. To humor him. Jung ventured that he mighr 

harbor unconscious malice toward his wile and his sister-in-law, but did not 

actually believe it. Instead he realized that the house m rhe dream represented 

his psyche. The salon at the top was his consciousness concerned with the pre¬ 

sent moment, the day-to-day business of making a living and surviving in the 

modern world. 

Bur below the threshold of consciousness, there were traces of humanity s his¬ 

torical inheritance—-attitudes, interests, and ideas developed in previous cen¬ 

turies. The ground floor stood lor the initial level of his unconscious, which, in 

the dream, he decided to explore for rhe first time. But the deeper he went, the 

darker and more alien his environment became. By the rime he reached the cave, 

he had found the remnants of primitive humanity within himself, a world diffi¬ 

cult to reach or illuminate with rhe light ot consciousness. Tins area, he felt, bor¬ 

dered on the animal soul: caves, m prehistoric runes, were often inhabited by 

animals before people laid claim to them. 1 ater, Jung was to see in this cavern, 

with us fossil remnants, a substratum common to humanity as a whole, our 

remotest ancestral heritage, which he dubbed the Collective Unconscious. 

I lie entire dream provided a model of the human mind that has proven useful 

to generations of Junghm analysts. Although it arose spontaneously, it seems to 

have universal application. Fxplorations ot this sort of ‘‘inner house," using a 

Jnngian technique known as “active imagination." will often enable patients to 

gain fresh insights into who and what they are. 

Active imagination has much in common with the spiritual techniques of 

meditation and pathworking. It involves penetrating an imaginal (occultists 
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would say -astral) world, then noting and interacting with whatever is discovered 

there. Sometimes entities are discovered, prepared ro enter into discussion with 

rhe individuals concerned. Analysts; by and large, consider such entities to be 

personified aspects of'the patient's mind. A few accept rhe implications of Jung’s 

Collective Unconscious and sec ai least some of rhe entities as objective, but con¬ 

tinue to explain them in psychological terms. An appreciable percentage of 

occultists, by contrast, think <>1 the entities as spirits. 

None of these ideas is entirely correct. The ‘'entities" one encounters in 

dreams, active imagirmtion, meditation, or pathworking are all, without excep 

tioti, thought forms. Some of them, as (lie psychologies believe, are personified 

aspects of your personal psyche, astral puppets created by your unconscious 

mind as a means of sell-expression. Some of them—called archetypes by Jim- 

giarts—seem ro be the same creatures ancient people thought of as gods, an 

insight that was not missed by lung himself. Some of them, as occultists posru 

late, are manifestations of spirirs. 

All of them may be encountered in your Memory Palace. 

Before using y our Memory Palace, it is wise to examine your essential nature. 

Just as the world around you is something other than it seems, you arc very dif¬ 

ferent from what you appear ro be. 

Whatever our philosophical stance or religious belief, many—perhaps most— 

of us identify the body as our ultimate reality. We can see, hear, feel, taste, and 

touch it. and it hurts when somebody drops a heavy object on its foot. There is 

a mind attached to the body, but it cannot be touched, sensed, weighed, or mea¬ 

sured. Hie body seems to be rhe main man. so in speak. We would not be the 

same without it, and we fear its disappearance when we die. 

Vet this touchstone of personal identity is an impermanent illusion. If you 

rook the trouble to examine your body with a microscope, you would discover 

that you were shedding skin cells all the rime. As you move through your day, 

you are, on rhe microscopic level, a constant snowstorm. It is a disturbing fact 

that a major constituent of house dusr is human skin . . . and a menagerie of nnv 

creatures that cat it. 

Your skin is not rhe only thing you're changing. Your liver is entirely replaced 

every six weeks. The remainder of your viral organs renew themselves more 

slowly, bur |ust as inevitably, liven your bones, which seem so permanent, are in 

a state of flux. I here is not a single molecule in your body that will still be there 

in seven years. At the atomic level, vou are in a constant stare of exchange with 
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your cnvirortment, shedding an atom here and caking in an arom there in a con¬ 

tinuous process, which means the eyes you were using ar the beginning of this 

paragraph are not the same eyes von have now. 

Yet for all this juggling of your atoms, something holds the pattern. You may 

he in a constant srate of change, but I will still recognize you as an old friend 

when we meet next week. I will even, barring accidents, recognize you in seven 

years, even though not one single atom of your body will remain the same. 

Something—some immaterial thing—will manage to keep the whole whirling 

interchange of atoms in their correct shape. 

Whatever you wish to call ir—mind, soul, spirit—that immaterial rhing is 

the essential you. It is this essential you that the Memory Palace will allow you 

to explore. 

But unless you are a great deal more saintly than I am, the odds are high that 

your essential self is well hidden under years of accumulated mental garbage— 

hopes, fears, aspirations, and ego patterns rh.it can (and will) lx* symbolized, 

sometimes personified, within your Memory Palace. ( onsequently, it is a good 

idea to carry out a little spring cleaning before you enter. 

One of the best ways to do this—which, coincidentally, also uses thought 

forms—a simp|e exercise Pvc used frequently during workshops. It brings 

results out of all proportion to the energy’ invested, hut has one small draw¬ 

back—you will need a friend to help you. I lere’s how ir works. 

Select a room in vour own home that you are going to clean. It must be an 

actual room and it should preferably be a room you use fairly often. It you have 

very recently moved into a new house, you may* select a room from your old 

home rather than your new one. Ir is also acceptable ro select your office, or 

workplace, if you find you spend more lime there than at home. Explain to 

vour friend that you arc going to clean this room mentally and that you require 

his help. 
Decide what equipment you are going to use. You can have anything you 

nee(j_.|1uckets, sprays, detergents, soap, step ladders, and so on. Explain ro your 

friend what you will be using. Then, in your imagination, begin the cleamng 

process. Describe to your friend in derail exactly what you are doing as you do it. 

Your friend's job is to listen and encourage the process by asking questions 

designed to ensure you are visualizing the room as vividly and in as much 

detail as possible. You might, for example, say you were cleaning the light-fix¬ 

ture on the ceiling. Your friend should ask von ro describe the fixture and what 
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equipment you were using to reach it. It you mentioned that you were cleaning 

a hook, he might ask the name ol the hook, it^ color, or what picture was on 

the cover. 

Do the cleaning in the following sequence: 

Start with the ceiling, then go down the walls. As you reach pictures, hook 

cases, and so on, clean them and move them so you can clean behind them. If 

necessary, move furniture into the center of the room. ( lean the contents of cup¬ 

boards or bookcases, item bv individual item. Try to visualize each one clearly as 

you do so. Take as much time as you need. 

As you clean, decide which items you are going to keep and which you are 

going to throw out. Move those you plan to throw out immediately outside the 

door. Small items should be placed in a packing case, larger items can be piled 

in a heap. 

Clean the carpet, then roll it to one side Jiid clean the floor. When brushed, 

double-check whai you want to throw out. (»o outside and either burn die lot in 

a bonfire, or take it ro an itnagiir.il lake and dump it. 

The results of this exercise are quire startling and are usually felt at once as a 

sensation n! relief. An interesting side effect for some people is that their dreams 

become very vivid for a night or two afterward. Il you enjoy the process—and 

many people do—there will he no negative effects should you decide to repeat it. 

Hut hav ing completed the exercise at least once, you can move on to rhe use of 

your Memory Palace. 

At this stage, it may lie wise to alert you to a particular and somewhat pecu¬ 

liar experience that sometimes arises with the use of a Memory Palace—and, 

indeed, similar structures like the Inner i astle. This is the experience of being 

filled with bright, white light. Although the light is not the light to which we are 

accustomed in the physical world, it is distinctive and unmistakable—a flooding 

ot brightness within your inner space. The sensation is so dramatic, and often so 

unexpected, that there is a tendency to panic; or at least that was my tendency 

when it happened to me. You need to know before you begin work with your 

Memory Palace that rhe experience ol die inner lighi. i! n happens, is not harm¬ 

ful. II anything, 11 is an indication of progress arid, as such, should not he 

resisted. Il u happens 10 you, relax and enjoy. 

Your lirsi siep toward ihe use ol vnnr Memory Palace is simple exploration. 

In the instructions on setting it up. you will have noticed there were several 

doors mentioned that you were cautioned to ignore. Mow is the time to stop 
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ignoring them. You arc free to enter any door you find. Indeed, I would urge you 

ro search carefully for doors not mentioned. ( There is, for example, a secret 

doorway concealed in the wood paneling of the entrance hall. You will find it on 

your left immediately you enter. And there may well he other secret doors and 

passages throughout the Palace.) 

Despite the preliminary head cleaning, you will almost certainly discover area* 

of vour Memory Palace that are dirty—walls and ceilings covered in cobwebs, lit¬ 

ter on the floor, and so on. When you find places like this, it is important that von 

clean them. Do exactly what you did in the preliminary exercise,1 bringing in 

whatever equipment you need and carting out the rubbish tor disposal. If you do 

nothing else at all with your Memory Palace, regular cleaning will still bring you 

enormous benefits in terms ul your well-being and emotional state. 

Alongside dirt and litter, it is also likely that you will find areas of your Palace 

where the air is stale and musty. It is as important ro get rid of this stale air as it 

is to clean our the rubbish. Throw open doors and windows, or, if all else fails, 

bring in an extractor tan to suck it out. Stale air seems to be closely associated 

with negative thoughts. Removing ir from your Palace has the interesting result 

of increasing the optimism of your outlook. 

Although Memory Palaces are unique to the individuals who construct them, 

they do tend to have features in common. It would, for example, he quite sur¬ 

prising il you did not find a temple or chapel somewhere during your explo¬ 

rations. Hus is, in fact, one of the most important Palace areas lor those til you 

interested in spiritual evolution, since it represents your contact point with the 

divine and/or your own higher self. 

I he inner temple can he used in a variety ot ways. The simplest and most 

obvious is prayer, which may he verbalized or left as a written petition on the 

altar. Be careful what you ask for. The Memory Palace is 4 genuinely magical 

structure with a distinct tendency to generate concrete results. So consider the 

wording ot any request to make sure you are asking for exactly what you Want, 

and, even more importantly, consider the implications of getting it. Magical 

practice is lirtered with horror stories in this area, and while most of them are lir- 

l. t>. take tilesllortcur suggested by Carol k. Anrhnny in her bunk lire Other Way fMass.: 

Anrhiniv Publishing Co.. IW’Oj. hi exploring her own “inner house.” Anthony discovered a 

cosniu vacuum cleaner that she could pull down from the ceiling. Ir was about the M/e of an 

elephant's trunk, bin had such amazing sijciiun that it could cupc with anything and cleaned 

our lirtered or dirty rooms in double-quick time. 
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rlc barer than urban myths, rhey are driven by «i genuine concern. It is not, for 

example, a good idea to ask lor lame il you value your privacy; and many other 

apparently innocent requests carry hidden timebombs. The advice ro aspirants 

seeking entry into the Greek Mysteries was “Know Thyself.* It holds good when 

you pray for something as well. Should you find it difficult to get the wording 

exactly right, a good safeguard is to make your prayers conditional. Adding a 

phrase like “il this be to the greater good of others and myself' can go a long 

way toward defusing unexpected problems. 

An altogether safer—and in many ways even more beneficial—use of the 

inner temple is for sacrifice. You can use the altar ro sacrifice negative attitudes 

and emotions, desires, grievances—anything, in fact, that you fee) may be hin¬ 

dering your spiritual progress. If you picture yourself placing the particular elc 

ment of your personality on the altar, it will disappear at once. Don’t be sur¬ 

prised if the altar transforms itself into a trash can (or even a builder’s dumpster) 

if you have a lot of things to sacrifice. They will still disappear, and after a while, 

as you have less to get rid of, the altar will revert to being an altar again. 

Dungeons are also commonly found in Memory Palaces. You will recall from 

the last chapter that the fictional Hannibal Lecter used the dungeons of his 

Palace to imprison bitter memories, thus preserving what remained of his sanity. 

I can’t say I recommend this practice to those readers who are neither fictional 

nor psychopathic. Imprisoned memories tend to cause trouble sooner or later. If 

anything, your attention should be focused on releasing and healing those 

aspects of yourself that have become trapped in these dank regions. But this is a 

tricky area generally, so tricky that the dungeons are best left alone until you arc 

well experienced in the use of your Memory Palace and. ideally, until you have 

met up with your Inner Guide. 

Hsoteric tradition has it that when rhe* pupil is ready, the teacher appears. But 

it is less widely appreciated that rhe readier may not actually be in incarnation. 

While chatting about gurus, Carl Jung asked a friend of Mahatma Ghandt if he 

was prepared ro divulge anything of his own guru. The man. an elderly cultured 

Indian, said he was being taught by Shankarcharya, the Vedic commentator 

who had died centuries before. When Jung asked the obvious question, the man 

confirmed his guru was Shankarcharya’s spirit. Your own Inner Guide may be 

your higher self, an historical personage like the guru of Jung’s friend, another 

type of spirit, or an archetype (that is, God form}. This Inner Guide will, when 

necessary, use your Memory Palace as a convenient vehicle for communication. 
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It’S quite important to realize .hat you should not try to visualize any part.cu- 

,ar Inner Guide. Creating a suitable astral vehicle for a spectf.c sP,r,t >s a leg.t.- 

mate mag.cal technique, but it is an advanced form ot pracnce. properly looked 

on as evocation, and should not be attempted in the context ot your Memory 

I-,lace (Or at all, until you are well versed in the esotcnc arts.) Rather, you 

should continue to explore your Palace, secure in the knowledge that the tradt- 

tion is correct in suggesting your Guide will appear when you are ready. Para¬ 

doxically. I erring go of expectation will tend to speed up the process of contact. 

Another common aspect of the Memory Palace is the pleasure garden, an area 

of rest and relaxation (often with running water) where you can go ro recuperate 

and regain your strength. , . 
This is not meant to be a definitive list of what you might expect to tnd in 

vour Palace. Most Memory Palaces will contain a chapel, dungeons, a pleasure 

garden, and, potentially, an Inner Guide. But they will contain much more as 

well some or all of which will be unique to the structure you have built. Earl 

explorations of my own Memory Palace, for example, led me to discover a small 

chnic staffed by two irascible Greek doctors whose advice on matters of heal, g 

nroved remarkably sound. 
Exploration of your Palace will brrng you informati on ,ts turther uses. 

(Th,s is particularly true if you manage contact with your Inner Guide.) While 

you are waiting for guidance, you could do a great deal worse .ban enhancig 

your pleasure garden with memories of pleasing incidents and people you might 

it will prepare you for the forbidden territory Dolores wants to 

lead voti into next. 
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Dolores on: the 

imagined dark 

areas of 

thought-forming; 

raising farms in 

the Middle Ages: 

familiars and 

guardians; 

cartoon 

characters: 

taught unlb care. 

used with ethics; 

dangers; how 

to create and 

program. 

thin is where wt begin to tread on toes, ruffle feathers, 

and disturb hardline Christians. Those of a nervous or 

sensitive disposition should perhaps call it a day and 

put the book back on the shelf! 

Still with us? Good. 

Human beings of both sexes are notorious for their 

curiosity and tlieir ability to gallop into places where 

angels fear to tread. Having said that, we are told in the 

Bible that "man in above the angels.” Presumably this 

means we are entitled ro explore beyond the limits 

placed on the angels. We are about to do just that. 

Herbie and I are assuming that if you’re reading this 

book you have a reasonable amount of magical knowl¬ 

edge, the same amount of common sense, and can recog¬ 

nize ethics when they stand in front of you. We have 

come a long way since the Middle Ages. What scared the 

breeehclorh off aspiring magicians then merely makes us 

pause to polish up our wands now. 

The creation of homunculi and the raising of forms 

was seen as the darkest area of magic in days of old . . . 

and with good reason: 
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• it could get you burned by the church; 

• it could get you killed by what you had called up; 

• it what you called up didn’t kill you, ir could drive you insane because you 

were incapable of understanding its nature; 

• what you called up wouldn’t go away again! 

This did nor deter everyone. Some brave souls soldiered on, and from their 

experiments (and in rare cases, their records) we have learned a great deal. 

Moreover, we now know much more about the nature of the universe around 

and within us. Conceprs rhey couldn't handle without danger to minds and even 

lives, we accept with no problem. Tins enables us to venture turther into what 

was once forbidden territory and understand rbat not everything is as black as it 

has been painted. 

In the Middle Ages, magicians and alchemists worked under great difficulties. 

They had to maintain utter secrecy, could rrust no one, and had to battle very 

real fears concerning the unseen worlds. Remember, rhese unseen levels exist 

within us a ft well as around us. When, as primal entities, we were pushed down 

the cosmic birth canal of the multiplanes, we collected a layer of matter from 

each plane, thus ending up with a “coat of many colors.’* The color of the planes 

we bonded with most olten manliest as a basic aura color. Ihese internal layers 

of dimensional matter are inextricably linked to the external layers and interact 

with them continuously throughout our many lives. 

Raising astral thought forms arid bringing them into manifestation was con¬ 

sidered the pinnacle of a dept hood in Lhc Middle Ages. The very real danger was 

the stare of the magician’s mind! It is how you perceive a form that controls how 

you conceive it on both the astral and rhe physical. In other words, you get what 

you think of, and if you think an angel is something with Done pillars for legs, 

cumulus clouds for a body, and a smiley sun for a face, that is what you are 

going to materialize. 

The attitude of the church concerning anything other than angels (on the 

astral) was rhat u was demonic and therefore resembled something akin to a 

Hieronymous Bosch nightmare; this included eicmentals. nature spirits, anything 

that was not obviously angelic. This was common thinking because it was the 

only thinking. Paintings, drawings, teachings were all the same—angels were 

angels and everything else was twisted, ugly, and obscene. So when a magician 
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prepared ro invoke ro visible appearance, be ir astral nr physical, what appeared 

would inevitably lx* influenced by what he expected to appear. 

One can imagine the dismay, disgust, and downrtghr indignation of an ele¬ 

mental King conjured by the great Names of God, who found himself in a 

thought form body that had horns, a rail, a second face in its stomach, and 

everything else filled in vvirh scales! And that would not be the worst visualiza¬ 

tion. Not surprisingly, the denizens of the subtle realms were nor keen on work¬ 

ing with human beings. 

This said, there are beings ol the Qlippuihic realms that are devastating to the 

human mind. They are best left alone and, believe me, I am not kidding or being 

alarmist. As a teacher of ritual magic 1 see many types of magicians, and the ones 

most at risk are those who think reading a couple of hooks makes them an 

adept. To paraphrase an old saying, “A fool and his soul are soon parted." 

Alchemists tried to create forms in glass retorts. They tried mixing all sorts of 

messy things together to imitate life. Hut the real homunculi are made by impress¬ 

ing creative proto manor with a thought pattern, burger those engravings of lirtle 

men and women in glass bottles leave rhar to rhe biologists and geneticists. 

Caught and used in an ethical manner, there is no reason why thought form 

homunculi cannot he made. They will not last—thought forms don't—but they 

can be made. 

Once into the astral dimension, you will need to draw up from the matrix 

something rhar looks like Casper the Friendly Ghost. Never* ever use a real 

human being as a pattern. It is dangerous for both you and the other person, and 

can result m a mirror image running amok. And never use yourself as a pattern 

for the same reasons. 

With rhe astral matter, build a rough outline of a figure, ilien flesh it out. If 

you have the knowledge to underpin it.with bone, muscle, and such, then do it— 

ir will help enormously. At this point, slop and look at it critically. Adjust where 

you need to do so. Add rhe flesh and give it lone and color. Do not add features 

or hair at this point, breeze it. then “save'' it like a program, giving it a file 

name. If it will help, use rhe idea ol St dr Trek's holodecks and give the main 

computer (your mind) an order to freeze and save holodeck program Animation 

l. Now go hack ro your own level. You need to do this slowly. 

When you come back to your program in a few days, you will no doubt be hill 

of ideas, (.all up your program (forexample, ‘“Computer, run holodeck program 

Animation I"). Simple, isn't ir? look at your thought child and change ir here and 
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there it you led the need. Now, slowly and with derail, begin lo build up the fig¬ 

ure the wav you want ir ro be. Add hair ro head and body, and adjust flesh tones. 

Add nails ro fingers and rocs. Add derails such as nostrils, ear lobes, wrinkles and 

hair lines, and color of eves. When you have gotten rhis far, gt*r it walking up and 

down. Make it run and jump, sit and lift things. Adjust the finer motor skills. 

No doubt you arc thinking that all this will take too long. Why can’t you do 

ir more quickly? You can ... but it will nor work as well because rhe partem will 

riot be finely tuned. If you want ro be a magician, cultivate patience—lots of it. 

Freeze your program and return. During the next few days, consider other things 

you can do to make the form better. Face the fact now rhar your first six or seven 

tries will he failures. But you will get better. Try not ro rhmk ahead to its com¬ 

pletion, rhi> can begin the animation process too early. 

Now you can begin to program rhe form. Make ir simple: protection for your 

house, family, or business, nr simply .1 companion you can talk to .. . bur not in 

front of the neighbors! 

As you get better at building forms, you will be able to program it ro do other 

things. Remember, as an astral creature it has access to that level and can take 

messages and bring back answers. You have already been told how to use body 

heat to animate, and at this stage it is all you need. Do not attempt to go further 

than rhis for a while. You can teach later “models'1 ro speak by giving them a 

larynx, vocal cords, and tongue and teeth. 

At first your form will las! only a few hours, bur as you refine your skills it 

will Inst longer. Never try to extend rhis longer than a few days. After that time 

ir will run our of energy and take it from the nearest source . .. you. You may. if 

you arc luckv anti have the physical and emotional nature of a materiali/ing 

medium, find your form coming to visible appearance. It it does, ir will he for a 

very shorr while—only a few minutes, if that. It can be scary and can deter you 

from making forms tor life. Ir happened to my father. Sometimes a psychic can 

see your forms, especially it you get to the point where they persist for many 

hours. When rlus happens, you will know you have made it as a magician. 

ASTRAL qUARDIANS 

Almost every sacred space has an Inner Plane guardian. Often they are raised 

and set in place at the time of consecration. In ancient times this was often 

accomplished by the sacrifice of an animal or a human being. If and when that 
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space is deconsecrated, the guardian must he summoned, thanked, blessed, and 

dispersed. It the space or temple is to be raised in another place and at a later 

date, the guardian can be temporarily housed in a flame, or m a suitable con¬ 

tainer. ideally of glass and made tor the occasion. This is closed with a suitable 

talismanic seal and hidden away, lr is from this practice rhat many of the stories 

of a genie m a bottle can trace their origin. 

If a guardian is not placed deliberately, one ls often drawn to the place of its 

own accord. This happens in two ways. 

• A small portion of the spirit of someone intimately concerned with 

either rhe location or the power source behind the location will remain 

there after physical denrh. Often this is rhe first person to die after the 

setting up. The living person forms a great arrachmenr to rhe location/ 

power source and is drawn to stay with it at death. 

• The location becomes so empowered by use that it attracts an angelic 

being who joins with those who worship and work there and increases 

the spiritual reservoir of power, t )r it might be an entity that moves in to 

feed off the power supply. If rhe sacred space falls into disuse, the 

guardian slowly weakens and fades unnl tr is no longer strong enough to 

remain with the location and returns to its original level, or, if it is an 

angelic, it returns to its own spiritual level. 

This is often the case when a psychic becomes aware of the faint outline of a 

guardian or guardians, such as Roman soldiers who remain at their posts, 

unaware they are dead. They may have been lolled on duty and. not having been 

formally released, are still there. Hadrians Wall, separating England from Scot¬ 

land, is such a place, though most have now been recognized and released. Dur¬ 

ing World War II, I remember walking with mv father along rhe Roman wall 

surrounding the ciry of (Tester. We passed one of rhe small sentry stands built 

into the wall irself and rhe nebulous figure of a Roman guard sprang to atten¬ 

tion, giving rhe correct saltire. My father, a remarkably fine psychic in his day, 

stopped and said quietly, “Good work son. but its time to go off duty, you are 

blessed and released." 

A startled look went over rhe voung man's face, and for a moment his form 

became perfectly clear, then he smiled and vanished. My mother and grand¬ 

mother strolled up smiling, and rav grandmother said, “Well spotted Leslie, 

rhe lad will be glad to get home." And we all walked on. 
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Sometimes a weak guardian can be strengthened if there is a need for it. A 

friend and I went walking along an ancient towpath some years ago. It had once, 

long ago, been pari of a Neolithic complex about a hundred yards away. The 

guardian was so faint we walked through it before we realized it was there. It 

drifted about, sending out ripples of weariness and distress at its inability to do 

its job, for the river was polluted and full of pink thrown there by vandals and 

the whole area needed to he cleaned. 

Wc returned the next day with a bag full of fresh chicken heads, courtesy of 

the local butcher, and buried them by the path. This, along with half a bottle of 

wine and some honey, was enough to fire up the guardian. Some weeks later rhe 

council decided to clean up the river and the vandalizing stopped. Perhaps rhe 

guardian was flexing its muscles again! 

If your sacred space is worth consecrating, it is worth protecting, and 

guardians of diis type are easy enough to raise and set in place. Older guardians 

of places such as stone circles or Druidic grove**—-even those that have been dec¬ 

imated—can remain extremely powerful, and their guardians can be unpleasant 

if they think you should not he there. Remember, they have been thought-formed 

by experts and set in place with very specific instructions. Never walk into such 

a place without mentally approaching its guardian for permission. It may ask for 

a sign, symbol, or password, but even if you do nor know it or cannot make a 

guess, open your hands, build a thought form of an appropriate god or goddess, 

and ask for permission in their name to proceed. You will be surprised at the dif¬ 

ference ir makes. 
Guardians can be met in many places, some of rhem unlikely. I here is a lady 

in a sunhonner anti a starched white apron in a northern England village who 

maintains a watch over an old stile that is still used as a shortcut over fields by 

the local people. 

Churches always have guardians, usually ensouled bv rhe essence of rhe saint 

to whom they are dedteared. Pre Reformation, this ensoulmcnt ofren came from 

a holy relic of the patron saint himself. Many of rhe old churches have or had a 

stone phallus encased within the stone altar—a symbol of the fertility ot the land 

and of rhe church's faith spreading tar and wide. 

Old pubs built on the site of ancient meeting places are often said to be 

“haunted," and indeed they are, by their guardian who still keeps a watchful eye 

on the comings and goings. In England, many such pubs were built on or near 

“Tumps" or “Toots," two of many English names describing witches’ gathering 
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places. When such a place became well-known over a period of rime, ir was 

inevitable that sooner or larer a place to eat and drink and stay overnight would 

follow. Things have nor changed a great deal between then and now. 

by the same token, every country has its guardian, which should be recog¬ 

nized and greeted as you approach its territory. A small gift to the land during 

your stay is appreciated, such as a packer of seeds sown in a suitable place, some 

food laid out for the wildlife, or flowers on the altar of a church. When you 

leave, an expression of thanks and a blessing will make sure you arc recognized 

and welcomed on your return. 

Building the right kind of guardian by means of thought forming is an art, 

and one that needs careful attention to detail ami strength of purpose to 

install, hirst off, what do you want to guard? A house guardian needs less pro¬ 

gramming than one for a Temple, which has to guard against many different 

dimensions. A personal guardian lor a child is often a Dream Companion, 

usually an animal based on a favorite toy or even the family per. Begin by vis¬ 

iting places you think may actually have a guardian, and see if you can sense 

them. Churchyards and cemeteries always have one, rhe older the better, but 

fhey are nor always nice to look at. 1 here is a tradition that the last person 

buried in a churchyard does guard duty until the next burial. This is fine as 

long as you are not the very last person buried there! I will recount an Irish 

rale about a graveyard that had only two vacant lots: Two old men died on the 

same day, and after the service the families raced along country roads dodging 

each other and trying to find shortcuts so their coffin would not be buried last. 

Finally one cortege arrived at the gate and were overjoyed to find the others 

nowhere to be seen. What they did not know was that rhe other group had not 

bothered to go in by the gate bm instead had pitched rhe coffin over rhe wall 

into the churchyard directly opposite the grave and had already gotten their 

coffin into rhe ground. 

Old houses often have a family chapel that may hold a family guardian. Ire¬ 

land is famous lor us banshee, the wailing woman who sits m a hush bv the 

front door and wails loudly when a member of rhe family is going to die. It the 

family leaves the country rhe banshee will go with them. I have heard this wail 

only once in my life, and have no wish to hear ir again. It begins low and harsh 

and lifts higher and higher until it pierces rhe eardrums and fills rhe head with 

pain, then slowly dies away. 

But back to the building of a guardian. 
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Think about the form you wish it 10 lake—animal, human, or angelic. J hink 

about the kind of ensoulment you will need. Dogs, horses, snakes (especially 

cobras), dragons, miniature and full size, lions* jaguars, unicorns, bears, and 

"fetish” animals are the usual nonhuman choice. Roman or Greek soldiers, 

samurai, monks, genies, Nubian guards. Amazons, and so on, come high on the 

list for human forms. Usually, angelic shapes are die tall, beautiful, curly haired, 

androgynous, and, frankly, boring ones. 

It von want to be original, try a series of geometric shapes in varying colors 

superimposed on one another. The true form of angelics is more ol a cipher or 

mathematical equation than anything else. Once you get used to the idea, a red 

triangle (Michael) around a sea-green ovoid (Gabriel) that contains a rose-col¬ 

ored. six-pointed star I Raphael) will seem quite normal. 

Once the form has been decided, the next step is to lisr the duties you want it 

to perform. These must be explicit. “To guard rhe temple" is not enough. Guard 

from what, whom, and which direction? What you might think is obvious needs 

to be made unquestionably clear to the guardian. Remember, this is a form made 

from sentient proto matter. What ensouls it does not have your human ability to 

make decisions. Angels are messengers only ; they are, for rhe most part, pro¬ 

grammed for one or two lasks but cannot go beyond their instructions. Wc. as 

humans, have free will. Th.t’V do not. Fven the FJohim, the I our Holy Ones, and 

the archangels can only do so much and must work within the parameters set for 

them, and. what is more, they cannot help humans unless humans ask for help. 

Their guardianship must include such instruct .ions as: "You will guard this 

sacred space and those within it from all dangers, be those dangers human, ele¬ 

mental. demonic, or from rhe outer and inner dimensions. You will stand guard 

to the east, to the south, to the west, and to the north, from above and from 

below, from without and from within. Your strength you will draw from the 

l ords of Light, who stand against t hat which has no l ighr. Your power you will 

draw from rhe anointed altar and the angelic force it contains. 1 he safety of 

those within the temple is your prime task." 

Add whatever orher tasks you may think fit: assessing the character ol those 

entering tor rhe first time (which will weed our those who would not have fitted 

m anyway), or alerting rhe physical plane guardian to outside danger, such as fire, 

for example. These may be added to the programming over a period of rime. 

You have a form, you have programmed it, now you must animate it. I here 

are several ways to do this. Whether you are working as a solo magician or with 
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a group, the process is rhe same. You animate an elemental guardian with pure 

elemental power. Likewise, an angelic guardian with pure spiritual power. You 

may choose to work in the ancient or modern ways. Both require positive phys¬ 

ical input from you. 

To form, program, and animate a thought form requires data, knowledge, 

practical know-how, courage, and, most imporrantly, a particle of life to act as 

ihe spark. 

TH€ ANCI6NT fTlCTHOD 

Hus is one I do not recommend, h is here purely for your information. First, a 

small model of the guardian was made out oi Beeswax or clay. This was softened 

in the hands, and rhe maker kept kneading-11 while holding the finished form in 

his mind. He thought about rhe image, what it would look like, its color, its 

scent, its fur, claws, and type oi teeth. In rhe old days rhe blood of a real animal 

would have been used and the vital parts that housed its spirit, heart, spleen, 

sexual organs, and brain would have been dried in rhe sun, then cut into pieces 

and pounded into a powder. This would then have been mixed with the material 

during rhe first stage. 

Now the model was laid aside for twenty-lour hours to allow the mental image 

and ilie model itself to come together. Hie shaman, priest, or Pattern Master 

would sing to it, talk to it, tell it tales of its ph>sical counterpart, all rhe while iden¬ 

tifying one w ith the other. I le would take great care to enlarge the mental image so 

ii would look threatening ro a stranger. If rite image was to be in human form, he 

would often model it on a real human being (this is a real no-no in modem magic, 

so be warned ... it can backfire on you). I rout this person he would take blood, 

hair, a tooth, nails, and things like spittle, semen, urine, and excrement, all of 

which contain special magical powers in that rhes are personal and hold the vital 

ingredient of life, having been a living and working part of a human being. 

All this was dried and powdered, and each lor added to the model as a sepa¬ 

rate part of the ritual. Often rhe parts of the body, human or animal, that were 

of most use, such as eyes. ears, claws, teeth, and tongue, were added. This pan 

took several days, as each ingredient was added anil then chanted or prayed into 

place. 1 he underside of rhe model was hollowed out, and each day one type of 

powder was added with great ceremony, usually at night. Then the form would 

be asked to use that particular parr to enhance its usefulness as a guardian: 
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() thou terrible one. great is thy making and great will be thy task. 

Behold, thou shalt see beyond the farthest star, even unto the end of 

eternity shall thine eyes see. Terrible are these eyes, for they blaze like 

the sun and shine in the darkness of the night. To the wrongdoer they 

shall he a> limn bolts of lightning. Let these, thy new eyes, be as 

weapons for the guarding of (name). I (name), Priest of ()siris, say this. 

Listener m the Dark, thou who dost not sleep throughout the eternal 

night of millions of rears. I gwe thee ears to hear the whispers of the 

kinds. The Lords of Amenti m their palaces shall he heard with these 

ears. The smallest footstep shall alert you (o your task. The sound of 

a fly breathing shall he as loud in these ears as a trumpet. 

With these ears shalt thou hear the stars sing and the sun speak praise 

to Atum-Ka. lake these ears, and use them. They are for the guarding 

of (name). I (name) say this. 

With these lungs shalt thou draw thy breath. That breath is terrible 

and like to the fire, of the sun at noon. With it thou shalt slay the ene¬ 

mies of the king and strike terror into the hearts of those who come 

against yon with evil in their hearts. Thou art. brave, thou art invinci¬ 

ble. thou art strong m thy power. Thou art the guardian of (name) 

from now until eternity. 

iMow thou art set into thy place. I otto eternity this is thy place. Guard 

the heart of the king, guard the stomach and the lungs of the king, 

guard the intestines and the liver of the king. Stand thou m this place 

and look into the eyes of those who come to mb and desecrate the 

king's rusting place, hum the bowels of the underworld thou shalt 

look and hr that conwth to rob shall wail and heat his breast. He 

shall fall down and his bowels shall turn to water. Blood shall come 

from Ins mouth and his ears and his body decay while still living. All 

this because you look upon him with thy power. 

When all ihe powder had been used and prayed into place and all the instruc¬ 

tions given, tlie hollow was closed with fresh wax and a sacred seal. Finally the 

priest would name the guardian, and emphasize that naming with his own blood 

smeared on rhe model. 

After this, rhe model would be taken and buried in the place it was meant to 

guard. I his type of guardian was most favored by the Egyptian to guard the 

royal tombs, for it used all four elements: water = urine; excrement = earrh; 
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blood/scxual organs = tire: and lungs - air. All this would have been done during 

the forty days allotted tor the preparing of the mummy. When the body was laid 

to rest, the guardian would also have been buried. Then at night the priests 

would have returned and called out the name, alternating with chants and invo¬ 

cations until the astral form stirred and rose to take its place for all time. 

moD€RN memoD 
If you arc using an animal guardian, try to obtain a piece of real fur, a claw, or a 

tomh—a raxidermisr can often supply this. It works well, anti often zoos will 

have important animals stuffed to put on show. In this way nothing is killed 

unduly, and you can work with a clear conscience. If even tins disturbs you, you 

can use the Magical Change Ritual. Take a piece ot fake fur nr patterned mater¬ 

ial such as a leopard print, and a sliver ot hone from a chicken, and chanr over 

them. Use you own words, for it is you who is working the change. Tell them 

that they are reborn into the form of [name). Speak of the attributes of this new 

form and how it will serve your purpose. This is not ideal, hut it will work, 

though not strongly. When this is done, grind the bone into powder, then burn 

the material and use the ashes. Gradually work this into the wax or clay. Now- 

lay it aside and leave it for rwenty-four hours. During that time think about it 

and picture it in your mind. Move into the astral plane and build your animal or 

elemental guardian out of ilte proto mailer; look at it and try to hold that shape 

in your mind, and keep projecting it down into the wax/clay image. 

When the shaping is complete, it is time to do your part. Hollow out the 

undernearh of the figure to the size of a thimble, and pur a flake of flint into it to 

represent fire. 

Let this flint heroine the fire within thee, that the qualities of that ele¬ 

ment shall be yours until the end a yuur task, which time shall he 

appointed by me. 

Now rake some soil (a few grains will be enough) and put them into the hollow 

to represent the element of earth. 

Let these grains become the earth within thee, that the qualities of 

that element shall he yours until the end of your task, which time 

shall he appointed hy me. 

Take one drop of water and put them in place- 
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Let this drop become the outer within thee, that the qualities of that 

element shall he yours until the end of your task. which time shall he 

appointed by me. 

L)o not follow on with air until you have completed the next task. 

Take one drop of semen or menstrual Mood. Ii you have gone through the 

menopause, rhen use saliva, one drop ot urine, and one fleck of excrcmenr, and 

mix. (Yes, 1 know its messy and disgusting, hut one of the things they seldom tell 

you about magic is that it is not all sweetness, light, angels, and honey. If you 

want to be an adept, then get in there and do it and stop fussing!) 

Now separate this mixture from yourself, like this: 

This came from mx hotly: this is of myself and I acknowledge this. 

hut now it is gone from me forever. It has a task to do that it must do 

alone. Go from me with my blessing. He separated from me and be 

blessed in yum task. 

This is so you do not become identified with the guardian of its task once it has 

been set in place. This, is important, and you must separate yourself in this way. 

Put the mixture into rhe hollow, which by now will be full: 

These gifts of life I bestow upon the guardian to be sin in a place that 

shall he appointed. With the powci that is in them, let the guardian 

he raised up and given the name of {name}. 

Take a straw and have ready a piece of wax or clay. Place the straw jusr barely 

into the hollow and blow into it. Seal it ai once. 

Let this breath become the air within thee, so that the element of air 

shall he vours until rhe end of your task, which time shall he 

appointed hy me. 

You are almost done. You have a model filled w ith all four elements, plus rhose 

elements repeated but from vour own body constituents. It has been named and 

given breath, and now it must hi put in place and “raised up.” 

Tins in a basic “recipe” for ari elemental guardian. It can be adapted for a 

place, object, or person. A personal guardian is .1 comforting thing. The higher 

you go up the magical ladder, the more enemies you will make and the more 

likely you are to become a target. I 'ntil then you are more or less sale, except, of 

course, from your own ignorance, bur rnar is a learning tool, and we all learn 
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from mistakes. Lf you arc just starting our, you will not need a guardian . . . you 

won't have had time to make enemies .. . but you will! 

TH€ RAISINq 

Decide where you want it to be based. Wrap the model in pure cotton, as you 

would a mummy, and place it in a box bought or made lor it. II your sacred 

space is outdoors, bury it in the north, the place of greatest power if you are 

Wiccan, or in rhe east to greet the sun il you are Druidic, Pagan, or Hermetic. If 

your space is indoors, attach it to the wall |iist inside the door, lf you use the 

room for things other than ritual, then it must be kept somewhere safe where it 

cannot be discovered and pur info position when needed. 

Seal the temple or sacred space m your usual way, and call in the elemental 

Kings at rhe quarters. Take the bo\ to each in turn, and “present" it to rhe King 

by name, asking for a blessing on the guardian. Imally. bring ir to the altar and 

place it in the center. 

Your invocation to raise the guardian must include a definite rime of service— 

a year, or three years plus one day It might be five or even ten years. Personally, 

I think that is rhe limit to a term of service. Build into your invocation a request 

to the ("real or, Ciod, or (Joddess, and ask lor a blessing “to the amount it is able 

to receive.” This will mean that the elements will return to their own place with 

a reward greater than they could otherw ise hope for, something that will keep 

them at their task with diligence. When time is up, open the box and destroy the 

model to set them free. 

It goes without saying that you should rake at least one person into your confi¬ 

dence so. should anything happen to you, they can take on rhe care of the box. 

Take the box to the sacred place. Make a mental link with the guardian and 

your body essences within ir. Call the guardian by name rhrec times. With the 

inner eye, watch it emerge from its resting place and grow until it reaches rhe 

size dictated for it. Welcome it as an essential member of the group, and put milk 

and honey on the altar. Kar and drink the milk and honey (if voifre in a group, 

all may do this), then offer the rest to the guardian. Ii will take up rhe essence of 

the “communion.” Now it may be set in place. Close down, and as you depart, 

bid rhe guardian goodnight. 
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ANCjGLIC CjUARDlANS 

Build .1 form of astral marn i as you have been taught, using a specific pattern; 

for example, wings and a hah) and robes, or a pillar of I ight either white or mul¬ 

ticolored. Use an idea from a painting il you like, or use a small painting or a 

carving as a receptacle, hut you don't need to fill it with elements. With the other 

guardian you drew on the four elements around and within you; with this you 

will call on different powers. 

>011 need to make the astral form mice trim of human si/e to enable it to hold 

the power safely for you and those working with you. Build tin form daily, 

increasing the detail until you fed it is ready. This usually takes a lunar month. 

In the meantime, decide upon what type of angelic being you wish m invire. Will 

It be one of the great choirs that gather about the seven archangels, the warriors 

(Michael), the healers (Raphael), the builders iGabriel>, or the keepers (Uriel)? 

Or you can choose one of the angels of the hours, or of the seasons. Consult 

Gustav Davisons Ihctnmarx of Angels for further information. 

An angelic guardian needs less input than an elemental; it does nor need as 

manv safeguards or specific ingredients. Once the form has been finalized, the 

“Calling* may begin. 

The spiritual levels of rhe “Seven before the Throne" mean working at a very 

high level, one you will only be able to endure for short periods of time, so the 

work is best Joiie on a weekend when you have rime to concentrate. Prepare 

yourself for the ascent by tasting for twelve hours prior to rhe calling, and drink¬ 

ing only water. Bathe and put on freshly washed clothes. I hen make sure you 

will not he disturbed (this is important). 

( aim your mind with deep breathing, then settle into a meditative state; after 

a few minutes, begin to breathe deeply again to induce a deeper state. Hold the 

mind steady lor another five minutes, and then breathe deeply again, going 

deeper still. (ontmue to alternate deep breathing and meditation until you cease 

to be aware of anything around you. 

Set your mind free to float with the idea that it is going to rise upon rhe levels, 

like a bubble of air rising to the surface. I his may not happen the first time or 

the second, bur it will happen. You'll begin to teel as if you arc floating. Allow it 

to continue, but hold the name of the angelic being you wish to contact firmly in 

your mind, and rhe Thought that you want it to spare some of it’s essence to 

ensoul a guardian. 
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Aii archangel is a being of almost pure spiritual vibration. It exists not just in 

its point of space, but pervades the whole of it. It exists everywhere in that space 

by reason of the fact that every particle of its being is a conscious whole. Thus, 

one minute particle, and it is made up of billions of them, can indwell a form 

and be there as a whole. Hut it will nor do this unless it can be convinced of: 

• the purity of what will contain its essence; 

• the dedication of those making the request; 

• the quality of the work of which it wifi be a part. 

You must make your request with a sincere heart and be prepared to answers 

questions that will come to mind about your aspirations. Sooner or later you 

will get a sign that will tell you yes or no. 

If yes. you may go ahead wirh the work. Now, when you go into meditation, 

hold the carving or painting in your hand and offer it as a “form” to the angelic 

presence. This is one of the most fascinating spectacles in magic. Watch the 

angelic being gather about itself layer upon layer of matter and gradually move 

down the levels toward the astral form you have built. It will surround it like a 

spiral of pure energy and begin to meld with ir. The spiral will become translu- 

cem in the process, then change, becoming clearer and more solid. The astral 

form will reappear, glowing with the inner light rhat now indwells ir. The physi¬ 

cal form you are holding is now a manifested reflection of what is on the astral, 

and the astral form will be a reflection of the physical. 

You need do nothing more now than present the physical to the four quarters 

and then to the altar, where you will state the length of time von need it to be 

with you, and ask for a blessing upon rhe angelic being when its work is done. 

This leads us on to a very different kind of guardian, which we will now tell 

you about. 
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Dolores ami 

Herbie on: the 

opening of 

a tomb- the curse 

of Tutankhamen; 

Egyptian 

obsessions; Halls 

of Eternity; the 

tomb guardum; 

medieval 

familiars; 

cartoon charac¬ 

ters as thought 

forms; Walt 

Disney as 

warlock: 
"demon" lovers: 

virtual reality. 

in FEBRUARY 19—5' when the archaeologist Howard 

Carter opened up the hitherto untouched burial cham¬ 

ber of the Egyptian Pharaoh Tutankhamen, his sponsor. 

Lord Carnarvon, asked what he could see. 

“Wonderful things!” replied the awestruck Carter. 

But as the two men entered the packed chamber, it 

appears they may have encountered something Carter 

could nor see. A hieroglyphic inscription above the 

tomb seals bad warned that death would slay “with his 

wings” anyone who disturbed rhe pharaoh's rest. No 

one took tile curse seriously. A ml yet . . . 

On entering the tomb. Lord Carnarvon was bitten by 

a mosquito. The bite became infected, complications 

arose, and the man who funded rhe Tutankhamen expe¬ 

dition died in a ( aim hospital on April s. )923. As he 

diJ so, a power failure put nut the lights across the ciry, 

while back on his English estate at Highelere, his 

favorite fox terrier dropped dead, too. Ir was rhe begin¬ 

ning of a long series of oddly connected deaths. 

Carnarvon’s friend. Cenrge Jay Could, traveled at 

once to Egypt when he heard about the death. Carter 

showed him the Tutankhamen tomb. The next morning. 
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Gould was running a fever, and by the afternoon he was dead, apparently from 

bubonic plague. The American archaeologist Arthur Mace, who had removed rhe 

final piece of wall blocking the main chamber, complained of growing exhaus 

tion, then fell into a coma and died in the same hotel where Carnarvon had been 

staying. 

Tutankhamen’s mummy was taken from the tomb and x-rayed. The man who 

carried out this work. Sir Archibald Douglas Reid, promptly died as well. A 

Colonel Her bat, who was at the tomb when it was opened, died unexpectedly. 

So did (onathan Carver, who was with him. Richard BethelL Carter's archaeo¬ 

logical colleague and secretary, died suddenly. Uis father. Lord Westbury. com¬ 

mitted suicide, and the hearse carrying him to the graveyard ran over a small 

boy. Around the same tune. Lord Carnarvon's wife also died ... as the result of 

an insect bite. The British industrialist, Joel Wood, visited Tutankhamen’s tomb 

while archaeological work continued.1 He was returning home by ship when 

fever killed him. 

Within five years of the opening, thirteen of those who had participated suffered 

premature deaths. In the same period, the death toll of those directly or indirectly 

involved had risen to rwenty-rwo. Even Howard Carters pet canary died. It was 

swallowed by a python, emblem of the Royal House oi Tutankhamen. 

Hie sequence of deaths gave nsc to the legend of a “pharaoh's curse," and, on 

reviewing the facts, one is certainly left wirh the uncomfortable feeling that what 

happened stretches coincidence to breaking point. Yet as skeptics have rightly 

pointed out, the mam de sec rater of the tomb. Carter himself, was entirely unaf¬ 

fected—he died peacefully in London in March, 1939—while others present at 

rhe opening lived into ripe old age. 

So was there really a curse on Tutankhamen's tomb? 

The answer is instructive. Ancient Egypt was a culture with two great obscs 

sions—magic and the afterlile. According to Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, former 

Keeper of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum, magical interest and prac¬ 

tice permeated rhe entire social structure. Belief in rhe effectiveness of spells was 

universal, and s<», as rhe entire thrust of modem Egyptology attests, was belief in 

an afterlife. And it was a very literal belief indeed. 

I. The arduieulogjc.il work took nearly ton years to complete. 
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Tf you visit the tombs in Egypt's Valley of the Kings, the thing that strikes you 

fir si about the tombs is their size. ('That of Tutankhamen is an exception, but 

this is because the boy king died suddenly and was entombed in the only space 

available.) Typically, you walk along high ceiimged passages into a complex of 

massive chambers made of rocks, their walls carefully plastered and decorated 

with cheerful scenes from the pharaoh’s life. Even lesser nobles spent enough 

money ro create combs that could easily accommodate a parry of a hundred 

people. It was as it in death they wanted lots of living space; which, in tact, they 

did. Egyptian tombs were known as I tails of Eternity, because ir was accepted 

that the souls of the deceased would inhabit them forever, and thus they needed 

to be made as comfortable as possible. 

They also needed ro be guarded against robbers. 

The problem of robbers was particularly acute, since concern did nor end with 

the loss of grave goods. II the mummy was desecrated, the whole foundation of the 

pharaoh s afterlife was destroyed—the exact equivalent of murdering his souls/ 

Many Egyptologists believe the country's enormous pyramids were built in an 

attempt to foil grave robbers, but if so, they did not work—no intact burial has 

been found in any ol them. Orthodox rhenry has it that later pharaohs settled 

for secrecy, creating unmarked subterranean tombs they hoped the robbers 

would never find. A strong local tradition, backed up by some—though not 

much archaeological evidence suggests that as a second line of defense, some 

tombs were trapped. 

Although the traps could be physical—one writer has suggested poisons, bac¬ 

teria, and even the natural radioactivity of uranium were all used to deter intrud¬ 

ers—the widespread interest in magic ensured some of them were more subtle. 

Texts like the Hook of the Dead speak of “divine forces of the city of Bubastis 

that come up from their crypts.” and there are several other papyrus references 

suggesting the use of “secret powers’* to punish robbers and other wrongdoers. 

Records of how these '‘secret powers’* were generated are less easy to find, 

but modern esoteric practice would point to the use of thought forms. Certainly 

a guardian could be created m an Egyptian tomb in the way Dolores has just 

described. 

I ftvprt.nis believed there were three—the lui. the kU. and the th. 

T Philipp V.imli-rhrrg. See his book 77v Curse •>/ rhe (London: ( oronet Books, 
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Bur such a guardian would not last. As Dolores says, the guardian o! a sacred 

site draws from the power source at that site—the power of ongoing ritual prac¬ 

tice in an ancient cathedral, the geodetic and stellar power tapped by the great 

mega I it hie circles. Even places like the Roman wall ar Chester, where Dolores' 

father released the guard, absorb energy from visitors and passersbs. Few 

guardians are above a little mild vampirism to sustain their substance, and can 

endure in this way for centuries. 

A tomb guardian is in a very different position. The whoLc point of a secret 

burial is to prohibit v isitors. The tomb cannot be located on an existing sacred 

sire i which would be too obvious). Consecration of the tomb and, perhaps, the 

sacrifice of an animal could generate enough energy 10 keep the guardian active 

for a rime—long enough to deter any tomb workmen from profiting from their 

knowledge of its location—but after a period measurable in decades at most, it 

would fade away. 

Almost certainly, one or more guardian thought forms would have been set in 

Tutankhamen's tomb. But the pharaoh died in lA2d ha. His tomb remained 

scaled for more than three thousand years. What could have made the guardian 

endure so long? The surprising answer may be Tutankhamen himself. 

There is substantial historical evidence that King Tutankhamen was murdered 

by a blow ro the head. Sudden violent death with irs consequent emotional 

charge will sometimes lead ro an earthbound spirit. In such cases, the ghost 

tends to haunt the scene ol its death, but in the case of Tutankhamen, cultural 

factors would come into play. The pharaoh was little more than a boy perhaps 

as young as seventeen and certainly no older than twenty—and would certainly 

have accepted without question the doctrine that his physical mummy was rhe 

basis of his afterlife. Thus, he would have remained with his embalmed corpse, 

following it to the tomb in the Valley of Kings. 

A thought form requires an energy source to persist, and the spirit of the king 

provided it. Tutankhamen survived as lie believed he would survive, established 

in his Hal! of Eternity, not realizing he was in fact earthbound and feeding the 

thought forms with his obsession to maintain the security of his mummy and his 

tomb until Carter became the instrument of change. 

When the tomb was opened in the twentieth century, the guardians struck out 

indiscriminately at those he would have seen as grave robbers/ Some, like 

4. Perhaps vomxtfy. The morality ol reopening tombs in die name ot Egyptology is rarely ques¬ 

tioned. 
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Carnarvon, were particularly susceptible to attack. Others, like Carter himself, 

proved immune. (And it must be admitted that some of the listed deaths may 

well have been coincidental.) Perhaps, roo. their programming had become con¬ 

tused over the long period of time. Perhaps Tutankhamen's disordered thoughts 

influenced them. 

Ironically, rhe release of Tutankhamen himself may well have come when his 

mummy was removed from its sarcophagus. The x-raying and subsequent 

unwrapping would have been seen as a desecration, and rhe spirit of the dead 

king would have been forced to progress beyond his long earthbinding. 

FAfTlILIARS 

In medieval times, every witch, male or female, had a familiar, a companion, 

which was usually a small animal, often a car, road, spider, mouse, rat, ferret, or 

weasel. More rarely it was a nature spirit—a gnome, house goblin, or brownie. 

These were rhe witches’ confidants, often their only friends, and a bastion 

against the loneliness of their situation. 

You seldom hear rhe terra today, or hear of a modern witch having a familiar. 

They have cats, dogs, and other pets, but they arc pets, not part of the rituals as 

were the familiars of old. 

Animal familiars were obtained when young and brought up like a child. If 

the witch had young children, it was suckled at the breast or fed on saucers of 

breast milk, and meat was chewed and fed to the animal, thus furthering the 

bond berween them. They slept in the same bed. were talked io and treated like 

a human being. 

At some point—usually when ihe animal was a year old—rhe final bonding 

took place. Having been deprived of food and water fur a day and a night, the 

animal would be lightly drugged and placed in a prepared circle. Sometimes a 

small amount of blood would be drawn, sometimes a piece of the ear or rail 

would be sacrificed and placed in a container beside rhe animal. Into rhe same 

container the witch put a drop or two of her own blood. Now rhe rire began. 

Remember that at this rime the witch Would have it ingrained in her mind (by 

her upbringing) that she was in league with the devil and his imps. Whoever had 

taught her would have instructed her in the names and attributes of these beings. 

She would have already chosen a particular imp/demon and now called on ir. 

casting herbs and meat into her cauldron as she did so. As it came to a boil, she 
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cast m the blood ami flesh from the container. Breathing over it, she stirred the 

mixture and conjured her chosen imp, willing it to appear in its true form. As 

some of the herbs used would have been hallucinogenic, there was a fair chance 

that, in her altered state, she soon begin to sec what she wanted, the form of the 

imp rising in the steam and smoke from the cauldron. 

Lifting the pot from the lire, she placed it in the circle beside the animal. All 

the while she chanted the imp's name and powers and rocked hack and forth 

until, in the early hours, the mixture would cool. Within it would be. she 

believed, the essence of the imp. During these hours she would also have 

received its true name. 

By dawn the animal would wake up, hungry and desperately thirst)'. It 

would thankfully drink the meat-flavored liquid and, in doing so, imbibe the 

essence of the imp, who would now indwell rhe animal until death when the 

imp would return to its master. The witch also drank rhe mixture, bonding 

even more with her familiar who now received its new name. 1 he animal was 

accepted as a physical form nl the imp and treated as such. It was consulted, 

petted, and took its place in ritual. It the witch died a natural dcarh, which was 

not often, her familiar, if still living, could be passed to a younger witch, or it 

might be killed and buried with her. Much ot the success of this ritual 

depended on the thought form ot the imp being clear enough for the witch to 

see it. If not, it was taken as a sign that the animal had been rejected and 

another one would have to be sought. 

CARTOON CHARACTERS 

We all have our favorite cartoon characters, and our children seem to have a 

dailv diet of them. From the moment Mickey Mouse stepped onto the world 

stage we were awestruck. Donald Duck, Goofy, Pluro, Bugs Burt fly, !<>m and 

|cm, and Iwcctv Pie followed in quick succession. All these lirrle figures with 

their four-fingered hands and pseudo-human forms arc rhe result ot thought 

forms carefully crafted with exceptional skill by their makers. 

Then Walt Disney moved the whole cartoon uidustry into the future by giving 

us Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, and we were hooked. Other cartoonists 

came along, some ot them very good, but it is to the genius of Walt Disney that 

we owe the fact rhat every day we can switch on the television and sec the result 

of someone’s thought-forming. 
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Some of these images have become so powerful that now they cannot be dis¬ 

carded. For those of you who are computer junkies, think about this: some¬ 

times when you trash something then try to empty the “trash can,” your com¬ 

puter will tell you it: cannot be done because that item is “in use.” Exactly the 

same thing happens with these cartoon thought forms. They have been “in 

use” lor long and are so deeply imbedded in our psyches that they can no 

longer be erased. Think ol Snow White and it will be the Disney image that 

pops into your head. I.veil if you read the original story in Grimms collection, 

no doubt the images in your mind will be those of the film. When this kind of 

thing happens, the thought form censes to he just a thought form and becomes 

an archetype. 

It has happened with Superman. Harman, leenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 

Wily Coyote, Mr. Spock, Star Trek, and 1 red Ihnrsreme, along with Mickey, 

Donald, Goofy, and a thousand other cartoon characters, both on the screen 

and as seen on advertisements. 

I a tighter is one of rhe most powerful forces on this planer, along with love. 

Whatever makes us laugh or cry, we love, and we tend to perpetuate what we 

love hi images. Tins not only happens with cartoons, but also with company 

logos and advertising characters. 

Everything begins with the thought. The art of advertising began in rhe latter 

half of the twentieth century and will undoubtedly rule rhe twenty-first. We are 

bombarded by these thought forms even day: some are irritating beyond mea¬ 

sure, others delight and amuse us, some gel into a sort of mental loop in our 

heads and we can't get rid of rhe image. It is rhis rhar rhe advertisers count on for 

a successful campaign, t >nce an image becomes compulsive, it becomes all pow¬ 

erful on the astral plane. The energy from human minds feeds rhe image, which 

grows stronger and demands more from the energy source. Then suddenly a new 

advertisement appears and takes the public fancy, the energy is diverted, and the 

old image shrivels and finally disappears back into rhe astral matter. Once you 

understand this, you can become immune to the subliminal messages often car¬ 

ried within the image. 

A few years ago, England began to show a series of television commercials that 

were, in effect, miniature soap operas. One was for coffee and the other for a 

French liqueur. Each revolved around a couple and their relationship. The com¬ 

mercials ran tor about three or four minutes on average, and portrayed the ups 

and downs or romance. The entire country was gripped by these mini-episodes, to 
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the extent th:ii friends recorded new ones for those who missed them because of 

work or holidays, and even, in one case, because a woman was on her honey¬ 

moon and \\anted to know what had happened on screen. 
Ii gor to the point where annual awards lor rhe best commercials were 

offered, and these “advertisement Oscars’* are now highly sought after. My point 

is that all these are thought forms skillfully engineered to capture our .mention 

and hold it until the character and rhe product become one in our minds. We 

admire the character . .. therefore, we buy the product. 
The power of thought imagery is mu lull) understood by the ordinary public, 

hut only too wrell understood by the advertising companies. The trained mind 

can use exactly the same techniques to build images on the inner levels that .ire 

so powerful they impinge on the primal creative matter and cause a ricochet 

effect down into the physical state. 
All through this book you have been hearing and learning about rhe power of 

the mind to build forms with asrral matter. Once you can do this with a fair 

degree of success, vou can go turrher and create thought forms on the next level 

up: the mental level. 
Here we mine across a very different type of thought hum. At this level we 

are dealing with emotions and desires one level up from those wc have encoun¬ 

tered on the astral. Magicians tend to think of emotions as being parr of the 

astral, Ycsodic level. Hut the mental level above that is where such emotions and 

desires originate We only start to really get to grips with them and deal with 

them on the asrral level. 
All of us have a need for love. It is a driving force m every human being, and 

if we arc deprived of it for any reason it can cause irreparable damage to the psy¬ 

che. But just as devastating is m have known luxe and then lost it. Young will¬ 

ows and widowers, and older people who have enjoyed a loving relationship for 

years then suddenly lose their partner all suffer a serious deprivation. Contrary 

to the beliefs of voungcr people, sex does not cease on ones fiftieth birthday; if 

anything, desire increases at that rime because one is Ireed from rhe tear of 

unwanted pregnancies, One Has had more practical experience in the art of sex¬ 

ual stimulation. I~o be suddenlv cut off from the closeness and companionship 

causes stress that borders on actual pain. 
Most compensate by thought-forming an imaginary lover that may or mav 

not resemble the lost loved one. These "demon” lovers can become extremely 

real. In medieval rimes they would have been known as inuihi or succubi. Both 
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men and women have described their erotic adventures with such thought forms 

over hundreds of years. In earlier times, of course, the church denounced these 

fantasies as being evil and sent by the devil. The fact is that they .are, for the 

most part, harmless, and even beneficial in that they alleviate stress and loneli¬ 

ness. 1 said “for the most part” quite deliberately, because there are, as always, 

exceptions. 

There are on every level natural life forms that arc indigenous to that level. 

Those emanating from the astral and emotional levels can sense and are drawn 

to similar emotions on the physical level, often with disastrous results. They can 

be, from our point of view, both good and evil. From their point of view they are 

neither. However, they can have a very real effect on humankind. 

Both incubi and succubi tend to exaggerate feelings that we would otherwise 

enjoy. Both begin by lying on top of their victim, who feel great pressure to the 

point of suffocation. Both ride their victim to exhaustion. In a normal sexual act, 

the weight of one’s lover on top is a pleasant sensation of being enclosed and 

surrounded by love, and the exhaustion that follows orgasm is the sensuous 

riredness of satiation. We have conflicting patterns here, one that we like and 

feels good, and one that, because it is nonhuman, overstimulates our senses and 

causes pain. 

Because they exist and have their being on creative and emotional planes, 

these entities depend on human thought for their forms; in their natural state 

they are simply emotional ciphers that exist in a way we cannot begin to under¬ 

stand. Bur we do create imaginary lovers to feed our self-esteem and make us 

fed loved and wanted. If our dreams and desires get out of hand, they become 

not so much dreams as raw emotion. It is this that can draw the succubi down to 

our level and manifest in lucid dreams. 

The virtual reality programs that are now entering the market are frighten¬ 

ingly dose to an astral world where dreams can he materialized ax will/Within 

two years they will be as common as a video machine anil in another five years 

will likely have taken over the film industry. Films as we know them will be gone 

forever. In their place will be the film version of karaoke. You will interact with 

your favorite film star, enter the film, and act it out to its conclusion. At least the 

films on long international flights won’t be so boring! 

v 1 believe they actually g&ierate astral worlds {J. H. 15.). 
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Docs all this thought-forming present any danger? Well, anything to do with 

magic lias an element of danger, anything worthwhile doing has an element of 

danger. (Walking down the road can he dangerous!) But thought forming can 

also be exciting and informative and mind-blowing. It you are going to stop and 

worry about how thought forming will affect you, close this hook now and go 

back ro science liction. That's safe . .. almost. 

Magic, above all else, needs common sense, application, and ethics. With 

rhese you will not go far wrong. Yes, you can give yourself nightmares. Yes, you 

can stir up your endocrine system and give yourself some bad times. But you can 

also touch spiritual ecstacy, and leant more about yourself and the universe 

around you than you thought possible. You can explore the inner universe, 

which is just as big and just as beautiful and just as exciting as the physical ver¬ 

sion. You can play safe all your life and miss out, or take chances and live it to 

the fullest. 

Creating fantasies and worlds within worlds is possible. I have done it for 

years. Bur remember, you cannot stay there for too long. You have to return to 

this world and this level or be lost forever. You may have heard or read abour 

men and women who have been “taken by the faery folk. Being lost on the 

astral is like that—your body is on earth, hut your mind wanders, lost in the 

world of thought forms. You must have self-discipline to enter this world. It is 

not for the weak-minded or those wishing to escape reality, for them it can 

become a trap. 

Never stay for long. Build an awareness of time into your scenarios. Remem¬ 

ber this important fact: Everything you meet, good or bad, is literally a figment 

of your thought patterns. 
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Dolores on: 

astral characters 

as thought forms 

on stage, screen, 

and in literature: 

invisible friends 

in childhood; 

ghosts and 

poltergeists; 

children of the 

mind; astral 

creations respond 

to the 

unconscious 

needs of the 

creator; what can 

he created with 

safety, and what 

to avoid; the 

animation of 

Osins. 

the UNSEEK WORLD oi ihe astral is filled with the 

thought forms of those who have gone before us. Some 

of them will persist for hundreds of years, some will dis¬ 

appear within a few weeks, months, or years. None will 

disappear entirely, lor there will always he a faint echo, 

and all the form needs to return in full force is for two 

or more people to think actively and strongly about it. 

Strangely enough, we can find proof of this in the Bible 

(Matt. 20): “For where two or three people are gath¬ 

ered together, there also will 1 he.1' 

When a small group of people come together, even if 

it is for no more than a drink and a quiet chat, they will 

form a Group Mind. That Group Mind is composed of 

a little of each person’s consciousness, plus itself. That 

extra piece gives it the casting vote, so to speak. If the 

conversation gets intense and the subject is one about 

which they all feel strongly, ir is a fair bet rhar an effect 

will be causeJ on the astral level. 

If the object is the workplace and the boss, then an 

astral replica of rhe place and the person will material¬ 

ize on the subtle levels for the duration of rhe meeting. 

If the talk gets hot and angry and opinions are strong. 
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then rhe object of the talk (the boss) may well feel uneasy, fearful* or apprehen¬ 

sive. II the subject is one where a strong astral form has already been built up at 

will, such as the Group Mind of a popular football learn or a famous football 

player, it can cause an even stronger effect. 

II the talk is complimentary, it will: 

• strengthen the form; 

- inject it with enthusiasm; 

• feed it with the group's will to win. 

If, however, the group is angry with rhe team or rhe player, it can: 

• inhibit rhe will to win; 

• cause a depressive aura to surround rhe ream; 

• cause them to lose because the (.roup Mind has been told ir is a loser 

and follows what ir perceives to be orders. 

This is why one should never knowingly build a form based on someone real. 

The effect on a team of the good wishes of the crowd is kliown to be beneficial. 

This is why a football team usually does well when playing on iis home ground. 

When they consistently lose or fail to play to the satisfaction of the crowd, it can 

make the dressing room a gloomy place indeed, and can affect future play. 

Nowhere docs this thought projection hit harder than in rhe creative arts. 

New shows, new films, new exhibitions, and new publications are all highly sus 

ceptible to the mind and thoughts of the public. Those who work in these areas 

are notoriously superstitious and sensitive to public opinion. A new show gening 

a bad review can flop within weeks even if all it needs is a tightening up of its 

content. Conversely, a film made for a small audience can sometimes carch the 

imagination of the filmgoers, sweep aside rhe multimillion-dollar epics with 

worldwide advertising, and dominate the awards shows—The Full Monty is a 

case in point. Wlvat you think, what you actually build in your mind in the form 

of images, is broadcast outward to the world. You don’t have to he psychic or an 

extrovert—introverts are more intense about their thoughts and they usually 

have much more power behind them due to the build up of emotion. 

It matters what you think about and how you think of things and people. 

Thoughts are living, creative impulses that emanate from the physical brain in 
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the foi m of vibrations. I he three levels of thought are immensely powerful, even 

when they are unaware. When they are aware . . . they can create universes. 

The physical brain is merely a tool, as much as a hammer or a screwdriver. 

Ihe mind is what activates the physical brain and powers it up. What programs 

the mmd, what tells it what to do, is you, and you are neither your mind nor 

your brain, you arc something far and away beyond that. When you realize this 

Iullv, to the extent that it becomes real and understandable and acceptable, rhen 

things begin to happen because a knowing and purposeful intent is behind the 

thought process. 

Him characters that have persisted and grown into archetvpes might include 

larzan. Dr. Kildare. Hash Gordon, /orro. Data, Yoda. Obi-Wan Kenobi, and a 

number of others. Many ut these have been lircrary characters before being made 

into films. Sherlock 1 lolmes, Gaprain Nemo, and Janies Bond have all caught and 

held the imagination and, therefore, the thoughts of us all. Children’s minds are 

free of the hassle most adults have in their lives, so their thought forms can be 

immensely powerful. Today when many of them sir for hours before a screen, the 

commercials go straight inrn rhe deepest level. Anyone in advertising will tell you 

that if you can convince the children, rhe parents will follow. 

Ihe immensely popular puppet series of Thunderbirds, Captain Scarlet, and 

hour heather halls in the United Kingdom caught even the adults in their net. 

Until this rime we have grossly underestimated the power of thought and its 

effect on us as intelligent beings, and through us on the world and the universe 

around us. 

When a writer sits down to write a book, she has in mind a certain broad out¬ 

line of the plot. It may even be a fairly detailed plot. However, as any writer will 

tell you, characters will almost certainly begin to take over at some point in the 
narrative. 

Until they do, the book will not come alive. Katherine Kurt/ is a longtime 

friend and a writer whom 1 (IX A. N.) admire greatly. In one of her intriguing 

Derym novels, a character exploring a castle came upon .1 stairway leading to a 

tower. I le climbed the steps, and as he did he began to get the feeling that some¬ 

thing of great importance to him would be found at the top. karherine had no 

idea what it was .. . she was as eager to find out as her character. 

Hn reaching the top ol the stairs he found a door that opened into a turret 

room. It was empty except tor an old wooden chesr. At this point Katherine had 

to stop writing for some days ro attend a conference elsewhere in rhe United 
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States. All the rime she was away, her mind kept wondering what was in the 

chest. She got back home and sai down to finish the chapter, brearhlcss with 

excitement. Her character crossed the floor and pried open the lid . . . to find a 

set of richly embroidered religious robes. But until that moment Katherine had 

no idea what would be found. One’s characters grow as the book grows, and 

often change and mature as would a living person. They are die writer s children 

in no uncertain terms, and can display temper, arrogance, annoyance, and stub¬ 

bornness. They can force a change of pace, location, and temperament on to the 

perspiring author with a total disregard for her previous idea of rhe plot. 

Authors use the same kind of thought-forming processes to build characters 

that you have been using to build astral forms, because that is exactly what a 

character in a book is—an astral form. Those who read the book later will 

either love or hate those “astral people, and il they like it, they will buy the 

book in millions. It the character touches a chord in us, we identify with it and 

want to go on reading about it. The phenomenal success of the Harry Potter 

books is an example. Harry Potter is alive and well on the astral plane . . . 

appropriate when you think he is a magician in the making. 

At the time of writing, a new musical show is packing audiences into the 

Dominion Theater in London. The Lion King has translated very successfully 

from the screen to the stage. The costumes are almost surreal in that they are 

one-third costume, one-third puppet, and one-third the imagination of the audi 

cnee. We see the actors as the animals because we want to see them like that and 

supply the missing pieces. These incredible costumes are fantasies made mani¬ 

fest. What can be done lor a stage show can be dime for anything, from a new 

car to a house to a diamond necklace. 

Many children in their young days have invisible companions. These can be 

cither animal or human. They are totally real to their hosts, and can even be 

passed on to other and younger members of the family. 

Ninety-nine percent of the time they are completely harmless and can even he 

of grear comfort to a lonely child or one who spends long periods ot rime in a 

hospital. Abused children often invent companions who arc like themselves. It 

comforts them ro be able to comfort another. Sometimes they invent and build 

imaginary parents who will one day take them away from the hated foster home 

or orphanage. 

When 1 was about seven or eight, I discovered what I took ro be a gnome. He 

lived in a very old granite wall that I passed on my way to school every day. He 
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was so real to me that I can still recall the feel ut his leathery skin and the rough¬ 

ness of his heard. I called him Christopher. As an only child, I had had many 

unseen friends and never felt the need tor human companionship; I was quite 

content with my dug, my books, and my “other” friends. One day I was caught 

by a teacher holding an animated conversation with ... a granite wall! The 

result was a trip to a child psychologist, who happened to he Welsh and a psy¬ 

chic. fie gave me the first advice I ever had on the subject ot psychism: “Never 

let on that you can see things from other levels. Enjoy them and learn from 

them, but say nothing.” 

Some years ago, Hollywood made a film called the Cibust unJ Mrs. Muir. 

The story concerned a young widow with a small son who had to find .1 way to 

make a living. She came to live in a clifflop cottage that had once belonged to a 

sea captain. The captain's ghost took ,1 liking to her and began to haunt her. He 

insisted on her writing a book that he dictated and which, when published, pro¬ 

vided the money she needed. 

This is a classic example of need and desire supplying what was needed. Often 

those who desperately need to see someone who has passed over will supply the 

emotion and the astral image needed to bring about an appearance of the dead. 

This doesn't happen in every case, bur in a fair percentage. 

If forms are “fed” recognition on a regular basis, they will certainly manifest 

at some point m a way that can be seen and even, on occasions, touched. Such 

forms will respond to the unconscious needs and desires of their creator. 

But is this healthy and is it safe? Anything that helps a distraught human 

being to cope with loss, loneliness, or need cannot, in my personal opinion, be 

all bad. If it grows into an over-reliance on the form long after its usefulness has 

gone, that is a different matter. There are many cases where an astral eonipan 

ion has persisted lor the hleiime of a human being and given meaning and corn 

fort to what would otherwise have been a deprived and devastatinglv lonely 

life. There are still prisons that use the practice of solitary confinement, and an 

astral companion in these circumstances could save the sanity of the person 

concerned. 

1 he magician is not an ordinary human being. He stands outside ol the 

throng of humanity. It has to be like that. In the main, a magician serves human¬ 

ity, or should, and one can only serve if one is far enough away from it and gains 

a perspective. 
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Creating an asrral form is only dangerous if you forget the simple rules of the 

game; 

• never use it to excess; 

- never copy the face and form of an actual human being; 

• never use anyone's energy except your own to create a form: 

• always dismiss a form by reabsorbing tf and transmuting it back into 

energy; 

• always bless the astral matter you have used; 

• look up the word “ethics” in vour dictionary and apply it. 

What possible use can a created homunculi have? Created forms have been used 

from ancient rimes ro act as messengers or protectors; to search out forgotten 

records and secret documents. The high-ranking lamas of Tibet have used such 

forms for centuries, often as simtilacrums of themselves that were and are senr ro 

other lamaseries to speak with their peers. And yes, I know 1 have told you not 

to copy the form ot a living being, but these are top flight adepts of a different 

culture to ours, a culture used to a high level of discipline. Stick to what you 

have been told—it is highly unlikely that you are a high-level lama! 

All astral forms are created in the same way by impressing a mental image 

onto a portion of proto matter. When separated from its matrix and pro¬ 

grammed via a particle of your own energy, it can become a mobile energy unit 

suitable for small tasks. It will seldom become visible to other eyes unless you 

yourself have a substance in your physical makeup known ns ectoplasm. 

Homunculi have only a short span of existence. When the energy runs out, 

thev return to rhe astral matrix in the same way that a drop of sea water returns 

to the ocean. This does not mean they can he abused. 

Every time such n form is activated and imbued with human energy, rhe astral 

marrer that provides its form is blessed by the close cooperation between 

humankind and the subtle level. To abuse, torment, nr otherwise demean that 

matter is to invite karmic retribution. Remember that you are totally responsible 

for these forms. They cannot refuse you, they do not have the ability to distin¬ 

guish good from bad. they are totally reliant upon you during their shorr period 

of existence. 
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You are nor going to be able to create mobile forms on your first, second, 

third, or fortieth try. It can take years to perfect the task. It is not even the 

prime object of this book: that object is to teach you how to create forms and 

then manifest them in the physical world. The creation of homunculi is the 

highest level of such thought-forming. It you do try it, remember that if it goes 

wrong you must disintegrate it at once. Never cry to recreate it exactly—the 

matrix holds a record and will simply set up the same sample complete wiih us 

original mistakes. 

If, and it is an “if,* you succeed, remember that to keep ir going it will need 

to he recharged, hui only for a maximum of three or four times, then it must be 

allowed to run down completely. If you attempt to keep it going and keep 

recharging it, it will slowly begin to exhibit a rudimentary intelligence of us 

own. ll this happens ir will begin to override your wishes and commands . . . 

frankly, you are in deep trouble at this point. You can find yourself “haunteJ," 

or your home filled with a presence thar, while nor evil of itself, can feel alien 

and disturbing. 

One ol die more disturbing aspects of this kind of work may occur at the 

moment of return. This takes the form of a momentary paralysis. You can find 

yourself unable to move, even unable to open your eyes at times. It will pass 

within a few minutes, bur at rhe rime ir can cause panic in the inexperienced 

astral traveler. 

Remember, I cold you that an astral body is actually formed from proto matter 

as and when you need it. jiiJ that it dues not actually “hang around* all the rime. 

One of the things you have to learn when using an astral body is how to make it 

go where you want it to go and behave how you wish it to behave. It’s not hard 

and you will find ii easy to get the hang of it, hut it can produce a few problems 

at die time. 

I was a refugee from my island home during World War l, and om night at 

the height of the blit/ on the Yorkshire city of Sheffield I decided to try and get 

back home. I built up an astral image of m\ old room, and outside of the room 

there was a walled garden. It had a window scat that was a part of the actual 

wall (the walls were some twenty six inches rhick in this two-hundred-vear-old 

cottage), and it was a favorite dreaming place of mine. Without any preliminar¬ 

ies, or indeed any warning at all, 1 found myself standing on the window seat 

with my face pressed rightly against the cold glass of the window'. I was looking 

out onto the garden and could see quite dearly rhe hill moon through the glass. 
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but couldn't move. It was as il I was stuck to the window frame. I tried in vain 

to wrench myself tree and began to panic, thinking I would not be able to get 

back and would find myself actually in Jersey and under Nazi rule. I heard 

movement behind me and realized lor the 1 irst lime that the cottage was occu 

pied. There was a high-pitched scream and that shattered the frozen moment ot 

time. I seemed to fall back into my bed in England with a thud. My heart was 

racing and I was drenched in sweat. 

1 related this to my parents in the morning, and they explained to me that this 

was something that happened when one was new to this form of bilocation. After 

the war I discovered the cottage had indeed been occupied at the time by a 

mother and her two young daughters. 

I have always tried to rake the advice of the Welsh psychologist from my 

childhood and keep what 1 have seen to myself. But every now and then there 

comes a lime when the rime seems right ro share an insight. 

When news of the D-day Normandy landings came, everyone went a lirtle 

crazy—the end ul the war was in sight. There was still a long way to go, hut we 

felt that the tide had really turned. Wc listened to every bulletin as it came over 

the radii* and ir soon became dear that securing rhe beachheads would not be an 

easy task. Many voting men did not even get off the beach on which they had 

landed with such hope. 

By the beginning of rhe second day, things were still in the balance and every 

foot of sand was being fought tor with dogged courage. Thar night, with the 

brashness of a teenager, 1 decided ro go and see for myself. Bom and brought up 

within sight of the Normandy coast, I knew it well enough to build its image as 

I had known it prewar. The image lasted for an instant, then 1 was in rhe thick o! 

battle. There was no noise, though l could sense the vibration of it. There were 

landing crafts along the stretch of beach as tar as I could see. Men were wading 

through knee-high water and hitting the sand with their guns already tiring. 

I seemed to he standing just below a sand dune about ten feet high and cov¬ 

ered with rough coarse grass. Above me and set back from the actual beach was 

a concrete building of the type known as a hunker. C.Touching below the dune 

were several soldiers, most of them sporting American Hashes on their shoul¬ 

ders. I was intrigued by the fact that these flashes seemed to glow. As I watched, 

the group gathered itself for an attack. The first three men made it across the 

intervening space to a point beneath the bunker, the fourth stopped in midstride 

and spun round, his eyes wide with shock, and collapsed in a heap, bor a 
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momem it seemed as if he was only wounded, and he struggled to turn over to 

lie on Ins hack. He looked right at me and saw me, smiled brilliantly, then his 

eyes went blank and I woke in my bed screaming my head o££. 1 never tried 

looking in on a battlefield again, but 1 remember the bartered and faint name 

on Ins helmet: “Larsen." 

Did 1 have a vivid dream, or was it real? I have never tried to trace him. If it 

was a dream it did not matter. II it was real, rhen he passed with someone caring 

about him at the moment ut death. It was as if* I was there as a witness. 

Note, however, that in order to get to my objective I first bulk an image on 

the astral of the place l wanted to get to. This was the \va\ I was taught and it 

has always proved to be a good signpost. 

Once you get into building forms out of the astral matter, you can sometimes 

be faced with somebody else's forms rhat have gone AWOI . Unless a form is 

absorbed when no longer needed, it can wrench itself free of the matrix and go 

wandering on its own. Because it has a portion of sentience, albeit & very low 

portion, it will seek out sources of energy to which it can attach irself like a 

limpet to a rock. In this, such AWOI forms are very much like a succubus, bur 

they are easier to get rid of. Ciet into a shower and scrub yourself down with 

handfuls of coarse salt. Simple, yes, hut ir works, although not on succubi. I’m 

afraid. You can see the difference between such “shells” and other denizens of 

rhe astral. They are almost always hollow. Try to get behind them and you will 

see they are merely a facade. They will always try to face you and will never will* 

ingly turn their back on you. 

Wc come now to a supposition on my part. 1 have long been interested in the 

half-human figures we come across in mythology, particularly in Greek mythol¬ 

ogy—Furies, fauns, centaurs, satyrs, or djinn, to say nothing of creatures such 

as mermaids, yeti, faeries, elves, and so on. 1 think it is more than possible that 

Over long periods of time such creatures have been built up from astral matter 

and have achieved the status of archetypes. I laving caught the imagination of 

human beings, they become caught tip in the rich creative power of our life 

wave and led with curiosity', humor, lust, and dreams to such an extent that 

they have freed themselves from restraint arid continue to exist on the astral 

level as separate entities. I also suspect that some of them—faeries, elves, and 

others—have managed to lift themselves to a higher level—the mental—and 

become fully self-empowering. 1’hey arc then able to project themselves and 

their chosen forms into the mind and dreams of human beings. 
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One of the most fascinating ami carefully researched hooks you can read on 

this and similar subjects is Creatures /row Inner Spaces by Stan Gooch. lie is the 

author of many books on similar subjects (see references), and writes in an casy- 

rn-read style and with a directness rare in this particular subject- He is also a 

man of letters and impeccable credentials. You will gain much information from 

this book, including the fact rhar if you are left-handed you are more likely to be 

psychic. Just don't read it late at night when you are alone in the house! 

Astral forms can also be impinged upon your consciousness from a level 

higher up than that of the astral. Teachings and psychic experiences designed to 

awaken knowledge held deep within the higher self can be projected by beings 

from the mental and spiritual levels. This ofren, though not always, involves a 

dis.issoci.uion from normal time. In appendix k. 1 (D. A. N.) have recounted an 

experience of my own that deals with this phenomenon, which remains, after 

some twenty-five years, us vivid in my mind as if it was yesterday. 

Remember that all this information is subject to your own abilities and tal¬ 

ents. Don’t try to be clever, or fast. Ir can take a year of preparation and effort to 

create something useful, and even recognizable. There will be many mistakes, 

and they will require complete disintegration, plus the breaking-lip of the 

intended program. You can absorb and transmute it, or turn it to ice and smash 

it, or cancel it by sending ii into rhe uumanifest. Do not try to recreate the same 

program—always make it a little different. 

Unlike an elemental created from a mixture of your own elements and proto 

matter, you must bring a homunculus to life by energizing it via solar energy 

passed through the solar plexus. This means it will run down after eight to ten 

hours and will need to he recharged. Because it bears the stamp of your personal¬ 

ity, it will eventually begin to respond to situations as you would. The longer it 

exists, the closer it will get to becoming a ufalsc” you. As soon as it shows this 

tendency, break n down and reabsorb it. If allowed to continue, it will begin to fill 

[he house with a presence that can be extremely uncomfortable for all concerned. 

There arc precedents for this kind of half-life, and one can be found in rhe leg¬ 

end of the raising of Osiris. Having found her husband s body, Isis summoned 

the gods and demanded of them that they return his Life to him. However, as 

Prah, the god of life, reminded her, “Once life has departed irs earthly shell, it 

cannot be called back.'’ 

However, rhe body, uncorrupted as it was, might receive a portion of life force 

donated by another* This would enliven it long enough to achieve the desire nf 
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Isis to conceive ;i son. The next best thing to the actual seed ot Osiris was that uf 

his son Anubis, born to Osiris* hill sister Nephthys. In offering a Jay and a night 

of his life force, Anubis would be returning a small portion of the life given to 

him by his father. I bus it would have been the seed ol her foster son and nephew 

that impregnated the goddess and brought about the birth of I lorus. the falcon¬ 

headed Avenger. 

Although legend tells of the reanimation of Osiris, it is a tale that has grown 

in the telling over five thousand years. Anubis carried the same gene pool as his 

father and his aunt/fosrer-morher, so for her to conceive an "Osiris” child, the 

logical donor had to be his son. (Note that the modern techniques of genetic 

manipulation are very close to this kind of "magical” work.) The combination 

of a thought form ol Osins animated by the life energy of his son, and rhe 

enactment of the (»reat Kite of H.uhor could have brought about rhe concep 

tion of a special child. We know lutlr ol the inner meanings of such rites, bur 

the fact that rhe legend has been held in rhe racial memory for so long bears 

witness to its truth. 

Controlling what you do or create is a vital parr of all magical work. Self- 

control is at rhe top of the list. ( ontrolling all three selves—physical, mental, 

and spiritual—must become a daily practice. In control anything, one must first 

know arid understand the nature of what is to be controlled. Traditionally to do 

this one must name it; in other words, you must always know exactly what you 

are doing, its nature, and the projected outcome of the work. In the biblical 

story of Adam naming the animals created by God, we have an example: Adam 

was given rulership over the animal kingdom (a ruler ship we have consistently 

abused), and for this to be absolute, he needed to know and name each one. 

Ask yourself here and now. What Jo 1 know about myself at all levels' When 

you can do this, you will know your true magical name. This will be far more 

than the often fanciful appellation you take at initiation. It wall mean you at 

every level of youi being, von as a potential divinrtv. K\ means of rhis you will 

come ro know the world around you m die true sense ol being Adomii Ha ArctX- 

ASTRAL €L€m€NTS 

Because the astral level is a prototype, it contains the premanifesred forms ot all 

things, including the elements, bach level holds ns own variation of them. The 

menial level variation on the elements is the concept ol them, while rhe spiritual 
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level holds them almost at their purest, hut that is reserved for the level nt the 

Primal Wave and contains the essence of them in the form of the Four Holy 

Creatures. But we may encounter the familiar elements on the astral level in 

many forms and variations. 

Astral Water 

Here we see the element of water as the Great Burner Sea of Bin ah, the sea ol 

dreams and desires. It may become the unseen River of Lite that flows from 

hirrh to death and hack again. It holds within it all the sea gods and goddesses, 

from Poseidon to Aphrodite. 

It was from this inner sea that there emerged teachers such as Cannes, l a, and 

Dagon, who taught the primitive tribes living on the coast of North Africa dur¬ 

ing the earliest times. Ir was from here that the disciples caught nets full of fish, 

the symbol of those they would teach in the future. It was the storm on such a 

hidden ocean that was calmed by Yehchsua, and upon which he walked to the 

consternation of the apostles. 

it is the sea on which Odysseus* sailed on his long voyage home after the fall 

of Troy, for that journey was surely not a physical one. bur a cloak for the jour¬ 

ney of initiation that he sought and was gran red by Athena. 

The fairy rales of nixies, undines, and mermaids all have their place here, as 

well as those tales of lunacy and werewolves when the moon is full, f or we are 

creatures bom of the physical sea and carry its traces in our salty blood. The 

great tides of the moon and the seasons sweep through us and affect us is surely 

as it affects rhr oceans ot our world. 

Such is the power nf this inner ocean that we can use it to empower thought 

forms, especially in the religion ol Wicca; witness its use in the ritual ol “Draw 

ing down the Muon." Moon power can add an extra infusion of energy it the 

thought form is built on a growing moon or during the night of a full moon. 

Astral Fire 

Fire has always been seen as .1 iransmniing element, and the use of it as a means 

of offering a sacrifice ro the gods has been in use since the beginning of recorded 

history. Its astral, unseen presence can take the lorm of solar winds and the radi¬ 

ation between the stars. It is also present as l ight 111 the auric envelope ol human 

beings and all Ii\ing objects. 
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Physical fire has always been regarded wirh great awe, and the solar gods 

have been given rutership over prophesy, healing, and music, as well as light 

and heat.. 

Whai in occult terminology is called "flu* sun behind the sun” or “the sun ai 

midnight" can also be seen as a parr of rhe astral presence of the element of fire. 

Energy drawn from the solar winds, solar flares, or passed through the solar 

plexus nerve center can also be used to energize thought forms. A more 

advanced technique of building such forms could possibly be utilized using the 

creative essence of tire on the mental and spiritual levels. There is little to go on 

concerning this, but it would be an interesting project to try out at some point in 

the furure. 

Salamanders, the elcmenials ol lire, are often used by adults and children alike 

to trace images in a coal or wood fire. The presence of fire has a stimulating 

effect on human beings, and its radiating hear and light often induce a flow of 

words giving rise to music or songs and stories told around a fire. 

Astral Air 

Air is a strange element, for even in a physical state it cannot be seen except if 

used to fill some form such as a balloon, a sail, a parachute, ora tire. Neverthe¬ 

less, its astral power is manifested whenever we pray, invoke, evoke, or use 

breath to manifest words. 

The ancient gods of air are always those who rule rhe other gods of that par¬ 

ticular pantheon. They are the rulers of high mountains, thunder* and lightning, 

and the great winds are their servants. The astral power of air manifests as the 

words used to program thought forms, guardians, and homunculi. The power of 

rhe spoken word is second to none, and every magician worth her salt will 

develop rhe magical voice with which to summon or dismiss. 

I lie sylphs of the element arc often confused with the faery folk, hut are 

not of that evolution at all. They are entirely separate and must be considered 

as such. Birds are another part of this, and their patterns of flight have often 

been used in rhe past to predict the future. Sound is another astral manifests 

tion of air, since ir cannot be seen but can be heard. I he power of words is 

locked into the practice of rhe Magical Breath, and that, in turn, is the key to 

astral air magic. 
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Astral Earth 

This area belongs to the practice of building the Inner Kingdom, an exercise that 

every aspiring magician should undertake. It takes the form of creating an inner 

world, which the magician gradually explores and makes his own. The creation 

of such a kingdom is a way of following in the footsteps of rhe Creator. In the 

same manner that a child will copy his parents, pretending to go to work or 

clean house, play at being a teacher or a truck driver, a nurse, or a fireman, so 

we human beings play at being God. By creating an inner universe and peopling 

u with carefully constructed thought forms of beings and animals of our own 

creation, we emulate the creation of our own universe. 

The elemenrals of earth, the gnomes, are one small part of the faery race, and 

can often be found in houses and gardens where rhcrc is a happy and loving 

atmosphere. They often befriend children or rake on the guardianship of homes 

for their own delight. 

The inner aspect of earth encompasses the great Group Souls of the younger 

brethren of the animal, vegetable, and mineral world. It is one area in which we. 

ihe human race, have tailed miserably. As guardians and initiators of this 

younger kingdom, we are a total failure. 
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THOUqHT FORfD 

Hitrbie on: a 

European m 

l ibct; witness 

to marvels; 

l ung-gom pa 

arid tumo; the 

artist followed 

by the thought 

form of his 

God: Madame 

David-Neel 

creates "friar 

Tuck the 

thought form 

exteriorizes: 

Dion fortune’s 

astral wolf; what 

to do when you 

lose control. 

in septfmrkr 1969, one of Europe's most remarkable 

women died peacefully at her home in France. She had 

attained the age of one hundred and two—something 

approaching a miracle, given the life she had led. 

Madame Alexandra David-Nteel read the science-fic¬ 

tion works of Jutes Verne as a girl, and was inspired to 

a career of discovery and adventure. From an early age 

she began to rravcl. When she exhausted the potential 

of Europe, she set her sights farther afield and headed 

for Asia. There she became the first European woman 

ever to enrer the mountain fastnesses of Tibet. She 

stayed—with one brief break—more than twenty years. 

Alexandra David-Neel was no mundane tourist. She 

was fascinated by Tibetan culture, a medieval feudalism 

thar had remained undisturbed for centuries. But most 

of all, she was fascinated by Tibetan religion and eso¬ 

teric practice. In a land without roads, where the thin 

air and hiring cold made even the shortest journey an 

ordeal, she traveled from monastery to monastery, from 

village to village, seeking out the hermits, mystics, and 

magicians who could teach her firsthand what she 

wanted to know. 
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So successful was she in her quest that she became the first European women 

ever to become a lama, hut more importantly, she witnessed, investigated, and in 

some instances practiced the esoteric techniques that had made Tibet the magical 

capital of the planet. 

On one occasion she watched the curiously loping figure of a lung-gom-pa 

runner, one of the country's mystic message-carriers, and later discovered the 

rrance techniques that allowed these men to carry on without pause or exhaus¬ 

tion, mile after mile, until they reached their destination. 

On another, she practiced tumo% the complex visualization of certain symbols, 

which, combined with an inner goddess contact, triggered the generation of 

great body hear. Madame David-Neel discovered that the real adepts of this 

technique were required ro sir naked in the snow and dry out three blankets 

soaked in a freezing mountain stream using their body heat alone. When this 

ordeal was complete, they earned the title “Rcpa," after the thin cotton tunic 

that was their only garment thereafter. 

But perhaps her most remarkable experience began one evening with the 

arrival in her camp of a weU-known Tibetan artist she had met some years before. 

The man had changed dramatically in the intervening time. He seemed dis¬ 

tracted, almost feverish, and though he insisted he was not ill, he seemed con 

standy nervous and ill-at-ease. More peculiar still, Madame David-Necl was able 

to discern that he was perpetually followed, by a monstrously large, shadowy 

presence, its shape no more solid than the last wisps oi morning mist. From her 

studies of local Buddhism, she recognized the f igure as one of the many fearsome 

gods in the Tibetan pantheon. 

Intrigued, she began ro question the man. Like most Tibetan artists. Ins paint¬ 

ings were of a religious nature, and since he had List met Madame David-Ncel, 

he had formed a special devotion to a particular deity. Using old scriptures as a 

reference, he had painted the deity again and again. It had become the sole sub¬ 

ject of his daily meditations. He had, he said, decided to devote his lilt* to it. The 

deity he spoke of. Madame David-Ncel quickly realized, was the same shadowy 

figure that now followed him. 

As an initiate lama, Madame David-Ncel was familiar with the Tibetan doc¬ 

trine of the tulpa, a creature created by the power of thought, but this was the 

first time she had actually seen one. She was so fascinated she decided to find out 

if she could create a tulpa for herself. To this end, she began a daily regime of 

visualization. The creature she visualized was a plump link- monk, modeled on 

Robin Hood’s cheerful spiritual advisor. Friar Tuck. 
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At first she concentrated on seeing the monk in her mind's eye as vividly as 

possible, working hard ro fill in the smallest details of his appearance. Once she 

had achieved this, she switched to visualizing him as it he were physically pre¬ 

sent. as Pcmu Tense did with his Yidam. It took some weeks to achieve, bur she 

was Finally able ro see her creation as objectively real. 

But w hile Madame David-Neel never lost sight of the fact that she had simply 

created a hallucination, as time went on strange things began to happen. The 

day came when she caught sight of her monk in the camp even though she had 

not visualized him. Two days later, he was back again, still without her input. 

The sightings became more and more frequent, and the monk himself underwent 

a sinister change, losing weight and taking on a shifty aspect. When others of her 

party began to ask about the mysterious visitor, she realized her creation had 

moved out of her control. 

Something similar happened to the British occultist and psychic Violet Penrv- 

hvans, better known by her pen name, Dion Fortune, when she discovered what 

she called an “astral wolf* lying on the bottom o! her bed. Although she saw the 

creature as objectively real (it even had a degree of weight), her psychoanalytic 

training convinced her it was actually a projected thought Form that had arisen 

m her own unconscious mind. Wolves and similar wild animals are often sym¬ 

bolic ijF repressed instincts, generally, though not invariably, sexual. When she 

tried to push the creature off the bed. it turned and growled at her—another 

thought form had shown itself to be out of its creator’s control. 

IF it could happen ro adepts like Alexandra David-Neel and Dion Fortune, it 

could happen ro you. So vvhai do you do iF your conjured thought form decides 

to go its own way and cause mischief? 

The First thing to remember is Pema Tense's basic insight: However real or 

powerful a thought form may appear, ii in Mill a thought form. However thor¬ 

oughly you have enshrouded it in astral proto matter, however powerful its 

source of energy, it is still essentially a creature of your imagination. And what a 

trained imagination can make, a trained imagination can unmake. 

Thus, if you ate laced with a rogue thought form created consciously or 

unconsciously, by yourself or someone else, your first line of attack should be 

imaginal. If the entity appears objective, “grip'* it by internalizing its image and 

visualizing it as vividly and clearly as possible within your mind. Once you have 

done so, you can Lheii visualize irs destruction. You might. For example, imagine 

it catching Fire and burning up or crumbling into dust, like a vampire staked by 
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Bufty, or exploding into fragments, or turning to water and sinking into the 

earth. Find the visualization that that suits you best and use it. 

li >ou feel this sounds almost too easy to be true, you may be right. Some 

thought forms are resistant to this form of attack and need to be tack let! differ¬ 

ently. Broadly speaking, as you will have gathered from everything you’ve so tar 

learned in this book, there are three basic types ot thought form. 

First, there is what 1 might call a pure thought torra. which exists only as a 

mental construct. Tins type tends to become obsessive if yon lose control and 

can sometimes communicate with others telepat Ideally. I he visualizations men¬ 

tioned previously should be enough to deal with it. 

Next, there is the thought form that has been injected, so to speak, with the 

elemental essence of proto matter—the type of magical thought form Dolores 

has been teaching you how to construct in this book. While you might possibly 

undermine one of these with an appropriate visualization, a banishing is likely to 

be more effective. Given our Qabalistic training, Dolores or I would tend to use 

the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. Qabalisricallv trained or not, you 

can use it. too—ir*s included as appendix l of this book, and you should use the 

astral techniques you’ve learned to potenrize your visualizations. 

Finally, there is the thought form that has absorbed something of its creator’s 

essence. This was certainly the case with Dion Fortune’s wolf, which emerged 

from her unconscious and represented an actual aspect of her psyche. It may also 

have been the case with Madame David-Ncel*s monk. In both instances, these 

two adepts decided on the ihird method of destroying their creations: absorp¬ 

tion. In both instances, it proved an extraordinarily difficult process. 

Absorption, or re-absorption, is a tricky, even potentially dangerous method 

that depends almost entirely on the skill and psycho-spiritual status of the user. 

If you have experience in the esoteric arts, decide for yourself whether you have 

reached a level where you can safely use ir. II you are a beginner, or have no 

experience at ail, you would be well advised to call in help, rather than attempt 

the operation yourself. 

Should you decide to go ahead, this is what you have to do: 

First, ensure you arc in a state of rotal harmony and calm. This will require a 

period of meditation—sorry, tranquilizers won't hack it. It is an excellent idea to 

make a racditational contact with your spiritual ideal the Christ, Buddha, 

Mohammed, or equivalent figure from your own tradition. Please don't skimp 

on this preparation. The operation is difficult, even lor someone of experience, 

and you will need to lay down a firm foundation. 
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Once you are satisfied with your spirnual srate, call up an astral image of the 

thought form you need to destroy, and try to divine its essential nature. This is a 

vital step and, like your initial preparation, can take some time. Use both intu¬ 

ition and observation for the job. I he ufecl" of the creature will give you clues, 

as will its attitudes and behavior. If you are attempting to destroy a malign 

entity—and its difficult to see why you should be trying to destroy any other 

sort—you will probably find it is driven by anger, hatred, lust, or a desperation 

for self-preservation that leads to a type of vampirism. (By this latter category. I 

don't mean the mild absorption of energy so many thought forms indulge in, but 

rather an uncaring theft oI energy rhnr injures the victim.) 

Once you have categorized the creature, von should begin to meditate on the 

opposite of the force that drives it—love tor hate, sustenance for vampirism, 

detachment tor lust, and so on. Continue your mediation unril you arc thor¬ 

oughly suffused w ith the opposing quality. 

Next—and this is flu* part that makes the entire operation so difficult—you 

must succeed in elevating yourself to a level of spiritual understanding from 

which you no longer feel anything toward the entity except perhaps piry for its 

state of ignorance. You mils! come to realize the essential emptiness of rhe thing 

you are about to absorb. < )nly when rhis is completely achieved can you safely 

proceed, ami even then, you must proceed with compassion. 

Once you have achieved the necessary stare, open your aura and s'lick it in. 

(Vampiric thought forms will sometimes help you by forming an attachment 

through which rhe\ intend to draw off your energy. This will manifesr on the 

astral as a cord connecting to your solar plexus. Use this cord to pull the crea¬ 

ture toward you.} For your own sake, proceed slowly and gradually. A sudden 

mteriocizarion of a malign thought form constitutes a considerable shock to your 

system, and you might not be able to maintain vour spiritual equilibrium. 

As you begin to absorb the thought form, you w ill fed your own nature res¬ 

onate to its essence. If you are absorbing hatred, you could find your thoughts 

turning rowTard someone you dislike, if sexual lust, you may experience a turn¬ 

on, and so forth. Whatever the reaction, you must take immediate steps to neu¬ 

tralize it and regain your initial state of detached harmony. 

Success in an operation of this tvpe is marked by an unmistakable sensation 

of spiritual exhilaration and power, tnjoy it. It’s tire sign you’ve done a diffi¬ 

cult |ob well. 
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ttif follow Inc. iitmi cook will allow readers with rhcir own Web pages to experi¬ 

ment with the concept of cyberspace. 

starl.html 

<HTMI ><HFAD> <T! 11 K>starl</T I II fx/HI ADxBOm 

BC.CC>1 OR="#ifUir><i 12 Al.IGN=a N I I KxR>\ I i Ol ()R=~#ED 181 F">THF 
STAKKC )KN^I-0\T></H2xP AI ICN- 

Ch-NTER><B>&copy: I99S Dolores Ashcroft Nowicki 

*$/B></PxP>&nbsp;</PxP>£knbsp; </PxPxB> Oh ye who stand within this Tern- 

pit* of the Mysteries listen unto to me. Place your heart within my heart and your 

hand within nn hand and together we will ser forth upon a journey to the realms of 

the spirit that dwell within each man and woman that liverb upon theearrh. 

</B></l'xP><B> Relax your body and seek deep within yourselves for that seed of 

silence wherein lives the essential essence of the soul. </B></P><P><fi> Stop up vour 

earthly cars and listen only to the words that guide vour inner and higher conscious¬ 

ness </B></PxPxB> Leave behind the scents of earth and prepare your nostrils for 

the perfumes o! f den; fold your hands within your vestments and let my words touch 

and caress your souls. </Bx/PxPxB> 1 will pour you wine from grapes never seen 

upon the earth and feed you with bread that was never yet garnered from this 

planet s fields. Suspend vour senses and live within their higher anil finer selves, and 

so we will leave behind all that yve know and hold dear. </Bx/PxPxB> f rom each 

heart there emerges a golden thread. Ir flows out to the Temple Chalice anti pours 

itself into it. Thus we are linked and may begin our journey. s/Bx/PxP 

ALI(tN=C.LN I LRxA HKhf=Mstar2.htmIBegin 

</Ax/PxP>&:nbsp:</PxP>Nl> I bS:</PxP> What is given here (and on subsequent 

pages) is the basic script tor rhe pathworking, along with its relevant links. >ou 

should feel tree to deal vvirh each page creatively, adding such graphics, animations, 

or somulfiles as you feel would aid the viMuli/atioit process. </PxP> There is a 

strong case lor recording rhe entire script and inserting ir, possibly without text, as a 
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series «»l sound files playable as streaming audio. assuming, Web spaa’ and your tech 

nic.il expertise allow. WI’xIS Ihesr notes are for your guidance only, and should be 

deleted I aim the finished page. </l50DYx/l I IML> 

star2.html 

cHTMl xHb Al>> <TI 11 >>siar2</11I LHx/1 IhAbxBODY 

B. ( A .’< >1 \ >H=" tffff ITI” >< PxFC )KV 

C. OtOR="#ED 18 l r>STARBORN</FON I ></P><P>«subsp;</P^<P>&nbsp;<:/P><P 
><P» Tin Temple begins lo move in .t circle tunung lu the right, the sensation of 

spuming grows stronger and Stronger until we fed pmned to our sears and rhe whole 

Temple spins our nf rhis dimension and into anorher, higher one. </Bx/P><P 

Al !(..N=(TN~1 KRxA IIR1 f-"starThtmr> C ontinue 

</A></bxR>iS:nbsp:</PxP>NOTF.5:</l’><P> Tins would seem the perfect place tor 

an animated illustration. <!VxV> 1 hese notes are tor vour guidance only, and should 

hi’ deleted from the finished page </BODY></l 11 ML> 

star Thtml 

<1 ITMLxlffiAD> <TTTl.K>srars</11 ITivx/HHAl)><B0l)'i 

KC,C.Oi.C>R=w#ftfmMxP><bON I 

( Ol C>R=’*I/M>1 SI t">bl ARltORN</FONT></P><P>\Anbsp:</P><P>iC;Tibsp;</PxP 

><B> Still spinning, we feel that we are traveling through laver alter layer of the 

astral levels. I hen gradually the movement begins to slow down, and finally it is a 

gentle movement making a slow circle, then ir stops. We open our inner ryes and dis¬ 

cover that the Temple has subtly changed. </B>«/PxP>dcnbsp;</PxP ALIGN=CFN- 

TFRxA Rl- I =‘*star4.hnnr>t ommuc</Ax/l,xP>^aibsp;<./PxP>NOTI S;</PxP> 

Again, animation might be useful here, suggesting rhe changing nature of rhe Temple. 

</PxP> These norcs are for voirr guidance only, and should he deleted from the fin¬ 

ished page. </Ht >I)Yx/HI YlL> 

stur4.htm] 

<HTM1><H1 Af)> cTiTI b>srar4</im Kx/HFADxlU 

h(ic oi oK=''«tffrfr><iJxl;oNT 
con >K="*fEI> 1SI FA >ST\RPORN</PONTx/P><P>is:nhsp;</lJxP>is:ubsp:<7PxP 

><R> Its pillars glow With light, bach one is a single block of crystal, through which 

filters a diffused light. The altar is solid light. Beneath us rhe floor has gone anil we 
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sec only the scar fields of rhe infinire cosmos. </B></PxPxB> We look up, and see 

the same tiling; there are only the walls surrounding us, then gradually they, too, fade 

and disappear. </Bx/PxPxB> We sit in our chairs, rhe altar in the center, the pillars 

glowing either side of the east. </Bx/PxPxB> Then the altar blazes with light daz¬ 

zling our inner sight, and fades from view; rhe same dung happens with the pillars, 

then with our chairs, so we are suspended in space. </B></PxP ALIGN-CEN- 

TERxA HRL1 =nstar5.hLml,,>Continue</A></P><P>5£iibsp;</BODY></HTML> 

star5.html 

<HTMI.xIIEAD» <TITI F.^starWl 11 l.Kx/HFADxBODY 

BCiC.OLOR="#ffffff" ><P>< FONT 

CQLOR=,!#LDl8iE>>>STARBORN</FONTx/P><P>6cnbsp;</P><P>6cnbsp;</P><P 

xR> Wc come closer rogrther and look .it each familiar face, seeing it clearly, then 

rhe earthly forms fade away and instead of human shape, there are just glowing geo 

metric shapes composed of millions of riny points of light. </Bx/PxPxB> We come 

together arid fuse into one beautiful star-shaped being. Be quiet now and allow your¬ 

selves to feel each others thoughts and patterns.Wc are one and yet we are separate. 

We can lude nothing from each other when fused like this. 

</'Bx/PxP>^nhsp;<ypxP AUGN^LHNTKRxA HREI:^$tar6.htmi”> 

t .< >nrinue</Ax/BOD Yx/HTM 1 > 

starA.hrml 

<HTMLxHEAD> <11I I F>srart></nTLEx/HEADxBODY 

BGGOL® R=*#f f ffff” xPxFONT 
CO! OR=r-w#Fni HI FT>STARBORN</FONT></P><P>Saibsp;</P^<P>fiaib5p;</P><P 

><B> Now the &zquot; Star&quoi; moves across Space, crossing rhe star lanes and 

rhe vast deeps where no stars shine. </Bx/PxPxB> We cross time and dimensions 

and come ar last ro the Great Central Sun. from which all Matter flows. 

</Bx/PxPxB> It is from this sun that all things have emerged and to which rhey 

will return. This is our true birthplace, for we are, as has been said, Scarborn. 

</Bx/PxPxB> We are caught in the Sun's pull and begin to circle it, joining in rhe 

Great Dance ul Becoming. </Bx/PxPxB> We are not the only ones; there are thou¬ 

sands of stars dancing together. Fach one is sure of its place in the pattern drawn by 

the Great Sun. Each, in turn, swings close into rhe great Orb, and then out again, and 

so rhe light is woven into shapes that will become planets and galaxies in the far 

future. </Bx/PxP AidGN =CHNTFR><A 
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HKHI:='*star7.himP>(iontinue</A></Pxl> 

AL1GN=CEN iiiR>«5cnbsp;c/P><P>NOTES:</PxP> At this stage, music would be 

an enormous enhancement of the experience. </PxP> These notes arc for your guid¬ 

ance only, ami should be deleted from the finished page. </BODYx/HTML> 

srar7.html 

<HTMLxHFAI)> <TITI l->star7</TmFx/HFADxBOO Y 

BGCOLOR=”#ffffff”xl>><FONT 

COLpR="#ED I«lE->STARBORN</lT)NTx/PxP>^nbsp;</P><P>^nbsp;</PxP 

><B> Then we become aware of the voice of the Great Sun; it spcjks to each one of 

us as a person, telling us ot our destiny and what has been created lor us. 

</Bx/PxPxB> We understand our Oneness with all things, and that even the Great 

Sun is one part of an even greater whole; that there in another Sun behind this Sun to 

which all others owe allegiance, and so it goes on. </Bx/PxPxB> We listen to the 

voice within us, hearing and seeing our faults and our strengths and accepting the 

reaching that is being offered to us, if ut so desire. </Bx/P><P AI .Ki\=t FN 

TERxA ITREF=’’star8.htmr,>Cont!nue</Ax/PxP 

Al.KiNrrt.'FN 1 KR>&;nbsp;</PxP>N() 1 KS:</PxP> Resist the temptation to add an 

audio message here in the voice of the (.rear Sun. If the experience of the working is 

to have spiritual benefit, participants must listen to an inner voice ar this stage. 

</PxP> These notes are for your guidance only, and should be deltTed from rhe fin 

ished page. <7BODYx/H I ML> 

star8.html 

<HTMLxHEAD> <T1T1 F>starS</T!TI Fx/HbADxBODY 

BGCOL( >R= " H ff ffff* xPxFOjV I 

COLOR=M#ED181E">ST\RBORN</FONTx/PxP>ik:nbsp;</PxP>&nbsp;</l,xP 

xB> Then wc are drawn our of the great dancing circle and once more traverse rhe 

cosmos until we see the star lurrns we know and recognize. </Bx/PxP><B> Slowly 

we withdraw from our union and become single entities again. In rhe quietness of 

Time and Space we resume our human shapes and wait patiently. </Bx/P><P 

ALLGN=CENTFKxA HREF=**srar9.hrmr>Conrmue</Ax/BODY></Hl'MU 
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star9.html 

<1 CT*MLxHEAD> <TITLE>siar9</TTn Fx/HEADxBODY 

BGCOLOR= w#fffffT ><P> < FO NT 

COLOR= #F.D1 X1 Er >S rARBORN</FONT></P><P>dCnbsp;</P><P>6cnhsp;</PxP 

><B> Around us form the walls of the Temple, then rhe pillars and the altar. 

</Bx/P><PxB> The floor and ceiling return and we are once again within our own 

Place of Worship. </Bx/PxPxB> It begins to spin faster and faster until wc spin 

out oi this area of rime and into our own, gradually slowing down until we stop. 

</Bx/PxPxB> There on rhe center uf the altar is the dialice filled with our life- 

force. We withdraw rhe heart thread for it, and are fed with power, life, joy, and radi¬ 

ance from the Grail. </Bx/PxP ALIGN'=(T\'TF.RxA HREF=t*starl0.hrml% Con¬ 

tinue </A></P><P>&nbsp;</P><P>NOTES:</PxP> A particularly good point for a 

graphic, since participants are now at the stage of “earthing’’ their experience. 

</PxP> These notes are for your guidance only, anil should he deleted from rhe fin¬ 

ished page. </BODYx/HTMIj> 

starl0.html 

<KTMLxHEAD> <TTTLE>star1Oc/TITLEx/lIEADxBODY 

BGCOLOR=?,#ff fffpxpx FONT 

COLOR=”#EDlSlE,,>STARBORN</FONT></P><P>&:nbsp;</PxP><B> Open 

your earthly eyes my dear ones, open your eartlily senses and your inner heart cen¬ 

ters. </Bx/P><PxB> Open them and let what you have been given pour our into the 

world on this Day of the Sun’s Return. </Bx/P><PxB> Fill the earth with your 

power and your joy; let ir spill over, for this is the neverending flow of Light that fills 

rhe cosmos. However, ii must have a channel for its power to enter any planet. You 

are such channels, now and forever. </Bx/PxPxB> Lift up your heads and rejoice, 

for you are the vanguard of those that will come. Thus it shall he now and evermore. 

The great traditions of rhe earth will unite and form a Gateway of Light, through 

which shall come the Masters of the Hidden ways. c/Bx/PxPxB> Look upon your 

company and be glad, for you are the starhorn ones. </Bx/PxP ALIGN-CEN- 

TERxA HREF=nstarL.htmr>Home</A></B’ODYx/HTMI.> 
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I, SQUARED 

ihkokiis o\ wniiTHl K or n<»r thought forms exist (and are usable) come to an inter¬ 

esting point when what you Imagine is not physically possible. If what you imagine has 

nothing at all <or very little) to do with everyday reality, then how useful is the thought 

itself ? I believe every thought is important, and even the oddest thoughts have many 

uses. Hie best example comes from complex algebra. 

No groaning allowed for nomnatheinaricians: I'm tun going to use more than a cou¬ 

ple pieces of math, and none ol these will lie mind-blowmg. 

Complex math is a system of algebra char allows for roots of negative numbers. 

Remember that class in grade school in which the teacher taught that the square root 

of -4 was nor -2, hut rhar. in fact, it didn't exist? Maybe your teacher even stated cryp¬ 

tically Lhat it became li, an imaginary number. In complex math, this little v'iM is the 

heart and soul of every problem. The definition ul “i" is: i2 - *1. 

After being taught this form of math, I remembered that cryptic statement from the 

fourth grade: These numbers an* imaginary. They don't exist in real life. Yet, thanks to 

my naming in physics, I understand rhev produce answers experiment and observation 

dictate. How is tins possible? If these numbers don't exist in VH reality, then how can 

they be used ro predict correct answers? 

My solution ro that is rhar they do exist in reality, but not in a visible manner. They 

exisr in your mind, that little corner of your consciousness (or unconsciousness) 

reserved for holding these numbers and performing calculations so you can write the 

answer down on rhe paper in front of you. But since that is rhe only place rhcyr exist, 

and they seem to be able to predict outcomes for real events, they have a direct impact 

on reality; therefore, your mind has a direct impact on reality. 

I understand that psychologists have been stating this for a while now. and it's con 

sidered proper to think that your view' of reality is completely fabricated by your 

unconscious mind based on input. But this implies Lhat there is something that exists 

beyond the information that gives us the reality we perceive, fust as a computer will 

only show rhe end product on screen, and not the unbelievably long list of functions 

that were performed to gel the producr, your mind also leaves the useless derails out. 

Unfortunately, these details include exactly where the information came from. But it's 
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a fair assumption then, if we make- any parallels between the mind and a computer, 

that, just like typing on a keyboard or clicking on a mouse, you can interject your 

thoughts and expectations into reality and expect to get feedback. I’m not implying 

that you can change reality completely |ust by thinking, any more than you can change 

the program you’re in just by typing. But. just like the program, you can change the 

“program options4' of reality to make your life easier. I his is still only a subtle change, 

but a change nonetheless. 

I’ve had a psychology professor tell me that if we were jusr heads on a lab shelf 

being fed computer-generated impressions of life, or just programs on a machine, we’d 

never notice. There's no way to tell if what we see is real. The norion of complex marh, 

and my previous argument, suggests rhat there's more than what’s being seen, and that 

we can affect ir. But the idea that wc cm affect it at all is a good reason to believe ihaL 

there is no such “program” that controls what we see. In the context of the computer 

example I used, some options that we can change should have “administrator pass¬ 

words” on them to lock us out, bur they don’t seem to. 

Now, 1 guess 1 had better offer some backing for my statements, before my argu¬ 

ment dies of criticism. For the first poinr, I will ask a question: Whar makes up reality? 

I’ll bet your answer can be rephrased to say, “Whatever 1 see, hear, taste, feel, and 

smell.” Your answer might include feelings not attributed to these senses, bur such feel¬ 

ings arc always defined in terms of rhe five regular senses. You “feel” that slight gust 

of wind you intuitively know means you’re not alone in the room. You ”see” an event 

rhat you shouldn’t be able to. bur can. You “hear” tilings rhar orher people can’t. Any¬ 

thing that we receive as personal information comes from these five sources, whether 

rhe phenomenon is physical or not. The senses aren’t just physical functions; they’re 

conceprs, axioms from which we define everything else. Even the idea that 1 + 1 = 2 is 

validated because you can see the result. 

I conclude that, since the only information we get about our external life is from 

these five senses, they, to all intents and purposes, define reality. Next, let’s assume that 

you observe some event. It can he anything, hut for this example let's say it's a mechan 

ical event—a lever, or something moving past you at fast speed; something that has 

measurable quantities. Since you’ve seen this event, perhaps heard or felt it as well, it 

fits into the definition of reality. 

Now let’s reintroduce the complex math. There are methods of applying the math 

lo the problem (quantum mechanics for rhe moving object, advanced engineering 

methods for rhe lever), so we’ll gather the information in two ways. First, we’ll take 

measurements from the event itself by use ol whatever lab equipment necessary. This 

also fits into reality for the same reason. 

I.er me make a note here: I don’t think its a valid point to say that complex numbers 

fit inro reality the same way rhat rhe moving object does. In tact, everything wc see and 
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anything we lc*;irri points to the hurt that the roots of negative numbers arc not only a 

ridiculous notion, but also completely unnecessary. Alter all. since there is an infinite 

amount of observable numbers, why shouldn’t they be able to solve all of our prob¬ 

lems? Since a complex number can’t be assorted with something that is seen, heard, 

tell, tasted, or smelled, then it doesn't exist as tar as your senses tell you. 

Let’s now predict the outcome of the experiment with oar knowledge of math and 

physics. I’m sure that you don’t want to sec actual calculations performed, especially i! 

you’re not a physicist, but assume the answers march up. In the spirit ol good scien¬ 

tists. let’s repeat the measurements many tunes, and check die calculations for errors. 

Let's assume they soil march. Since the math properly predicts the outcome ol the 

experiment beyond coincidence, those imaginary numbers with no bearing on reality 

are now associated with something that is real. So, from that association, the numbers 

can. in a manner, be accessed bv the senses, in the form of the event being predicted. 

The numbers have become a part ol reality. 

Lot mathematicians who live and die by their proofs, I’m not arguing that the math¬ 

ematical proofs of complex numbers aren’t sound. But I’m looking at ir from an obser¬ 

vational point o| view. In mathematics, it’s easy to get so caught up m the math itself, 

that the question the math was created to solve becomes less important. Mathematics 

is more than a tool; it’s a powerful way of thinking. But it's only one way of thinking. 

And if a concept in math isn’r descnbabic in any way other than math, then that con¬ 

cept has a very limited usefulness. 

Warning: physics philosophy ahead. I wrote this paper with the idea of showing that 

something so obviously imaginary as complex numbers could do somerhmg real. As I 

pointed out, complex numbers are involved whenever math becomes unthinkable any 

other way. Mv quantum mechanics professor Tells me that we use complex notation in 

I.orcntz transforms to "cheat the system,’ making the lasr component of a four-dimen 

sum a I vector negative if you square it. It’s used in crystallography because the structure 

of a crystal, when viewed by x-ray, is literally inside out and backward. These numbers 

are involved with practically everything that you cannot see. They can be used for 

things you can sec. but so can real numbers, (.enernlly speaking, complex numbers are 

used whenever you begin using more than three dimensions. In the context of four 

dimensions, it’s the fourth dimension (that is. rime) that is generally complex. 

If we recognize more than three dimensions to the universe, then maybe complex 

numbers do exist physically in reality as a representation of what a higher dimension 

looks like in our 3-D perception. The existence of observable complex numbers 

doesn’t go against mv earlier argument that your thoughts affect reality. It actually 

fits very well into the concept of mental dimensions (rhar is, astral planes or inner 

planes), if you recognize multiple dimensions, and those dimensions are expressible 
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by complex numbers, then those dimensions could quite possibly be imaginary in ori¬ 

gin. This is nor to say that you made them up on rhe fly; these dimensions might be 

where the individual mind draws us innate knowledge, where we send signals and 

receive information. 

A current theory in physics espouses eleven dimensions, four of which we live in 

(the three spatial dimensions, and time), and seven other dimensions that arc said to 

have “curled up** to a size that makes an atom look large. We’re not going to notice 

anything ill jl small, which means that die imaginary, even though it may actually have 

a place in the universe, must still he ’‘imaginary” forever. You’ll never know the 

process of your imagination, only the results. This idea also lends itself ro Jung’s idea 

ol a Collective Unconscious. What he proposed ill psychology might be explainable 

with modern physics. 

I he ideas in this paper are not really provable, but then neither is the idea of eleven 

dimensions, or most philosophical issues. The only things that can be proven arc those 

that can be heard, felt, smelled, tasted, or, arguably, most importantly to humans, seen. 

And this is only true as long as you trust your senses. Bul die concepts seem to tit 

together very well, almost too well to attribute it to coincidence. I think that most, if 

not all, explanations of how the universe works will eventually converge into one idea, 

with pieces from all rhe other ideas it lus replaced. 

If we re lucky, it might even be the truth. 

JAMES BECHRAKIS 

JANUARY 4, 2QOO 



L£SS<ER BANISHINq RITUAL 

OF TH€ peNTAqRAfTI 

1. Walk to the eastern quarter of the room and face east. 

2. Perform the Qabahstic Cross as follows: 

n. Raise your npht hand to a point about three inches above your head. 

Visualize a sphere of brilliant whire light. 

b. Bring your band down to touch your forehead. 

c. As you touch your forehead, vibrate the word uAh-Teh. 

d. Bring the hand down to Touch your breastbone. 

c. Vibrate “Mal-Kurh.” Visualize a shaft of white light emanating from 

the sphere and penetrating your body to flower in a second sphere at 

your feet. 

f. Touch vour right shoulder. Visualize a sphere of light there. 

g. Vibrate “Vcb-tieb Your-All.” 

h. Bring the hand across to touch your left shoulder. 

i. Vibrate -Voh-Ged-You Lah.” Visualize a shaft of light emanating 

from the right shoulder sphere and penetraring your body to flower 

into a sphere at your left shoulder. 

I. Clasp your hands together in rhe form of a cup at a level with your 

chest. Visualize a flame burning within your cupped hands. 

k. Vibrate "Lay-Oh-l ah-Eem.” 

l. Vibrate “Ah-Men.” 

V Trace pentagram with your firsr two fingers, visualizing ir in blue fire, 

like methylated spirit flame. 

4. Stab pentagram. 
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5. Vibrate MYod-Heh-Vav-Hch,M imagining the sound rushing away. 

ft. Move clockwise to the south with your arm outstretched. Visualize a quar 

ter-circle of blue flame traced by your first two fingers. 

7. Trace second pentagram as before, stab if. and vibrate “Ah-Doh-Nay." 

8. Move clockwise to the west, visualizing as before. 

9. Trace third pentagram, stab it, and vibrate “Fh-Heh-Yeh.” 

10. Move clockwise to the north, visualizing as before. 

11. Trace fourth pentagram, stab u, and vibrate “Aye-Geh-Lah.~ 

12. Return to the east, continuing to visualize, and complete the circle by 

bringing your outstretched fingers to the center of the first pentagram. 

13. Stretch your arms out sideways, standing in the form of a cross. 

14. Vibrate “’Before me Rah-Fi-EI.” Visualize telesmatk figure of the archangel in 

shimmering robes of silk shot with yellow and mauve. Cool breezes coming 

from this quarter. 

15. Vibrate “Behind me Gah Brah-FI.“ Visualize archangel robed in blue offset by 

orange, holding a blue chalice and standing in a stream of swiftly flowing water 

rhat pours into the room. 

16. Vibrate “At my right hand Me-Kah-Kl.” Visualize archangel robed in 

flame red flecked wirh emerald, sranding on scorched earth with small 

flickering flames at his feet and carrying a steel sword. Intense hear 

emanates from this quarter. 

17. Vibrate “At my left hand Or-Eye-EI." Visualize the robes as a mixture of 

olive, citron, russcr, and black. He holds sheaves of corn in outstretched 

hands and stands within a very fertile landscape. 

18. Vibrate “Around me flame the pentagrams. Above me shines the six- 

rayed star.” The star is the Seal of Solomon or Megan David of the 

Israeli national flag. Visualize the ascending mangle (point upward) red 

in color, the descending triangle blue. 

19. Repeat rhe Qabalistic Cross Ritual. 
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THOUqHT FORm PRACTICE 

6X6RCISC ON€ 

Look for picture of a very simple Greek temple. A set <>l three concentric circles ul 

marble forming .1 series of three steps, the topmost of which is the temple floor. 

Around this top circle is a ring of slender pillars, also of marble, that hold up a domed 

roof. There arc no doors or walls: it is open to the dements. In the center stands a 

plain altar on which there is a sliver plate of fruit, barley cakes, and goat cheese. A jog 

of wine and a small silver cup complete the appurtenances of rhis temple. Set all this 

on a cliffrop overlooking the Aegean Sea, with a winding path leading up to it. 

Your task is to build tins temple with full attention to detail over the space of a 

week. Having done tins, build the rhoughr form of rhe goddess Demeter and perform 

a rite in her honor. 

6X€RCIS€ TWO 

Build a sandy beach under a night sky with a new moon above. Create the sight, 

sound, and scent of the scenery. Beyond the sea there is a small island: each nighr you 

will swim out to it and set abour building a moon temple; your materials will be 

moonlight, shells, foam, and seaweed. Yon will continue until the night before the full 

moon. On that night you will create a thought form of Artemis, and on rhe full moon 

you will call the essence of the goddess into it anil perform a rite of worship. 

€X€RCIS€ THR€€ 

From the astral proto marrer, create the inside of a small chapel of gray stone. 

Behind the altar is a stained glass window depicting three knights; the firsr is in sil¬ 

ver armor hearing aloft a silver chalice; the second is in gold armor and carrying a 

black shield with a golden wheat sheaf on if; the third knight is in bronze armor and 

is bare-headed—he is older than the other two. The young knight is Galahad, the 

golden knight is Pcrseval, ami the third is Bors. All rhree received sight of the Grail. 
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but only Galahad actually touched it and was able to use ir as a vessel during the 

Mass. Build his window slowly and carefully, and with attention to detail in armor 

and weaponry. 

There are no chairs or seats in the chapel, only a small pne-dieu before the chancel 

steps. Man or woman will kneel here and offer whatever you fed able to offer, be it as 

small as one hour of your life exclusively to the Lords of Light, or the ultimate and 

Unreserved Dedication. (Do not make tins last unless you really mean it; they do take 

up their options!) Remain here as long as you can, and keep your attention on the 

window. One of three things will happen: 

• the Grail in the window will glow brightly and send a beam of light 

down and into your heart center; 

• a priest will enter from the side and offer you communion from another 

chalice; 

• Galahad. Ferseval. and Bors will become real and three-dimensional. 

They will step down from the window and surround you. Together you will 

share bread ami wine, alter which you may leave the chapel and return. 

This may either have a profound effect on you or leave you feeling flat, in which case, 

scrap the chapel and rebuild it until it has a positive effect. You arc dealing with arche¬ 

types here, nor belief systems, so you can go into the experience even if you are not a 

Christian or a practicing (. hristiari. 

eX€RC\S€ FOUR 

Create a glass bridge over a giant chasm. In rhe very center, raise up n castle of crystal. 

In the center of the castle you will find a treasure. What it is will depend on what you 

regard as a treasure. Also, it is disguised as something else, and you must seek it out. 

recognize its true form, and change it hack. Then and only then can you cross over to 

the other side of the bridge. 

If you have guessed wrongly, you may think you have crossed the bridge but you 

will m fact find yourself back on the other side where you began this exercise. 

€X€RCIS€ Five 

Open up the astral matrix to find limitless space. Go forward as far as you feel able to 

do so. You will hnd vour greatest fears will assail you during this time. You may have 

to attempt this several times before you come to a point beyond which you are unable 

to go. Wait unril a point of light appears, and watch until it becomes solid. It will spin 
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anti vibrate and then begin to .give our comicnrric circles «»t pure vibration, which you 

will led as waves bearing against your consciousness, or as the sound of voices and 

instruments chanting with awesome power. You may see ir as hghr and color pouring 

into an as yet unmanifesced space and crearmg forms of all kinds. You are here simply 

to look and experience, lor this is the Point of Manifestation. 

You may repeat these exercises as often as yon like, bur always do them in order, 

not as a random selection. 



DOLOR€S’ 0CP€RI€NC£ WITH TITHE 

some twi-.nty-h vi Yf.Aits acjo, when our much loved bearded collie, Leah, was alive, 

I used ro walk her down to the beach from my house every day in the summer months 

at about three o’clock in the afternoon. The route was always the same. Our of the 

house and turn left, down the road a hit and cross over and rum righr down a narrow 

lane with a dog-leg turn ai the end of it. At the end of this was a crossroads, nor too 

busy but busy enough ro warrant careful walking, especially with a dog on a lead. 

Over the crossroads and up another narrow street to another crossing, a very busy one 

leading directly to a park. This part ol the walk would take, at the very most and 

including any waiting time for cars to pass, ten to twelve minutes. 

On this particular day I began my walk and had reached the crossroads at the top 

ol the dog leg. As I waited for a gap in the traffic, my sense of time and place shifted 

abruptly. 

1 found mvselt, minus the dog, standing under a railway arch in whar I knew' to be 

Waterloo Station in London. Facing me was a rough-looking individual, a vagrant. His 

eyes, however, were brilliantly blue and piercing in then intensity. He held out an enve¬ 

lope of thick handmade paper. 

“Take this and read it, now. 1 will wait.*' 

1 opened u and found inside a letter written in a firm flowing hand, an airplane 

ticket, and some money—it looked to be about five hundred pounds. 

The ticker was for Bombay, India, and onward to a town l had never heard of but 

one I felt was much farther north. 

“You must go now. immediately,” said the vagrant. 

1 protested that 1 couldn’t leave on such short notice: there was my husband to con¬ 

sider, my job < I was working part-time), and the School of the SOL. He got very agi¬ 

tated and insisted that I leave now, this minute, and lie would sec to everything else. 

Somehow 1 found myself on a train with every tiling moving twice a fast as it should, 

then there W'as a period of da rkness. 

W hen I could see again I was hi a busy airport facing a dark skinned man in a Sikh 

turban. 

“\ou must hurry.” he said. “ ITiey have been waiting for a long time.” 
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Then things got hazy; I remember looking down from a plane on mountains topped 

with snow and thinking to myself. "This is straight out of lost Horizon. It is nor real.*' 

Then there was the “place" . . . set on a mountainside and made of red wood. A 

small boy in a black robe led me up a series of stairs to a room that looked our on to a 

mountain range of awesome proportions. The window had no glass, but was open to 

the elements. There was a narrow bed with a straw-filled mattress and pillow, on 

which lay a blanket and a cover of animal fur rhat stank to high heaven. There was a 

chair and a small table: a basin and jug stood on top ot the table. On the bed was a 

dark red robe and a cord, along with a pair ol felt boots. The boy indicated that I was 

to pur these on, rhen lie disappeared. 

I waited lor what seemed like hours, and finally the door opened and in came a 

man. I le was ot middle height and obviously Asian. The face was gentle and the eyes 

kindly, bur I still felt apprehensive. Strangely. 1 had forgotten about my home and fam¬ 

ily at this point. 

He sat down and told me rhat I had been brought here for a purpose, but that it 

was first necessary that my body be cleansed of all that it bad brought with it. He 

opened the door and m came two young boys. One carried a wooden cup. along with 

a pitcher that contained dark liquid; the other carried two basins and some ragged 

lengths of cloth. Then they left. I was rold to drink the liquid slowly, over a period of 

about an hour. 1 asked how I wouIJ know when an hour had passed, since everything, 

including my watch, haJ been taken away. My question went unanswered, and he led. 

The liquid in the |ug tasted foul, but I felt impelled to gradually get it down me. 

Then, having nothing else to do, l lay down and covered myself with the covers. I had 

never felt so cold. I thought 1 would never he warm again. 

|ust as 1 was about to fall asleep, mv stomach revolted; I grabbed a basin and threw 

up, not once, hut time after rune. It was yellow and smelled terrible. Finally it stopped, 

and I fell back on the bed shivering, cold, and wretched. Then my bowels went the 

same way. 

This brought the orher basin into play, and the cloths. This smelled worse than the 

other, hut I was beyond caring. Eventually 1 fell into a deep sleep. When I woke the 

basin# had been removed, cleaned, and replaced, along with more cloths and another 

jug of rhe same liquid. The second day passed like the first, alternately vomiting and 

voiding my bowels until I thought I must he dvmg. A third day came, and by now I 

was too weak to reach tor the basins and the bed was fouled with my waste. As 1 lay 

there unable to do anything, even move, my “jailer’' entered and. with gentle hands, 

proceeded to wash me and clean up the room. 1 lav ing done this, he poured more of 

the liquid down my rhroar. 

I lost track of time. My whole existence was revolved around this violent purging, 

which, though it was happening less frequently, was nonetheless debilitating. Always 
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he was there to clean me and clean the room. I was past embarrassment by now, and 

just let it happen. 

Finally, after some time, it stopped. My body felt light and empty'. The vomiting and 

voiding stopped and ! yvas given no more of the drink, bur instead, pure water and a 

thick porridge sweetened with honey. He fed me a small spoonful at a tune. 1 was 

given slippers along with a robe of soft wool, and raken from the room to another, 

which was larger and had a small stove that gave a welcome heat. Now, at last, 1 was 

allowed to sleep for hours. It was a dreamless sleep, but one in which 1 was conscious 

of a voice speaking to me, feeding me information. 

The bed was more of a platform w ith straw-filled cushions, and behind ii a wall- 

sized tapestry of red and gold figure's woven inro it, most of which seemed to have 

either snake heads or snake bodies with human heads. I awoke feeling rested, but I 

knew' there was more to be done. 1 felt very afraid. My companion came and sat with 

me. He did nor speak but held my hand until l calmed down. Then he stood and 

removed his robe; I was not surprised to see that he was erect. He drew me to the plat¬ 

form and sat down, gently urging me to sit astride him. There was nothing erotic 

about it, simply a task rh.it needed to be done, a rite to be accomplished. 

l he rigid flesh within me did not move, but the power and the force ot the maleness 

was a flame that began at rhe coccy x and rose up unril the whole spine was on fire. It 

rose slowly, and with every vertebrae another part of my consciousness opened up. 

Finally it reached the top of my head, and a tongue of flame flared up and was gone. I 

was lifted gently and urged to lie down and sleep. He left and I never saw him again. 

1 he boys came with my clothes and rook me ro the gare. I looked hack, hut rhere 

was nothing ro see. 1 passed through the gate and found myself crossing the road to the 

park, the dog’s lead still in my hand. 1 “knew” I had been away tor at least two weeks, 

hut in fact it had taken place in rhe six or seven minutes, rhe rime ir rook for my phys¬ 

ical body ro walk from the crossroads lu the park. 1 never experienced anything 

remotely like ir again. 1 know ir had rhe appearance of a ktmdalini ritual, bur why ir 

was given to me I do not know. Herbie and my husband Michael are the only people 

with whom I have ever discussed it. The “forms” throughout were solid and touch¬ 

able, bur nor of my making. T was in my forty fifth year at the time, a number that 

adds Lo nine, die number of completion before a new phase begins. Shortly after, how¬ 

ever, I received the inner plane “contact." which has been with me ever since. 
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CRGATINq A qOL€m WITH 

TH€ S€F€R Y6TZIRAH 

it is mentioned in I MF. Babylonian Talmud that rabbis who lived in rhe fourth cen¬ 

tury used the Sefer Yctzirab to create life: 

K.iba said: If the righteous ones like to do so. they can create a world, 

for ir is said: “bur your sins separate [you from your Cod].” RaWa 

created a man and sent him to Rabbi Sera; when he saw the man and 

spoke to him and he gave no answer, he said: "You seem to come 

from the companions (another possible translation would be: “from 

the magicians**); return to vour loam! Raw Chan inn und Raw 

Osh a ay a studied the Sefir Yctzirab “Book of Formation (or in 

another version, Hitch neb Yctzirab. "Rules of formation”) on the eve 

oi every Sabbath (Friday evening), and created a small cal! and ate it. 

(Sanhedrin 65 b) 

The famous Qabalisr Abraham Abulafia (1240-1296) mocks those who want to make 

calves with the Sefer Yctzirab and savs. u I hose who try to do so are calves them¬ 

selves.” An anonymous Spanish Qaha list writes that using rhe Sefer Yctzirab does not 

create a manifestation on earth hut a “rhmigt form” (Yctzirab macbasbawthith). 

Moses Cord oven > writes (154S) that rhe power that gives life to the Golem is Chifutb. 

“vitality-,” and belongs to rhe elemental forces. The idea that rhe letters have creative 

power was already known in ancient tunes: 

Butzalei (the builder of rhe Temple) knew how to "combine the letters 

with which heaven and earth were created.” (Babylonian Talmud, 

Be radio th 55 a) 

The living being created by the use «>f rhe Scfcr Yctzirab is called a Golem. The I lebrew 

word “Golem” appears only once m the Bible (Ps. 139:16). The root (. I M indicated 

something "nor developed” or “nor unfolded.'* In the medieval philosophical litera¬ 

ture. the word “Golem” was used to describe the original formless matter, the materia 

fnima. In other words, we are speaking about the matter of the Astral Plane. In later 
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Limes, the figure of die Golem was often the subject of literature; for example, in Gus¬ 

tav May rink’s famous novel The Guletn. 

I he ritual of the creation of a Golem is based on an old description given by Rabbi 

Elieser ha-Rokeacb of Worms (1160-1237) .is a part of his comment ro the Sefer Yet- 

zirah. I have also taken the opening and closing of the rue from the Sefer Yetzirah. 

Many passages can he understood as descriptions of God’s creation (for example: “He 

sealed the above . . . *) or as an instruction (“Seal the above Tile author says 

that one should seal the directions with rhe lerrers of the NAME. There are many vari¬ 

ations of these combinations. I have used those from rhe short version, which may be 

the oldest. Each oi the seals is said to belong to one oi the lower six Sefirorh. 

It was always important for rhe old Qabahsts to make sure this type of ritual did 

not result in arrogance or blasphemy of mankind. Therefore, it was pointed our that 

the Golem could nor speak because it has no Ruach (thar is, mental soul). Others con¬ 

sidered it imporrnnr that rhe Golem should be destroyed immediately after the cre¬ 

ation. In writing this ritual, I have taken care ro obey this rule. 

The attributes of rhe archangels have been changed sometimes through the ages. For 

example, Michael and Gawriel (who is often called Gabriel by those who do not speak 

Hebrew) have changed rhe element they reigned over. The same is true for the direc¬ 

tions some of the archangels belonged to. I have chosen to use the arrangement most 

Qabalistic students o! today will be familiar with because I consider the Qabalah to be 

a living tradition, and nor a rigid and dead thing. 

PRONUNCIATION 

I have tried ro transliterate the Hebrew words in such a way that it is as easy as possi¬ 

ble for an English-speaking person to pronounce them correctly. The letter Cbetb, and 

sometimes the letter Kaf\ are transliterated as “Ch.*' This is always pronounced as in 

rhe Scottish pronunciation ot loch. I have transliterated rhe letrer Thaw as “ Th,° in 

order to distinguish it from rhe letter Teth. However, both can be spoken like “T.” 

GLOSSARY 

I he word helirmih describes rhe ten Sefirorh as the divine and unmanifest essence. 

The Nefesh is the emotional or astral soul. 

The Ruach is the mental soul. 

The Shecbinab is the female aspect of God. She is considered to be rhe divine pres¬ 

ence in rhe world, especially in the temple. 
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INTRODUCTION 

fhe ntual »s written lor three officers, but 11 can also be done with two officers, if the 

2. officer lakes also the lilies of the V officer. (As the old descriptions say, it should be 

done vvirli two nr three people. I surest the Magus should be a man and the 1. officer 

should hi ,i woman.) However, 1 think it is possible to do this ritual with a bigger 

group. 1 like the idea of twenty-two upholders, each one of them representing one of 

the twenty-two Hebrew letters. Since the main part o! the ritual is the chanting and 

pathworkmg, it is very easy to include some upholders. 

h very body should wear white robes. On the altar. Mime holy water will be needed 

—enough to purify everybody. In front of the altar should be a figure of the Golem 

made nt loam or clay to help build up the thought form nl the Golem later. “And he 

should take virgin earth from a place in the mountains, where no human has ever dug. 

and border the earth with water of life and make a Golem.” The figure of the Golem 

should be purified with holy water. 

TH<E OPfENINq 
Magus: Looking upward, he draws in the air the invoking or opening hexagram, then 

points in the middle, and says: 

By the seal of the six-pointed star and hi the name of 

Yod Heh \Vau> 

/ open the ahure. 

rhen the magus looks downward, draws in the air the invoking hexagram, then points 

in the middle, and says: 

Bv the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Yod Waw Heh 

I open the below. 

Then the magus goes to the east, draws in the air the invoking hexagram, points in the 

middle, and says: 

Bv the seal of the stx-pomted star and in the name of 

Heh Yud Watt' 

I open the east. 

Then the magus goes to the west, draws in the air the invoking hexagram, points in the 

middle, and says: 
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By the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Heh Warn Yod 

I open the west 

I hen the magus goes to the south, draws in the air the invoking hexagram, points in 

the middle, and says: 

By the seal of the six-pointed star and tn the name of 

Waw Yod Heh 

I open the south. 

I hen the magus goes to the north, draws m the air the invoking hexagram, points in 

the middle, and says: 

By the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Waw Heh Yod 

/ open the north. 

I have taken the order of the openings from the Sefer Yetzirah itself. This is why I have 

started with the opening of the above. This is indeed unusual, for normally I would 

have started in the east. 1 have decided to use the hexagram, because the whole opening 

is sixfold and there are six permurations of the divine name consisting of three letters. 

INVOKING TH6 ARCHANCj€LS 

2. Officer: Looks upward and says: 

/ invoke thee and I give thee welcome 

Met at ran. 

Teacher of the mysteries. 

Thou art called the prince of the face. 

The most highest, and closest to Cod. 

Let us understand and experience the mystery of creation. 

Then he looks downward and says: 

I invoke thee and I give thee welcome 

Sandal fun, 

Keeper of the secret knowledge. 

Thou art the servant of the shechinah. 

Let us become aware of 

The divinity within. 

US 
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Then he goes to the east and says: 

/ invoke thee and I give thee welcome 

Rafael, 

Thou art the master of the element of ah. 

Make our words powerful. 

Give to our work the hr eat h of life, 

For all life needs air to breathe. 

Then he goes to rhr west and says: 

I invoke thee and l gnu? thee welcome 

C, a uricl, 

l him art the master of the element of water. 

Give to our work the waters of life. 

For water is the element, of life. 

And for out of the sea came all life on this planet. 

Then he goes to the south and says: 

I invoke thee and I give thee welcome 

Michael, 

Thntt art the master of the element of fire. 

Give to our work the power of life. 

For all life needs warmth and energy to exist. 

Then he goes to the north and says: 

I invoke thee and I give thee welcome 

Uriel, 

Thou art the master of the element of earth. 

Give to our work the power of form. 

Because without form, there ts no manifestation. 

Magus: Goes to the altar, stretches Ins arms ouU and says: 

Yah 

Yod ht'h vav hch 

Fzewaoth 

h.ltihvf yIsrael 

F.loh'mt chajim 

U-melech olam 

F.l shaddai 

Raeburn ve-chamm 
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Ram ve-nisa 

Shocbeti ad mar am 

Ve-qadosh shemcha 

hi! this holy place with your divine presence. 

Mess us, and inspire its. 

So that our work will he successful. 

All: Do rhc Qabaiisnc cross. 

atah 

male hath 

ve-gewurah 

ve-gedulah 

le-olam 

amen 

Magus: 

In the name and under the protection of 

the creator of the universe, 

l declare this temple of the mysteries open. 

The intention of the ritual is 

to create a living creature from inanimate substance, 

in order to understand the mystery of creation 

and the creative power within us. 

TH€ CR6ATI0N OF TH€ CjOLem 

The fragment that this ritual is based on begins with a d.scussion of the nutation of 

sh> one may not do tins ntual alone. Even though J do not beheve tins was a real part 

<> e original rirual, I have included ,t in order ro make everybody understand and 

remember the law of polarity, the divinity within, and the power of words 

Magus: Bereshnb bra etolnm etl, ba-shamaim ve-eth ha-aretz. (Gen. 1) 

2. Officer: In the beginning. Elobim made the heaven and the earth. 

3. Officer: Why does "bereshitb ” begin with the tetter Beth? 

Magus: Because the number of the letter Beth is two. 

2. Officer: This is the law of polarity. 

3. Officer: And because of this, it is written: two are better than one. (Eccles. 4:9) 
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Magus: Vayomer elohim nxasseb adam betzalmenu kid'mulheimi. (Gen. 1:26} 

2. Officer: And Elohim said. "Let ns make man in our image, like us. " 

3, Officer. Who are those, who speak? 

Magus: They' are: Cod . . . 

2. Officer: . . . And the Nhechmah. 

3. Officer: The work of creation cannot he June alone. 

Magus: Companions, will yon assist me m the work that lies before us? 

2. Officer: I will. 

3. Officer: / will. 

Magus; It was said that the righteous ones could create a world if they wished. And it 

is written: 4/cdoshim lihfu kt qadosh am Ibvh (Adonai) elohetchem. (Lev. 19:2) 

2. Officer: You shall he holy, as I. Adonai your Cod. am holy. 

3. Officer. Hut how can we he as holy as Cod? 

Magus: We can he holy, because we were made in his image, like him. 

2. Officer: We are the children of the creator and the creator is within us. 

3. Officer: How did Elohim create life? 

Magus: Elohim created life by the power of words. As it is written: vayomer elohim 

thotze ha-aretz nefesh c hay ah lernmah hehemah raremess. vechaytho-aretz lemineh 

rayeht-chen. (Gen. 1:241 

2. Officer. Ami Elohim said, "The earth bring forth bring souls in their way, gregari¬ 

ous animals, and reptiles, and wild animals m their way" and so it was. 

3. Officer: Let ns begin. 

Magus: First we bare to purify ourselves. 

2. Officer: len sefirotb blimah. the number of ten fingers, five opposite fire with a sin¬ 

gle covenant precisely in the middle, like the word of the tongue and the word of 

the genitals. 
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3- ri” SCfirn;b b,""“h- tvilh wisdom, and be unite with under 

'££*' ‘0‘th tbCW- ^ Pr°be U-‘th "'**• the thing 'stand in ,,s 

1. Officer: The 2. officer goes ro everybody and purifies everybody’s hands and fore- 
head with holy wnrer, saying to each one: 

Ten sefiroih blimah 

live opposite five (touching the hands). 

With a single covenant precisely in the middle 

{touching the forehead). 

You are purified. 

rZ.Tl / T 'TT °* CVLTyb,'d>' ) <^mw,s. now see with vodinner 
flying in front of you. See and feel the gray color and 

h s /t NrV 1 A W- LO°k M lhe *** of 
hue. Notice the position of his arms and legs. Look at his gray chest Notice 

^ ^ 0/ hlS b°dy‘ BuUd the form of his body unth the power of your 

(After some rime to build up rhe rluuighi form.) 

Magus: Twenty-two foundation letters. three mothers. 

2. Officer: Seven doubles. 

3. Officer: And twelve simple ones. 

Magus; Command them, engrave them, change them, and combine them! And form 

formed”1' ” ^ ^ 'W" ‘W ‘he Mefcsh nf M ihal sh*U be 

2. Officer: They arc set in a circle as 23 / 

backward. 
gates. And the circle rotates forward and 

3. Officer: Httwf 

Magus: Weigh them and change them! 

1. Officer: Alcf with each one, and each one with Alef 

3. Officer: Beth with each one. and each one with Beth. 

Magus: form substance from the rmmamfest. and make he that which is not' 
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2. Officer: Visualize and change, and wake all that has been {nr rued and all that has 

been spoken. 

3. Officer: With the one name' 

(Tovr taken from Srfett. Vetzirah. chapter 2.) 

All: hvervbody stands m j circle around the Golem. It possible, everyone is holding the 

hands of Ins neighbors. I hen they chant the letters of the divine name combined 

with the alphabet. I he 23 I gates are combinations of two letters. Ald-Bech, Alef- 

(iimrl. Mef Daletb . . Aid-Thaw. Bcrh-Gmiel, Beth-Dalctb . Shin-Thaw. These 

23 I gates axe combined with the Imers ol the tctragruminuluu. To keep the idea of 

the original ritual, hut simplify it, 1 have based it on the name Jod Hch Wnw, which 

I identify with the three vowels 1, A, and O. like the Greek transliteration. So in the 

simplest form possible, every gate will he spoken i-i: a -a; u-o. Please note that Aid 

and Ayin have no sound ot their own. Among the seven ‘‘double-letters. Beth. Kaf, 

and Hch have a hard and a soft sound. They are spoken hard in the first syllable lli, 

K. Pi and soft in rhe second syllable (W, t h. F). So the first gate (Alef-Reth) would 

he chanted: i-wi, a-wa, ovvo. The second gate (Alef-Guncl) would be: i-gi, n-ga, o- 

go. I he twenty-second gate (Berh-Gimcl) is chanted: bt-gi, baga, bo-go. Chanting all 

the 231 gates will take about ten to fifteen minutes at the most. This will still be 

something like the original, which did in some descriptions include all possible com¬ 

binations of five vowels, which means twenty five instead of three combinations for 

each gate, and even for experts ol the language this would take more than one hour, 

maybe rwo—and there arc methods that are even more complicated. Since the 

whole dung needs to be done backward (as described later), this would have been a 

ritual of many hours. Vet. some say it is unlikely that ir has been practiced like this. 

I do not know, but I think two times ten to fifteen minutes is a good choice. I am 

aware that the chanting is not really easy to do at the* beginning, but 1 want to keep 

the original atmosphere. I Jo not think 1 can reduce this any more. However, since 

rhe original ritual was considered to he practiced only by master Qabalists, l expect 

that everyone taking parr in this ritual knows the Hebrew alphabet and has prac¬ 

ticed the chanting before, and maybe taken some time to meditate the meaning of 

the Irtrers. It may also be helpful to draw rhe twenty-two letters around a circle and 

connect every letter with every other letter. Do tins in the order of rhe chanting, and 

you will understand much better the meaning of the 231 gates. During rhe chanting, 

a dancelike step will be used, so chat after each g.iTe everyone moves one step in a 

clockwise direction. Flu* tradition says that the whole thing has ro be started again 

it a mistake happens. I think that it will he okay if at least one person will do rhe 

chanting correctly. This means that since it is unlikely for everybody to be wrong. 
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such a problem is hopefully avoided. If it should happen, however, 1 suggest rhat it 

will be ail rrghr ro repeat only rhe gate that went wrong. During the chanting of 

each gate, everybody visualizes a ray of light for each gate, which fills the astral 

lorni of rhe Golem with the creative power of the letters of this gate. It is very 

important to feel how the golem is filled up with rlus power, gate by gate. 

Magus: After the last gate (Shm-Thaw), the magus goes to the Golem. Then the Magus 

Wfires on the Golems forehead for on a paper on the Golem s forehead) rhe word 

emeth. which means “truth," and says; 

I write nn your forehead 

the word "emeth. ” 

the seal of the holy one, blessed be. the creator of the universe. 

flv the fmwer of the creator within all of us. 

I give life to you. 

May rhe power of life fill your body. 

May you live among us for a short while 

to the everlasting glory 

of the one creator.: 

(K very body goes to his seat.) 

( ompaninns, close your eyes now. and see with your inner vision. See the (ioletn lying 

m front of you. See and feel the gray color and tire hardness of the body made of cold 

loam. Look at the shape and the expression on his face, still being emotionless and 

stiff. Notice the position of his arms and legs. Lo\tk at his gray chest. Notice every 

detail of hts body, and now feel the energy of life rhat you hare given to this cold body, 

radiating warmth from deep within it. I he warmth fills tip his body more and more. 

The hard surface slowly becomes more soft and the gray color turns into the color of 

human skin, shade lr\> shade. < hit of bis hands and feet grow short fingernails and toe¬ 

nails. and his hair starts to grow t<> some inches of length, heel and see how the power 

of life flows through his body. Almost imperceptibly you hear a small hut regular 

sound. It sounds like a heat. It becomes louder, and you realize it is a heartbeat. You 

listen to the rhythm of his heartbeat and you look at his chest and you see how it 

seems to move. You notice the sound of wind or aw from his nose. And you are wit 

ness to the very first bread.' of his life. His chest moves up and down while he contin¬ 

ues to breathe. His fingers move slowly as if they had been stunned and are not yet 

used to moving. His arms and legs move a little bit. as if he was just in the process of 

awakening. Slowly he opens his eyes. Then he lifts up his upper body and stands up. 

I le is alive—you hair given life to this creature. You are hts creators, his parents, and 

hts masters. He turns around ami looks in the eyes of everybody. He cannot speak. 
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because be does not have a Hunch, but he does have a Nefesh and he does have emo¬ 

tions, hi his eyes you can see the feeling of deep thankfulness for the short time that 

you have given to him the wonderful present of life. For even a small moment of life is 

an experience that will not he forgotten. He smiles as he looks into your eyes. And you 

feel that your heart is filled with the joy of life itself. No word can describe the feelings 

shared between you and him, a feeling almost like parentshtp of a different kind. 

(Small pause.) When he has completed facing everybody, he comes hack to the center, 

and then he listens as I speak to him: 

Creature made of earth, 

formed by the power of the mind, 

you have hern given life, by the creative power of the holy name 

And the twenty-two holy letters. 

We bless yon. 

It is written: For everything there is a time and there is a right 

moment, and for each thing under the heaven, 

a time to he horn and a time to die. (Ecclesiastes 3:1-2) 
Your time among us is over, and you have to leave now. 

You will take 

with you the memory of the soul you once had. 

And it will he absorbed into your own world for the benefit of your 

kind of existence. 

Lie down, hack m your place! 

Companions, the Golem is lying in his place; 

let us say goodbye and farewell. 

We know that what has been done could be done again! 

The creator is always within us. 

Creature made of earth, 

I erase on your forehead 

the letter “ Alef." the letter with which begins the alphabet. 

And where the word "emeth " was written, 

now only "meth"—nhe is dead"—remains. 

In the name of the creator ivithw all of us, 

/ take hack the life that was given to you. 

Way the power of life git hack to where it came from. 

From earth you ivere made, and to the earth you will return, 

hut you will keep with you the memory of what you once were. 

(The m3£iis erases the uAJdr.") 
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Yuu w<ncl} the Golem closing his eyes. His arms amt legs become stiff, ami the breath¬ 

ing movement of his chest is irregular; after a while it stops completely. The heartbeat 

increasingly slows. until you cannot hear it anymore ami it fades away. The expression 

of his face becomes stiff again, fits hair, his fingernails, ami his toenails become gray 

l he color of his skin, shade by shade, turns hack to gray The surface of his body 

changes to the hard and lifeless structure of dry loam. Tlis body becomes cold again. 

Feel and see how the power of life withdraws into the center of the body of the Golem. 

I be body of the Golem is lying in front of you, without any emotion or any sign of 

life. When you open your eyes, you still see the thought form of the Golem 's body in 
front of yon. 

Magus: Now the circle has to turn backward again, lake hack what you have given, 

and absorb into yourself the power of life, which is now filled with the experience 

of the mystery of creation. 

All: h very body stands m a circle around I he Golem, ff possible, everyone is holding the 

hands o! his neighbors. Then rhey chant the letters of the divine name combined 

with the alphabet. This time the 231 gates are spoken backward. Also, the order of 

the vowels is reversed. They will be spoken o -o; -a -a; -i -i. So the group starts with 

gate (Shin-Thaw), which would be chanted: Silo I Ho, SHa-THa, SHi-THi. Then 

comes Resh-Tluw. then Kesh Shin . . . and the last one ts Alef-Beth. The “doubie- 

lerters Beth, Kat. and Peh are spoken hard in rhe first syllable (B, K, P) and soft in 

the second syllable (W, ( h. F), as before. Again, the dancelike step will be used, but 

this time in a counterclockwise direction. During rhe chanting of each gate, every¬ 

body visualizes a ray of light for each gate. Now he rakes back from rhe astral form 

of the Golem w hat he has given to it. But the power of life he receives back brings 

with it the experience of the mystery of creation. So w^hat everybody gets back is 

more than what he gave. Again, it is very important to fed how the power comes 
hack, gate by gate. 

(Small break.) 

Magus: The work has been done. Now let us gwe thanks to our friends, the archangels. 

THANKINq AND SCNDINq BACK OF THC ARCHANqCLS 

2. Officer: Looks upward and says: 

Wc thank thee ami we hi ess thee. 

Metatron. 

Go back to thy place at the side of God. 
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Then he looks downward and says: 

We thunk thee and we bless thee. 

Sandalfan. 

Go back to try place m the secret tew pie of the shechinah. 

Then he goes ro rhe east and says: 

W e thank thee and tee bless thee, 

Rafael. 

Gu back to thy place in heaven. 

Then he goes to the west and says: 

We thank thee and we bless thee, 

Gawriel. 

Go back to thy place in the waters of the upper world. 

Then he goes to the south and says: 

We thank thee and we bless thee. 

Michael. 

Go hack to thy place at the gate of paradise. 

Then he goes to the north and says: 

We thank thee and we bless thee. 

Uriel. 

Go back to thy place m the garden of the lord. 

TH€ CLOSINq 

Magus: Looking upward, he draws in the air rhe dosing hexagram, then points in the 

middle, and says: 

Ry the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Yod Hvh Waw 

/ close the above. 

Then the magus looks downward, draws in the air the closing hexagram, points 

in rhe middle, and says: 
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Hy the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Yod Waif I-leh 

I l lose the below. 

1 hen the magus goes ro the east, draws in the air the closing hexagram, points in 

the middle, and says: 

By the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Heh Yod Warn 

I close the east. 

I hen rhe magus goes to the west, draws in the air the closing hexagram, points in the 

middle, and says: 

By the seal of the stx-p united star ami m the name of 

Heh Waw Yod 

I close the west. 

Then the magus goes to the south, draws in the air rhe closing hexagram, points in the 

middle, and says: 

By the seal of the six pointed star and in the name of 

Waw Yod Heh 

I rinse the south. 

I hen rhe magus goes to rhe north, draws in rhe air the closing hexagram, points in the 

middle, and says: 

By the seal of the six-pointed star and in the name of 

Waw Heh Yod 

I close the north. 

Magus: Goes hack to his position and faces ihe altar: 

In the name of the creator of the universe 

l declare this temple of the mysteries closed 

And the ritual ended. 

5ALOMO BAAL SHKM (STEFAN FTTBIG) 
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what FOLLOW aui three exercises promised elsewhere in the hook ro give you some 

ways into rhe astral that are not found when working in the usual format. 

1. This way will take you into the ‘Timer’' astral and open tip the astral memory 

area. I his means you can call up and recreate images rather than building 

them. I lowever. it will only work wirh images of objects that have existed at 

some tulle in the past. 

2. This way wall take you into the upper level oi the astral, to a “gateway leading 

ro the mental level, and, if you can take rhe pressure, into the lower 

spiritual/angelic level. 

The “Tourways" will take you into (respectively) the astral elemental kingdoms 

of earth, water, fire, and air. 

6X6RCISG ON£ 

Begin with a curtain of white misr that opens directly onto the all-whire astral level. 

Remember that I described the feel underfoor as being similar ro walking on a 

waterbed. Begin to walk forward and call the soft, slightly undulating feeling beneath 

you. These subtle levels are limitless, so you can keep walking as long as you need. As 

you do so, you begin to sink deeper into the astral matrix with each step. I here is 

nothing to tear—gist keep walking and you will sink deeper and deeper until it closes 

over your head (remember that you, too, arc in an astral body at this moment), and 

you will meld into the matrix and become a pan of it, but will still retain vour human 

intelligence and abilities. 

You can stop moving forward at tins point, and rest in the proto matter around 

you. Summon what you want to sec or hear or know about, and the images or sounds 

will manifest as thoughts or inner ear sounds. The imagery will not be crystal clear, but 

will appear dreamlike and often a little ha/y, but if you persevere, you will soon be 

able to accept the images directly into rhe inner visual center. You can go with a clear- 

cut purpose, or simply browse. 
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€X€RC1se TWO 

Follow the same initial route into the astral, and pull up enough “matter1'* to create a 

curving stairway disappearing mro the upper whiteness. Climb up, and as you follow 

die cunt* around, you will become aware of rainbow colors beginning to infiltrate the 

whiteness. Soon the colors will predominate and you will know you have entered the 

mental world. \ou will also notice small colored shapes and forms that change as they 

llutter past- These are human thoughts from the physical level. Most are simply stray 

thoughts, but those of almost solid color will he definite and purposeful. The shapes 

will also give you an idea of what the thought is about, hut not who is thinking. 

You am create another stairway and go on up to the beginning of the next level, or 

as far as you tee) able to go. I his will rake you out into a level composed mainly of 

what look like stars, hut winch, in face, are angelic beings. They are of all shapes, 

forms, sizes, and often colors, some of which you will not be able to see properly. If 

you begin to feel hazy or disoriented, return at once. 

£X<ERC!S€ THR66 

l se rhe same entry point, but stand still and lace any direction. In fact, here all direc¬ 

tions are the same, for there is no point of reference in space, inner or outer. Wait qui- 

edy and call upon rhe King of a particular element. Soon you will begin to see a change 

in the whiteness and a color will begin to appear. These colors will be those you asso 

ciate with Certain elements. For instance, pale gold may mean the gold of ripe com and 

be your color for earth; or you might prefer a pale springlike green. Sea green or blue 

mn> be your choice tor waiter, and a rich vibrant red for tire. A deeper blue or a rose 

might he your choice for air. Remember, this is your astral kingdom. 

Herbie and I have enjoyed having you with us. and hope that you have enjoyed 

whar we have shared with you. We will be glad to hear from you concerning any of 

these exercises or the information you have found in this book. 

See you around on rhe astral! 
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